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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a study of antebellum literature about the home and the postRevolutionary conceptualization of domesticity as political participation. Analyzing texts
that take the construction, management, and pursuit of a home as central concerns, I trace
a cultural preoccupation with isolation in the idealization of the home. The cult of domesticity that emerged and was reflected in these texts was a troubled, conflicting response to
the ideology of Republican Motherhood, which defined a woman’s political contribution
as raising good citizen sons and patriotic daughters. By taking a previously private role
and turning it into a public duty, the mother became a highly visible and symbolically
loaded figure. It also made her sphere of action, the home, a highly charged political
space, subject to government intervention and social control. In conduct manuals, magazines, memoirs, and fiction, women writing about the home represent it as vulnerable to
unwelcome intrusion, invasion, and influences, giving both power and critique to the ideal of home as isolated and pure, and, ultimately, attempting to reveal a domestic ideology
that was at odds with Republican Motherhood and notions of liberal privacy that held the
home to be a completely private, independent space.
Tracing this tension in canonical and popular literature, I construct comparisons
of texts not frequently put into conversation with each other, drawing provocative parallels and important distinctions between them and opening up scholarly understandings of
domesticity with discussions of isolation and purity. Beginning with an analysis of domestic manuals by Catharine Beecher and Lydia Maria Child, I read these texts side by
side with manuals on the construction of the asylum and penitentiary, which along with

the home were built on models of isolation. These prescriptive texts attend obsessively to
air purity and proper ventilation, and the figure of the nation’s “inmate” emerges: a version of subjecthood in which self-development and redemption rely on an environment
protected from all external influences (physical, political, economic, and social). Following this version of the ideal home as it plays out in the most popular women’s magazine
of the period, Godey’s Lady’s Book, I next examine how the figure of the child becomes a
powerful symbol for vulnerability and freedom, unpacking the ways that sentimental
rhetoric both served and failed the American homebuilding project. In the last two chapters, I analyze the female authors Caroline Kirkland and Fanny Fern and their attempts to
transplant the American home to the West and the urban center, respectively. In A New
Home, Who’ll Follow?, Kirkland’s “hut in the wilderness” becomes the best embodiment
of the American Myth. Finally, in the autobiographical novel Ruth Hall and in her newspaper writings, Fanny Fern places her heroines “beyond the pale of female jurisdiction,”
rejecting the bonds of womanhood, but also revealing fears for the isolated woman and
her potential for desolation and madness. Contextualizing Fern within the written output
of maternal associations, I conclude with a consideration of the home as complex and
multivalent: it is imagined as a space to work and a space free from work, a woman’s
empire and her prison, a place one desperately hopes to find and a place one wants to escape; the home is where one is free to be herself and where one is cut off and confined.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
THE HOME AS WORD, FEELING, AND SPACE:
ISOLATIONISM AND DOMESTICITY IN THE NEW NATION
“Thus, not only does democracy make men forget their ancestors but also hides their descendants and keeps them
apart from their fellows. It constantly brings them back to
themselves and threatens in the end to imprison them in the
isolation of their own hearts.”
—Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America
“Isolation must precede true society.”
—Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Self-Reliance”

Tocqueville’s early assertion that American democracy and individualism lead to
isolation is at odds with the belief that Emerson and many other thinkers in the first half
of the nineteenth century held, which was that isolation was the starting point for a
healthy society. My dissertation explores the connection between the social, political, and
domestic philosophies that were taking shape in America and the appearance of buildings
and structures that were erected on the basis that isolation could serve a beneficial role; it
could reform individuals and by extension, American society. Isolationism as a basis for a
society and its government imbued much of the antebellum culture and experience with a
sense of separatism: separate spheres based on gender, separate systems for criminal and
mental care, the separation of church and state, racial divisions that upheld the slave system, an isolationist foreign policy that informed the U.S.’s relationships with the rest of
the world, a secessionist movement to break up the Northern and Southern states, to name
a few. In this formative period, “America” and “American”—nationhood and selfhood—
were not associated with a sense of belonging but with exclusion.

What goes unacknowledged in isolationist principles is how they represent a privileged subject position. When Emerson, for instance, states that he must “shun father and
mother and wife and brother, when my genius calls me,” he is speaking from a position
of white, middle-class male privilege that allows him to retreat from the world. “Whim,”
as he calls his escape into solitude and writes on the door-posts of his house, is serving
the interest of oneself over others and closing oneself off from the interference and influence of others. Emerson needed a space in which he could act out whim and it was not
just in nature that he drew inspiration for what that space might look like. An entirely
new conception of home made whimsy available to him. With the rapidly expanding networks of commerce, transportation, and industry swirling outside of their doors, white
middle-class Americans began to romanticize their home as a “haven in a heartless
world.” This haven took on gendered meaning as men, the suited soldiers sent to conquer
the sphere of business, expected refuge and solitude within the home, and women were in
charge of ensuring that it was such a sanctuary for the family.
Home “starts by bringing some space under control” in order to create solidarity
when larger forces threaten to tear groups apart (288-89), explains sociologist Mary Douglas. In a New Home, Who’ll Follow?, Caroline Kirkland describes that “home-feeling”
as the comfort and happiness of being rooted rather than moving from place to place. Responding to her husband’s innocence about the bliss of a happy home—“Shifted about as
I have been from pillar to post, I scarcely know what home is, from experience” (5)—
Anne Hyde declares in Catharine Maria Sedgwick’s 1835 novel Home that, “Home
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should be the sweetest of all words” (8). In antebellum literatures, home was a space, a
feeling, and, above all, a word. It has become one of the most powerful words in American culture, capable of inspiring vivid images and emotions of belonging, comfort, and
protection, as well as boredom, confinement, and violence. Of all the buildings and institutions constructed in the first half of the nineteenth century, the American home has been
the most enduring and the most idealized. Home should be the sweetest of all words,
Sedgwick’s character admits, but for whom was it the sweetest of all words? What was at
stake in the sweetness of the word?
This dissertation is a study of antebellum literature about the home and the postRevolutionary conceptualization of domesticity as political participation. Analyzing texts
that take the construction, management, and pursuit of a home as central concerns, I trace
a cultural preoccupation with purity, protection, privacy, and perfection in the idealization
of the home. Rooted in isolationist trends, the cult of domesticity that emerged and was
reflected in these texts was a troubled, conflicting response to the ideology of Republican
Motherhood, which defined a woman’s political contribution as raising good citizen sons
and patriotic daughters. By taking a previously private role and turning it into a public
duty, the mother became a highly visible and symbolically loaded figure. It also made her
sphere of action, the home, a highly charged political space, subject to government intervention and social control. In conduct manuals, magazines, memoirs, and fiction, women
writing about the home represent it as vulnerable to unwelcome intrusion, invasion, and
influences, giving both power and critique to the ideal of home as isolated and pure, and,
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ultimately, attempting to reveal a domestic ideology that was at odds with Republican
Motherhood and notions of liberal privacy that held the home to be a completely private,
independent space.

“flight from myself”: Isolationism in the New Nation
In his New Yorker piece on coping with the suicide of David Foster Wallace, novelist Jonathan Franzen recounts his need of “being farther away” and his trip to the remote South Pacific island Masafuera, also called Alexander Selkirk after the Scottish adventurer and archetype for Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe. Overwhelmed by professional responsibilities and by conflicting emotions after his friend’s death, Franzen fantasized about “running away and being alone.” Franzen’s impulse to escape is not a novel
one in American culture: from Henry David Thoreau’s removal to Walden Pond to Sheryl
Strayed’s 1,100-mile hike on the Pacific Crest Trail, from Scarlett O’Hara’s desperate
plea to Ashley Wilkes to run away to Mexico together to almost every American on-theroad movie, Americans have had plenty of depictions of the dream of leaving all of the
troubles of civilized life behind when they become too burdensome and suffocating. Such
an escape could only ever be a temporary reprieve and most characters are made to realize that they have to face their problems straight on (Huck Finn is, of course, a notable
exception). For some characters and for Franzen, being further away is also a “flight from
myself” and a chance to gain a “secure sense of my own identity, a sense achieved in solitude.” So, then, Franzen wants a flight from oneself to oneself?
!4

This hope reflects a belief in the redemptive power of solitude and that the individual isolated from society, set in a pure environment, can find one’s true self. Franzen
implicitly links this belief to the rise of the novel, as he ponders the significance of the art
form since Defoe’s literary effort, which he calls the “great early document of radical individualism, the story of an ordinary person’s practical and psychic survival in profound
isolation.” Franzen suggests that the novel arose from boredom, feeding the hunger of
entertainment-starved women who were recently freed from the drudgery of household
work. If the novel was a response to boredom, then it was also the primary vehicle for
soul-searching (did individualism also develop out of boredom? is soul-searching a
leisure activity?). The novel was a flight from oneself to oneself.
Almost concurrent with the rise of the novel was the rise of a new model of homelife as a world away from the world. The idea that the worlds of commerce, politics, and
social engagement were oppressive, overwhelming, or places where individuals felt like
they could not truly be themselves has played an important part in the idealization of the
home as a haven in a heartless world and an isolated space of solitude to do the work of
soul-searching. It would make sense, then, that the domestic novel became one of the
most popular fiction forms of the nineteenth century. And by domestic novel I would include not just the well-known, oft-sneered at sentimental novels of the era. Hawthorne’s
novels certainly cover home life, and his romances led to the representation of interior
worlds in Henry James’s domestic novels. Even extending beyond the nineteenth century
to Franzen’s novels of marriage, family, and everyday domestic life, we see that our most
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soul-searching novels are domestic ones. And as the main audience for the novel, women
would be the ones charged with the search for individual meaning.
Isolation and radical individualism did not begin in the nineteenth-century, but
they are well-known themes in antebellum American literature. From Irving’s Rip to
Thoreau at Walden, from Hawthorne’s Hester to Melville’s Bartleby, the image of the individual escaping from or cast out by a conformity-driven society recurs in many of our
now beloved texts from this era. Even the biographies of these literary giants have been
shaped by romantic notions of the alienated genius at odds with the rest of the world. And
landmark scholarship by F.O. Matthiessen, Henry Nash Smith, and R.W.B. Lewis, most
notably, has glorified the lone American—self-reliant, trailblazing, innocent, and almost
always male—a figure at once appealing and tragic, who confidently stakes out his own
claim separate from others, even as he laments feelings of disconnectedness. This rugged
individual became the archetypal American precisely for those unconventional qualities
that distanced him from every other American. More recent scholarship has diligently
placed these fictional figures and troubled authors within broader institutions and cultural
ideologies (of slavery or the marketplace, for example), reinterpreting, and perhaps denying, the isolation they imagined defined their experience and their art. I would like to return to isolation as a key concept for understanding nineteenth-century American literature. Instead of aggrandizing the isolated American as heroic or tragic, though, I suggest a
new context for understanding the interest antebellum writers had in isolation. For many
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Americans and American institutions, isolation offered powerful possibilities for social
reform.
Edwin T. Bowden has observed that representations of this experience of isolation
persist from nineteenth-century American literature into the twentieth century because of
the nation’s unique religious, political, social, and psychological history. In his 1961
book, The Dungeon of the Heart: Human Isolation and the American Novel, he argues
that “isolation may be fairly called a common theme of American fiction. . . . The theme
is there, of course, because it represents a problem or challenge in American life itself:
the sense of separation from civilization or from home or from accepted ideas and familiar ways or, most strongly, from fellow beings” (3, 4). And in a 2009 article, “On Isolation,” Mark Conliffe puts out a call for a “comprehensive study of isolation in literature”
that follows up on the work of Bowden and Anthony Storr’s Solitude, a study that “would
need both to consider the meanings and valuations that different periods and movements
assign to isolation and to examine the treatment isolation receives from different forms
and modes of literature” (128). My dissertation accepts Bowden’s claim that isolation is a
popular theme in American literature and engages Conliffe’s appeal for a more in-depth
exploration of this topic, closely considering the theme in the period between the Revolutionary War and the Civil War and the era’s literary historical movements of Romanticism
and Sentimentalism. I will look at a variety of texts about the home and domesticity
—“literary” or canonical works, popular writings, periodical literature, medical and scientific documents—published in the antebellum period.
!7

I depart from Bowden’s assumption that isolation has been “a problem or challenge in American life.” Indeed, isolation in antebellum America was often theorized as a
remedy for individual and social ills. My research began by studying the private spaces
that families inhabited. The model of private life reified the ideology of separate spheres,
which viewed men’s and women’s work as segregated but equal, and it also represented
the stabilizing moral force in American society. Architectural designs for private residences were popularized in pattern books and periodicals like the Philadelphia-based
Godey’s Lady’s Book, reflecting and informing these new values of the home’s purpose
and function. Influential domestic architect Andrew Jackson Downing, for instance, was
instrumental in professionalizing architecture in the United States and for opposing the
civic-oriented Greek style dominating public buildings with his Gothic-inspired designs.
In Inexpressible Privacy: The Interior Life of Antebellum American Literature, Milette
Shamir observes that Downing’s plans were “characterized by increased consideration for
privacy and by the allocation of specialized spaces to each member of the household” (30). The private household itself was divided, along gender lines according to
Shamir, and individuals became increasingly isolated and solitary in the domestic space.
The construction of isolated spaces seemed to dovetail with the shift away from classical
republican service-oriented ideals to more liberal notions of individual liberty and selfdefinition.
As I investigated other architectural plans of the antebellum era, I soon began to
see that Philadelphia was leading the nation in its reform of the private and institutional
!8

spaces Americans occupied. More specifically, in 1823 and 1836 construction began on
two important edifices: Eastern State Penitentiary and the Pennsylvania Hospital for the
Insane, respectively. The reform spirit of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century
extended to the prison and mental health systems, and the two new Philadelphia facilities
were based upon conceptions of isolation for rehabilitating and treating individuals. John
Haviland designed the seven-spoked panopticon-styled prison that inaugurated the penitentiary system, derived from Quaker beliefs in solitary communion with God and meditative thought; the hope was that isolated prisoners would regret their crimes, that they
would become penitent. Likewise, Thomas Story Kirkbride, who directed architect Isaac
Holden’s plans for the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, believed that the mentally ill
“should be removed from the everyday world and immersed in a ‘new kind of existence’”
(Tomes, Asylum Keeping xvi). For the new Americans, solitary confinement and isolationism were an extension of the service-oriented republican ideals that provided the
foundation for colossal civic buildings in ancient Rome and Greece.
These important, yet very different, institutional spaces shared a common design:
they were each conceived and built on models of isolation. I use the term “isolation” as
opposed to solitude, seclusion, loneliness, or alienation in order to indicate and emphasize the sense of being separated or cut off from the rest of society. Conliffe elaborates
that isolation “implies a position separate from a whole and presupposes that a force secludes the isolated thing. . . . The meaning is flexible as to allow the agent and object of
isolating to be one and the same or different” (116). My dissertation follows this defini!9

tion of isolation, and I examine the cultural and social forces that isolated women, children, criminals, and the mentally ill. Why isolation? What cultural anxieties in the antebellum period does isolation speak to? Why would isolation be considered a remedy for
social concerns like childhood development, criminality, and insanity? Particularly significant to the concept of isolation are spatial considerations. Reformers saw isolation as a
social strategy that could quite actually rebuild American society. The benefits of asociality were applied to institutional locations with the goal of creating and maintaining a very
specific set of conditions; advocates and designers of these spaces stressed the purity of
the air and environment as essential to development and improvement, revealing antebellum fears about contamination from outside influences. But when does protection become
confinement? The literature surrounding the construction, maintenance, and representation of these institutional spaces admits a cultural discourse of isolation that generated
positive associations between isolation and American progress. How did the cultural discourse of isolation help Americans to rethink other facets of their experience like subjectivity, purity, and privacy?
Taking domestic literature and representations of the home as my points of focus
for inquiring into isolationism, I examine what Gilbert and Gubar call “images of enclosure” as well as imagery that disrupts the supposed exclusivity and confinement of these
spaces. Antebellum domestic literature gives us stories of setting up homes, managing
homes, leaving homes, and searching for homes. The commonalities in these narratives—
isolationism and a desire for a pure environment—are what make them so compelling.
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And though isolationism was generally seen as having ameliorative social benefits in the
first half of the nineteenth century, it was not undisputed, and women writers, especially,
recognized the pitfalls of idealizing the home as isolated and pure. Home in domestic narratives was figured as a microcosm for society, and if we take Daniel Boorstin’s argument
that the American experience was “distinguished by its lack of clear boundaries” (222),
then representations of the American home attempted to show what those boundaries
would look like and how they would function. Writings by women on the home give us a
more complex picture of the home as a bounded edifice and question the purpose of setting up boundaries.

An “ardent ambition”: Domesticity in the New Nation
Analyzing antebellum domestic literature reveals an overarching preoccupation
with defining the ideal home, ultimately rooting it in isolationist trends. The cult of domesticity that emerged and was reflected in these texts emphasized purity, protection, and
privacy and resulted in both expanding and contracting women's roles. I argue that narratives of constructing the home center on the tension between ideal and actual experiences
of home—romantic and realistic representations of the home—producing shifting conceptions of womanhood.
“Domesticity” broadly construed refers to the home and the family, to household
management. The OED even suggests that domesticity can extend to “devotion to home.”
For scholars of the nineteenth century, domesticity usually indicates the ideology of sepa!11

rate spheres, which evolved from a new post-Revolutionary commercial economy that
“made possible the disassociation of home production and social exchange, and might
thereby open a chasm between male and female spheres” (Ryan 44): men managed the
world while women took charge of the household. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the household was the center of production, giving women and children an essential part in the home’s economy. Ann Douglas, in The Feminization of American Culture,
describes how after 1820, America was “in the midst of the transformation of the American economy into the most powerfully aggressive capitalist system in the world” (6).
Rapid economic and technological developments led to a subsequent shift in perspectives
on the home. With industrialization and the accompanying economic reform that took
production from the household to centralized urban centers, then, the middle-class
woman and child in the nineteenth-century northeastern areas saw “a decided alteration”
in their position in society: from producers to consumers, from labor to leisure. Women in
particular “lost a significant number of legal privileges, among them the right to
vote” (51), and this political disestablishment further led to their exile from “the world,”
or the political public sphere, and to their confinement within the personal, domestic
realm. According to Mary P. Ryan’s Womanhood in America, since “traditional female
functions were exiting the household . . . . American women were increasingly left with
only their husbands and children to care for” (73). Although the separate spheres theory
emphasized a division of labor based on sex, it intended for men’s and women’s roles to
be equally esteemed. The home became the moral foundation of American middle-class
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society, and women were led to believe that it was their empire, that they defined this
now distinctly feminized space.
Early feminist scholarship by Barbara Welter (“The Cult of True Womanhood”),
Nancy Cott (The Bonds of Womanhood), Linda Kerber (Women of the Republic), and
Mary Kelley (Private Woman, Public Stage) drew attention to the close link between domesticity and femininity; indeed, the two terms were almost interchangeable for students
of nineteenth-century women’s writing. In a massive undertaking, Welter reviewed virtually all women’s magazines “published for more than three years during the period 182060” along with gift books, religious tracts, diaries, memoirs, autobiographies, and personal papers from the era, and reached the conclusion that the antebellum woman was a
“hostage of the home” (151). What held her hostage? The “Cult of True Womanhood”
and its accompanying attributes—piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity—demanded that a woman’s “place” was “unquestionably by her own fireside” (Welter 162).
According to Welter’s research, home under a woman’s care and in the nineteenth-century imagination was “supposed to be a cheerful place, so that brothers, husbands and sons
would not go elsewhere in search of a good time” (163). These very different and gendered views of the home—a detainment facility for women and a cozy haven for men—
would likely produce tension between the ideal that Welter uncovered and the reality of
women’s lives, which is exactly what historian Nancy Cott explored in personal docu-
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ments from the era leading up to 1830 and the rise of the “cult of domesticity.”1 Cott’s
titling of her study The Bonds of Womanhood denotes the dualism contained in the pluralized “bonds.” For women in the first half of the nineteenth century, bonds “symbolized
chattel slavery” and also referred to the strong ties that developed between women since
“womanhood bound women together even as it bound them down” (1). Cott concluded
that while their identity and work was chained to the home, women felt a “shared and
special destiny” (100) that came with the formalization and standardization of their domestic duties in the literature of the day. The cult of domesticity “intensified women’s
gender group-identification” (100); however, it also generated an ideal to which individual women had a difficult time conforming.
Ultimately, Cott wanted to find out how American society after 1830 could have
been ready to support both a strong women’s movement in what we have since labeled
first-wave feminism as well as a seemingly imprisoning ideology in the figure of the “angel in the house.” Cott’s “dualism” relies on the assumption that women’s work and experiences in the home were apolitical, unaffected by and having little influence on the important work of the political world. Linda Kerber’s Women of the Republic argues that,
1

It is this tension—between the ideal of true womanhood and the actuality of women’s lives—that Mary
Kelley picks up in her examination of female public literary figures in Private Woman, Public Stage. Kelley
studies this tension within a larger one that existed between the private and public spheres, and that led
public women to experience “conflicted, often adverse reactions to their status as writers” (29). Nicole
Tonkovich makes a similar argument in Domesticity with a Difference; however, she looks at non-fiction
writers Catharine Beecher, Sarah J. Hale, Fanny Fern, and Margaret Fuller, all of whom (with the exception
of Fuller and, to a certain extent, Fern) made their living off of endorsing and circulating the values of true
womanhood and the cult of domesticity, at the same time that their very publicity precluded their full adoption of these values. Tonkovich claims that “writing women exceeded these textually constructed domestic
spheres while maintaining the illusion of their containment within them” (XIV). Thus both Kelley and
Tonkovich focus on the confining effects of domesticity in the nineteenth-century. In their view, women
desired to break free from this restrictive ideology even as they were haunted by it.
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even without citizenship, women gave themselves a voice in the public sphere through
their domestic functions. “Republican Motherhood” grew out of a post-Revolutionary
desire to establish a political role for women and out of Benjamin Rush’s ideals that
would direct middle-class white women’s gradual acquisition of education toward raising
children into good citizens. Kerber reintroduced the ideology of the Republican Mother
back into scholarly discussions of womanhood and domesticity in nineteenth-century
America, and explains Republican Motherhood as the accepted model for a politicallyactive woman: “In the years of the early Republic a consensus developed around the idea
that a mother, committed to the service of her family and to the state, might serve a political purpose. Those who opposed women in politics had to meet the proposal that women
could—and should—play a political role through the raising of a patriotic child. The Republican Mother was to encourage in her sons civic interest and participation. She was to
educate her children and guide them along the paths of morality and virtue. But she was
not to tell her male relatives for whom to vote. She was a citizen but not really a constituent” (283).2 Republican Motherhood was intended to be non-threatening to men as
political leaders and one that “merged the domestic domain of the preindustrial woman
with the new public ideology of individual responsibility and civic virtue” (269). The upshot of this ideology was to change a principally private role and experience into a public

2

But even traditionally-minded women did not accept this political passivity. In an April 1852 editorial,
Sarah Hale responds to current debates on women’s suffrage by referencing a letter she supposedly received: “‘I control seven votes; why should I desire to cast one myself?’ said a lady who, if women went to
the polls, would be acknowledged as a leader. This lady is a devoted, beloved wife, a faithful, tender mother; she has six sons. . . . This is the way American women should vote, namely, by influencing rightly the
votes of men” (293).
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duty. For nineteenth-century women, it infused their domestic work with political purpose; and for scholars of nineteenth-century America, it increased the literary and cultural
value of domesticity and femininity.3
Kerber’s work was groundbreaking; it allowed other scholars to look deeper into
the politics of domesticity. Barbara Leslie Epstein’s book-length study of the same title,
The Politics of Domesticity, examined the historical collective action of women in evangelical and temperance societies, made possible by their status as morally superior: their
duties in the domestic realm justified their entry into the public world with the intention
of reforming it. Epstein recognizes that the cult of domesticity could be empowering for
women “by providing [them] with a role that was clearly defined and widely venerated[;]
it offered them an arena for self-development” (84). Yet Epstein ultimately views this
supposedly strong sense of self as false: “women paid a price for domesticity, and a
heavy one. The loss of self that domestic dependence brought with it was evident” (85-6).
The paradox that Epstein seems to allude to here—that the more women tied their sense
of self to their presence and responsibilities in the domestic sphere, the more they sacrificed that self since domestic work and caring for a family often required self-denial—

3

Important interventions to Welter’s and Cott’s work has been scholarship that questions the racism and
classism upon which the cults of true womanhood and domesticity rest. Hazel Carby’s Reconstructing
Womanhood disputes claims to a collective women’s consciousness, especially when the experiences of
white and black women (often figured as mistress and slave in novels) were so different. Jeanne Boydston’s
Home and Work offers a material analysis of domesticity in the nineteenth century. Carby’s and Boydston’s
scholarship suggests that womanhood and domesticity were by no means monolithic concepts in the antebellum era, and that often when we refer to them we are referencing white, middle- to upper-class experiences.
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became the central question for scholars of domesticity and womanhood. Was the ideology of separate spheres empowering or limiting to women?4
Scholars more readily argued for empowerment when they could establish links
between the domestic and public spheres and argue for the permeability of the spheres’
borders. Lora Romero and Amy Kaplan, for example, continued to raise the academic
worth of domesticity by taking it out of or beyond the home. Romero sought to undo the
notion that the “domestic woman,” for literary critics, served to “defin[e] a literary space
insulated from politics” (4), while Kaplan blew the term domesticity wide open by defining it not just as the home but by its opposition to the foreign. As Kaplan explains, “The
idea of foreign policy depends on the sense of the nation as a domestic space” (581). The
“cultural work of domesticity,” in Kaplan’s view, was to articulate a sphere (the nation, in
opposition to the foreign) in which men and women moved together. Like Romero, Kaplan was also interested in understanding the domestic world as always already political.
“If domesticity plays a key role in imagining the nation as home,” according to Kaplan,
“then women, positioned at the center of the home, play a major role in defining the contours of the nation and its shifting borders with the foreign” (582). Revealing that the
separate spheres were not actually so separate by recounting the ways that women used

4

In Domestic Individualism, Gillian Brown presents another paradox to readers: by bringing together “two
heretofore rarely linked traditions: nineteenth-century domestic ideology and possessive individualism,”
Brown believes that the “nineteenth century advanced and delimited individualism by identifying selfhood
with the feminine but denying it to women” (4-5). For Brown, masculine notions of individualism relied
upon domestic characteristics like privacy and interiority. Although she focuses on selfhood, Brown’s refusal to “think of the domestic as reformist or revolutionary” (7) informs my own approach to nineteenthcentury domestic literature. Rather than attempt to make the literature fit a feminist agenda, I simply seek to
understand the domestic experience as nineteenth-century American writers did.
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domestic virtue to effect reform outside the home and by demonstrating how the political
world found its way inside the home, scholars expanded conventional understandings of
domesticity. This work also improved the status of studies of domestic literature by giving power to femininity and political import to domesticity.
The history of scholarship on nineteenth-century domestic literature shows the
vastly different concepts attached to domesticity: it was a discourse, it was a virtue, it was
work, it was a sentiment, and it was a sphere. Scholars have consistently connected domesticity to women’s writings and experiences. My study takes women writers—writers
of domestic manuals, periodical literature, memoir, and fiction—as the primary focus in
each of my chapters, but I differentiate myself from previous scholarship by putting their
writing in conversation with male writers whom I consider domestic writers. These
unique pairings offer opportunities for fresh discussions, and I seek to find common
ground between the literary imaginations of men and women, whether it is women engaging with typically masculine topics or men writing on the home and domesticity. In other
words, I challenge the notion of domesticity as discrete experiences based on gender differences, not with the purpose of eliding difference but with the ongoing goal of taking
women’s writing out of the “ghetto” and getting rid of the “other” canon.
I define domesticity as a set of discourses that originated in a variety of communities and literatures and which Americans used to construct the home. To ground my line
of inquiry into domesticity and isolationism, I have found critical geographies of home to
be useful, and it seemed a logical framework to employ in order to further the work of
!18

Kaplan. The fact that antebellum society imagined domesticity and gender difference in
terms of separate spheres suggests that defining the home and thus men’s and women’s
roles in the new nation was a process of mapping out territory. Gender was imagined spatially, and men and women had a sense of their places in the new republic with the theory
of separate spheres. Under this theory, women’s place was at home and “[a]s one of the
most idealized sites of human existence, the home became a, if not the, metaphor for experiences of joy and protection that conspired to produce a normative association between home and positivity” (Brickell 225). At issue with this idealization of the home
space as a haven was that it made it difficult to see and acknowledge homes that did not
offer its inmates comfort and protection. Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall: A Domestic Tale of the
Present Time is one such example of a disruption to the idealization of the home, and her
novel was lambasted by critics for the writer’s presumption to air her dirty laundry. In
finding representations of homes that showed the flip side of the ideal, scholars then
tended to draw out binary oppositions, “inside/outside, male/female, work/home, public/
private, safe/unsafe” (Brickell 226). However, these images of the home are not merely
the other side of the coin that proves the ideal. Arguing for binary oppositions is an oversimplification, and scholars in the past decade have steered away from perpetuating either/or interpretations.
Ultimately, the home, actual and figurative, is an ambiguous space and symbol.
As a site for citizen- and self-making and as a powerful symbol for nation- and selfhood,
the home in the antebellum period grew to such importance that its idealization persists
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today. Between the Revolutionary War and the Civil War, between the making of the
United States of America and the potential breaking of the United States, the national
project of defining America and what it meant to be an American saddled literature with
the burden of being not only entertaining but instructive as well. If we take two of the
most popular literary works to be published after the Revolutionary War, Benjamin
Franklin’s Autobiography and Hannah Foster’s The Coquette, we have stories of orphans,
of rebellion, and of escaping the paternal roof. The narrative of striking out on one’s own
—regardless that for men it led to success and for women, death—became America’s narrative, but the orphan and homelessness were difficult concepts to align with the need to
unify a nation. In Spaces and Places in Motion, Nicole Schröder calls home an “ardent
ambition,” and if one way to view home is as a symbol to “enlist a sense of belonging,
rootedness, memory and nostalgia” (Brickell 226), then the search for home is a desire to
connect to others, even as an imagined community of homeowners. The experiences and
representations of homeownership and management were important pieces of national
belonging.

From Manual to Novel: Advice Writing and the Development of American Literature
Sedgwick’s Home reveals two competing ideals of home presented in a conversation between Anne and the anxiety-ridden Aunt Betsey. Aunt Betsey describes the ideal
home as a “sacred place, from which it was a duty to shut out every thing disagreeable
and unpleasant” (99). She is shocked that Anne and her husband would take in two or!20

phaned children. “I see no advantage whatever in turning private houses into alms-houses” (98). Anne’s view is that, “If it were more the practice . . . for those who have homes
to extend the blessing to those who have them not, there would be little occasion for orphan asylums, and the charity now done by the public, would be more effectively done in
private families” (98). Betsey’s opinion is in line with a vision of liberal democracy that
keeps private life private and shifts responsibility for welfare and charity to the state.
Anne’s version of home sees a trickle-down effect: those who are in a position of homeownership should throw open their doors to the less fortunate. The ideal home for Anne is
one that does away with isolationist principles and does not shut out the rest of the world.
In Anne’s home, the goal is to have a space upon which others intrude. Her version imagines a society that no longer distinguishes between private and public, and is picked up in
the novel’s conclusion by her husband, who by then has come to a more definite understanding of home: “I believe the time will come,” he addresses his grandson, “when society will only be an extension of the intercourse of home, when we shall meet together for
intellectual intercourse, for the generous exchange of knowledge and of all the charities
of social life. Then the just and full influence of mind and heart will be felt on
society” (119). William Barclay’s sentiments anticipate Emerson’s self-reliant philosophy
in which the “inmost in due time becomes the outmost” and both are predicated on the
conversation of women. Betsey and Anne’s competing models of home demonstrate what
is at stake in coming to a consensus on the meaning of home. What should U.S. society
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look like? Determining what the home should look like was tantamount to determining
what U.S. American society should look like.
I analyze a variety of texts that question what the home should be at the very moment when the middle-class American home is taking on more symbolic weight and becoming more rigidly defined. Showing the reader homes in transition, borrowed homes,
rented homes, lost homes, and homes under siege, these texts disrupt the prevalent nineteenth-century ideal of the stable home even as their narratives detail the pursuit of that
ideal; these texts offer a variety of possibilities for what the home should be or could be.
Isolation and purification of the home environment are desirable and dangerous, and this
tension constitutes the principle conflict of antebellum culture, selfhood, and domestic
literature, casting women as both protectors of and threats to the home space.
Tracing this tension in canonical and popular literature, I construct comparisons
of texts not frequently put into conversation with each other, drawing provocative parallels and important distinctions between them and opening up scholarly understandings of
domesticity with discussions of isolation and purity. Beginning with an analysis of domestic manuals by Lydia Maria Child and the Beecher Sisters, I read these texts side by
side with manuals on the construction of the asylum and penitentiary, which along with
the home were built on models of isolation. These prescriptive texts attend obsessively to
air purity and proper ventilation, and the figure of the nation’s “inmate” emerges: a version of subjecthood in which self-development and redemption rely on an environment
protected from all external influences (physical, political, economic, and social). Follow!22

ing this version of the ideal home as it plays out in the most popular women’s magazine
of the period, Godey’s Lady’s Book, I next examine how the figure of the child becomes a
powerful symbol for vulnerability and freedom, unpacking the ways that sentimental
rhetoric both served and failed the American homebuilding project. I conclude by comparing content in Godey’s with an excerpt on spending three weeks alone with his son
from Nathaniel Hawthorne’s journals in order to show that sentimentalizing freedom and
constructing the ideal home as a space of absolute liberty were not just women’s projects.
In the last two chapters, I analyze the female authors Caroline Kirkland and Fanny Fern
and their attempts to transplant the American home to the West and the urban center, respectively. In A New Home, Who’ll Follow?, Kirkland’s “hut in the wilderness” becomes
the best embodiment of the American Myth; thus I position Kirkland’s domestic memoir
within a body of literature extending back to Columbus and John Smith through to Emerson and Thoreau to show the shrinking circumference of the American Eden. Finally, in
the autobiographical novel Ruth Hall and in her newspaper writings, Fanny Fern places
her heroines “beyond the pale of female jurisdiction,” rejecting the bonds of womanhood,
but also revealing fears for the isolated woman and her potential for desolation and madness. Contextualizing Fern within the written output of maternal associations, I conclude
with a consideration of the home as complex and multivalent: it is imagined as a space to
work and a space free from work, a woman’s empire and her prison, a place one desperately hopes to find and a place one wants to escape; the home is where one is free to be
herself and where one is cut off and confined. These tensions—these hopes and anxi!23

eties—surrounding the purpose and function of the home continue to manifest in our literature today.
Homes are idealized, haunted, constructed, imagined, and endlessly complicated
because of how much Americans attach to them. The complexity, contradictions, and
questions above have been my starting point for this scholarly project, and I went to the
nineteenth century, to the beginnings of the American home as we know it, to popular and
literary representations of home, to examine narratives of journeying from one home to
another, in an effort to understand this journey and the journey of self-discovery so central to American identity and what we see today as individual happiness.
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CHAPTER 2
THE NATION’S INMATES:
VIGILANT DOMESTICITY AND THE DOCTRINE OF ISOLATION
IN MANUALS ON THE ASYLUM, THE PENITENTIARY, AND THE HOME
Rise from bed
6.00 A.M.
Dumbbell exercise and wall-scaling
6.15—6.30 “
Study electricity, etc.
7.15—8.15 “
Work
8.30—4.30 P.M.
Baseball and sports
4.30—5.00 “
Practice elocution, poise and how to attain it
5.00—6.00 “
Study needed inventions
7.00—9.00 “
—Jimmy Gatz, The Great Gatsby

In the final chapter of his 1925 novel about the promise and disappointment of the
American Dream, F. Scott Fitzgerald leaves the reader with a glimpse nto the life of
young Jay Gatsby, then known as Jimmy Gatz, through the eyes of his father and in the
form of a chart. Mr. Gatz shows Nick Carraway a picture of the grand Gatsby house that
his son had sent to him and that he had proudly passed around for years as evidence of his
son’s success, before opening up a book that Gatsby wrote in as a young man. On the
back page is a schedule detailing the ambitious youth’s daily activities from 6 A.M. to 9
P.M., and a list of general resolves that includes “no wasting time” and “read one improving book or magazine per week” (153). Beams his father, “It just shows you. . . . Jimmy
was bound to get ahead. He always had some resolves like this or something” (153).
Gatsby’s strict schedule and list of resolves replicate the famous “Art of Virtue” section
of Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography, where the original chronicler of the rags-to-riches
success story reproduces his rigid daily schedule and a list of general resolves, referred to
as virtues, which include such attributes as Resolution, Frugality, Industry, and Modera-

tion, along with the tongue-in-cheek virtue of Humility described by the tagline “Imitate
Jesus and Socrates” (82-88). Franklin’s chart of his daily schedule was conceived under
the virtue of Order, and reflects not just Franklin’s “bold and arduous Project of arriving
at moral Perfection” but that the individual project of (re)making oneself could be
achieved by a “Method” (82). Franklin, after all, was not only a great businessman and
statesman; he was a scientist. And “what more worthy of experiments and system . . .
than human life!” exalts his friend Benjamin Vaughan in a letter published with the autobiography (73). Vaughan’s enthusiasm punctuates Franklin’s life, and Mr. Gatz’s his son’s
tragic death. What happened in the 140 years between Franklin and Gatsby that took
post-Revolutionary Americans’ optimism and belief in the civic power of individual success and drowned them in a post-World War One pool of greed, cynicism, and class resentment?
Let me scale back my question a bit, since the scope of a project that could cover
the response to it would be, to say the least, immense. My interest is in the generation
immediately succeeding Benjamin Franklin, in the political, social, and cultural leaders
who took the theories and designs for the great democratic and human experiment and
constructed, lived, and practiced them. As it established a free, democratic government,
this generation, in the era after the Revolutionary War and before the Civil War, built
what would become some of the most oppressive institutions in human history: the penitentiary and the asylum. In seeming contrast, this generation also created one of the most
idealized, most cherished spaces in civilization’s history: the home. How did the same era
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witness the birth of two extremely oppressive, inhumane institutions and an excessively
loving, caring one? The origins and operations of all three were rhetorically linked to the
nation—as model spaces and societies—so how did such vastly different institutions together serve a nation-building project? If we study the genealogy of these three institutions, will we find that, perhaps, the asylum, penitentiary, and home are not so very different? And if they are not so very different, how does it alter our understanding of the
gendered division between ostensibly paternal and maternal institutions?
We might say that the United States begins with a tale of three Benjamins and a
common wish to “convert men into republican machines” (Rush, “Of the Mode of Education Proper in a Republic” 14). Benjamin Franklin articulated the original American success story, laying the groundwork for the American Dream, Benjamin Vaughan championed the circulation of Franklin’s narrative as a model for young men to follow, and Benjamin Rush, physician, educator, and a signer of the Declaration of Independence, attached scholarly and scientific weight to turning Franklin into fact. The men and women
who inherited and implemented their ideas transformed their ideals into law in the form
of manuals for institution-building and individual conduct that were widely read, and in
their comprehensiveness and meticulous detail meant to be treated as textbooks. Thomas
Story Kirkbride’s manual for the asylum, Roberts Vaux’s writings on the penitentiary, and
the domestic manuals of Catherine Beecher and Lydia Maria Child, though all dealing
with vastly different subjects, were borne out of the same hopes and fears about a free,
democratic society and use strikingly similar language to issue instructions.
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Antebellum manuals for the design, construction, and maintenance of the penitentiary, asylum, and home are characterized by overarching political, economic, social, and
cultural trends toward isolation. My examination of the foundational texts for each of
these institutions reveals common themes of purity and protection stemming from broader anxieties about unhealthy and immoral influences and a desire to control the environment around each of these populations (the insane, the criminal, and the child). In their
efforts to cure insanity, reform the criminal, and make the child, the authors/architects of
these institutions shared a preoccupation with creating spaces that allowed for constant
supervision and benevolent protection from disease and moral decay.5 Ultimately, I am
interested in the roots of the American idealization of the home and how the domestic
ideology of separate spheres took such strong hold of the American imagination. This interest in what was in the air around the production of domestic manuals and literature led
me to unexpected locations. While the establishment of the asylum and the penitentiary
5

Michel Foucault’s “Panopticism” chapter in Discipline and Punish is the seminal text on isolation as a
means of control. He details a disciplinary mechanism that involves dividing and “branding” people based
on normal and abnormal labels, then constructing a “whole set of techniques and institutions for measuring,
supervising, and correcting the abnormal” (199). Individuation—classifying and separating individuals—is
the first and primary means of control, and surveillance (the feeling of critical eyes everywhere) maintains
that control. Subjectivity, to Foucault, is a way of controlling individuals; it is a form of controlling that
masquerades as individuality. Scholars have since pointed out the limitations of Foucault’s theory of the
panopticon, which assumes that power works in one direction and precludes the notion of performativity.
Much of the analysis in this chapter invokes Foucault. Rush’s ideas of separating school boys from each
other so they would not infect each other with their vices, and his “dread of the eye” in the doctor-patient
relationship; Kirkbride’s thorough diagnosis and classification system for mental illnesses; Lydia Maria
Child’s idea of women’s silent and pervasive influence on children, as well as women’s internalization of
power in their need to be constantly watchful of their own soul; these examples confirm Foucault’s claim
that isolation and individuation form the disciplinary mechanisms by which an ordered society is achieved.
I build off of Foucault’s work by, first, humanizing authority. Foucault invisibilizes authority or dehumanizes it; it is a machine. Yet the medical superintendent and the mother are very much human; and it is their
humanity (characterized by affective love) that defines and validates their authority. I also bring in the obsession with ventilation exhibited by architects and managers of the prison, asylum, and home. Ventilation
as a means of circulating air, of not completely walling in or isolating individuals, undermines the belief
that total control was necessary or good. As I will demonstrate, ventilation symbolized a delicate balance
between confinement and liberty in the well-ordered society.
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have been studied together—firstly and thoroughly by the historian David Rothman in the
1970s—the literature surrounding their creation and maintenance has not been extensively analyzed in connection with the home. And yet the venerable institution of the middleclass home was created in the same time period and developed out of the same ideas, desires, and anxieties. Drawing a parallel between the home and the now discredited institutions of the asylum and the penitentiary seems, ostensibly, averse to conventional views
of these spaces today. The home is typically rendered as where the heart is and as a loving, consecrated space hugged by a halo of tender affection; the asylum and penitentiary
are now abandoned, massive medieval-like structures haunted by the ghosts of tortured
souls that had been kept in solitary confinement and violently mistreated by merciless
doctors or wardens. What could they possibly have in common? I argue that the “separate
system” upon which the asylum and penitentiary were built and the “separate spheres”
theory that formed the basis of domestic ideology cannot be understood separately; they
are, to borrow a phrase from Caleb Smith, “mutually constitutive institutions—sometimes
opposed, sometimes overlapping” (18). Exploring manuals on the design and maintenance of the home alongside manuals on the asylum and penitentiary situates the home
within a doctrine of isolation that was spreading through almost every facet of American
society, offering the student of the nineteenth century new insights on domesticity and
women’s roles.
I begin this exploration with a discussion of Benjamin Rush, who was caught up
in and leading the post-Revolutionary fervor for reform. His ideas on the causes of insan!29

ity and on reforming the public punishment of criminals helped spawn the plans for the
asylum and penitentiary. Additionally, his essays on education were part of producing the
concept of Republican Motherhood out of which grew antebellum domestic ideology. Not
only did the models for the asylum, penitentiary, and home develop from the same fears
and anxieties about democracy, freedom, and maintaining social order; they were conceived in one’s man’s efforts and writings. Next, analyzing the conduct manuals for each
of these institutions, I organize my discussion by comparing and contrasting how each
author/architect builds his or her housing structure on models of isolation and on the belief in “moral architecture” and the redeeming qualities of a well-designed space, how
each obsessively attends to purifying the space as a way of purifying or keeping pure the
soul, and how each casts him/herself as the protector of a specific population as well as of
the nation. Their writings are prescriptive and visionary. They believed that their manuals
were also a blueprint for virtue, for creating a new, perfect American society and a new
American citizen-subject.

Benjamin Rush’s “Republican Machines” and the Rise of the Conduct Manual
It makes sense for many reasons that post-Revolutionary U.S. society would see a
rise in the how-to manual. America was now the proving ground for democracy, and there
was much at stake in making practical the radical political vision of the Founding Fathers. The how-to manual was a logical, organizing force in the face of potential political
chaos, which anxiety about a government run by the people induced. What was appropri!30

ate, acceptable behavior in the new republic? True to Enlightenment form, the how-to
manual represented the promise and triumph of rationality to make democracy practicable. Without top-to-bottom monarchical rule and aristocratic hierarchy to maintain social
order, and with prevailing religious doctrine distancing itself from Calvinistic patriarchy
and moving toward good deeds and gentler authority, the new American citizen turned to
novels, magazines, and how-to manuals for moral lessons and codes of conduct.6 An additional factor in the popularity of these manuals was that they came cheap. Similar to the
current online explosion of free advice and information, like step-by-step instructional
videos on everything from how to apply makeup to building your own tiny house (i.e.
this is how you know if you are doing it “right” and here is what you should be doing to
save the planet or survive a tough economy, all of which you can discreetly view in the
privacy of your home without having to publicly ask), the early nineteenth century saw a
rapid increase in the availability of printed matter to the general public. Along with economic changes and improvements in transportation, technological innovations in printing— more cost-effective papermaking and bookbinding, stereotyped plates, a steampowered cylinder press that young women could operate for cheap wages—brought about
a “Golden Age” of publishing in antebellum America. There was optimism in the late

6

Novels in the new republic might be considered a kind of conduct manual. The phrase “for instruction and
amusement” was frequently applied as a critical standard to fiction. A novel was “good” if it could both
instruct the reader in proper moral codes and keep the audience—typically gathered around the fireside for
the evening’s entertainment, if illustrations of middle-class domestic life are to be believed—engaged.
Cathy Davidson’s Revolution and the Word is the seminal text on the co-emergence of American democracy and the novel as the most popular literary form.
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eighteenth century that the American press and publishing authorities would advance
civic virtue and establish an informed citizenry.
The authors of the personal conduct manual were primarily white women and
clergymen, society’s moral experts. According to Karen Halttunen, “they offered advice
on manners, morals, personal appearance, mental development, and work habits; they
instructed readers where to live, what to eat, how to entertain themselves, and when and
whom to marry” (1). Halttunen argues that advice literature sprang up in response to perceived threats to American gentility and genuineness, specifically in the forms of the confidence man and the painted woman; in the view of advice writers, who were the arbiters
of American Christian morality, hypocrisy endangered pure and authentic relations between people and would potentially “reduce the American republic to social chaos” (xv).7
In his scholarship on the asylum, David Rothman notes that religious and moral beliefs of
the early nineteenth century shifted away from a Calvinist assumption of the innate depravity of humans to fears that “the sources of corruption were external, not internal, to
the human condition” (69). In the nineteenth-century world that Rothman and Halttunen
show us, in which the good are assailed by evil influences, often in disguise, how is an

7

It seems to me that as much as conduct manuals arose in part from the threat of hypocrisy they would also
be useful to the confidence man and painted woman by giving them a handbook of genteel manners, appearances, language, and codes of behavior that they could mimic. I am very interested in notions of purity
in antebellum literature and culture, and I explore the perceived threat of hypocrisy in my fourth chapter on
Ruth Hall (Ralph Waldo Emerson in “Self-Reliance” will also associate an anxiety of hypocrisy with a desire to establish more pure relations between individuals), but here I draw on Halttunen to make the point
that Americans viewed evil as external to the individual because a free, democratic society tolerated immorality and vice, even spawned it. The conduct manual was necessary to the individual who wanted to
make proper and correct use of their liberty and successfully navigate a corrupt world, which might suggest
that advice writers believed social reform was hopeless and the only thing to do was to fortify the moral
armor of the individual.
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individual to distinguish between good and evil? And what kind of citizen-subject is created by continued rhetorical emphasis on the external threats of a democratic society?
Conduct manuals arise from the need to regulate behavior toward these new social conditions, and their audience was either young readers on the cusp of coming into the world
or the guardians of the nation’s young. “The doctrine was clear,” soliloquizes Rothman,
“parents who sent their children into the society without a rigorous training in discipline
and obedience would find them someday in the prison” (70). The family, specifically the
home environment in which a child was raised, was of national importance as the site for
raising well-adjusted, capable citizens. And if the family failed the individual, then the
solution was to “[r]emove him from the family and community and place him in an artificially created and therefore corruption-free environment” (Rothman 71): a penitentiary
for the social deviant who fell prey to corrupting social influences or the asylum for the
individual suffering a mental breakdown from the anxieties of the new social (dis)order.
These anxieties about the deleterious effects of democracy and their antidotes in
the forms of the penitentiary, asylum, and the home were articulated early on by Benjamin Rush. Rush was a respected Quaker physician and man of letters, an honorary
Founding Father, whose ideas helped implement a variety of social reforms: he was a
Philadelphia medical doctor and champion of blood-letting to combat illness, a Pennsylvania delegate to the Second Continental Congress and signer of the Declaration of Independence, one of the founders of the College of Physicians, a proponent of public education and education for women, the father of American psychiatry, and a leading social
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reformer who opposed capital punishment and advocated for the penitentiary system. The
framework for Rush’s proposed reforms to medicine, discipline, and education was a
more methodical approach based on reason and logic. His goal was to create a consensus
in the practice of medicine, the disciplining of criminals, and the training of the nation’s
future citizens. For example, his preface to the first American text on mental illness, Medical Inquiries and Observations Upon the Diseases of the Mind (1812), expresses the
hope that a “system of principles” in the diagnosis and treatment of the insane will be established, and further that insanity will be “brought under the dominion of medicine, only
by just theories of their seats and proximate cause” (vi). Advocating for standardized systems of curing, rehabilitating, and educating based on the logic of identifiable causes and
effects and on properly categorizing individuals, Rush actually articulates a new social
order. Even his definition of insanity as “mental derangement” as “every departure of the
mind in its perceptions, judgments, and reasonings, from its natural and habitual
order” (9) suggests that there is a definable standard from which a person’s mind and behavior can deviate and that Rush and other men of reason will be instrumental in establishing and enforcing what that standard is. Order, system, and habit are the buzz words
of the new republic and the heavy rhetorical emphasis that Rush places upon them imag-
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ines fears of social disorder and chaos that threaten the stability of the individual and the
nation.8
A proper system, in Rush’s view, based on Christian morality and Enlightenment
principles of every individual’s humanity, could diffuse into all aspects of society and institution building. Rush’s response to the problems of restoring order, creating a logical
system, and developing citizens with good, proper habits in post-Revolutionary society
was based on removal. For treatment of mental illness, Rush insists that the “first thing to
be done . . . is to remove the patient from his family” (Medical Inquiries 172). He also
disapproved of public punishment as “injurious to criminals and to society,” arguing that
“crimes should be punished in private, or not punished at all. There is no
alternative” (Essays 153). Rush believed that public punishments turned crime into entertainment and spectacle and criminals into martyrs or heroes; secrecy (in what kinds and
the duration of punishments that were doled out for particular crimes) was of the “utmost
importance in reforming criminals, and preventing crimes” because uncertainty about
punishments would lead the prisoner to imagine the worst and it would “diffuse terror
through a community. . . . Superstition will add to its horrors: and romance will find in it
ample materials for fiction, which cannot fail of increasing terror of its
punishments” (151, 152). Rush connected private punishment of the criminal with the
8

Identifying the various causes of derangement, Rush states, “Certain forms of government predispose to
madness” (66). Where there is more oppression and arbitrary rule, Rush observes higher rates of derangement (66-68). However, a revolution or assassination to overthrow a tyrant is an effect of derangement and
can also cause it (68-69). It would follow that Rush would deem establishing system and order to U.S. government as a priority to offset the potentially damaging consequences of the American Revolution to the
mental stability of the nation’s citizens. Mental health is thus a national concern subject to government support and possible intervention.
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private punishments effected in the “best governed families and schools . . . in which
faults of servants and children are rebuked privately, and where confinement and solitude
are preferred for correction, to the use of the rod” (154). Removal from the world thus
became linked with privacy, and privacy became linked with control, order, and subjectmaking.
Rush’s advocacy for separation and solitude in forming and reforming the individual hint at the need to protect individuals from the chaos of a free democratic society
and the need to manage a population of free individuals. Separation and solitude offer
protection as well as control over the individual. He states as much in his essay “Of the
Mode of Education Proper in a Republic,” where he is against “crowding boys together
under one roof for the purpose of education. . . . The vices of young people are generally
learned from each other. The vices of adults seldom infect them. By separating them from
each other, therefore, in their hours of relaxation and study, we secure their morals from a
principal force of corruption, while we improve their manners, subjecting them to those
restraints which the difference of age and sex, naturally produce in private families” (Essays 14). Infection—physical as well as moral—was a concern with the crowding of persons together and was also a major factor in educational, mental health, and penal reforms. Previously, prisoners were detained in what were essentially “holding
pens” (ESP); and similarly, mental patients were crudely housed in the basement of the
Pennsylvania Hospital since they were believed to be incurable. Rush’s imagined “house
of correction” and the mental ward he oversaw in the Pennsylvania Hospital, the first of
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its kind in the nation, both of which would lay the groundwork for the introduction of the
penitentiary and the asylum into American society, would alleviate the illness and disease
that ravaged the crowded custodial cages of the common jail. Keeping the individual protected from pernicious influences—moral and physical—by separating him according to
type (mental illness, crime, and age and sex) and isolating him in solitary confinement
further allowed for maximum control over the individual. This systematic approach to
citizen-making placed enormous importance on the physical environment around the individual to effect change (what would become “moral architecture”9) and on the authority
figure—physician, warden, or parent/teacher— to protect and (re)make the subject (what
would become known as “moral treatment”10).
The relationship between the authority figure and the subject is extremely intense
and intended to replicate the dominance of reason over madness, criminality, and immaturity. In all cases, Rush depicts the eye as “securing the obedience” of its subjects. In the
home, the watchfulness of parents over children and servants (servants, apparently, considered a dependent class of people) is essential to good government. “Frequent and large

9

“Moral architecture” as defined by David Rothman refers to the idea that “[r]ehabilitation demanded a
special milieu” (134): “To protect, confine, separate, and treat the insane [or the criminal, the child, etc.]
demanded special architectural forms” (152-53). The asylum, penitentiary, almshouse, new designs for
schoolhouses and the home, were all erected in the nineteenth century under the belief that a well-designed
space could effect individual and social reform.
10

Nancy Tomes defines “moral treatment” as a “medical regimen employing psychological techniques that
emphasized the human, rather than beast like, nature of the insane” (5). In other words, insanity was the
loss of reason, but it could be restored or reawakened. “If treated like rational beings, the reformers reasoned, the insane would act more like rational beings. To further their reawakening, moral treatment prescribed a round of occupations and amusements designated to stimulate the patients’ latent reason and capacity for self-control” (3). Early theorizers and practitioners of the moral treatment include Phillipe Pinel
at the Bicêtre and Salpêtrière hospitals in France, William Tuke at the York Retreat in England, and Rush,
who studied under the Scottish physician William Cullen.
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entertainments weaken domestic government,” Rush admonishes in one example, “by
removing children and servants too long from the eye of authority. They moreover, expose children and servants to the temptation of eating and drinking to excess” (Essays
121). Without the eye of authority, children are vulnerable to the dangers of the world,
and the domestic environment should be secured from “attack,” again, by good government: “Government in a family is like an electric rod to a house. Where it is wanting a
family is exposed to the attacks of every folly and vice, that come within the sphere of its
attraction” (121). Domestic advice writers would pick up Rush’s idea of the authoritative
eye in their call for a mother’s constant vigilance, and the private sphere, rather than being a zone of absolute freedom was imagined as one of extreme authority and control.
Similarly, this same vigilance is crucial to treating mental illness, and Rush believes in the “dominion of the eye over mad people” when he commands that
the first object of a physician, when he enters the cell or chamber of his deranged
patient, should be, to catch his EYE, and look him out of countenance. The dread
of the eye was early imposed upon every beast of the field. The tiger, the mad
bull, and the enraged dog, all fly from it; now a man deprived of his reason partakes so much of the nature of those animals, that he is for the most part easily
terrified, or composed, by the eye of a man who possesses his reason. . . . a much
greater effect is produced, by looking the patient out of countenance with a mild
and steady eye, and varying its aspect from the highest degree of sternness, down
to the mildest degree of benignity. (Medical Inquiries 173)
And, finally, in the case of punishing criminals, Rush insists that the “public eye” becomes desensitized over time so that eventually, “Misery of every kind will then be contemplated without emotion or sympathy” (Essays 143). Thus any suffering person or
population—the “widow and the orphan, the naked, the sick”—will be ignored pitilessly,
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the “moral faculty” of the human mind will diminish, and there will be “nothing to guard
the mind from the inroads of every positive vice” (143). Rush’s “eye” is authoritative,
dominant, but ultimately benevolent and essential to sympathy, which is coming to be the
hallmark of humanity. However, his conceptual ideals, some of the rhetoric he uses to
describe them, and his actual reported practices are confusing. How can he resolve defending the humanity of the insane and the criminal at the same that he uses an analogy to
a “beast of the field”? Nancy Tomes, in her history of Thomas Story Kirkbride and asylum treatment, purports that Rush “advocated techniques that effectively cast the physician as an animal tamer. The practice of allowing visitors to pay a small fee in order to
visit the lunatics’ quarters further contributed to the zoo-like atmosphere of the early hospital” (4). According to Tomes, Rush relied on interactions between doctor and patient
that tended to “frighten, shame, reason, or divert lunatics into more rational
behavior” (30), including letting one patient urinate on another who believed he was a
plant (cited in Reiss 163). Additionally, Rush’s most famous invention was the tranquilizing chair, which “bound the lunatic at the head and limbs to reduce blood flow to the
brain” (Tomes 30) in what looks to the twenty-first-century eye like a medieval torture
device. These contradictions between his humanistic ideals and some of his dehumanizing practices anticipate the very same difficulties that advocates for the asylum and penitentiary will encounter in their systems of solitary confinement: the delicate balance between maintaining social order, establishing principles of good government based on reason, and preserving individual dignity.
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Since the systematic safeguarding of this balance depended on moral architecture
and moral treatment—on a well-designed space and a caring, rational authority—women,
as civilization’s moral authorities, played key roles in imagining how to balance social
order with individual liberty. In fact, in much of the early nineteenth-century literature on
criminality and mental illness, special emphasis was placed on the mother as a moral
guide and the home environment as a person’s moral training ground; frequently, deviance was attributed to a bad mother or home. Rush had not quite made that connection
yet, but his stance on female education helped lay the groundwork for this logic. As an
ardent advocate for female education, Rush insisted that women, in their most important
duty as mothers, were responsible for “instructing their sons in the principles of liberty
and government” (Essays 77). As with Rush’s other ideas for social reform, the driving
force was the need to separate the new United States from Great Britain, to shake off
British customs, manners, government, and institutions. Houses were being built in the
British style without regard to the unique American climate, U.S. penal procedures were
copied from inhumane British notions of public executions, and even their fashions were
unfit for American soil, with “our ladies panting in a heat of ninety degrees, under a hat
and cushion, which were calculated for the temperature of a British summer” (87). Rush
declares, “It is high time to awake from this servility to study our own character—to examine the age of our country—and to adopt manners in every thing, that shall be accommodated to our state of society, and to the forms of our government. In particular it is incumbent upon us to make ornamental accomplishment yield to principles and knowledge,
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in the education of our women” (87). The direct links between women’s primary role as
mothers and the progress of the nation had their champions in contemporaneous women
writers like Judith Sargent Murray and Hannah Foster, and would get picked up and reasserted by many nineteenth-century women writers, including Catharine Beecher, Lydia
Maria Child, and Godey’s Lady’s Book editor Sarah Hale, in their defense of women’s
education. Literary historian Linda Kerber would dub this integration of the domestic and
the political “Republican Motherhood” (11). This notion, the “notion that a mother can
perform a political function” (283), was unique to American society, and in Rush’s estimation would be an essential part of the formation of the new nation’s laws and character: “let the ladies of a country be educated properly, and they will not only make and
administer its laws, but form its manners and character” (Essays 87). Rush’s sentiments
here seem little more than rhetorical flourish—an address given to visitors of the Young
Ladies’ Academy in Philadelphia in 1787—and his idealism could not be carried to its
fullest extent, even in the same essay.
At the end of the address, Rush assuages male readers who might worry that
women would sacrifice their “domestic character” in the “elevation of the female
mind” (91, 92). “If men believe that ignorance is favourable to the government of the female sex,” he reasons, “they are certainly deceived; for a weak and ignorant woman will
always be governed with the greatest difficulty. . . . the female temper can only be governed by reason,” and an American education should have as its aim the “cultivation of
reason in women” (92). In some sense, women are similar to the insane and the criminal
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because they operate outside the bounds of reason, which means they are ungovernable.
Effective government requires an educated, enlightened subject; the “cultivation of reason” is the cultivation of a self-governing subject, and the self-governing subject is essential to a democratic society and the precarious balance of order and liberty.
Women, children, the insane, and criminals are powerful rhetorical figures for
imagining the self-governing subject produced by great republican institutions, but
women occupy an extremely awkward position, as evidenced early on in Rush’s writings
and that will surface more fully in the domestic writings of the next generation. There
was the difficulty of resolving the contradiction between women’s dependent status and
their role as domestic authority. There was also the paradox of motherhood: the more
women accepted this role as civic duty, the more they were confined to the home, a site
that was increasingly imagined as removed from the civic world. How were women to
embrace the promise of republican motherhood and uphold the ideals of separate
spheres? Synthesizing the domestic and the political was problematic. Kerber states that
while other societies “maintained unarticulated, but nevertheless very firm, social restrictions that isolated the female domestic world from politics,” American society shunned
this separation; it “altered the female domain in which most women had always lived out
their lives; it justified women’s absorption and participation in the civic culture” (284).
Yet under the ideology of separate spheres, how were women supposed to maintain a
home that was isolated from civic culture, free from its potentially damaging anxieties?
The doctrine of isolation that undergirded the institutions of the asylum, the penitentiary,
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and the home—the separate system and separate spheres ideologies—demanded an antisocial subject in order to fit that individual for society.

“Isolation must precede true society”: Moral Architecture & the Social Benefits Isolation
Decades before Ralph Waldo Emerson uttered these words of self-reliance,11 the
doctrine of isolation was already becoming a pervasive force in U.S. society and the contents of manuals on the asylum, the penitentiary, and the home show that American institutions were built on the idea that isolation was beneficial, even essential, to the wellbeing of the individual and the nation. What was seen as the best thing for a child’s development into a functioning and productive citizen was the same thing that designers and
superintendents of the penitentiary and asylum saw as essential for reforming the criminal
and curing the mentally ill: creating a pure and protected space that was isolated from the
potentially detrimental influences of a chaotic society. Underlying their rigid manuals
was the anxiety that freedom meant lawlessness and disorder and the belief that being
tended to in a carefully managed, isolated space could help citizens manage freedom and
be managed. The penitentiary and asylum along with the home took on national importance: they were progressive institutions that reflected the innovation and promise of the

11

“Isolation must precede true society” appeared in the 1841 version of “Self-Reliance,” paragraph 29:
“But now we are a mob. . . . We must go alone. Isolation must precede true society. I like the silent church
before the service begins, better than any preaching.” 1841 was also the year that the Pennsylvania Hospital
for the Insane officially opened and the promise of the American asylum originated. The 1847 version of
“Self-Reliance,” which, after the publication of the Second Series in 1844, was labeled under First Series,
does not include this line. Why did Emerson remove it? Was isolation no longer key to his conception of
self-reliance? Had the deleterious effects of isolation in such institutions as the asylum and the penitentiary,
already controversial for their system of solitary confinement, soured Emerson on isolation (versus, perhaps, solitude) as beneficial to social reform?
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U.S., they were what would ensure the order and glory of the new democratic nation, and,
finally, perhaps most importantly, they were models for how to structure a highly organized, successful society. In the eyes of these manual writers, the construction and management of these buildings were the construction and management of the nation. In these
manuals, the portrayal of the criminal, the insane, and the child represented a new citizensubject who had to be trained to be free. The audience to which these manuals were directed, the creators and managers of the spaces around these figures, would become a
new kind of authority who masked that very authority behind affection and protectiveness. The conduct manual was essential for promoting isolation as a salutary ideal for
ameliorating society’s ills and creating the democratic subject.
The concept of “separate spheres” that was defining the order of society and gender roles meant that the home and the world were distinct spaces. The home was the first
line of defense against a brutal and vice-ridden society. More specifically, the incipient
middle-class was defining and being defined by the idealization of the home as a haven in
a heartless world, which is the central axiom of separate spheres ideology. The binary between the home and the rest of society reinforced and codified a rigid gender binary:
women’s entire sphere of action was framed by the walls of her home; men’s sphere of
action was in the wide world of business, politics, and war, in short, everything outside of
the home. Ann Douglas, in The Feminization of American Culture, describes how after
1820, America was “in the midst of the transformation of the American economy into the
most powerfully aggressive capitalist system in the world” (6), and these rapid economic
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and technological developments led to a subsequent shift in perspectives on the home. In
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the household was the center of production, giving women and children an essential part in the home’s economy. With industrialization
and the accompanying economic shift that moved production from the household to centralized urban centers, then, women and children in the northeastern areas saw “a decided
alteration” in their position in society from producers to consumers, from labor to leisure.
According to Douglas, this alteration in their position led to women’s exile from the
world and their confinement within the domestic realm; women “lost a significant number of legal privileges, among them the right to vote” (51), and this disenfranchisement
shut them out of all matters political and economic: there “was no need to tell her anything about the larger society of which she is a part” (57). As a result, then, “the lady’s
preoccupation is to be with herself; her clothes her manners, her feelings, her
family” (57). Douglas sees this focus inward and to the interior as limiting and confining
to women, and ultimately a regression of intellectualism, but many nineteenth-century
women writers viewed separate spheres as empowering women by creating an “empire of
woman” of which they were the authority. If the home, according to them and popular
belief, was the moral foundation of American society, then women, as the home’s architects and managers, had the most important position in the new nation. Scholars of antebellum women’s literature are continually addressing the ways that women were empowered as the supreme authority figure of the domestic sphere and victims of its repressive
isolation. Much of the literature of the time period suggests that it was not a simple ei!45

ther/or and that, since their new role paved the way for increased education and vocational opportunities, white middle-class women’s status was indeed improved by separate
spheres ideology as well as restricted to a limited sphere of action.12
Just as womanhood in the nineteenth century was being defined by its connection
to the domestic space, so too was childhood. In Centuries of Childhood: A Social History
of Family Life, Philippe Ariès documents a European society that became increasingly
obsessed with the physical and moral wellbeing of children, so that by the nineteenth century preoccupation with childhood as a unique transitional stage in human development
(411-12) culminated in veneration of the child. The result was isolation: the more the
child was deemed precious, the greater was the need to exclude children from adult society and also seclude the family from the rest of the world that, for the middle class, “satisfied a desire for privacy and also a craving for identity” (413). This European idealization of childhood as a separate, cherished, and sentimentalized stage in a person’s development reached the other side of the Atlantic and informed the notion of separate spheres.
A home isolated from yet protected by society (the community, an intrusive government,
the messiness of economic competition, etc.) was essential for a child’s development into
12

The racial and class biases of separate spheres ideology, and its ancillary concepts of domesticity, sentimentalism, and the cult of true womanhood, have been explored by literary scholars like Hazel Carby in
Reconstructing Womanhood, by the historian Alice Kessler-Harris in Out to Work, and by many scholars of
the Lowell factory girls’ writings. Cathy N. Davidson and Jessamyn Hatcher’s edited volume No More
Separate Spheres! is a helpful place to start for scholarship that expands separate spheres ideology to consider race and class, to discuss women who were excluded from its circle; these were women who did not
benefit from the cults of domesticity and true womanhood, but also women who used and manipulated its
principles to advance their cause or make themselves visible. My chapter focuses on how this dominant
ideology developed alongside the separate systems of the asylum and the penitentiary, so I examine separate spheres as a general theory, one that certainly was not easily adopted by middle-class white women (for
whom it was intended). Separate spheres ideology was from the outset an ideal that was challenged and
complicated by many groups of women, and my point is to show the shaky ground upon which it stood
since its conception.
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a good citizen. Ariès observes that, “Henceforth it was recognized that the child was not
ready for life, and that he had to be subjected to a special treatment, a sort of quarantine,
before he was allowed to join the adults” (412). His comparison of childhood to a kind of
“quarantine” understands children as forced into isolation—detained and secluded for
their protection. The mother, as the primary caretaker, would thus be secluded along with
the child, but she was responsible for setting up and maintaining the protective environment around the child.
This clean and simple of version of separate spheres that dominated nineteenthcentury literature was not thoughtfully challenged by scholars, and debates about
women’s roles became mired in the binary of whether women were empowered or confined by the ideology of separate spheres. Even if nineteenth-century Americans conceived their worlds as separate spheres, twentieth-century scholars were limiting their
approaches and analyses by also believing in the truth of separate spheres. Amy Kaplan
expanded critical inquiry and opened up fresh interpretations by questioning the gendered
principles of separate spheres. “Scholars have overlooked the fact that the development
of domestic discourse in America is contemporaneous with the discourse of Manifest
Destiny,” she points out, arguing that “domesticity is more mobilizing and less stabilizing; it travels in contradictory circuits to both expand and contract the boundaries of
home and nation” (583). Kaplan enlarges the definition of the domestic and the home by
asking us to think about them in relation to the foreign, e.g. domestic versus foreign policy. “The idea of foreign policy depends on the sense of the nation as a domestic
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space” (581), and in that sense men and women moved together in the same sphere.
Women had the most important political role because, “If domesticity plays a key role in
imagining the nation as home, then women, positioned at the center of the home, play a
major role in defining the contours of the nation and its shifting borders with the
foreign” (582). Revealing that the separate spheres were not actually so separate by recounting the ways that women used domestic virtue to effect reform outside the home
and by demonstrating how the political world found its way inside the home, scholars
since Kaplan have expanded conventional understandings of domesticity.
In Hemispheric Imaginings, Gretchen Murphy, like Kaplan, examines domestic
discourse against popular nineteenth-century political discourse. Murphy links it to, not
just Manifest Destiny, but the Monroe Doctrine and the establishment of a U.S. foreign
policy based on viewing the world in terms of separate hemispheres (Eastern versus
Western) in order to keep out threats of foreign invasion on U.S. soil: “Monroe maps the
political binary between Old World tyranny and New World democracy to a spatial construct that divides the globe into two hemispheres” (5), whereby America (North, Central,
and South) is “defined as democratic space” (6) and its territories “ ‘are henceforth not to
be considered as subjects for future colonization by any European powers’ ” (4). Monroe’s 1823 State of the Union Address established the U.S.’s foreign policy of isolationism that would become a touchstone for all future interventions into the political, military, and economic affairs of the rest of the globe. Murphy does not make a parallel between the isolationism and hemispheric construction that shaped U.S. political policies
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and the separate but equal spheres of gendered action, yet the ideology of separate
spheres was born out of the same concerns for order, purity, and protection that informed
political and institutional philosophies. Murphy does observe similarities in the language
of the Monroe Doctrine, the letters and speeches surrounding it, and domestic literature,
proving Kaplan’s initial point about the conflation of home and nation and how both contribute to the definition of the other. For example, in his 1822 Address, Secretary of State
John Quincy Adams employs “depictions of familial relations and heterosexual love to
bind individual sympathies to the construct of the nation. . . . ‘The sympathies of men,’ ”
he states, “ ‘begin with the affections of domestic life. They are rooted in the natural relations of husband and wife, of parent and child, of brother and sister; thence they spread . .
. to the broader and more complicated relations of countryman and fellow citizen’ ” (41).
Political figures draw on domestic rhetoric of family affection, purity, and protection to
imagine the nation and its contours, and domestic literature of this period, especially conduct manuals, frequently connect the construction of the home with the building of the
nation. Again, women, as the authority figures of the domestic sphere, are at the center of
the home and the nation. Homemaking was thus equated with nation-building and women
were active political participants, if not the key players, in this project.
The domestic manuals that come out of this era persistently make the link between women’s work in the home and the progress of the new nation. Lydia Maria Child
dedicated The Mother’s Book to “American Mothers, on whose intelligence and discretion the safety and prosperity of our republic so much depend.” And the first chapter of
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Catharine Beecher’s Treatise on Domestic Economy quotes extensively from Alexis de
Tocqueville’s Democracy in America in order to make her point that women’s work in the
home made them agents of democracy. Opening up the chapter with the “identical” principles of democracy and Christianity and their perfect goals of equality, life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness, Beecher concludes that the “success of democratic institutions . .
. depends upon the intellectual and moral character of the mass of the people” (36) and
the formation of Americans’ moral and intellectual character is “committed mainly to the
female hand” (37). The middle-class American home, fortified by feminine authority and
walls that kept the vice and immorality of a free society at bay, became idealized as a
space separate from the world that could also best prepare individuals to engage virtuously with that world. Kathryn Kish Sklar argues that Beecher’s domesticity viewed the
home as a “much more effective agency of social authority than the clergy or
aristocracy. . . . As a society in miniature, the family could therefore be used as a model
for the extension of such relationships elsewhere in the society. Although the family located authority at a personal level, domesticity . . . confirmed the individual’s obligation
to recognize and conform to a ‘system of laws’ that sustained ‘superior and subordinate
relations’ in the society as a whole” (163-64). If familial relations in human society have
historically offered models for government, the new American democratic system required a new domestic system, and this time, women had a more direct say in what that
domesticity would look like. Domestic reformers like Sarah Hale, Lydia Maria Child, and
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Catharine Beecher were also social leaders, and they absorbed notions of American exceptionalism and isolationism into their construction of the home.
According to Sklar, Catharine Beecher’s sense of the home’s separateness diverged from Child and other domestic commentators like Sarah Hale and Horace Bushnell. She believed in the influence that the domestic sphere could have on the rest of society. “All agreed that the isolation of women in the home and away from full participation
in the society decreased the tensions and anxieties that characterized American life,”
summarizes Sklar, “But rather than seeing the home as a haven set apart from society to
compensate for or counteract certain characteristics of American life, Catharine saw the
home as an integral part of a national system, reflecting and promoting mainstream
American values” (Sklar 163). I agree with Sklar that Beecher’s vision makes women and
what happens in the home important parts of the great democratic engine. Beecher and
Child both recognize the new challenges of American settlement and democracy, where
[e]very thing is moving and changing” and “there is a mingling of all grades of wealth,
intellect, and education” leading to “constant temptation” and the pull to keep up with a
hectic pace (Beecher 40). Yet Beecher does not pretend that women are shielded from the
anxieties of a “fluctuating state of society” (44); in fact, she sees it as uniquely American:
“American women are exposed to a far greater amount of intellectual and moral excitement, than those of any other land” (44). Instead of the impracticability of removing
women from the world and the dangers of “high commercial, political, and religious
stimulus” (43) women must be strengthened mentally through improved education and
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physically through regular exercise to counteract these “taxations” on the mind and body
and perform their duties as wives and mothers. Beecher actually avoids invoking separate
spheres: she recognizes gendered work, but she sees men and women operating in the
same spaces when she calls for women to get outside the home and increase their motion
and for men to embrace their role as father in the home. Men, who are engaged in business or public affairs all day long, have either little time or are too tired to devote attention to their children, but Beecher insists that fathers “should attend to the formation of
their [children’s] character and habits, and aid in developing their social, intellectual, and
moral nature” (256). For Beecher, the domestic sphere may be governed by women and
the economic, political sphere may be governed by men, but that does not translate into
no commingling of the two spheres or with restricting men’s and women’s movements in
each other’s spherical territory. Invoking spatial metaphors of separate spheres and imagining the home as physically and morally isolated from the rest of the world were not imperative to Beecher’s domesticity.
In contrast, Child in her domestic manuals imagines democracy and the free
economy as antagonistic to the home. The premise of the The Frugal Housewife is that
women of comfortable middle to upper class status cannot depend on that prosperity to
last, especially in the U.S. “Our wealthy people copy all of the foolish and extravagant
caprice of European fashion, without considering that we have not their laws of inheritance among us,” she criticizes, “and that our frequent changes of policy render property
far more precarious here than in the old world” (89). The Frugal Housewife advocates
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economy and self-denial in home-making to protect the family against “unforeseen
calamity” (5) and the instability of democratic and capitalist forces. If Beecher’s Treatise
separated itself from other how-to manuals by making domesticity a science, Child’s The
Frugal Housewife and The Mother’s Book stood out from the white noise of advice literature by addressing not just the wealthy. Notes biographer Carolyn Karcher, “What convinced her publishers to risk launching yet another such volume on a seemingly overstocked market was Child’s insistence that among all those available, not one was ‘suited
to the wants of the middling class in our own country’ ” (127). Addressing a middle-class
readership, Child helped to make them the foundation and upholders of American values
and democracy (as opposed to old aristocratic ideas of home and property), particularly
of economy in contradistinction to displays of wealth, self-denial instead of self-indulgence, and labor over leisure. Democracy and a free economy without the moral foundation of the middle-class home to set limits upon them would be the ruin of the nation.
Child’s manuals were informed by and helped market separate spheres and isolationism as central to the prosperity of the nation and women as central to the home (thus
central to the nation). Her insistence on the evils of the world outside the home, on their
antagonism to the pleasantness of the home environment, idealized isolation as the foremost structural characteristic of the American home. In “The Affections,” the second
chapter of The Mother’s Book, Child portrays children as developing habits and “armor”
against the eventual “temptations of the world” (8). What happens in the nursery and the
home will determine an individual’s ability to remain “good” when he “comes out into
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the world” (8). Inculcating “domestic sympathy”—sisters devoted to their brothers, a
brother “willing to deny himself selfish gratifications for a sister’s
improvement” (155-56), children making “respectful attentions” to their parents; what
Child sees as the private family unit bound together by feeling, “as if they were all portions of the same body” (155)—will lay the “foundation of strong and deeply virtuous
feelings,” according to Child. “The vices and temptations of the world have little danger
for those who can recollect beloved parents and a happy home. The holy and purifying
influence is carried through life, and descends to bless and encourage succeeding generations” (156). The mother is tasked with making home “as pleasant as possible” (156)—
through a gentle love that exacts obeisance and affection13—so that children will see their
mother’s company as the most fulfilling.
To that end, Child warns about the dangerous influences that children will encounter at school and social functions. She disapproves of young children being “brought
out, or going into company,” since the mother cannot control the food that is being
served, the people with whom the child will engage, or the type of entertainment that
could overstimulate the child’s heart, mind, and body (157). Child reinforces the notion
of children as delicate and highly susceptible to social and environmental influences; they
cannot be “brought out” into the world until they have been fully fitted with their moral
armor. And in Child’s view, girls are especially vulnerable and need to be guarded:
13

Child’s other, more concrete, suggestions for making home pleasant and strengthening the bonds of family are singing and reading together. She recommends songs and books with strong morals to her readers
(156-57, 144-45). The mother, then, is the arbiter of “culture” by being selective of what she allows in the
home.
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Young girls learn many mischievous lessons from their companions at school. . . .
I should myself decidedly prefer instructing a daughter in my own house; but I
am aware that in most families this course would be expensive and inconvenient.
However, I would never trust a young girl at a boarding school without being
sure that her room-mate was discreet, well-principled, and candid. I should rather
have a daughter’s mind a little less improved, than to have her heart exposed to
corrupt influences; for this reason, I should prefer a respectable school in the
country to a fashionable one in the city. For the same reason, I should greatly
dread a young lady’s making long visits from home, unless I had perfect confidence in every member of the family she visited, and in every person to whom
they would be likely to introduce her. There is no calculating the mischief that is
done by chance acquaintances picked up in this way. If there are sons in the families visited, the danger is still greater. (148-149)

In this passage, Child expresses an early suspicion of the hazards of urban life, continuing
to bifurcate the world: home versus society, country versus city, women versus men.
Since neighbors, city-dwellers, and men cannot be trusted to be “themselves pure and
open-hearted,” Child suggests the ideology of separate spheres, which values the home
isolated from an evil world, is necessary for producing Americans (and, really, women)
that can conduct themselves ethically in such a world. “It is impossible to calculate the
benefits that result from having a happy home” (158), she asserts, for the individual and
the nation.
Separate spheres ideology and its emphasis on the benefits of isolation grew out
of and helped legitimate the isolationism that was defining the character of the nation and
its institutions. Post-Revolutionary energy for reform and progress was also directed toward eradicating crime and curing insanity, both which were viewed as social problems
that could be addressed through the “moral treatment” developed by Benjamin Rush and
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requiring a “separate system” and “moral architecture” to create isolated, pure, and protected environments. In the case of the asylum, historian David Rothman explains how
setting up an institution removed from society was more efficient and economical than
reforming society as a whole:
Rather than attempt to reorganize American society directly, [medical superintendents] would design and oversee a distinctive environment which eliminated
the tensions and the chaos. They would try to create—in a way reminiscent of the
founders of utopian communities—a model society of their own, not to test a
novel method for organizing production or making political decisions, but to exemplify the advantages of an orderly, regular, and disciplined routine. Here was
an opportunity to meet the pressing needs of the insane, by isolating them from
the dangers at loose in the community, and to further a reform program, by
demonstrating to the larger society the benefits of the system. Thus, medical superintendents and laymen supporters moved to create a new world for the insane,
one that would not only alleviate their distress but also educate the citizens of the
republic. (129)
Moral architecture represented an early nineteenth-century belief in the power of a welldesigned space to influence and correct individual behavior. It also reflected the human
urge to control the environment. If the original European settlement of America was the
discovery, conquering, and establishment of a “New World,” then the asylum, penitentiary, and similar institutional spaces symbolized the creation of new worlds necessary to
punctuate the Revolution and solidify U.S. independence. And similar to the geographical
and political isolationism of the U.S. in a global context, these institutions relied on
walling off the world and enclosing their subjects in order to liberate them.
In the institutional setting, inmates were freed from the chains and torture that
characterized previous treatment of the insane and the criminal. More importantly,
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though, they were freed from the temptations and chaos of a democratic society. Isaac
Ray, superintendent of Rhode Island’s asylum, underscored the importance of building
asylums for the treatment of the insane: “ ‘While at large, the patient is every moment
exposed to circumstances that maintain the morbid activity of his mind. . . . In the hospital, on the other hand, he is beyond the reach of all these causes of excitement’ ” (qtd. in
Rothman 137). Putting the patient beyond the reach of societal influences was not exile
or banishment; it was seen as performing a similar function as the home did for the child
by “fortifying the individual against the threats of modernization and social
atomization” (Showalter 19). Confinement, in the view of asylum superintendents and
social reformers, was freedom; it was “not punishment but a cure” (Rothman 144).
Solitary confinement of the individual within the walls of the asylum and the penitentiary was the combination of political trends toward isolationism, cultural philosophies of solitude derived from Romantic idealism and culminating in Emerson’s doctrine
of self-reliance, scientific reasoning about the influence of the physical and social environment on a person, and religious (specifically Quaker) ideals about redemption through
self-reflection. Solitary confinement, although still used in the U.S. prison system for
punishment and control, has been discredited as an effective means for criminal reform as
well as grossly expensive to maintain, but in the beginning of the nineteenth century, it
represented enlightened innovation and the promise of U.S. democracy to be a shining
city upon a hill. The asylum and the penitentiary stood at a distance from city centers, but
their massive gothic architecture could still be seen by the population, at once a warning
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and a triumph. Philadelphia, the legendary site of the Continental Congress’s declaration
of independence, also became the site for the establishment of two of the nation’s most
oppressive systems of solitary confinement. In 1841, the new Pennsylvania Hospital for
the Insane officially opened its doors under the direction of Dr. Thomas S. Kirkbride and
was the “first American hospital on the echelon plan, wherein a series of extended wings
permits a maximum of isolation for the separate wards” (Robert C. Smith 301). And less
than twenty years prior, architect John Haviland began work on Eastern State Penitentiary, which employed Bentham’s panopticon. Similar to Kirkbride’s echelon, it featured
a series of spokes radiating outward from a central surveillance tower; a prisoner was
meant to feel that at any given moment, in his solitary cell, he was watched, by the eyes
of the prison guard and the all-seeing eye of God. Roberts Vaux, advocate of the Pennsylvania system, argued in defense of solitary confinement that “seclusion is believed to be
an essential ingredient in moral treatment” (10), and literary scholar Caleb Smith explains
that for the nineteenth-century reformer, “solitary confinement provided an architecture
of reflection, the first step toward penitence” (3). The “artificially created” and “special
setting” of the asylum and the penitentiary separated the insane and the criminal “from all
contact with corruption, both within and without its walls. . . . Isolation and steady habits,
the right organization and routine, would yield unprecedented benefits” (Rothman 83).
Like Beecher and Child, the architects and superintendents of these institutions reinforced
the belief in a corrupt society and the necessity of building walls high enough and thick
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enough to keep evil forces at bay. What emerges is a subjectivity based on the most extreme individualism: total disconnect from society and community or familial identity.14
The nation’s inmate, a term used for asylum patients and those incarcerated in a
“house of corrections,” as well as a word used by Beecher for members of a household,
was an identity fraught with contradictions. A prisoner, for example, had no civic or political rights in the penitentiary—he was “dead” to society—but through the redemptive
process of solitary confinement was expected to emerge from the prison as a fully functioning civic and political being. A chaplain at the Sing-Sing penitentiary states, “ ‘The
prisoner was taught to consider himself dead to all without the prison walls’ ” (Rothman
95), and a Sing-Sing warden describes the blank slate that is created when an individual
enters the penitentiary: “while confined here you can have no intelligence concerning relatives or friends. . . . You are to be literally buried from the world’ (95). The inmate’s new
identity (based on being stripped of his previous identity and rights) was propped up by a
rigid new system for individualizing persons.
Perhaps the single most long-lasting, oppressive outcome of asylum and penitentiary practices was the classification system. Both institutions categorized inmates by
their mental illness or crime and used that to seal them in separate wards. Inmates of the
14 Architectural

designs for private residences at this time were also adopting the belief of carving up space
into individual cells. These designs were popularized in pattern books and periodicals like Godey’s Lady’s
Book, reflecting and informing these new values of the home’s purpose and function. Influential domestic
architect Andrew Jackson Downing, for instance, was instrumental in professionalizing architecture in the
United States and for opposing the civic-oriented Greek style dominating public buildings with his Gothicinspired designs. In Inexpressible Privacy: The Interior Life of Antebellum American Literature, Milette
Shamir observes that Downing’s plans were “characterized by increased consideration for privacy and by
the allocation of specialized spaces to each member of the household” (30) The private household itself was
divided, along gender lines according to Shamir, and individuals became increasingly isolated and solitary
in the domestic space.
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asylum and penitentiary may have been freed from the chains and restraints that had been
previously used to confine them, but classifying individuals created a more insidious, invisible restraint on individuals that kept power and authority in the hands of a few experts
in the name of social order and philanthropy. Writes Vaux:
Instead of keepers armed with weapons of death and flagellation, prepared to destroy, or to inflict corporal chastisement, as they might deem either merited—instead of the most humiliating and disgusting spectacle of human degradation,
misery, and pollution, which the unrestrained association of persons of all ages,
colors, and sexes, and for all grades of crime, that for many years anterior to the
revolutionary war, was exhibited in the common jail of this city,—by the unwearied labors of a few philanthropists, that lawless reign of severity, immorality, and
wrong, was brought to an end. The prisoners were classified and employed as far
as it was practicable, comparative order and decency of conduct were introduced,
altogether furnishing an instance of melioration and improvement, which no
country in this respect had ever shown. (6)
Classification was population control: it replaced aristocracy as the new organizational
structure for society; it made scientists and doctors—logical, enlightened men—the new
authority. This system of classification and solitary confinement was presented as essential for the curative and redemption processes because, in the case of the patient, the “undesirable mingling of the patients [was] prevented” (Tomes 142), and in the solitary confinement of the penitentiary, the prisoner was “placed beyond the possibility of being
made more corrupt by his imprisonment, since the least association of convicts with each
other must inevitably yield pernicious consequences in a greater or less degree” (Vaux 910). Inmates supposedly agreed or came to believe in the doctrine of solitary confinement. Gustave de Beaumont and Alexis de Tocqueville, quoted a reformed prisoner of
Eastern State Penitentiary in their observations of the U.S. penitentiary system: “ ‘It is
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better to live in absolute solitude than to be thrown together with wretches of all kinds.
For all, isolation favours reflection, and is conducive to reformation’” (Smith 102). To
maintain order in a free society it was necessary to mask the means of restraint (to even
go so far as to make individuals fear freedom, to feel they have to be properly trained for
it), and to bind together persons who value individualism by making individualism a kind
of prison.15
Caleb Smith elucidates the connections that nineteenth-century visitors to the penitentiaries made between the “prisoner in solitude and the democratic citizen,” the great
fear being that this society in miniature that the prison and asylum symbolized would be
“expanded to contain all of American society, a vast national assembly of cellular
souls” (110). Although the asylum and penitentiary have since been discredited as inhumane in the enforcement of solitary confinement, it would not be a stretch of the imagination to characterize American society as a “national assembly of cellular souls”; Americans have merely replaced the technology of confinement. The isolating, inward-focused
separatism that was informing American politics and institutions was picked up in the
domestic manuals. The American home was imagined as a space separated from the
world and the family unit as insulated from a corrupt society. The concepts of separate

15

Frederick Douglass observes that slaveholders instilled a fear of freedom in slaves. He describes the holiday week between Christmas and New Year’s Day as “one of the grossest frauds committed upon the
down-trodden slave” (115). Slaveholders will encourage slaves to drink excessively, calling it freedom.
“Their object seems to be, to disgust their slaves with freedom,” Douglass argues, and compares this “dose
of vicious dissipation” to “virtuous freedom” (116). A reading of Douglass’s conceptions of liberty and humanity in the context of writings on the asylum, penitentiary, and the home might explore how these institutions along with the institution of slavery maintain order by a careful construction of freedom as destructive and enslaving.
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spheres and the separate system spun into an increasing interiority that, according to
Smith, advanced “a secret discipline aimed at the soul” (15). Lydia Maria Child, then,
invokes the same logic on the benefits of a happy home as a superintendent might use to
defend the benefits of solitary confinement. The architecture that isolated and protected
the child promoted habits of observation and reflection. “Young people should be accustomed to look into their own hearts, to be very sure what motives they act from, and what
feelings they indulge” (160). Catharine Beecher also advocates the cultivation of good
habits by extending authority over a child’s heart and mind. She points to the “records of
our insane retreats, and the pages of medical writers” that show “even in solitude, and
without being aware of the sin or the danger, children may inflict evils on themselves,
which not infrequently terminate in disease, delirium, and death. Every mother . . . should
teach the young, that the indulgence of impure thoughts and actions, is visited by the
most awful and terrific penalties” (233). She stipulates that the mother must avoid disclosing what the actual evil vices are, since that could lead to the child’s indulgence of
those very evils, and she is also careful to mention that it is not the mother who punishes
but God. Inculcating habits of self-reflection, the mother, medical superintendent, and
penitentiary warden, give the power to each individual to become his or her own parent,
asylum keeper, and prison guard, and power over the body is exchanged for power over
the soul.
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“In Tranquility and Purity”: Clearing the Air, Purifying the Soul
Spaces isolated from the larger society helped ensure “pure” environments, which
were necessary for purifying the soul of the criminal and the mentally ill and keeping
pure women and children. Domesticity, curing insanity, and reforming the criminal were
actually very similar processes of purification that involved setting up and maintaining a
pure environment around the individual. Without careful attention to ventilation and
vices, impurities could drift into the home, asylum, and penitentiary. The manuals for
each of these spaces attend obsessively to air quality, proper ventilation, and the difficulties of achieving a balance of allowing fresh air in while keeping the environment sealed
off from impure influences.
Concerns about purity centered on the environmental conditions surrounding inmates. Discussions of air quality and proper ventilation feature prominently in domestic
manuals and manuals for the asylum and penitentiary. Beecher’s discussions of air quality
in the home and Kirkbride’s obsessive attention to the asylum’s atmosphere reflect new
understandings of how disease travels and new technologies in heating and ventilation.
Micromanaging the flow of air was, according to Benjamin Reiss, not “an idiosyncratic
concern. Such matters as proper heating and ventilation obsessed architects of the new
asylum: under the miasmic theory of illness, doctors assumed that noxious exhalations
could spread disease, and so asylum superintendents took great care to ensure proper air
flow in their buildings” (2). Kirkbride devotes a significant portion of his manual to air
purity and ventilation, stressing that, “A complete system of forced ventilation, in con!63

nection with the heating, is indispensable to give purity to the air of a hospital for the insane; and no expense that is required to effect this object thoroughly can be deemed either
misplaced or injudicious” (77). John Haviland gave equal importance to air flow as he
did to surveillance in his radial design of Eastern State Penitentiary, which was “devised
to aid ‘watching, convenience, economy and ventilation’ ” (qtd. in ESP HSR 57). And
Catharine Beecher expressed similar sentiments about the atmosphere around the young
(the home, the school) as those that were put forth about the environments around the insane and the criminal:
When, by confinement, and this process, the atmosphere is deprived of its appropriate supply of oxygen, the purification of the blood is interrupted, and it passes,
without being properly prepared, into the brain, producing languor, restlessness,
and inability to exercise the intellect and feelings. Whenever, therefore, persons
sleep in a close apartment, or remain, for a length of time, in a crowded or illventilated room, a most pernicious influence is exerted on the brain, and, through
this, on the mind. A person, who is often exposed to such influences, can never
enjoy that elasticity and vigor of mind, which is one of the chief indications of its
health. This is the reason, why all rooms for religious meetings, and schoolrooms, and sleeping apartments, should be so contrived, as to secure a constant
supply of fresh air from without. The minister, who preaches in a crowded and
ill-ventilated apartment, loses much of his power to feel and to speak, while the
audience are equally reduced, in their capability of attending. The teacher, who
confines children in a close apartment, diminishes their ability to study, or to attend to his instructions. (196)
Beecher informs her readers of how the body works in order to demonstrate the importance of controlling the environment around the child, leading to what Sklar calls “standardized American domestic practices” (152) that are based on educated, scientific
knowledge and innovations. Diagrams of the human body—its muscles and organs—and
of the layout of the house make up a good portion of the Treatise, differentiating it from
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the compendium of home remedies and anecdotal formula of Child’s American Frugal
Housewife and The Mother’s Book and aligning it with the more scientific approach of
Kirkbride’s manual. By following Beecher’s manual and vigilantly attending to the
home’s proper ventilation so that pure blood passes to the brain, a mother should be able
to keep her child from winding up in an asylum or prison. A mother, with her knowledge
and authority, resembled a medical superintendent or prison warden, and Beecher was
part of legitimizing women’s work of household management in the same way that Kirkbride helped to make psychiatry a legitimate, respected profession.
Publishing standard practices for domestic, prison, and asylum maintenance solidified the authority of the mother, warden, and superintendent. Regarding the regulation of
air purity, then, Kirkbride can rejoice that there is “no diversity of opinion among those
who have the charge of American hospitals for the insane, in reference to the proper
mode of warming and ventilating these institutions” and dictate that “all hospitals should
be warmed by passing an abundance of pure, fresh air from the external atmosphere, over
pipes or plates, containing steam under low pressure, or hot water, the temperature of
which at the boiler does not exceed 212 degrees F., and placed in the basement or cellar
of the building to be heated” (77). He can further standardize the construction of the edifice by specifying that the “wings should be so arranged that, if rooms are placed on both
sides of a corridor, the corridors should be furnished at both ends with movable glazed
sashes, for the free admission of both light and air” (77). Similarly, Beecher can warn that
“placing of an outside door, for common use, in a sitting-room . . . is detrimental to
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health. In such cases, children, in their sports, or persons who labor, are thrown into perspiration, by exercise, the door is thrown open, a chill ensues, and fever, bowel complaints, or bilious attacks, are the result. A long window, extending down to the floor,
which can be used as a door, in Summer, and be tightly closed, at the bottom, in Winter,
secures all the benefits, without the evils, of an outside door” (260-61). Beecher justifies
her attention to the minutest details by asserting, “There is no point of domestic economy,
which more seriously involves the health and daily comfort of American women, than the
proper construction of houses” (258). Both Kirkbride and Beecher make liberal use of the
word “proper,” and thus standardizing practices in these institutional spaces is, perhaps
most importantly, about defining what is “proper” in the new democratic American society.
Reiss argues that “asylums became . . . laboratories for purifying the national culture,” and in reading domestic manuals and writings on the penitentiary, the same could
be said of the home and the prison. At stake in obsessive attention to purifying the actual
atmosphere of these spaces was individual health and freedom and the wellbeing of the
nation. Fortunately, to that end, purification was a process, a logical, explainable process
that could be monitored and maintained. Beecher explains, “On receiving . . . purified
blood from the lungs, the heart contracts, and sends it out again. . . . Every time we inspire air, the process of purifying the blood is going on; and every time we expire the air,
we throw out the redundant carbon and hydrogen, taken from a portion of the blood. If
the waist is compressed by tight clothing, a portion of the lungs be compressed, so that
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the air-vessels cannot be filled. This prevents the perfect purification and preparation of
the blood, so that a part returns back to the heart unfitted for its duties” (90-91). Using
similar language of purity and perfection, Kirkbride claims that “pure air is absolutely
necessary for the perfect performance of the physical and intellectual functions, and that a
man’s mental condition may be quite as much dependent upon the air which surrounds
him as upon any other external agent. Of all places ventilation is most required in hospitals” (AR 1844 41). The purification process required isolated, minutely managed spaces
and strong central authorities to administer the correct dose of freedom since overindulgence of it was just as detrimental. Letting out impure air and allowing fresh air in was a
delicate balance of confinement and liberty. Kirkbride defined it as half of a foot of open
window; asylum windows did not have bars, but they could open six inches to allow for
“ventilation without the risk of escape” (AR 1841 12).
Purity became a national anxiety that was echoed in the political rhetoric.16
Gretchen Murphy examines how Adams invokes the rhetoric of domestic purity to lay out
16

Beecher elevates the issues of air impurity to a national anxiety when she interprets a poorly ventilated
home as reflective of criminal or insane behavior. “An action, brought by the Commonwealth, ought to lie
against those persons, who build houses for sale or rent, in which rooms are so constructed as not to allow
of free ventilation; and a writ of lunacy taken out against those, who, with the common-sense experience
which all have on this head, should spend any portion of their time, still more, should sleep, in rooms thus
nearly air-tight” (217). Interestingly, in the updated, expanded version of the Treatise, The American
Woman’s Home, authored with her sister, Beecher and Stowe hint at a new set of high stakes for creating a
“pure atmosphere” in the home, one that is less concerned with connecting it to national wellbeing: “[T]his
subject of ventilation commends itself with an interest surpassing every other. Nothing can more convincingly establish the belief in the existence of something vitally wrong in the habits and circumstances of
civilized life than the appalling fact that one fourth of all who are born die before reaching the fifth year,
and one half the deaths of mankind occur under the twentieth year. Let those who have these things in
charge answer to their own consciences how they discharge their duty in supplying to the young a pure
atmosphere, which is the first requisite for healthy bodies and sound minds” (49, original emphasis). The
specter of infant mortality gets raised here to suggest the personal loss that poor ventilation would incur,
and to admonish those not attending to their “own consciences.” In other words, the effects of poor ventilation have personal not national import, and Beecher now believes that breaches in standard practices are
punishable by one’s conscience instead of by law.
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the U.S.’s position vis-a-vis the world. Adams uses “discourses of feminine behavior and
propriety, implying that this woman will have influence not by going abroad or seeking
direct argumentation, but by the tone of her voice and the gentle example she sets” (36).
The rhetoric of domestic purity employed in the Monroe Doctrine tends to center on a
woman’s chastity so that America’s refusal of involvement abroad is compared to feminine modesty: America would be “loathe to sacrifice purity by involving herself in the
base matters of the world” (Murphy 37). Like the new version of the white, middle-class
American mother, the U.S. will lead by a silent influence, using “ ‘the countenance of her
voice, and the benignant sympathy of her example’” (qtd. in Murphy 36). Sums up Murphy, “Instead of activity or influence, the nation remains pure in exemplary
isolation” (36). A woman’s chastity as a handy metaphor for the purity of the nation gave
the seduction novel and narratives of female virtue a ready audience and the U.S.’s first
bid at a national literature. However, purity in the sense of women’s sexual repression
was not the only way that feminine purity was employed as metaphor for national purity.
Ultimately, domestic manuals and manuals on asylum and penitentiary maintenance treat purity as a moral objective: keeping corruption outside of the walls in order to
keep the child pure and innocent and to purify the soul of the insane and the criminal.
Setting up separate, isolated environments that allowed for maximum control of environmental conditions was key to the purification process, but purifying the nation of
residual aristocratic habits from European colonization or savage threats from Native
American populations began with purifying individual souls (after, of course, creating a
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blank canvas through a series of wars of independence and the systematic and violent removal of Native Americans from the land); isolation made purification possible. The idea
that solitary confinement, for instance, led to the “purifying discipline” of reflection and
repentance, then to redemption (Caleb Smith 10), marked the “private soul” as a site for
government intervention.
The belief that the soul could be redeemed through a purification process and that
the insane and criminal could return to the world now fortified to meet its corruptive influences also pointed to the possibility of fortifying the soul in its developmental stages.
Bad parenting and home environments came to be viewed as the primary causes for criminality and insanity (hence removing individuals from family and the home); a mother
that did not instill good habits at a young age or did not create a warm, loving atmosphere
around the child was, to echo Rothman’s sentiment, handing him a prison sentence.17
William H. Channing, one of the founders of the New York Prison Association argued, “
‘The first and most obvious cause [of criminality] is an evil organization derived from
17

Sentimental fiction, poetry, and sketches were useful in the project of validating the necessity of the penitentiary and the asylum as correctives to a failed home (in the same era, gothic literature would work
against the penitentiary and asylum by depicting the horrors of solitary confinement. The vulnerable human
body and mind shut up from the world and all human contact was often portrayed as a woman wrongfully
imprisoned, and unraveled the idealism of isolation as beneficial.). A scan of popular literature in Godey’s
Lady’s Book in the 1830’s and 40’s, for example, will show a sentimentalized version of the prisoner, who
had gone wayward from poor, weak, or absent mothering or who, in his solitary cell, reminisces about his
angelic mother now dead (her absence should thus be read as a cause of his immorality). In sentimental
pieces, criminality, insanity, or death generally awaited the child of bad mothering, placing enormous responsibility on women as the source for a person’s future behavior. Perhaps the metaphor here is about U.S.
society at large, which had suffered from a bad mother (Great Britain) and which had a violent break from
that parent. Could America successfully grow and develop despite having been raised by a horrible mother?
The connections reform writers made between the nation and the organization of the asylum, penitentiary,
and home beg those questions and also make the figure of the mother incredibly complicated: the success
of the U.S. and the individual is effected by detaching oneself from the mother (i.e. I am better on my own)
and yet grand expectations and responsibilities are placed on the mother to produce self-governing citizens.
It would seem to set up a cycle of incredible dependence on the mother and subsequent resentment of that
dependence—a fraught relationship indeed.
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evil parents. Bad germs bear bad fruit.’ Although his language suggested that a biological
process was at work, he did not consider heredity anything more than a predisposing
force that could be ‘cleansed away by a healthful moral influence.’ A properly organized
social system would ‘purify away what is bad,’ and shield its members ‘from the temptations beneath which they are peculiarly liable to fall’ ” (Rothman 73). The upshot of this
logic was that women were not only responsible for controlling the environmental conditions surrounding the child; they were also one of the environmental conditions that had
to be controlled.
Lydia Maria Child’s The Mother’s Book is more abstract than Beecher’s writings
about the environment that should surround the child, and she relies on sentimental
rhetoric to construct her ideal home. “Gentleness, patience, and love are almost everything in education,” she writes, “especially to those helpless little creatures, who have just
entered into a world where everything is new and strange to them. Gentleness is a sort of
mild atmosphere; and it enters into a child’s soul, like the sunshine into the rose-bud,
slowly but surely expanding it into beauty and vigor” (2) The child is a fragile flower and
a Lockean blank slate to be written on, “a vessel empty and pure” (9); it needs to be sheltered in a warm, loving home while young in order to have any chance for a rational
adulthood. This sentimental picture of the child ultimately leads Child to a prescription
for how to create a gentle, pure atmosphere for the gentle, pure soul of the child: mothers
must see themselves as one of the potential impurities lurking in the atmosphere around
the child, and thus must vigilantly attend to the purity of their soul. According to Child,
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the mother should keep her own spirit in tranquility and purity; for it is beyond
all doubt that the state of a mother affects her child. There are proofs that this is
true, both with regard to mind and body. A mere babe will grieve and sob at the
expression of distress on a mother’s countenance; he cannot possibly know what
that expression means, but he feels that it is something painful – his mother’s
state affects him… Perhaps the cares of the world vex or discourage you – and
you do not, as usual, smile upon your babe when he looks up earnestly in your
face, – or you are a little impatient at his fretfulness. Those who know your inquietudes may easily excuse this; but what does the innocent being before you
know of care and trouble? And why should you distract his pure nature by the
evils you have received from a vexatious world? It does you no good, and it injures him. (3-4, 5)
In Child’s description, motherhood becomes understood in terms of a rhetoric of innocence and purity. Child expresses anxieties about how the mother’s attempts at contact
with the world outside the home, even in potentially noble and non-threatening ways,
may possibly contaminate the innocence and purity of the child. Child’s recommendation
to mothers to keep their “spirit in tranquility and purity” in order to protect the child’s
“pure nature” sets up an awkward paradox with the ideology of republican motherhood.
How does a woman negotiate effecting a positive virtuous presence in American society
and eliminating all signs of having come in contact with the larger society? And when
Child stipulates that “the first rule, and the most important of all, in education, is, that a
mother govern her own feelings, and keep her heart and conscience pure” (4), what does
that continuously inward gazing and delving mean for women’s abilities to participate in
public life? Giving women governance of “her own feelings” masked the way in which
Child, as a writer of conduct manuals, was complicit in authoring a system that actually
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solidified control over women’s bodies and souls.18 Domesticity, as a process of purification (of sealing off the home from the world and circulating fresh air), put women in
charge of managing the environmental conditions of the home at the same time that it
made them one of the potentially contaminating conditions that needed to be controlled.
Child’s emphasis on a woman’s purity in the child-raising process circles us back
to Ariès’s remarks about the nineteenth-century middle-class family isolating itself from
the rest of the world. Maintaining the purity of mother and child meant isolation and confinement, potentially resulting in Welter’s conclusion that women were hostages of the
home (and so, too, their children). I do not want to argue that, in comparison to Beecher,
Child supported the ideology of separate spheres and envisioned women confined to the
home in the performance of their wifely and motherly duties. However, I cannot quite
come to the conclusion that Karcher does: “Child envisages a much greater degree of
mobility and variability in the social positions girls are destined to occupy. . . . A love of
reading [for example] is even more important for girls to cultivate than for boys, Child
affirms, not only because it enables them to be better wives and mothers, but because it
offers a means of expanding the restrictive bounds of woman’s sphere: ‘It cheers so many

18

Child makes it clear that disease, including immorality, can be passed from mother to child through
breastfeeding, warning, “Children have died in convulsions, in consequence of nursing a mother, while
under the influence of violent passion or emotion; and who can tell how much of moral evil may be traced
to the states of mind indulged by a mother, while tending the precious little being, who receives everything
from her?” (4). The high stakes of women exerting self-control over their emotions and selves in order to
stay pure has sparked endless debate concerning how much lawmakers can step in and exercise jurisdiction
over women’s bodies. Most recently, for example, Tennessee passed a measure that “allows prosecutors to
charge a woman with criminal assault if she uses illegal drugs during her pregnancy and her fetus or newborn is considered harmed as a result,” becoming the first state to “criminaliz[e] women for their pregnancy
outcomes” (McDonough). Those against the law want to see more education about and treatment for addiction so that women can take control of and regulate their own bodies.
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hours of illness and seclusion . . . by giving extensive views of the world’ [86]” (143). Yet
having “extensive views of the world” does not necessarily mean that women will be
more than spectators, especially if their views of the world come only through reading
and, too, if the “cares of the world vex or discourage” them. Child merely sets up women
to be their own guardians: control their views of the world (in part, by being cultural
gatekeepers for the proper reading material that enters the domestic circle), control their
conscience according to Christian democratic principles, and they represent and reproduce the model self-governing citizen.
Regulation was key, not just for the child, but for the mother as well. Mothering
was natural and instinctual to women, according to Child, by which she meant showing
fondness, sympathy, and protection toward children, but “mothers are sometimes fond by
fits and starts—they follow impulse, not principle” (5). Child asks,
Do you regard it as too much trouble thus to keep watch over yourself? Surely
the indulgence of evil is no privilege: the yoke of goodness is far lighter and easier to bear, than the bondage of evil. Is not the restraint you impose upon yourself
for the good of your child, blessed, doubly blessed to your own soul? . . . . The
rule, then, for developing good affections in a child is, that he never be allowed
to see or feel the influence of bad passions, even in the most trifling things; and
in order to effect this, you must drive evil passions out of your own heart. Nothing can be real that has not its home within us. The only sure way, as well as the
easiest, to appear good, is to be good. It is not possible to indulge anger, or any
other wrong feeling, and conceal it entirely. If not expressed in words, a child
feels the baneful influence. Evil enters into his soul, as the imperceptible atmosphere he breathes enters into his lungs. (9)
The conduct manual and a proper education provided the standard principles by which
women would mother, and, yes, that certainly created a means for regulating women’s
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bodies and behavior.19 Yet read along with writings on the asylum and penitentiary, which
presented similar codes of conduct for superintendents, attendants, and wardens, such
principles provide a kind of check on authority in general. Ideally, reform writers would
argue, authority cannot be arbitrary: it is based on reason and compassion, and its aim is
the enjoyment and responsible use of freedom. Authority in a democracy provides the
space and tools for liberty without self-destruction; authority does not dominate because
it is a loving, caring, albeit constant presence. Most importantly, authority in a democracy
is restrained; it wears a “yoke of goodness.” Women’s purity did not just represent the
impenetrability of the nation to foreign invasion; it also symbolized the reproduction of
good and pure citizens.
“It is useless to expend our ingenuity in purifying the stream, unless the fountain
be cleansed” (Child, AFH 94). That fountain is the home and the heart, and Child makes
heavy-handed use of sentimental and romantic imagery to show the importance of the
home and women’s vigilance. Her rhetoric of purity has more in common with writers
like Emerson, Thoreau, and Hawthorne, who promote self-reflection and careful study of
the contents of one’s heart, and so I would argue that Child’s construction of the home
and American womanhood follow and inform a Romantic version of the isolated (rather
than confined) space and individual. The sources of society’s prosperity lay in the indi19

Child’s encomium that the easiest way to “appear good, is to be good” echoes and flips one of Franklin’s
keys to his success, which is that he “took care not only to be in Reality Industrious & frugal, but to avoid
all Appearances to the Contrary” (66). Franklin’s advice suggests the importance of being aware of how we
appear to others—that simply to be good is not enough; others must see it for it to have credibility; Child,
in a romantic, Emersonian way, suggests a wishful collapse between internal and external. Appearances
cannot conceal inward evil, and a child, particularly, will see through the appearance of goodness to the evil
heart. Attributing this ability to children has been a popular theme in literature.
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vidual and the home: “What a change would take place in the world if men were always
governed by internal principle!” exclaims Child. “If they would make pure the hidden
fountain, the light might shine upon the wandering stream, and find it clear and stainless
in all its windings!” (MB 39). The superintendents of asylums and penitentiaries could
not have agreed more, seeing the root cause of insanity and criminality as a bad childhood, one that did not adequately prepare individuals for the unique demands of democracy. Conduct manuals arose from the need to regulate behavior toward these new social
conditions. As the most popular writers of these manuals, women were empowered to
delineate American conduct and character even as they placed restrictions on their own
behavior with the moral imperative of purity and a citizen-subject model of self-governance.

A Pleasant Protection: Authorizing the Secure and Liberated Inmate
In the nascent American ideal of the home, women occupied an unique position:
they were the authority in the home at the same time that they were oppressed by a doctrine of isolation that prescribed purifying the home and the heart, directing their attention
more and more inward. The mother was a vigilant guardian; according to Child, she
“cannot be too watchful” (MB 130). Conventionally viewed as in need of protection,
women in conduct manuals, conversely, were cast as the protectors of the home, and by
extension, the nation. In the new American home, the mother was now the authority; she
was also a new figure for a broader conception of authority based on affect.
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Along these lines, Richard Brodhead identifies the “new middle-class paradigm”
of the home as “a family closed off from extended relations; a family prosperous, but not
luxuriously wealthy; a family where home life is relieved from the heavy labor of primary economic productions; a family in which the mother, now the chief presence in the
home, is able to devote her whole attention to raising her children” (22). The new paradigm, which Brodhead outlines in “Sparing the Rod: Discipline and Fiction in Antebellum America” and calls “disciplinary intimacy,” meant “enmeshing the child in strong
bonds of love” in order to enforce parental authority (20). Brodhead’s use of the words
“enmesh” and “bonds” in the elaboration of his theory suggests a view of disciplinary
intimacy that imagines the child as restrained, almost imprisoned, by maternal affection;
the child is bound by the mother and tangled up in a web of love. Authority wielded a
smile rather than a scepter, for if a child “look up in the midst of his play, a smile should
be always ready for him, that he may feel protected and happy in the atmosphere of love”
(Child, MB 3). Hers was a “love-power” that was centralized in the home and a model of
affective government: “this ideally intensified love-power has the effect of holding—indeed of virtually enclosing—the disciplinary subject in a field of protected feeling” (19).
Love-power rather than corporal punishment became a more effective means for authority to “introduce its charge to its imperatives and norms” (20). The single most defining
feature of affective authority, as it was carried out in the home, the asylum, and the penitentiary, was that it masked the means of restraining and controlling subjects. The upshot
of affective authority is that it places enormous pressure on women to be everything in
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the home: they are responsible for the wellbeing of all of the home’s inhabitants as well
as the maintenance of the house. And, moreover, they are not only responsible for the
home and its inmates; they must execute their duties perfectly and invisibly.
Thirty years prior to Brodhead’s analysis of nineteenth-century parenting, Michel
Foucault had reached a similar conclusion about the nature of post-Enlightenment authority. Discussing such “liberators” of the mentally ill at Bicêtre and Salpêtrière by the
Frenchman Philippe Pinel and at York by Samuel Tuke, Foucault argues that surveillance
replaces repression (traditionally enforced by means of chains and other physical restraints). “Until the end of the eighteenth century,” he writes, “the world of madmen was
peopled only by the abstract, faceless power which kept them confined” (251). In the isolated world of the asylum, however, the doctor “intervenes, without weapons, without
instruments of constraint, with observation and language only; he advances upon madness, deprived of all that could protect him or make him seem threatening. . . . The absence of constraint in the nineteenth-century asylum is not unreason liberated, but madness long since mastered” (251, 252). Foucault observes, “Madness is childhood” (252),
and the insane were treated as children, reinforced by the structure and rhetoric of family
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that were used to organize relations between doctor and patients in the asylum.20 The new
asylum system, like the new penitentiary system, was hailed as more humane: it approached treatment with reason and compassion. The structures that housed inmates and
the authority figures that cared for them protected their charges; they did not imprison or
punish them.
Manuals and reports on the penitentiary and asylum from the time period take
great pride in the humanity of solitary confinement and the moral treatment as well as the
kindhearted keepers who deployed it. Criticizing the “New York System” for criminal
reform, Vaux defends the gentle, compassionate principles at Eastern State Penitentiary:
“the severity used to maintain the discipline of the Penitentiary at Auburn, in the State of
New York, is utterly unjustifiable, and will fail to yield any but the most pernicious results—and, finally, that the benign precepts and sacred obligations of Christianity, must

20

In his chapter “Birth of the Asylum” in Madness and Civilization, Foucault argues that the asylum (using
the example of Tuke) sets up an artificial environment around the insane modeled on the family, thus the
“madman remains a minor, and for a long time reason will retain for him the aspect of the Father” (254).
Along with his conceptualization of the penitentiary as replacing the disciplining authority of the family,
Foucault in general argues that the rise of social institutions decreases the power of the family, even as
these institutions are modeled on this basic, “natural” form of human coexistence. However, the family for
Foucault is a patriarchal institution, which does not correspond with American post-Revolutionary ideas of
the family as bolstered by feminine values and maternal authority. And I think this discrepancy is what
makes nineteenth-century American domesticity and women’s roles so resistant to scholarly consensus:
when something is oppressive, we view it as patriarchal, and when something is protective it is labeled as
maternal, and American domesticity developed from ideals that undergirded social institutions, political
policies, and the private home. We want to say that the asylum and penitentiary are patriarchal because they
are run by men and have since been denounced as oppressive, just as we associate the home with protective
love because it was constructed and managed under maternal authority. By studying the asylum, penitentiary, and home together, as born out of the same ideas, fears, and anxieties, the scholar cannot easily categorize these institutions into separately gendered spaces, because a so-called paternal institution can incorporate values of sympathy and protection and an ostensibly maternal institution can be oppressive. The
tension between protection and confinement characterizes so much of American literature and representations of the home (as a highly idealized space and as a place of horrors), and when studying its origins
alongside the asylum and penitentiary we really see why the American home is such a fraught space and
divisive ideal in the American psyche. With national belonging and individual and national identities attached to it, so much is at stake with defining the American home.
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influence and control all successful exertions to restore to virtue this class of our erring
fellow men, as well as rule every other availing endeavor for promoting the security and
happiness of human society” (5-6). Asylum-keepers drew on similar language to promote
the system for curing and controlling the insane: “In this institution,” spoke William
Welsh, Chairman of the Collecting Committee at the opening of the new Pennsylvania
Hospital for the Insane, “brute force is viewed as belonging to the dark ages, and the
power of love must be exhausted before any other power can be applied to the cure of the
insane” (Proceedings 13). Also delivering a speech at the hospital’s opening was the
board’s president, Mordecai Dawson, who appropriately addresses his audience with sentimental language that casts a warm glow around the operations of the asylum:
where bolts and bars, and even chains were deemed needful to properly restrain
them, and insure the safety of those whose duty it was to provide for and watch
over them, where the illy adapted cells resounded to the cries of the sufferers,
mingled with the clanking of their chains, where but few saw, and few sympathized with them; when the impression was general that it was a fatality that
could neither be averted, nor the sufferers materially relieved, we cannot but with
peculiar emotions hail this brighter day, and turning from this gloomy picture visit the adjacent building, of which this may be considered the counterpart. We will
there find, from one extreme to the other, many evidences of comfort, but none of
undue restraint—much interest and sympathy, but no severity; where the law of
kindness is the rule of government, and persuasion takes the place of coercion;
where everything that is calculated to lessen their sorrows or divert the mind
from its immediate cause or evidence of disease is promptly embraced—every
amusement compatible with the place cheerfully provided, and every restorative
to health promptly applied. (10)
Here, in the commemoration of the Pennsylvania Hospital’s opening, and in so many of
the writings on the new moral treatment and the rise of the asylum, sympathy—human
kindness—is repeatedly made imperative to the medical treatment of the insane and an
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outgrowth of the rational approach taken to treating mental illness. In such writings, and
in conduct manuals like those of Lydia Maria Child, sympathy, the hallmark of nineteenth-century sentimentalism, is the teleological result of rational Enlightenment
thought: showing sympathy to an individual’s pain and suffering was a recognition of an
individual’s humanity and human rights. The nation’s inmates—the insane, the criminal,
the child, and, later, the slave—were some of the most vulnerable populations and thus
useful symbols for individual humanity as well as objects of sympathy. Sympathy, humanity, kindness—these become not just part of treatment for the insane and the criminal
or the ideals of the home; these form the basis of good government, “where the law of
kindness is the rule of government.”
The main source of sympathy and kindness springs from a central location: a
medical superintendent in the asylum, a benevolent God in the penitentiary, and the
mother in the home. Authority is now validated by sympathy and kindness, these figures
offering or withholding affection out of selfless interest in the other’s wellbeing, and inmates are subdued and controlled by gratitude and reciprocal affection for the authority
figure. Chains and restraints have been rendered entirely useless and counter to this new
authority. According to historian Albert Deutsch writing on the mentally ill, “A large proportion of those released proved to be perfectly harmless and mild. Their violent behavior
had resulted quite naturally from the oppressive tortures inflicted on them. One whose
chains were thus removed, previously regarded as the most dangerous of all, afterward
became Pinel’s trustworthy and devoted servant” (90). And in Robert Fleury’s famous
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painting of the unshackling of female patients at Salpêtrière, Pinel observes the extraordinary moment of insanity freed as one patient on her knees, “kisses his hand in gratitude” (91). Trust, devotion, and servitude characterize the portrayals of this liberated
population under the law of kindness. The masses are made malleable and obeisant, they
are held and enclosed in a “field of protected feeling” by love-power.
Descriptions of the means of authority used to cure, redeem, and raise (read: control) these very different populations is strikingly similar. Lydia Maria Child and
Catharine Beecher both promulgate a portrayal of the silent, sympathetic influence of the
mother rather than the harsh rule that characterized the paternal household of previous
eras. Child repeatedly refers to a mother’s silent influence and example as more effective
government of children than “direct rules and prohibitions” (MB 24) or “[w]hipping and
scolding” (25). And Beecher cannot resist employing sentimental rhetoric to describe the
invisible, indefinable influence of a mother on her charges: “The writer has known families, where the mother’s presence seemed the sunshine of the circle around her; imparting
a cheering and vivifying power, scarcely realized, till [sic] it was withdrawn. Every one,
without thinking of it, or knowing why it was so, experienced a peaceful invigorating influence, as soon as he entered the sphere illumined by her smile, and sustained by her
cheering kindness and sympathy” (149). Beecher renders the cultivation of a mother’s
authority, her love-power, as a mystery: how does a woman harness sunshine and generate a sphere of sympathy? Is the reader to suppose that such power arises naturally in
women with motherhood? Beecher, who makes use of the argument that women’s educa!81

tion should be expanded in order to fit them for homemaking and child raising, here depicts domesticity as innate to women. I am not concluding that Beecher sets up a contradiction; rather, the power of a woman’s smile and temperament are what make her particularly suited to take up domestic work. But if Beecher draws parallels between the home
and the nation, and the middle-class home serves as a model for a new kind of government, then what can the reader infer from her suggestion that the authority modeled here
(sympathy, kindness) is natural and unique to women?
Child makes it clear how powerful the mother’s silent influence and example and
how they can maintain social order. She presents the situation of a child who wants to
spend time in the kitchen with the servants, thus prey to “vulgar or superstitious
stories” (117). Instead of giving the child an arbitrary rule to never speak to a servant,
Child proffers what she would do: “I would by a silent influence keep them with myself
as much as possible. I would make the parlor pleasant to them—I would supply them
with interesting employment—I would do everything to promote full confidence and
companionship between them and their parents—I would make the bond between brothers and sisters strong, by fostering mutual love, by teaching them to speak politely, to act
kindly, to regard each other’s wants, and respect each other’s property” (118). Through
the mother’s gentle authority, her silent influence, the child has no desire to leave her
company or the home; the pleasant atmosphere created by a woman’s natural goodness is
a far better means of control than restraining or imposing rules upon the child.
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In his writings on asylum keeping, Kirkbride presents management of the mentally ill in similar terms. “In place of the barred and gloomy rooms,” he writes, “the insane
now have comfortable rooms, with cheerful surroundings and every available comfort;
and instead of the wretched receptacles to which those were consigned who were sent
from home, there have arisen throughout the land a class of noble structures, provided
with conveniences, and with not a little that tends to lighten the burdens of a life of illness, and to brighten the sorrows that are liable to come to all. Every effort is made to
substitute for the rude force of the illiterate keeper, the gentleness and sympathy of men
and women of fair cultivation and genuine human impulses” (293). Like Child, Kirkbride
hints at class differences: a lower-class illiterate keeper versus a cultivated, gentle, and
sympathetic attendant; and racial difference: “men and women of fair cultivation.” The
asylum, as much as the middle-class home, was helping to delineate gendered, racial, and
social differences in the new democratic society.
The asylum, like the home, presented a model government that used a silent influence as well as gentility, gentleness, and sympathy. Kirkbride insists that the means of
restraining patients be concealed, as, for instance, when he specifies silent mechanics for
the locks on patients’ doors: “The bolts used should be so made, that while having sufficient strength, they should not be conspicuous, and should move without sound” (17).
The asylum was enclosed but expansive (Kirkbride proposed fifty acres of “pleasuregrounds” surrounding the main edifice) so that patients were at “liberty” yet secure.
Kirkbride discourages drawing attention to the means of enclosure: instead of “high walls
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. . . in full view from the buildings, . . . a simple neat railing” was desirable (43). He insists that “fences around these yards . . . have been constructed, not so much to confine
the patients, as for the sake of privacy, and to protect them from the gaze of visitors” (19).
In the form of the asylum, isolation and privacy are linked to protection; again, a line is
drawn between an enclosed, purified space and a terrifying, unknown outside world, in
this instance represented by the gaze of the visitor, which the reader assumes to be threatening or, at least, intrusive and disruptive.21
In contrast, the gaze of asylum authority—the ever-watchful eyes of the medical
superintendent and hospital attendants—is not viewed as a violation of privacy. The gaze
of sympathetic yet ever present eyes were essential to the smooth functioning of daily
operations in the asylum; this gaze, repeatedly contrasted to the now abandoned physical
restraints, traps and cages inmates under the name of affection and care. “In the moral
treatment of the Insane,” Kirkbride unfolds, “so much may be effected by attendants,
who are constantly in intercourse with the patients, who see them at all hours and under
all circumstances, . . . . a watchful care over their conduct and conversation, and a con21

Even though the asylum and the penitentiary were built on concepts of isolation and solitary confinement, these were new institutions and public ones as well, and tours were permitted to a curious public.
Reports on the operations of these institutions was not enough. Rothman explains that a “balance had to be
struck between isolation and publicity. Superintendents dared not seal off the institution from society. . . .
The most common solution was to allow, and even encourage, tours of the asylum by the ordinary public
while making every effort to curtail contact between patient and family” (142). Charles Dickens famously
wrote of his tour at Eastern State Penitentiary, and popular periodicals, including women’s magazines like
Godey’s Lady’s Book, published sketches of the buildings and the inmates. Laying open the asylum and
penitentiary for public inspection could generally work in favor of these institutions when news circulated
of their state-of-the art facilities and their success with patients and criminals. Under the public gaze, sanity
and penitence were a kind of performance in which both the authorities and subjects took part. Reiss puts it
thus: “asylums became at once laboratories for purifying the national culture and theaters where this
process could be observed” (3). He dubs the machine of the asylum a theater, “where even a meal became a
test of one’s ability to act appropriately. To be cured was to go through an elaborate stage show, and sanity
was revealed as the mastery of artifice” (Reiss 14). In this sense, the sane are all confidence men and painted women.
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stant, sympathising intercourse, calculated to win their attachment, and command their
respect and confidence” (AR 1841 27).22 Similarly, Child advises mothers to show the
same vigilance toward their children: “During this period, a mother cannot be too watchful. As much as possible, she should keep a daughter under her own eye; and, above all
things, she should encourage entire confidence towards herself. This can be done by a
ready sympathy with youthful feelings, and by avoiding all unnecessary restraint and
harshness” (MB 130). Authority is no longer seen as dominant; authority is a friend. “The
knowledge that his natural protector and best friend is near,” writes Child, “will give him
a feeling of safety and protection alike conducive to his happiness and beneficial to his
temper” (5). From the perspective of separate spheres theory and the belief in the rigidity
of gendered boundaries between men and women’s work, it seems strange to read side by
side that a great nineteenth-century paternal institution like the asylum recommends the
same basic precepts for authority as the great nineteenth-century maternal institution, the
home. Are the asylum and penitentiary with their supplication for sympathy in the rehabilitation of the insane and the criminal actually just maternal institutions in disguise? Or

22

Kirkbride differentiates between the constant watchfulness and presence of attendants and the all-seeing,
omnipresence of the superintendent whose gaze is so internalized by the inmates it renders his actual presence unnecessary. “The simple possession of adequate authority by the chief executive officer of such an
institution, often prevents the necessity for its being exercised. It may be unseen and unfelt, and yet a
knowledge of its existence, will often alone prevent wrangling and difficulties in the household, and secure
regularity, good order and an efficient discipline about the whole establishment” (43). In contrast, the
mother should not trust attendants in the form of servants or nannies to care for her children. According to
Lydia Maria Child, a mother should “take the entire care of her own child” (MB 4), and she should be a
constant presence until children reach adulthood.
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are the home and the mother reconstructions of the oppressive asylum and penitentiary
and their central, godlike authority figures?23
Rather than producing another either/or binary, an analysis of writings on the
home with those on the asylum and penitentiary actually demonstrate Amy Kaplan’s
point that the “cultural work of domesticity might be to unite men and women in a national domain and to generate notions of the foreign against which the nation can be
imagined as home” (582). And in the case of the writings on these three institutions, men
and women authors use domesticity (i.e. concern with the family, creating a home or
something home-like) to exalt the power of an intimate relationship between a dependent
subject and an expert authority while denouncing the relationship of the individual to the
community as potentially harmful. All are involved in a project of defining and idealizing
the American home.
Although the penitentiary and asylum were imposing physical structures, discussions of their construction and the desired effects they were meant to have on inmates
tend to focus on their home-like comforts. Vaux’s description of the prisoner’s cell at
Eastern State Penitentiary might prompt readers to call their travel agent to book a reservation at this Philadelphia resort: “The rooms of the new Penitentiary at Philadelphia are
fire proof, of comfortable dimensions, with convenient courts to each, built on the surface
of the ground—judiciously lighted front the roof—well ventilated and warmed, and inge23

See Note 10. Further inquiry might trace how two strains of nineteenth-century literature, the gothic and
sentimental, arise as responses to the fears and ideals inherent in these questions. The home, in particular,
was both heavily sentimentalized and “gothicized” suggesting its precariousness, how easily its idealization
as a protective space could slip into one of imprisonment.
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niously provided with means for affording a continual supply of excellent water, to ensure the most perfect cleanliness of every prisoner, and his apartment” (7-8). Defending
ESP against criticism that solitary confinement was inhumane, Vaux invokes an image of
an inmate in a private apartment (his apartment) with the comforts of home: well-lit,
warm, clean, and with a personal outdoor courtyard. Kirkbride, likewise, conjures up the
domestic and middle-class gentility to describe the asylum setting, which he describes in
terms of “keeping a comfortable house” (272) and which should be designed in “good
taste”: “A hospital for the insane should have a cheerful and comfortable appearance,
every thing repulsive and prison-like should be carefully avoided, and even the means of
effecting the proper degree of security should be masked, as far as possible, by arrangements of a pleasant and attractive character” (12). Kirkbride frequently uses the word
“home” to refer to the asylum and a “family of patients” for a ward; he viewed his position vis-a-vis his patients as paternal.24 For Vaux and Kirkbride, to make a prisoner or
patient feel at home, to make them feel comfortable, was to disguise detainment with a
pleasant appearance.
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David Rothman cites other asylum superintendents who use the same language of family to describe the
organization of the hospital. Samuel Woodward of the Worcester Asylum proudly asserts that the doctors,
attendants, and patients “form a quiet and happy family, enjoying social intercourse, engaging in interesting
and profitable employments, in reading, writing and amusements” (151-52). And Pliny Earle of the asylum
at Bloomingdale states that the “the internal arrangements of the Asylum are nearly the same as those of a
well-regulated family” (152). Rothman concludes that “medical superintendents were determined to strike a
new balance between liberty and authority, in a social sense. They did not wish to abandon the benevolent
side of family organization, but they hoped to graft onto it a firm and regulatory regimen” (152). However,
by reading domestic manuals next to the writings of the asylum and penitentiary, I argue that the American
home was becoming the site of a similar family organization based on a “firm and regulatory regiment”
enforced by maternal authority.
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When Lydia Maria Child writes, “Every effort should be made to make home as
pleasant as possible” (156), she understands that pleasantness offers the best protection
and the strongest lock. A happy home was a home that inmates did not want to leave: imprisonment, so to speak, becomes the choice of the inmate. However, the idealized image
of the pleasant home is a sentimental fantasy. Child, Vaux, and Kirkbride’s domestic
rhetoric depicted a world away from the world, but the home as haven concept obscured
the heavily routinized, minutely controlled environment that conduct manuals actually
proposed. Inmates, previously restrained with chains, violence, or the threat of these,
were liberated into the hands of a gentle mother or father-like figure and a highly routinized system that would help them develop good habits with which to face a chaotic,
vice-ridden world. These institutions were the Republican Machine made monumentally
manifest. Rothman characterizes the moral treatment as, “Precision, regularity, order—
these became the bywords of asylum management, the main weapons in the battle against
insanity” (145). The asylum and penitentiary both approached the curative and rehabilitation process, the process of remaking the citizen, as developing “regular habits” and by
the “careful division of the day into fixed segments of time to rationalize the inmate’s
life” (145). In the manuals’ descriptions of the imposed order and routine on the inmates’
daily life we see the real nature of authority and protection in nineteenth-century society:
it is not to create a completely free space for the individual; it is to protect the individual
from freedom.
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This notion is not revelatory in connection to the asylum and penitentiary, but it
sits uncomfortably with the idealization of the home and Americans’ sense of liberal privacy. A simple word search of the 169-page Mother’s Book, for example, reveals that the
word “management” appears 22 times, “system” appears 7 times, and “habit” appears 35
times. Additionally, there are 41 occurrences of the word “character,” suggesting that
character is the result of a rigorous system of domestic management aimed at developing
good habits: domesticity, in essence, was part of the republican machine churning out
Franklin replica. Likewise in Catharine Beecher’s much longer Treatise, “management”
appears 20 times, “system” 84 times, “habit” 30 times, and “character” 34 times. The
words “process” and “regulate” or “regulated” are also repeated: 28 and 31 times, respectively. This emphasis on developing system and habit is not only directed toward child
raising, to the knowledge that a mother “has children, whose health she must guard,
whose physical constitution she must study and develop, whose temper and habits she
must regulate, whose principles she must form, whose pursuits she must direct” (156);
more so than in writings on the asylum and penitentiary, this rhetoric also applies to the
authority in the home, to women.
Beecher insists, “There is nothing, which so demands system and regularity, as
the affairs of a housekeeper” (41). Beecher urges the “importance of forming habits of
system” and encourages her reader to “systematize her pursuits” so that “by following
this method . . . she will form a taste for regularity, and a habit of system, which will
prove a blessing to her, through life” (167). Kirkbride uses his manual to demand that at!89

tendants be educated and “cultivated” (as opposed to barbaric, signaled by the use of violence to control the mentally ill) and that the superintendent take every minutiae of the
construction, maintenance, and daily operations of the asylum under their “general control” (42), but the system of daily routine and regimen is primarily pronounced for its
benefits to the mentally ill; the same with the daily life of the penitentiary inmate. Beecher, Child, and other writers of domestic manuals, however, lay out the importance for
women to develop good habits and follow a rigid routine of housekeeping duties, and cast
it in the light of empowerment. Instead of being “driven along, by the daily occurrences
of life,” being “mere sport of circumstances,” women can, as “intelligent regulators of
their own time” institute a “systematic employment of time” (Beecher 160). Beecher
firmly concludes with what is at stake, which is no less than an individual’s sanity:
“There is nothing, which so distinctly marks the difference between weak and strong
minds, as the fact, whether they control circumstances, or circumstances control
them” (160). At the same time, Beecher and domestic writers admit that the unique nature
of women’s work in the home make it difficult, but not impossible, to inculcate “system
and regularity” (41). Beecher describes the home as a “perpetually fluctuating state of
society” (41), and implicitly suggests that women’s dedication to dividing up “the right
apportionment of time to different pursuits” (157) could be a model for creating order in
the chaos of the new democratic society. In a bid to demonstrate how incredibly hard
women’s work in the home is and elevate their status, Beecher compares running the
home to running the government:
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Let any man, of sense and discernment, become the member of a large household, in which, a well-educated and pious woman is endeavoring systematically
to discharge her multiform duties; let him fully comprehend all her cares, difficulties, and perplexities; and it is probable he would coincide in the opinion, that
no statesman, at the head of a nation’s affairs, had more frequent calls for wisdom, firmness, tact, discrimination, prudence, and versatility of talent, than such
a woman. (156)
Creating an effective system and setting up a daily routine to complete tasks were the
keys to success, not just in housekeeping, but in self-making and nation-building. System
and habit, emerging from Franklin’s story and extending to the operations of the home
and social institutions, were underpinning virtue, character, and work in the new American society. Women were influential in authoring these terms of American citizenship and
national belonging even as their work in the home denied them full participation in the
public sphere.25

Were women thus the authors of their own repression? Previous scholarly discussions have gotten bogged down in interpreting whether women’s literature of the antebellum period was repressive or empowering. By connecting their writings on the home with
writings on the penitentiary and the asylum—two of American history’s most repressive
institutions—both of these readings are available: women as the central authority figure
of the home were empowered by turning domesticity into a standardized system that le-
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Characteristics associated with the Industrial Revolution, the rise of office culture, and the eventual development of the 40-hour work week—routinization of the day, time management, forming a system and
good organizational habits—go back further to the institutions of the asylum, penitentiary, and the home,
which were embodying the virtues of Franklin and the Republican Machine. This routinization of the day
has resurfaced in domestic life with the highly scheduled lives of children that moves them from one activity to the next.
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gitimized housekeeping and child raising as a science and a profession; yet the predominant view of women as dependent on men for the provision of a home, as having to be
pure, and as in need of protection also turned domestic life into one of confinement. The
space of the home contained both empowerment and repression for women. Women were
cast as protectors of the home at the same that they were viewed as in need of protection;
women were expected to be pure and to create a pure atmosphere around the child at the
same that they were seen as potential threats to the purity of that environment. This complexity in the representation of women’s lives, this erosion of an either/or, is not new.
What setting women’s domestic writing in the context of penitentiary and asylum building projects does is to offer a fresh opportunity for exploring women’s contribution to the
idealization of the home. The American home, in this context, originated as a social institution that served the new democratic government, not as a private space closed off from
government intrusion.
My point is to suggest that looking at the social and public dimension of the home
(its “institutional work” so to speak) could offer new readings of antebellum domestic
literature. The awkward contradiction between private property imagined as a public institution, between the home as serving an essential social function, was not lost on
women writers of the period. They seem to ask, how could the post-Revolutionary concept of Republican Motherhood be integrated with the newer ideology of separate
spheres? Civic responsibility and liberal privacy collide uncomfortably in domestic discourse, and women writers continued to tease out this tension in their writings of the
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home: a pure, isolated space protected by a halo of maternal nurture; a vulnerable space
under threat from all kinds of forces, especially nature and neighbors; a dream, an illusion, an impossible ideal. The home in a novel like Uncle Tom’s Cabin could be communal, open to the worthy in need; in the Wide, Wide World, the Lamplighter, or Incidents in
the Life of a Slave Girl, the home could be the apotheosis of true womanhood, represented by movement through other people’s homes, but never one’s own. Much of the domestic literature of antebellum women authors, fiction and non-fiction, both frustrates and
romanticizes the ideal of the home as a free, protected space away from the world. Sociologist Mary Douglas writes that “home starts by bringing some space under
control” (289). How does one control space yet leave inmates free? And where does that
leave women as both inhabitants and in charge of bringing the domestic space under control? Women writers attempted to navigate the uneven terrain of the domestic in the new
democracy, often placing themselves on the threshold between private and public, home
and the world,26 and representing the project of American homemaking as ongoing but
intimately tied to the projects of nation building (a free and unified state of free individuals) and self building (a free self and a self free from harm).

26 And

above the home and the world as well, as when Beecher quotes Tocqueville, who writes that “although the women of the United States are confined within the narrow circle of domestic life, and their
situation is, in some respects, one of extreme dependence, I have nowhere seen women occupying a loftier
position” (32).
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CHAPTER 3
“PICTURES OF DOMESTIC LIFE”:
FASHIONING THE CHILD IN GODEY’S LADY’S BOOK
There is no subjection so complete as that which preserves
the forms of freedom; it is thus that the will itself is taken
captive. Is not this poor child, without knowledge, strength,
or wisdom, entirely at your mercy? Are you not master of
his whole environment so far as it affects him? Cannot you
make of him what you please?
—Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile

Emma Embury’s short sketch “The Prisoner,” published in the October 1840 issue
of Godey’s Lady’s Book, begins as many sentimental pieces of the nineteenth century begin: with a declaration of the work’s unembellished veracity. “The following sketch,” she
opens, “might doubtless have been made more effective had I allowed my fancy to dictate improvements and additions, but as my aim has been simply to exhibit one of the
many phases of human nature as it actually exists, I have confined myself strictly to the
truth” (146). In sentimental rhetoric, truth lay in emotion.27 If Embury’s sketch expresses
emotional truth, then its plot and titular character task the reader’s belief. It follows Embury and her companions on a “pleasant journey to the west,” which includes a visit to
the Auburn State Prison, a penitentiary using the model of solitary confinement. Embury’s father had been the attending physician to Auburn, and she recalls, as a young girl,
playing in the prison’s gardens and workshops and sneaking food to the inmates, “our

27

It was convention to establish the “truth” of nineteenth-century literary works, whether they were fiction
or non-fiction, a convention that Nathaniel Hawthorne played with in his prefaces in making a case for the
truth of romance. An interesting “Editors’ Table” column in Godey’s Lady’s Book, a novel review, suggests
that the “real” representation of a loving home and family would be “more beautiful than Genius has ever
painted on the canvas of fiction” (Sep. 1856, 271). The tension signaled here between fiction, sentiment,
and the real is one I would like to pursue in more depth; it may offer another avenue for enlivening conversations of nineteenth-century sentimentalism and its place in the history of literary movements.

sympathy, ever excited by the melancholy look or dejected mien of a convict, often displayed itself in the shape of a paper of tobacco—a great luxury—or a bit of gingerbread
secretly conveyed to some object of our pity” (146). The sympathy that children so innocently and freely bestow, as yet too young to “comprehend fully the philosophy of crime
and its consequences” (146), is contrasted to the nameless, faceless prison authorities
who coldheartedly subject the angry, but misunderstood, horse-stealer Bradshaw to extended periods of isolation, starvation, and cruel and unusual punishments (such as being
forced to wear a fifty-six pound block and chain on his leg).
Embury’s sketch has all of the narrative components and heightened feeling that
scholars have come to associate with nineteenth-century sentimentalism: there are passages that come with warning labels, i.e. it will cause pain or wrench the heart; there are
“helpless children” crushed by woe, a heart grown sick, and a dramatic deathbed scene
that includes an escape from gloom to the “blessed light and breath of heaven.” Embury’s
positioning of the prisoner as an object of pity and of the educated, evangelical, middleclass white American as a bestower of sympathy28 echoes the uses to which the writers of
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Embury uncomfortably shows the racial implications of sentimentalism in this piece. Compare her description of seeing a black inmate: “I felt my blood chill as we approached a deformed negro, who, with a
sharp axe in his hand, was busied in preparing staves. As our party passed by, he raised his crooked body,
and glared after each with a malignity and savageness that seemed almost demoniacal” (146), with her description of Bradshaw:“one of the finest specimens of American farmer that had ever met my notice” (147);
“He was still one of nature’s nobility” (148); “his skin was pure and healthful as an infant’s” (149). Being
cast as an object of pity suggests the racialized power of the one who offers pity. Extending sympathy is
extending humanity; sentimentalism therefore functions, in part, to distinguish between the savage (the
unpitiable) and the individual capable of becoming fully human (the American farmer, the childlike), and
this is clearly drawn along racial lines. I would like to explore sentimentalism as a tool for upholding racial
hierarchies further, and envision Embury’s sketch as a centerpiece in such a study. Such a study would be
useful given recent controversies surrounding media images of the black felon, most notably the epithet of
“demon” that police officer Darren Wilson applied to Michael Brown to justify his killing of Brown in the
Ferguson case.
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literature on the penitentiary, asylum, and home put sentimental rhetoric. What was their
purpose? Generating sympathy for a previously neglected population was part of initiating the sweeping social changes these reformers saw as imperative in their fight against
the potential vice and chaos a newly democratized society would let loose. This fantasy
of an intimate relationship between the white American and dependent populations also
served to legitimate the authority of society’s new medical and scientific experts on criminal reform, curing insanity, and raising children. The penitentiary director, the medical
superintendent of the asylum, and the mother took on increased importance as innovators
and leaders for American progress.
Additionally, the previous chapter presented a new context for reading antebellum
literature of the home: the ideals that gave rise to the oppressive institutions of the asylum
and the penitentiary were the same ideals that built the American home. Manuals for each
of these institutions designate isolation as the necessary component for creating a pure
and protected environment around the proto-democratic subject. A free society is imagined as dangerous and potentially harmful, and these isolated spaces are idealized as
where the individual is “free” from the vice and chaos that reign unchecked. The home,
apart from the world, is where the individual is nurtured, cared for, and loved. Subjects
surrendered to a sympathetic and maternal authority, but an authority nonetheless, one
that used routinization and constant vigilance to liberate and control.
Sympathy for these dependent populations—imagining the insane, the criminal,
and the child as helpless and innocent beings in need of protection—swayed public sup!96

port in favor of institutional projects to house them and legitimized the expert authority of
the medical superintendent, the warden, and the mother. All of the manuals employ sentimental language to render the sympathetic object and to ideologically construct the
space around them as a home. It is thus no surprise that sentimentalism—and here I mean
the broad nineteenth-century literary movement that American literary canons designate
as the flip side of Romanticism—that sentimentalism, as a genre, gained traction, especially to make appeals for social action. Conduct manuals, particularly popular domestic
manuals, helped to make a ready audience for the sentimentalized subject: the neglected,
vulnerable, and struggling-to-be-human subject. And the space where this subject could
be nurtured, protected, and humanized was consistently associated with a nascent idea of
“home” as a separate sphere. So, then, it is also not surprising that domestic literature became linked, if not synonymous with sentimentalism.
Among the first to pick up on the idealization of the home as a haven from the
chaos of a democratic society was the American magazine, particularly magazines published for a middle-class female readership. One of the most popular women’s magazines
of the antebellum period, Godey’s Lady’s Book, edited for most of its printed life by Sarah
J. Hale,29 drew directly from and was in dialogue with the advice of contemporaneous
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I do not wish to conflate the views of Hale and Godey’s. Patricia Okker has observed that editor-owner
Louis Godey and Sarah Hale “had a clear sense of divided duties”: Godey was the publisher and Hale the
literary editor, and the “only feature that she evidently did not manage was fashion.” While their “voices
within the magazine did, at times, compete with one another, the magazine . . . did find a coherent identity,
one that, significantly, celebrated Victorian ideologies of gender” (1995, 51). I examine various contributions to Godey’s, Hale’s and other’s, but my study of the home looks at how it is presented within the scope
and mission of the magazine. For the most part they do complement each other and serve Hale’s particular
goal of advocating on behalf of women’s issues.
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domestic manuals. Magazine writers, like writers of manuals, employed sentimental
rhetoric to shape a vision of the home and the family that they ultimately unraveled. Taking the helpless child as the object of the sentimental gaze, domestic advice writers found
language that emphasized the child’s delicacy and innocence useful for insisting on the
mother as best suited to protect children. Employing sentimental rhetoric, domestic advisors constructed the home, the family, and the child, in particular, as critically vulnerable
sites in order to mobilize and legitimate the agency of the mother as protector. In Godey’s,
sentimental pieces that involve children are a ubiquitous presence that range from the
supportive to the frighteningly admonitory.
Mothers are imagined as the primary protectors of children and the most liable to
injure the child. Similarly, the home is at once a haven that sheltered the child as well a
hell that could smother it. In both cases, the image and its flip side seemingly serve the
same purpose: to reinforce the model mother and ideal home. However, this tension between angel and demon, heaven and hell, also represent the difficulty for women to put
impossible ideals into practice. The promise of Republican Motherhood, which Linda
Kerber describes as allowing women to “play a political role through the raising of a patriotic child” (283), and the ideology of separate spheres continue to be at odds, and antebellum women writers convey their frustration with promise and perfection by painting
incompatible portraits of the mother as ignorant and the mother as empress of the domestic realm, of the home as her empire and the home as a prison.
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In the pages of Godey’s, this tension plays out in an indulgence of sentimental
rhetoric and a condemnation of it. Sentimental representations of the white child and the
middle-class home as symbol and site of absolute liberty locate freedom in the domestic,
while sentimental representations of the child and the home as vulnerable sites underscore how tenuous that freedom was. Strategic use of sentimental rhetoric with the didactic languages of domestic manuals allowed Hale to gain advantages for women; it helped
professionalize women’s work in the home in ways that transformed the figure of the
mother from passive and selfless to a firmly self-reliant nurturer of children.30 Ultimately,
sentimental rhetoric in the domestic literature of the women’s periodical served the ideology of separate spheres at the same time that it confounded the model of republican
motherhood to which women were asked to aspire.

Promoting the “pure happiness of home”: Sentimental Domesticity in Godey’s Lady’s Book
For many scholars of nineteenth-century American literature, “sentimentalism”
and “domesticity” had long been, if not exactly synonymous, so intertwined with each
other that a discussion of one automatically dassumed the other. In the 1990s, scholars
began to treat the two terms as distinct from each other in order to more fully investigate
30 Adorno

and Horkheimer, stemming from their theory of liberal individualism in the Dialectic of Enlightenment, might ask if Hale, wrapped up in the business of selling magazines, was only offering a false sense
of enlightenment to her female readers. Hale’s empowerment of women as mothers certainly served a repressive ideology that needed women to be the “happy mother” and maintain a household for the raising of
future citizens. Was she urging a true consciousness for women, a sense of themselves apart from motherhood, apart from social duty? While Hale landed on the side of no for women’s voting rights, she presented
many portrayals of the single American woman: the widow, the unmarried woman, and the professional.
She steadfastly believed that men and women were separate but equal and has numerous editorials and
pieces by other writers on the “female genius.” The antebellum conception of female genius would be a
fascinating inquiry that might examine more closely the notion of self-reliance for women.
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the cultural and literary implications of each, resulting in groundbreaking work by editors
Shirley Samuels (The Culture of Sentiment), Mary Chapman and Glenn Hendler (Sentimental Men), and researchers Gillian Brown (Domestic Individualism) and Amy Kaplan
(“Manifest Domesticity”). A glance at the authors and texts that populate these studies,
however, reveals how difficult it still has been to separate the two concepts: work on sentimentalism often took domestic fiction as its object of study and research on domesticity
frequently brought in sentimental novels to make its case. I do not wish to say that this
overlap in any way diminishes the conclusions reached by these scholars, just the opposite. They recognized the need to distinguish between sentimentalism and domesticity
because each ideology was so powerful on its own, spreading out far beyond the reaches
of the other. In this chapter I unite the two terms even as I acknowledge their differences,
which I think is made clear by the phrase “sentimental domesticity.” My goal is not to
conflate the two terms or work to distinguish them; rather I want to explore how authors
of domestic literature put sentimental rhetoric to use. I see sentimentalism as an artistic
(and social, political, racial, and gendered) choice in representations of the domestic.31
The works that I examine are examples of domestic advice literature, drawing from and
informing the nineteenth-century American ideal of the home. They are non-fiction
pieces that rely on sentimental rhetoric, more commonly employed in fiction, in order to
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In this sense, I am veering away from analyzing sentimentalism as a literary movement toward sentimentalism as a literary form. In other words, I am more at ease saying that domestic literature was an “expansive, imperial project” rather than assigning that goal to sentimentalism (Wexler 15). To achieve their imperialistic purpose, writers of the domestic employed sentimental rhetoric in a way that seemed counter to
their aims of speaking plainly and simply.
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address what writers saw as actual concerns about the conditions of the home and childraising.
Scholarship on sentimentalism has gone from dismissing it as a legitimate literary
movement to denigrating its aesthetic merits to being championed by feminist scholars
for its connection with women writers to being complicated by opening up its racial and
gendered associations and reversing its supposed lack of political awareness. Discussions
of sentimentalism generally begin with the Douglas-Tompkins debate. The story that Ann
Douglas tells in her 1977 book The Feminization of American Culture is a story of a fallen culture. By examining the figures, circumstances, and literature between 1820 and
1875, Douglas wants to show that America at this time was vastly different from America
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; it was involved in a rapid process of “sentimentalization” brought on by the mass publishing activity of northeastern ministers and
women within the literary public sphere. As her title suggests, she equates the process of
sentimentalization with a gendered “feminization” that denotes an emasculated, disestablished Protestant clergy as well as the new largely female readership of a popular print
culture. Paralleling the process of sentimentalization with industrialization and economic
transformation, Douglas’s equation of sentimentalization and feminization results in cultural decline. What Douglas laments in this sentimentalization is the drastic deterioration
of a virile intellectualism that generated self-definition and self-criticism into a feminine,
sentimental theory of feelings that bred passivity and narcissism in a consumer-oriented
mind. She argues “sentimentalism, unlike modes of genuine sensibility, never exists ex!101

cept in tandem with failed political consciousness… Replication of the self, absorption in
the self, disguises confusion as to the purpose of the self” (254, 255). In an effort to justify and aggrandize their domestic positions and duties, according to Douglas, women exerted a ubiquitous feminine “influence” in written literature that was uninformed. They
became an overwhelming presence in the new revolution of the press; the magazines and
journals of the period were mostly religious and/or domestic in content, their editors and
writers, too, were usually liberal clergy or women of leisure, but their readership was almost entirely female. Through print, women could disseminate their theory of feelings
(Douglas’s definition of sentimentalism) and bring down American culture.
Cultural decline became “cultural work” for Jane Tompkins. Tompkins, like Douglas associated sentimentalism with women’s writing, but for her this connection established a powerful female literary tradition, one that attempted to reimagine society from a
feminine point of view. In Sensational Designs, Tompkins claims the nineteenth-century
popular domestic novel is “remarkable for its intellectual complexity, ambition, and resourcefulness; and that, in certain cases, it offers a critique of American society far more
devastating than any delivered by better known critics such as Hawthorne and
Melville” (124). The very popularity of sentimental literature is what makes it worthy of
study, “[e]xpressive of and responsible for the values of its time” (124). Tompkins’s theory is limited by two assumptions: that men’s and women’s writing and interests were
“diametrically opposed” and that domestic literature means “narrow and parochial,” “limited to purely personal concerns” (146). As I have demonstrated in my previous chapter,
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the vision that men and women had for society mutually influenced each other (I cannot
see the ideas of Emerson or Thoreau gaining traction without the ideology of separate
spheres), and nation-building relied on the domestic rhetoric of the homemaking manual.
What Tompkins did is to remind us that women’s voices are powerful and they matter.
Since the Douglas-Tompkins debate, scholarship on nineteenth-century sentimentalism has tried to get past its combative elements (masculine versus feminine, highbrow
versus lowbrow, intellectual versus emotional, art versus commercial) in order to find a
middle ground that explores the ways in which both responses are endlessly problematic
and gendered. This problematizing exploration is at the forefront of Shirley Samuels’s
1992 collection of essays, The Culture of Sentiment, in which Samuels defines sentimentalism as a “national project,” where its “most powerful instance. . . appears in the midnineteenth-century conjunction of feminist and abolitionist discourse” (5). Samuels’ interest lies in the power and powerlessness of women’s embodiment of feminine ideals
and their bodies, and how these relate to imagining a “national body.” For Samuels, the
essays in her collection “crucially reinterpret the tension between the pleasure of sympathy and the power of sympathy—between relations of sympathy and relations of
power” (8). Ultimately, her collection focuses on the politics of sentimentalism and
places women at the center of what she deems its reform literature. Meanwhile, Bruce
Burgett, Julie Ellison, and Glenn Hendler have attempted to break sentimentalism from
its feminine connotations by examining the nineteenth-century domestic man and “man
of feeling” (Chapman and Hendler 3, 8-13), and by situating the origins of sentimental!103

ism further back into the eighteenth and seventeenth centuries with writers like Samuel
Richardson, and with thinkers like Jean Jacques Rousseau and Adam Smith. Their studies
displace the feminine agenda assigned to sentimental literature, not by neutralizing the
term, but by giving it decidedly masculine roots.
As a literary form, sentimental rhetoric was not exclusive to men or women writers, but was employed strategically and purposefully to idealize the centrality of the home
and that “home-feeling” to American culture. Sentimentalism certainly served a separate
spheres theory, but it also aggrandized the role of white, middle-class women in positive
ways by, first, arguing for their education, and perhaps, more importantly, by giving them
the power to extend sympathy. If the objects of the sentimental gaze were meant to help
an individual to “feel right,” then sympathy was power. To be in a position to offer sympathy is to be in a position that transcends, rises above, or is distanced from the hardship
and misery of those below (precisely the critical distance that Douglas argues sentimentalism does not afford). In that sense, there is little difference between Stowe’s attitude
toward the African American slave and the paternalistic pro-slavery advocate, since both
take the individual as an object of pity. In the case of the middle-class household, sentimentalism legitimated the mother’s authority. And rather than placing women in the center of the domestic sphere, as many have argued, the mother as the administrator of sympathy occupied a position above or on the border.
Nineteenth-century literature dubbed sentimental tended to take the child as the
object of the sentimental gaze. Academic work on the child has spanned five decades up
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to this point, but has been gaining momentum only recently. The 1962 publication of
Philippe Ariès’s Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life is the touchstone for child studies.32 In his impressive survey of European childhood spanning four
centuries, Ariès is largely concerned with articulating a “silent history” by tracing the
evolution of Western childhood as an idea from medieval to present times. One of the
most significant arguments to come out of his landmark work was that childhood is not a
fixed, stable concept; it was only “discovered” in a limited way beginning with fourteenth-century art.33 Childhood was not just a dynamic stage in human life, but a shifting
social force for Ariès. Representations of children shaped and were shaped by changing
historical circumstances, and thus studying a culture’s representations of and attitudes
toward children can ultimately tell us about the ideals and character traits that a culture
valued at a particular historical moment and how those beliefs changed over time. Ariès
documents a European society that became increasingly obsessed with the physical and
moral wellbeing of children, resulting in a greater exclusion of children from adult society and a greater seclusion of the family from the rest of the world that, for the middle
32

Childhood studies is more recently being recognized as an academic field of study. Although this essay
ultimately focuses on the figure of the mother and the idealization of the home, it draws from this branch of
emerging scholarship. Philippe Ariès’s Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life is the
groundbreaking text in this field. For excellent histories of childhood in the U.S. see Joseph M. Hawes and
N. Ray Hiner’s American Childhood: A Research Guide and Historical Handbook and their Growing Up in
America: Children in Historical Perspective. And for critical works see Caroline F. Levander and Carol J.
Singley’s reader The American Child, Part I of Gillian Brown’s The Consent of the Governed: The Lockean
Legacy in Early American Culture, and Karen Sánchez-Eppler’s Dependent States: The Child’s Part in
Nineteenth-Century American Culture.
33 Ariès

uses the “world of pictorial representation” as his entry into a discussion of the cultural significance
of childhood. So it thus follows for Ariès that the lack of children as children in pre-medieval art means that
“the men of the tenth and eleventh centuries did not dwell on the image of childhood, and that that image
had neither interest nor even reality for them” (34). He proposes that a “completely new iconography” of
childhood scenes appeared in the fourteenth century when “painters of religious childhood went beyond
that of Jesus” (37, 36).
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class, “satisfied a desire for privacy and also a craving for identity” (413). Thus shifting
attitudes toward child raising accompanied the rise of the middle class and the emergence
of the private sphere, in American society as well, and the child “freed” from economic
and social responsibilities often became a mark of the middle class and the private
sphere.
Godey’s Lady’s Book—a promoter of genteel society and manners, and a favorite
adornment of the middle class parlor—presented and helped produce these current trends
in childrearing.34 In 1836, Louis Godey’s Lady’s Book and the Sarah J. Hale-edited
Ladies’ Magazine merged under Godey’s Lady’s Book to become “the most influential and
most widely circulated periodical of its era” (Cane 166). Sarah Hale continued as editor
for forty years from 1837 to 1877, during which time she convinced President Lincoln to
proclaim Thanksgiving a national holiday, financially aided in the completion of a monument at Bunker Hill, helped to preserve George Washington’s Mt. Vernon home, wrote
books and poetry (including the popular children’s verse that became known as “Mary
Had a Little Lamb”), and used the magazine as a means to raise awareness about many
34

The ladies’ magazine was part of the American print revolution that ensured the widespread circulation of
a sentimental, idealized home. Along with economic changes and improvements in transportation, technological innovations in printing— more cost-effective papermaking and bookbinding, stereotyped plates, a
steam-powered cylinder press that young women could operate for cheap wages—brought about a “Golden
Age” of publishing in antebellum America. According to American magazine historian Frank Luther Mott,
who described 1825 through 1850 as a period of expansion for periodicals in particular, there were about
100 hundred periodicals in 1825 which increased to about 600 hundred periodicals (not including newspapers) by 1850. As women of leisure, white middle-class daughters, wives, and mothers were the primary
producers and consumers of printed material, including novels and magazines. It follows that this influx of
literature by and for them would be about them as well, which led Douglas to remark contemptuously that
mid-nineteenth-century “American culture seemed bent on establishing a perpetual Mother’s Day” (6). Yet
it was precisely this mother’s day that signaled the achievement of political consciousness for Hale, which
raises the question of just how her political-feminist agenda fit in with sentimental literature and child-rearing manuals. What interests me is analyzing Godey’s Lady’s Book as a literary object and a cultural force, as
drawing from and influencing fictional and didactic literatures.
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issues concerning women. Her success in these ventures was due in part to the enormous
popularity of the Lady’s Book, also referred to by its readers as “Godey’s,” “Mrs. Hale’s
Magazine,” or just plain “The Book” (Martin 59), reaching its peak circulation of
150,000 subscribers just before the Civil War (Mott 581) and geographically spanning the
entire “North, South, East, and West” (GLB Oct. 1840, 192) of the United States. Primarily aimed toward the middle-class woman, Godey’s featured poetry, fiction (including serialized novels by the late 1840s), color fashion plates (and despite Hale’s resistance to
their inclusion, eventually containing an unprecedented twenty per year by 1850 and
larger foldout plates in the 1860s), essays on domestic interests, monthly editorial columns by both Hale and Godey, book reviews, as well as various other miscellany that, as
only Frank L. Mott can put it, continues to be “found in the women’s magazines of today
[1930], such matter as women have been interested in since ‘Eve’s span,’ and will doubtless continue to be interested in for some time yet” (589). Before Sarah Hale assumed
editing responsibilities, Godey had little discriminatory taste in choosing contributions
for his new magazine. The “plump, benignant, simple-hearted” Louis Godey (Mott 580)
could be convinced to publish school-girl verses by young readers who would be delighted to see their names in print (588), but he found the bulk of his material in books and
British magazines (Martin 65). Like most American periodicals of its time, then, the
Lady’s Book started off by functioning as a “repository,” mimicking, and pirating, the
format and content of British magazines, but through Hale’s assiduity it eventually
evolved into a distinct American ladies’ magazine (to use the fitting title of Hale’s first
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periodical) that influenced other publications, such as Graham’s and Harper’s. And so,
despite Godey’s express desire to present proper reading material that would help form
the proper woman, this purpose was not fully realized until he lured in Hale, whose active
interest in female education informed the mission of the magazine. In her editorial column, Hale repeatedly and firmly stated the magazine’s unwavering purpose for elevating
women’s minds and status: “Our great object, as we have before intimated, is to aid in the
progressive improvement of society, by means of the improved character and purified
influence of our sex. We trust that all who enter into the spirit of our design, either as
writers or readers, will bear in mind that we must, each in her place, do what we can
without delay” (Dec. 1841, 294).
Repeatedly detailing the mission of Godey’s in her editorials, Hale concluded that
women could make their influence felt in society through the “sincere love of truth, the
taste for quiet and refined social enjoyments, and the power and disposition to promote
the pure happiness of home, which include the mental and moral improvement of
herself. . . . Our great object, as we have before intimated, is to aid in the progressive improvement of society, by means of the improved character and purified influence of our
own sex” (GLB Dec. 1841, 293, 294). Hale repeats the term “pure” in this editorial and
couples it with some other significant “p” words: power and progressive. The first context for purity is the home, giving the reader the stereotypical image of a haven from a
heartless world. The second use of purity references, not the closed domestic environment, but the nature of women’s effect on the larger world, stemming from her character
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and influence. Interestingly, Hale does not cast women’s influence as pure, or even purifying; it is purified. Okker makes the point that Hale does not assume the virtues of true
womanhood are natural to women; they must be learned and her magazine is one of the
instructional materials published for that purpose: “Hale undercut the Victorian idea that
women were inherently more moral than men when she argued the necessity of college
education for women. If. . . women needed a college education to exert their moral influence, then morality could hardly be an essential part of female nature” (OSE 62). As I
suggested above, the presence of children in the domestic scene contributed to purifying
and elevating the activities in which a woman engaged. At the same time, according to
childrearing manuals and parenting advice in Godey’s, women’s purity was essential to
the successful development of children.
Since Barbara Welter identified it as one of the virtues comprising a woman’s
character, scholars have handled discussions of purity in terms of a woman’s sexual reputation. This relationship between purity and chastity, however, does not fully account for
the importance of purity to women’s domestic duties. Early feminist scholarship drew
attention to the close links between domesticity and femininity; indeed, the two terms
were almost interchangeable for students of nineteenth-century women’s writing. In her
article “The Cult of True Womanhood,” Welter reached the conclusion that the antebellum woman was a “hostage of the home” (151). What held her hostage? The “cult of true
womanhood” and its accompanying attributes—piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity—demanded that a woman’s “place” was “unquestionably by her own
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fireside” (162). According to Welter’s research, home under a woman’s care and in the
nineteenth-century imagination was “supposed to be a cheerful place, so that brothers,
husbands and sons would not go elsewhere in search of a good time” (163). Welter’s observation that women were expected to make home a “cheerful place” echoes Hale’s editorial elaborating women’s responsibility to “promote the pure happiness of home,” without, of course, the descriptor “pure.” The connection between purity and domesticity was
at the forefront of Hale’s vision for the genteel home.
These new views of the child turned purity into a national anxiety. Concerns about
the purity of the home as the primary site for raising children in the nineteenth century
centered on environmental conditions—air quality, proper ventilation—and the mother
was part of that environment and also charged with controlling it. These concerns, picked
up by Hale and Godey’s, have rhetorical roots in the domestic manuals of Lydia Maria
Child and Catharine Beecher, which as I have demonstrated in the previous chapter, have
their roots in manuals for the asylum and penitentiary. Child, to reemphasize, raises fears
about the mother’s affect and comportment toward her child in her poplar childrearing
manual The Mother’s Book:
the mother should keep her own spirit in tranquility and purity; for it is beyond all
doubt that the state of a mother affects her child. There are proofs that this is true,
both with regard to mind and body. A mere babe will grieve and sob at the expression of distress on a mother’s countenance; he cannot possibly know what that
expression means, but he feels that it is something painful—his mother’s state af!110

fects him. . . Perhaps the cares of the world vex or discourage you—and you do
not, as usual, smile upon your babe when he looks up earnestly in your face,—or
you are a little impatient at his fretfulness. Those who know your inquietudes may
easily excuse this; but what does the innocent being before you know of care and
trouble? And why should you distract his pure nature by the evils you have received from a vexatious world? It does you no good, and it injures him. (3-4, 5)
In Child’s description, motherhood becomes understood in terms of the rhetoric of innocence and purity. Child expresses anxieties about how the mother’s attempts at contact
with the world outside the home, even in potentially noble and non-threatening ways,
may possibly contaminate the innocence and purity of the child.35 Child’s recommendation to mothers to keep their “spirit in tranquility and purity” in order to protect the
child’s “pure nature” and Hale’s belief in a positive feminizing influence on American
35

In her Treatise on Domestic Economy, Beecher recommends purifying the house: not solely in the moral
sense that Child implies in The Mother’s Book, but in actually airing out impurities hanging about the
home. Methods of circulating fresh air comprise considerable portions of Beecher’s discussions, and by
inserting the following quote from a medical doctor, Beecher stresses just how important air quality is for
the care of infants: “An action, brought by the Commonwealth, ought to lie against those persons, who
build houses for sale or rent, in which rooms are so constructed as not to allow of free ventilation; and a
writ of lunacy taken out against those, who, with the common-sense experience which all have on this
head, should spend any portion of their time, still more, should sleep, in rooms thus nearly air-tight” (217).
In the updated, expanded version of the Treatise, The American Woman’s Home, this time authored with her
sister, Beecher and Stowe hint at a new set of high stakes for creating a “pure atmosphere” in the home,
again quoting a medical writer: “[T]his subject of ventilation commends itself with an interest surpassing
every other. Nothing can more convincingly establish the belief in the existence of something vitally wrong
in the habits and circumstances of civilized life than the appalling fact that one fourth of all who are born
die before reaching the fifth year, and one half the deaths of mankind occur under the twentieth year. Let
those who have these things in charge answer to their own consciences how they discharge their duty in
supplying to the young a pure atmosphere, which is the first requisite for healthy bodies and sound
minds” (49). The specter of infant mortality gets raised here as well as subtle concerns about whether
America can manufacture a thriving population. And underlying the phrase “circumstances of civilized
life” are concerns about American progress in general. The doctor’s and Beecher’s alarm about air quality
betrays unease with the rapid advances of American life and industry. What were Americans losing with all
of the ground they were trying so hard to gain? It is a question we are overly familiar with today as technological advancements usher in debates about whether children, for example, spend too much time in front
of a computer or television and not enough time on a bike or interacting with others.
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society through, in part, the ideology of republican motherhood set up an awkward paradox. How does a woman negotiate effecting a positive virtuous presence in American society and eliminating all signs of having come into contact with the larger society? Child
and Hale’s emphasis on purity in childrearing circle us back to Ariès’s remarks about the
nineteenth-century middle-class family isolating itself from the rest of the world. Maintaining the purity of mother and child meant isolation and confinement, resulting in Welter’s conclusion that women were hostages of the home (and so, too, their children).
Along these lines, Richard Brodhead identifies the “new middle-class paradigm”
of the home as “a family closed off from extended relations; a family prosperous, but not
luxuriously wealthy; a family where home life is relieved from the heavy labor of primary economic productions; a family in which the mother, now the chief presence in the
home, is able to devote her whole attention to raising her children” (22). The new paradigm, which Brodhead outlines in “Sparing the Rod: Discipline and Fiction in Antebellum America” and calls “disciplinary intimacy,” meant “enmeshing the child in strong
bonds of love” in order to enforce parental authority (20). Brodhead’s use of the words
“enmesh” and “bonds” in the elaboration of his theory suggests a view of disciplinary
intimacy that imagines the child as restrained, almost imprisoned, by maternal affection;
the child is bound by the mother and tangled up in a web of love. The construction of this
image recalls Ariès’s interpretation of the nineteenth-century’s preoccupation with childhood as a unique transitional stage in human development (411-12) culminating in their
veneration of the child. While national awareness of children’s issues meant that they en!112

joyed increased worth and benefits, Ariès criticized this more intense attention as restrictive to a child’s freedom. “Henceforth it was recognized that the child was not ready for
life, and that he had to be subjected to a special treatment, a sort of quarantine, before he
was allowed to join the adults” (412). His comparison of childhood to a kind of “quarantine” understands children as forced into isolation—detained and secluded for their protection and the protection of the larger community. According to Ariès, children are “subjected to” the attention and affection of parents, and so both Ariès and Brodhead imply
that love and authority are so intertwined that parental love is power and what masks its
power, so that “this ideally intensified love-power has the effect of holding—indeed of
virtually enclosing—the disciplinary subject in a field of protected feeling” (Brodhead
19).
The literature that grew out of these new views of childhood “taught parents that
they were spiritual guardians, that they were responsible before God for the souls, and
indeed the bodies too, of their children” (Ariès,412). But as men’s work moved out of the
home and into urbanized business centers, the job of guardian fell to women, who were
assumed to be naturally fitted for that role. The biological mother as ideal guardian was
an assumption gaining wider acceptance in the nineteenth century, and still lingers with
us today in discussions of children’s best interests. Nancy Chodorow explained this imperative of why women mother as a presumed mothering or maternal instinct by which
many believed it was “natural” that women mother, “or even that they therefore ought to
mother. These accounts sometimes imply that it is instinctual that biological mothers
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mother, sometimes assume that mothers will parent better than fathers or men for biological reasons, sometimes assume that because children need to be cared for biological
mothers naturally care for them, and sometimes argue that women “need to mother” (2122). Hale’s mission to improve the minds of women wound its way through much of the
didactic content and visual imagery of Godey’s, where men were often peripheral players
if they appeared at all.
An illustration typical for the magazine, for instance, depicts a woman walking
through or out of a forest with her attention fixed and focused on her two children (Fig.
2.1).36 The trees form a protective, embracing arch that frames the scene of motherly affection reciprocated by filial tenderness: Mother Nature herself approves and responds
kindly to the display of the maternal principle that Chodorow identified as a persistent
assumption; women’s nurturing is constituted as a pleasant, peaceful state of primal
motherhood. The happy mother’s hands are occupied in carrying the food she has gathered to nourish her children; it could be a heavy basket, but appears weightless and secondary to the nourishment of the maternal gaze. Her gaze, which configures the children
as objects of affective parenting, captures and binds the family unit together and is returned by an equal fondness through the children’s hands in a kind of love chain from the
elder child’s hand to the infant’s hand to the mother. This group stages what Brodhead
calls “disciplinary intimacy,” where the mother’s authority is enforced through affective
36

This illustration is from 1868, post-Civil War American society, but shows a trinity of mother, babe, and
small child that was typical of pre-Civil War illustrations in the magazine. I do not want to suggest that
views of mothering and childhood were the same for the entire nineteenth century, but Godey’s tended to
become more conservative and traditional after the Civil War, varying little its format, tone, and general
mission.
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nurture, and necessitates “a conscious intensification of the emotional bond between the
authority-figure and its charge. . . . Within this account, enmeshing the child in strong
bonds of love is the way authority introduces its charge to its imperatives and norms” (19,
20). The child is thus bound and enmeshed by the mother’s love. The happy mother’s
loving gaze secures the family; these kids are not wandering off or escaping its protective
clutch.
If new conceptions of childhood as a separate, sacred space rose along with the
middle class in the nineteenth century, then a newly revised motherhood devoted to the
education, management, and development of children was also concurrent with economic
expansion. One of the traits that was cultivated among all of the social classes was virtuous republican motherhood.37 Lydia Maria Child’s The Mother’s Book became one of the
foundational texts for this emergent model of motherhood. Like her 1829 handbook, The
Frugal Housewife, The Mother’s Book was also a practical guide aimed at all women, but
particularly those of the “middling class” as she clarifies in her preface (v). She further
explains that she “believed such a book was needed; and the sale of more than six thousand copies in one year has proved that I was right in my conjecture” (v). Similar to the
way that Godey’s announces its popular success by including its subscribers within a
37

Like Welter’s “cult of true womanhood,” Linda Kerber’s concept of the republican mother has undergone
significant revision by scholars skeptical of her emphasis on motherhood and Enlightenment thought in
defining American women’s lives. While I agree with many of these scholars that republican motherhood
was not the only way that women sought to mark out an empowered political subjecthood in the new republic, it was one of the ways in which they gained access to the political sphere. Similarly, in Godey’s,
motherhood is not considered the all-encompassing role of woman, but just one aspect of her multi-faceted
experience that Hale and the Lady’s Book contributors discussed. Republican motherhood, for that matter,
was not the single defining characteristic of motherhood that Godey’s expounded, and thus there is a rich
field of study that could still be done on portrayals of motherhood in Godey’s and other nineteenth-century
periodicals.
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community of Americans who are attempting to achieve the same goals, Child also uses
her sales figures to justify the presence of her book in the literary marketplace rather than
her own profit. The question that interests me the most, however, is why she believed that
such books were needed: books that circumscribed, on the one hand, the role of the wife
and on the other the role of the mother. Economic shifts that formed an American middle
class redefined the role of woman, placing a new emphasis on her duties as wife and
mother. By not having to contribute to the production of a household economy, women
were “free” to center their energies on raising children and creating a loving domestic
space. Sarah Robbins in her article “‘The future good and great of our land’” points out
that commentators and educational theorists “argued that the fate of the republic rested
with its women, charged as they were with instilling a proper understanding of the demands citizenship would place upon America’s sons once they matured” (567). Anxiety
about women’s ability to occupy the role of primary caregiver in the family led to improvements in and debates about female education in order to fit them for this station.
Child, however, does not strictly address the middle-class mother. She avows that
she is “aware that people of moderate fortune cannot attend exclusively to an infant. Other cares claim a share of attention, and sisters, or domestics, must be intrusted; but where
this must necessarily be the case, the infant should, as much as possible, feel its mother’s
guardianship” (4). Here the ability to implement good mothering skills is not limited to
the woman of leisure, but specifically attuned to the needs of various lifestyles. Although
this model of motherhood would be difficult to attain for the working poor, Child makes
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it available to women in her own situation. “Literary women are not usually domestic;
not because they cannot easily be so – but because they early acquired the habit of attending to literary things, and neglecting others. It is not true that intellectual pursuits leave
no time to attend to the common concerns of life… It is merely attention that is wanted to
make the belle literary, and the learned lady domestic” (19). Perhaps defensive about her
own attention to domestic duties, Child insists on all women’s access to virtuous motherhood.
Access becomes implicated with the literary marketplace, furthermore, by Child
who implies that answers can be bought in a book. She writes that “your children may
ask questions that you do not know how to answer. In that case, as in all others, the honest truth should be told. The reply should be, ‘I don’t know. When father comes home, we
will ask him; perhaps he can tell us.’ If father does not know, the answer should be, ‘As
soon as you have money enough, I will buy you a book, that will tell all about it’
” (16-17). The first step in coming up with a solution is to defer to male authority, and
when that fails to purchase authority; knowledge-gaining is thus associated with consumerism. In similar ways, moreover, both Child’s domestic handbooks and Godey’s
Lady’s Book function as profitable answers to women’s questions. While Child seems excessively dogmatic, stipulating exact replies to children, Hale refrains from giving absolute commands to women’s supplications for parenting knowledge: “It is not… possible
to give specific rules for the daily course of training a family of children. General axioms
must be varied to meet particular cases; and the mother will often find it necessary to ex!117

ercise her own skill and judgment either in applying or modifying such rules as are considered most important… The mother must study, not books or rules, so much as the temperament and disposition of her children, and the effects which her treatment and the circumstances that surround her and them produce, day by day, on their feelings and characters” (Hale 41). Child’s The Mother’s Book establishes the practical skills needed to
achieve proper motherhood, while Hale’s monthly periodical presents these skills as negotiable and open to debate, including the advice that Child published in Godey’s. A possibly more disturbing implication of Child’s comment here is the kind of destructive selfconsciousness that it breeds in women; she seems to require mothers to constantly examine themselves for any impurities that may have seeped into their interactions with their
children because of the detrimental effect they can have on the young innocents. Education and books ultimately become less important for Child, then, who favors the home as
the classroom, which also coincidentally results in keeping women ever more cut off
from the outside world. For Hale, though, women have some agency to adapt and transform her recommendations according to their own material experience; a woman exercises her rational criticism by becoming an observer of the people and conditions around
her. Hale, then, promotes women’s engagement with their own self-definition in society.
Republican motherhood, an ideology handed down from patriarchal imperatives, becomes possessed and modified by women, even made fluid, as a way to substantiate a
feminine voice in America.
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“The Happy Mother” is an example of an image that places mother and children
in the larger world beyond the home. This illustration and others do not overtly portray
women and children as hostages of the home, but they do suggest the importance of the
mother’s presence in protecting children. The vulnerability of children, the desire to safeguard their purity and innocence, situated women between the home and the rest of the
world. Women’s proper place would seem to be on the border of two spheres rather than
relegated to just one. Scholars have emphatically challenged the notion of separate
spheres by establishing links between the domestic and public spheres and arguing for the
permeability of the spheres’ borders. Lora Romero and Amy Kaplan, for example, continued to raise the academic worth of discussions of domesticity by taking it out of or beyond the home. Romero sought to undo the notion that the “domestic woman,” for literary critics, served to “defin[e] a literary space insulated from politics” (HF 4), while Kaplan blew the term domesticity wide open by defining it not just as the home but by its
opposition to the foreign. As Kaplan explains, “The idea of foreign policy depends on the
sense of the nation as a domestic space” (581). The “cultural work of domesticity,” in
Kaplan’s view, was to articulate a sphere (the nation, in opposition to the foreign) in
which men and women moved together. Like Romero, Kaplan was also interested in understanding the domestic world as always already political. “If domesticity plays a key
role in imagining the nation as home,” according to Kaplan, “then women, positioned at
the center of the home, play a major role in defining the contours of the nation and its
shifting borders with the foreign” (582). Yet it is not just women’s place in the center of
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the home that plays a key role in imagining the nation; for women to “play a major role in
defining the contours of the nation,” their position on the borders between domestic and
foreign were essential for demarcating and upholding those borders and for providing a
model for how to best fortify them. Portrayals of the innocent and vulnerable child carved
out the high stakes of erecting strong borders and protecting the purity of the home. The
genteel labor-free parlor assembled so beautifully in Godey’s fashion plates often poised
women at thresholds, their overlapping closeness and bulky dresses acting as barricades
that protect the child, who is frequently included in these tableaux (Fig. 2.2).38
In some cases a mother’s position on the border between the home and the rest of
the world could turn her into a potentially contaminating conduit through which the anxieties of that sphere were detrimentally brought into contact with the innocent child
through the mother’s affect and comportment. Purifying the mother’s influence, then,
would be essential in the process of what Brodhead identifies as affective parenting. In
other instances, women were portrayed as defining and controlling the borders circumscribing the household. They protected its most precious contents—the children—by purifying its physical, moral, and spiritual atmosphere. These readings reinterpret the nature
of feminine purity, first spelled out by Barbara Welter as one quarter of a woman’s virtue,
and its role in protecting the innocence of the child. An understanding of the emphasis in
Godey’s on the mother’s purity and the purity of the home’s environment for children

38

This fashion plate appears after the Civil War, but since about the late 1850s, Godey’s more frequently
included children in the main color fashion plate in similar types of scenes. Plates devoted solely to children’s fashions began appearing regularly in the mid-1850s.
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could be a starting point for discussions of an antebellum culture interested in purity more
generally. It could help recontextualize Romantic ideas of purifying the soul and one’s
life (touched on in writings by Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Throeau), a government that instituted a foreign policy in the Monroe Doctrine that effectively isolated
the U.S. from the rest of the world (a connection I handle in my Chapter One), or a nation
obsessed with racial purity.
Were Hale and Godey’s tapping into larger anxieties about purity or generating
them? We would probably say it was a little of both, but Hale viewed women and her
magazine as sources for effecting positive change and mending deep national rifts. In an
August 1845 Godey’s Lady’s Book “Editors’ Table” column, Sarah J. Hale declares that
the “power of the press is truly immense, a broad and fertilizing river, rolling onward
with ever-increasing impetus, fertilizing wherever its waters may reach” (82). The press’s
fertilizer of choice? Morality. “The moral power of the press is often the theme of triumph and congratulations with those who would elevate mind to the supreme guidance of
man’s destiny,” writes Hale. “The public regulations of the government are, as they ought
to be, exclusively under the guidance and care of men, but women may do much to promote the general harmony of the country as well as the happiness and improvement of
social life. Let ladies sedulously cultivate . . . that interest in the welfare of families and
persons which makes every state in the wide union hallowed as the birth-place or residence of those we love and honour, and not a star will ever disappear from our banner,
though its broad folds should in time cover and protect the whole Continent” (82, 83).
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The influence of Godey’s was far-reaching, and so, too, was the lady’s gaze, stretching
out to every state in the union and beyond. For Hale and Godey’s, in the editorials that
she constructed and even the fashion plates that she despised, the child played a distinctive part in purifying and informing the influence of the magazine and the women that it
was by, for, and about.
Rendering the child as a precious object in Godey’s was necessary to Hale’s
project for elevating the status of women in American society. She often relied on essentialist views of gender roles and separate spheres in order to call for improvements in, for
instance, women’s education, but she gave women enormous power and reach even within this limited scope. Again and again, her editorials proudly proclaimed the superiority
of women’s morals as best suited for raising the nation’s young and her magazine as in
line with and indispensable to that end. The following excerpt from her June 1841 “Editors’ Table” shows how Hale connected motherhood, women’s education, character formation in the young, and the nation’s great destiny to the grand purpose of Godey’s:
A late traveler has observed, in reference to the education of females, “In
the United States, even more than in Britain it is of great importance not only to
families, but to the state that mothers should be well instructed, because in America the fathers are too busy to devote proper attention to the education of their
children, and the formation of early habits and opinions depends to a very great
extent on the mother.”
In the ensuing volume, as heretofore, it will be our great aim to promote
this advancement in right views of female influence, the responsibilities it involves, and the discretion it requires, as well as the great benefits it promises to
society. It is not always wise to lecture, even though we are discussing grave subjects. Truth may, to many minds, be more easily conveyed by exhibitions of character in a story, than in the deductions of a logical essay on morals; and hearts,
that would be callous to the reproofs of a sermon, may be melted to penitence by
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the appeal of a song. Nor do we think that scientific researches or literary criticism, though of such elevated standard as to give the highest reputation for learning to our periodical, are so much to be desired as pictures of domestic life, which
will convey to the young of our own sex, a vivid impression of their home duties
and their moral obligation to perform them; also impressing on their minds the
power which intellectual attainments, when united with moral excellence and just
views of the female character, give to woman to promote the refinement, the purity and happiness of society, and even decide, as it were, the destiny of our country. (281)
Hale’s editorial does not just address her adult women readers; it offers up the magazine’s
contents as part of the instruction and training of young girls. Interestingly, Godey’s defends its position, and perhaps that of periodicals more generally, when it argues for the
more promising effects of its contents as conveyers of knowledge over that of sermons,
scientific studies, and academic scholarship. “Pictures of domestic life” widely circulated
through a popular magazine will be the most useful for improving society in her view.
The pictures that Hale preferred to present of domestic life sent messages to women that
here was “a wide, a noble sphere of her own; the whole world of domestic, and social,
and moral enjoyments and duties, is open to her”; in the domestic sphere and in women’s
work lay the “destiny of the human race” (Aug. 1841, 94). Yet an editorial meant to empower women and motivate their daughters could appear in the same issue as a fashion
plate similar to one in which girls were objectified and taught that their value was in presenting themselves as a pleasing picture (Fig. 2.3). On one hand, in fashion plates, feminine influence was ornamental; on the other, for Hale, feminine influence determined the
future of the nation.
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Hapless Hands: Sentimentalizing the Vulnerable Child
In the July 1845 issue of Godey’s Lady’s Book, Hale included one of her own poems. The theme? “The Empire of Woman,” which reiterated the nineteenth-century ideology of separate spheres in rhyming, sentimentalized terms. While the “outward World,
for rugged Toil design’d” was “Man’s dominion,” women governed an empire “holier,
more refin’d” and worked at “[l]ifting the earth-crushed heart to hope and heaven” (12).
The four other sections of the poem are divided into a woman’s ruling roles as daughter,
sister, wife, and mother, all signified by their relational status. In the final section, “The
Mother,” Hale ends with an ode to maternal love: “Oh! wondrous power, how little understood,/ Entrusted to the Mother’s mind alone,/ To fashion genius, form the soul for
good,/ Inspire a West, or train a Washington!” (12). Although Hale characterizes mothering in this poem as a “wondrous power” that is “little understood,” much of the content of
Godey’s, including essays on the theme of childrearing and Hale’s own editorials, treat
mothering as a professional activity that can be demystified, deconstructed, and taught to
women. Not just imagining a power that was mysterious and divine—Hale’s sentimental
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representation of motherhood39—Hale also presented a version of mothering that located
a mother’s success in proper education. Within this framework, a mother’s power was not
“wondrous”; it was acquired.
The success and popularity of the “empire of the mother” generated by Godey’s
and by domestic manuals like Lydia Maria Child’s The Mother’s Book (1831) and John
S.C. Abbott’s The Mother at Home (1833), along with the growing number of mother’s
magazines in the 1830s and 40s,40 were contingent upon the vulnerability of the child.
The overwhelming sentimentalization of the death of children—powerful iconography
that drew attention to their innocence and vulnerability—spurred on not only a grotesque
intoxication with the immense grief surrounding a child’s death but also practical advice
arguing that it was within the American mother’s power to save her children, since death
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Mary McCartin Wearn warns scholars who read the sentimental representation of motherhood as “a coherent, monolithic, and essentially conservative cultural product” (2007, 11). In Negotiating Motherhood,
Wearn analyzes how writers like Harriet Beecher Stowe and Harriet Jacobs complicated the maternal ideal,
holding up their work against popular periodicals like Godey’s that she deems prescriptive rather than progressive. The point that I want to make in this essay is that Hale and her magazine also offered a more
complex picture of motherhood even as they propagated an image of divine maternity. Hale, a mother of
five children, would have understood the difficulties of bearing the sole responsibility for a child’s welfare
as well as the pressure to conform to prevalent models of motherhood. In The Bonds of Womanhood, Nancy
Cott uncovers women’s anxious responses to live up to an ideal that seemed out of reach. Abigail Alcott,
the mother of Louisa May Alcott, wrote: “It seems to me at times as if the weight of responsibility connected with these little immortal beings would prove too much for me—Am I doing what is right? Am I doing
enough?” (qtd. in Cott 88). To assume that Hale presented and endorsed only the ideal to her readers is to
assume that Hale was unwilling to acknowledge the varied, often complicated, lives of her readers expressed in the aforementioned example. The imposing image of sanctified motherhood that appeared to
pervade a periodical like Godey’s was a convenient tool for Hale to make the case that many women did not
fit the bill; in any ideal of motherhood, there is an implicit accusation directed against those who do not
measure up. But for Hale, women’s faults and failures exposed not the inadequacy of the image, but the
shortcomings of the American educational system. Demonstrating the unpreparedness of women to mother
sufficiently became a powerful critique that used the child at risk to bring to light unfair gender practices
and to show the vital importance of educating women.
40

Mothering magazines began as organs for maternal associations. They were often religious in tone, publishing reports from meetings, missionary activity, parenting advice, and sentimental poetry. Popular examples include The Mother’s Magazine (1833); The Mother’s Journal (1836); The Mother’s Assistant and
Young Lady’s Friend (1841); Mrs. Whittelsey’s Magazine for Mothers (1850).
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while providential, was still preventable. This literature persuaded women that the health
and wellbeing of their children was in their hands, but in empowering the mother, it also
cast her as a potential threat to the child.
Most scholars take Brodhead’s view of the nineteenth-century child as subject of
affective parenting, which reifies the middle class, reproduces that rising class’s most
conventional beliefs (onto the child and in literature of the child), and often obsesses
about, overprotects, and restricts the child in the name of love. For these scholars,
parental love becomes an agent of control, and representations of it are often read as part
of the grotesque machinery of sentimentalism. Lydia Maria Child and other domestic advisors drew on sentimental rhetoric to construct the vulnerable child. Images of the
fragility of childhood further anticipate the child itself being tenderly managed and treated. Child states: “Gentleness, patience, and love are almost everything in education; especially to those helpless little creatures, who have just entered into a world where everything is new and strange to them. Gentleness is a sort of mild atmosphere; and it enters
into a child’s soul, like the sunshine into the rose-bud, slowly but surely expanding it into
beauty and vigor” (MB 2). The child, too, as a helpless thing in the cruel world, and as a
Lockean blank slate to be written on, “a vessel empty and pure” (9), needs to be sheltered
in a warm, loving home while young in order to have any chance for a rational adulthood.
Some of the most circulated, most affecting, images reproduced in sentimental
literatures featured the death of the child, which according to Karen Sánchez-Eppler in
her book on nineteenth-century childhood, Dependent States, “serves at once to affirm
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the family as a unique locus of affection and to ally both the family and its emotional value with America’s newly commercial sense of public culture” (148). The mass production
of something so intimate and personal as the grief over the death of a child is troubling to
the cultural critic uncomfortable with the commercialization of emotion and yet seemed a
profoundly necessary act for nineteenth-century Americans struggling to make sense of
the loss of these newly cherished objects.41
The figure of the dying or suffering child as a site of innocence and vulnerability
was basic to antebellum sentimentalist projects, which often used elaborate death scenes
to portray grief and inspire sympathy in readers. And arguably nowhere in American literature is there a more rewarding, more purpose-driven, or more talked about death than
that of Eva St. Clare in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s anti-slavery novel Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In
a conversation between Little Eva and her slave-owning father shortly before her protracted demise, the little evangelist, whose pure heart could not survive “the things she
had witnessed of the evils of the system under which they were living” (239), avers, “I
had rather be in heaven . . . . There are a great many things here that make me sad, that
seem dreadful to me; I had rather be there” (241). Her death scene has become a touchstone for discussions of the sentimental from Douglas to Tompkins to Hendler. For Douglas, Little Eva is a symbol of the deplorable consequences of the sentimentalization of
American culture. In her view, Eva’s conspicuous consumption gives way to, well, “con41

While I am most directly referencing high infant mortality rates of the nineteenth century, Sánchez-Eppler notes that the “repetitive portrayals of a dead or dying child work to articulate anxieties about growth
and loss for a young nation characterized by abundance, geographic expansion, and industrialization but
also threatened by economic instability and sectional divisions” (102). Her interpretation shows just how
diverse the symbolizing power of the child was.
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spicuous consumption.”42 The excessiveness of Little Eva’s death as a maudlin performance is too much for Douglas, who defined sentimentalism in terms of emotional selfindulgence rather than vigorous self-reflection. For Tompkins, who understood nineteenth-century sentimentalism as driven by women’s shrewd awareness of the world and
their desire to re-see and reform it from a uniquely feminine standpoint, novels by
women writers in the mid-century offered compelling critiques of a republic that had not
lived up to its own revolutionary ideals. Tompkins read into Eva’s melodramatic deathbed
scene the incredible democratizing power of Stowe’s brand of sentimentalism, a narrative
strategy that hinged on an emotional identification between Stowe’s white readers and
Eva’s enslaved black audience that cut across gender and racial lines. But Hendler asks us
to think about how Stowe’s “emotional equivalent” may not only radically unify men and
women, whites and blacks, through the tears we shed for Little Eva, but could also elide
difference and thereby veil the particular suffering of groups of people (8). Like many
terms in the databanks of literary criticism, sentimentalism has become heavily disputed
as a term, a historical literary movement in the mid-nineteenth century, a set of aesthetic
values, and a worldview. Both Tompkins and Hendler’s readings, and many scholarly
studies that have since explored sentimental culture’s complexities, are useful for demon-
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Douglas references Thorstein Veblen’s Theory of the Leisure of the Class. Veblen explains: “The basis on
which good repute in any highly organized industrial community ultimately rests is pecuniary strength; and
the means of showing pecuniary strength, and so of gaining or retaining a good name, are leisure and a conspicuous consumption of goods” (84). And according to Veblen, members of the lower classes seek to imitate the “norm of reputability” established by the upper classes. Godey’s has traditionally been associated
with prescribing standards for character and conduct, even as it maintained that these ideals were accessible
to all Americans. Such readings, though, overlook Hale’s concern for working women, that she often included job postings in her editorials, and she encouraged the opening up of educational, literary, medical,
and federal (post-mistress) fields for women.
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strating the ways that the literature of sentimentalism is tightly intertwined with the
messiness of the world around it, even when its supreme moments involve definitively
detaching characters from that world.
But before Little Eva, there were many little ones who died in the pages of periodicals like Godey’s Lady’s Book. For example, James H. Perkins in his poem “On the
Death of a Young Child,” published in Godey’s in 1846, writes the following lines of
commemoration that both concede to grief as well as reject any real loss: “But though the
tears must flow—the heart/ Ache with its vacant, strange distress—/ Ye did not from your
infant part/ When his clear eye grew meaningless./ That eye is beaming still” (Jul. 1846,
251). This denial of the reality of death—as the most absolute separation of one being
from others—this willing delusion is often what critics disdain in the sentimental mode.
Whereas some scholars have not seen any critical distance in sentiment, Sarah Hale and
the writers of Godey’s frequently borrowed from and helped cultivate the sentimental aesthetic in a way that shows a “genuine sensibility” of purpose. Demonstrably aware of
these images, of their power to move readers, and of the anxieties about infant deaths
they provoked, Hale employed sentimental images and rhetoric of helpless children in
order to persuade readers that such deaths were evils that a qualified mother could eradicate. Numerous fiction pieces, poems, images, and statistics on the death of children in
Godey’s support Karen Sánchez-Eppler’s observation that “Dying is what children do
most and do best in the literary and cultural imagination of nineteenth-century
America” (101). Although childhood was typically conceived as a precious period in
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one’s life, as a “distinct and special stage” (xiv) supposedly free from adult responsibility
and hard labor, children were consistently imagined as dangerously close to disease and
death at every hour. For example, a small item titled “The Little Hands” in the May 1861
issue of Godey’s and characteristically syrupy in its tone encourages readers to “Cherish
then the ‘little hand’ and guide and guard it while you may, for it belongs to an angel in
your household, and you know not how soon their wings will unfold, and soar far away
into the world of love and light, leaving you in your anguish to mourn and lament over
their brief stay” (439).
For Americans who cared about childhood (and according to many women writers, mothers, clergymen, and education reformers, every American should), the delicate
and ephemeral nature of the small, undeveloped child called for special attention and devotion toward the nation’s young.43 The language of the child as an “angel in your household” whose “wings will unfold” is strikingly similar to reverential depictions of the domestic woman such as Coventry Patmore immortalized in “The Angel in the House,” attaching the child as an object of sentimentalization to larger ideologies about the idealization of the home and those occupying it. While the home generally was (and often still is)
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Locke and Rousseau’s texts on education, Some Thoughts Concerning Education and Emile respectively,
emphasized the innocence of the child (Locke’s famous tabula rasa) rather than the Calvinist view of a
child’s innate depravity. Their ideas were greatly influential in nineteenth and twentieth-century understandings of childhood. Both thinkers offered philosophies on early childhood development with Locke
emphasizing forming good habits and redirecting passion into reason, while Rousseau allowed for some
indulgence of the child’s desires. Rousseau’s Emile focuses on raising a male child, and only mentions the
education of the female child in the capacity of being a future companion to Emile. Locke’s treatise appears
gender neutral, but is noticeably skewed toward raising boys into gentlemen. “The child” in Godey’s, the
object of study here, was generally genderless, since its significance was as the recipient of the mother’s
care, not on particulars of the child’s sex or socialization (at least in the infant stage of development). In
other contexts, such as schooling, Godey’s did pay particular attention to differences in the nurturing of
girls versus boys.
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considered a happy haven from the harsh, stressful realities of the rapidly expanding
world of commerce and industry, its simultaneous construction in the nineteenth century
as a site of vulnerability meant that the very forces it sought to repel constantly threatened to penetrate its welcoming doorway.
The vulnerability of the domestic sphere to outside forces from which it was said
to be secluded was a fear circulating in a good deal of antebellum fiction and non-fiction,
reflecting more general American anxieties about the stability of new American political
and economic systems.44 Lydia Maria Child, for example, dedicated her manual The Frugal Housewife to “those who are not ashamed of economy,” framing the work around the
possibility that men’s fortunes might plummet and it would be up to thrifty wives to
maintain solvency. Forty years later, Louisa May Alcott in Little Women invokes similar
sentiments when she has Marmee caution her daughters to “stop complaining, to enjoy
the blessings already possessed, and try to deserve them, lest they should be taken away
entirely, instead of increased” ([1868-69] 2004, 43). Just as it was important to fortify the
home’s ideological armor against these cruel forces and to transform women into the custodians of household cheerfulness, new understandings of and values placed upon childhood, based on Lockean and Rousseauian principles of the importance of early childhood
development, made it even more crucial to “purify the environments of the
young” (Finkelstein 117).
44

In “Manifest Domesticity,” Kaplan points out the connection between the domestic as the space occupied
by the family and the domestic as the entire nation in contradistinction to the foreign. Kaplan examines the
“imperial scope” of Catharine Beecher’s Treatise on Domestic Economy and works by Sarah Hale, arguing
that a reading of Hale “suggests that the concept of female influence so central to domestic discourse and at
the heart of the sentimental ethos is underwritten by and abets the imperial expansion of the nation” (599).
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Purifying and calming the home as the primary environment enfolding the child
and making the mother the primary caregiver were therefore central to domestic projects.
The child needed to be sheltered in a warm, loving home in order to achieve not only a
morally sound life but to sustain its life at all. Sentimental culture perpetuated this image
as the goal and marker of middle-class whiteness.45 In a Godey’s editorial from July 1845,
for instance, Sarah J. Hale quotes a young correspondent’s piece called “Home” in order
to express how impressive and enduring such a home is in the lives of her readers:
“How endeared to the heart of man is the soil where the footsteps of
his childhood were first imprinted, when a father’s smile and a mother’s tenderness shed a halo around days of innocence and joy. . . . It is memory’s
cherished bower, and no distance can dim the brightness with which it
blooms in the eye of the mind. . . . Home, when we leave it, becomes in after
years the fairy-land of our imagination.” (qtd. in GLB Jul. 1845, 46)
Home, as Americans understood and conceived it, was (or should be) the fairy-land of the
national imagination; it was an Elysian Fields that gained cultural capital by offsetting
their fears of sweeping changes over which they had no control and the strokes of which
pushed them toward an unforeseeable future. Child and others suggested that raising
children in protective, isolated environments, far from producing weak and naïve adults,
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The term “sentimental culture” is Karen Halttunen. She defines it as a “response to the poisonous
hypocrisy being spread by the confidence man and the painted woman.” As a result, “the conduct manuals
concocted a sentimental antidote in the personal ideal of sincerity. More important, they insisted that the
social forms and rituals adhered to in ‘polite society,’ where the proper people met face-to-face, ensure the
sincerity of all participants” (1982, xvi). Halttunen is useful for recognizing that “sentimentalism” is not
just a body of literature but a set of cultural assumptions (1982, 60).
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would actually provide children with the moral and spiritual strength needed to combat
the corruption and depravity of the world they would encounter outside the haloed home.
Of course, images of home as a heavenly haven and the larger world as a seedy sinkhole
rested on a view of separate spheres that was more of an ideal than a reality. But this gendered binary was a powerful cultural force that influenced self-expression and meaning
making in American society. For the inhabitants of a “cherished bower” it meant being
figuratively disconnected from and unaffected by the nation’s economic, political, and
historical processes.
In sentimental literature, the images of the home as a “fairy-land” and of children
as delicate, angelic creatures raise their cultural value by their very transience: inevitably,
children grow up and leave home. Neither the home nor the child is a stable, permanent
thing. In part, because of this inevitable “death” of sorts, sentimentalists rarely treated
actual death as an evil inflicted upon its victims. On the contrary, dying persons often exerted agency and purpose in their aspirations to depart from their corporeality, and suffering was generally depicted as meaningful and satisfying. The child in “The Little Hands”
excerpt cited above, for example, is not struck down nor oppressed by illness, but unfolds
its wings and soars away “into the world of love and light.” From the sentimentalist’s
perspective, people are not taken from the world; they want to be taken from such an imperfect world. If sentimental literature persuaded readers that the death of a child was a
blessing, a restoration of the child to its true home, this was hardly the end of the story for
Hale. Even though Hale published and sometimes wrote these sentimentalized represen!133

tations of a child’s death, she ultimately insisted that such deaths were preventable by a
well-educated mother; these images served her purpose of gender reform. For Hale and
other domestic advice writers, children’s deaths were warnings or instructive tools to the
survivors. Tompkins says of antebellum sentimental stories of deaths, they “enact a philosophy, as much political as religious, in which the pure and powerless die to save the
powerful and corrupt” (127-28). Sánchez-Eppler argues that the death of children in particular “may be used to enforce a wide array of social issues, and any reader of nineteenth-century fiction can easily produce a list of the lessons—temperance, abolition,
charity, chastity, and most of all piety” (101). The figurative death of children in Godey’s
sentimental pieces depicted children as vulnerable and thus valuable, increasing the real
need to protect them.
In order for Hale and Godey’s to construct women as guardians of the nation’s
children, however, they first had to cast women as threats to the child’s safety and wellbeing. Thus Emma C. Embury, a popular periodical writer and one-time nominal editor of
Godey’s, declared, “Children may be beloved, and yet may suffer great injustice and cruel
wrong at the hands of those whose privilege it is to protect them from harm” (“Rights”
80). An 1858 fashion plate in the magazine testifies to anxiety about middle-class
women’s capability to efficiently handle their maternal responsibilities (Fig. 2.4). The
fashion plates that were Godey’s bread and butter present mixed messages to their women
subscribers about their potential to function as more than just one-dimensional angels or
parlor ornaments. Loathed by Hale, and only included reluctantly by her in recognition of
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their commercial appeal, these plates often reaffirm rather than undermine her conviction
of fashion as old world decadence. While depicting the ideal dress, these visual texts seldom presented Godey’s readers with the ideal woman. Instead of being captivated by and
absorbed in her image as Ann Douglas claims, participating in the “self-flattery” and
“self-aggrandizement” (227) of a separate women’s sphere, a woman reader must have
been mystified in some sense by these representations of her as expressionless and empty.
In this engraving for a walking dress, a woman is posed with her hand held out in front of
her. Her vacant expression treats her hand as an alien object, as if it was not even part of
her, and she seems to wonder, “What is this thing?” If it is a gloved hand (and the description of the fashion plate gives no indication of gloves), she may be emptily admiring
the glove as modeled on her hand. In “Sentimental Figures,” Isabelle Lehuu argues that
the “gentle, clean hands of Godey’s ladies . . . suggested pseudodialogues” when they
were “directed to other figures, or held objects” (79). But in this image, the hand is not in
dialogue with any other figure or object but is itself the object of interest. The most significant thing about her hand appears to be its immaculate whiteness as well as its
strangeness. Perhaps the more appropriate question that her blank stare indicates is “What
am I supposed to do with this thing?” whereby the hand takes on the conventional symbolism of work. Is this pose a critique of the idle hands of middle-class white women, the
model’s empty gaze and the seeming strangeness of the hand reflectors of an ideology of
true womanhood that fashions women’s hands as useless? As a fetishistic object, the
power of its attraction is in its signification of powerlessness, its lack of control over any!135

thing. The message of vanity and ineffectiveness conveyed by this model of fashionable
womanhood appears to stand in opposition to Hale’s more powerful declarations about
women’s work and feminine empowerment.
Fashion plates were not the only unflattering pictorial representations of nineteenth-century womanhood that Godey’s offered to their readers. The illustration of “The
Mother’s Blessing” (Fig. 2.5), for example, offers a traditional view of a mother, in this
case as nurse, whose gentle, white hand sympathizes with and tends to her sick son. We
imagine that the caress of the mother’s hand on the child’s cheek confers special healing
powers through a kind of maternal magnetism. Yet the story to which this illustration
refers presents the reader with the immediate insufficiency of caregiving in the hands of
the mother. The mother is a widow, and the boy pictured here grows up to be dissolute—a
gambling, philandering drunk just as his father had been, emphasizing the power of biological determination over a mother’s vigilant nurturing. Through the years, his mother’s
“unselfish love” and “influence” were “powerless to effect” any redemption in Edgar.
Only after his mother’s death does Edgar clean up his act, settle down with a devoted
wife, and redirect the course of his life onto a more virtuous path. Remembrance of the
mother was most effective in achieving the goal of motherhood, not the strength of her
hands, of her work, while she lived, since they had made her feel incompetent as a mother. In a number of nineteenth-century novels motherhood is also portrayed more as a
guiding spiritual force than a physical presence. The girl orphans of Maria Cummins’s
The Lamplighter and Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide World additionally seem to attest to
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the mother’s “superfluity” (Chantell 131) and to the “limitations of the work that can
profitably be performed within the shelter provided by those four walls” (153). Glorification of a mother’s love was simply not enough, even for writers who bought into its sentimental power.
The magazine’s “Health Department” column pressed home the same point when
it questioned women’s competence as caretakers of children’s safe and healthy development.46 Citing a quotation from Hall’s Journal of Health that compared the death of children to that of flowers, which God “sometimes gather[ed] into heaven. . . lest some rude
hand may despoil them of their beauty,” the series’ first medical expert, Jno. Stainback
Wilson, rejects this sentimentalized version of children’s deaths and writes:
Some weak brother has been trying his hand to see what a beautifully sounding sentence he could make out of a whopper. The reason why children die is
because they are not taken care of. . . . We don’t think that the Almighty has
any hand in it. And to draw comfort from the presumption that He has any
agency in the death of a child, in the manner of the quoted article above, is a
presumption and profanation. (Oct. 1862, 402).
As Wilson’s response demonstrates, the fundamental point of exposing women’s supposed inadequacies was to put within their grasp the tools needed to raise their children
“properly.” Wilson’s notion of self-improvement relied on women’s educability (a pro-
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The first installment of the “Health Department” appeared in the July 1858 issue and sought to “correct
knowledge on the vitally important subjects of health and disease,” directing its contents to the woman who
was expected to assume “the duty of nursing the sick,” but whose own “peculiar organization subjects her
to diseases of the greatest gravity and complexity, diseases more often misunderstood and maltreated than
any others” (Wilson 84). By 1860, Wilson’s column shifted from concerns about women’s health to the
ways that women were inadvertently harming their children through uninformed medical practices and neglect of their maternal duties. “A mother who fails, without good cause, to discharge her maternal obligations,” warns Wilson, “is guilty of criminal injustice to her offspring . . . which, in many cases, must result
in the moral or physical destruction of her child, with a lifelong train of unavailing regrets over the sad consequences of her own folly and want of faithfulness” (Jul. 1860, 80).
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gressive move when considered in the context of a culture that was still debating the value of educating women). And to Hale’s delight, no doubt, this encouragement of women’s
self-empowerment often could be used to advance women’s status in American society.
Indeed, the above excerpt appeared just below Wilson’s comments in support of the medical training of women. If Wilson’s condescending tone reflects the gendered limits of his
liberalism, he nonetheless had “come to the conclusion that a woman doctor, educated
after our fashion would be about as competent as most of our modern high-pressure
M.D.’s, and therefore as much entitled to the degree, though her practice might be confined to a particular class of disease” (402).
Medical experts and domestic advisors were not alone in suggesting that the nation’s children were at risk. The July 1858 issue of Godey’s that contained the first installment of the “Health Department” also included a Hale editorial urgently titled, “OUR
LITTLE CHILDREN, SHALL THEY LIVE?” Deploring the high rate of infant mortality,
Hale argues that “infancy has not been cared for as it required”; there are numerous “little
helpless invalids, whom their poor parents had not the means of making comfortable,”
and it is her readers who must “save little children from painful sufferings and a premature grave!” (81). Hale’s “poor parents” evidently denote impoverished parents who did
not have the financial means to “care” for their infants and hence were unable to supply
their basic needs. It then became the duty of upper- and middle-class parents to raise up
impoverished children, who are designated as everyone’s offspring: “our little children.”
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But contained within Hale’s opening question is a broader uneasiness about the
vulnerability of the nation’s children. The various features of Godey’s—editorials, essays,
illustrations, fashion plates, the Health Department—all combined to augment this anxiety. The mother, whose primary responsibility was to purify the home and herself and
make all things conjugal cozy and comfortable, was blamed if that environment was anything otherwise for her husband and children. While Hale’s ideas about motherhood generally represented the normative ones for the rising middle class in the antebellum era,
she also mobilized these ideas to advance her reform agenda, primarily her goal of improving women’s access to education, including their access to such specialized knowledge as medical practices. Bringing about this improvement thus depended on depictions
of incompetent mothers and on the vulnerability of children, which Hale used to underscore the high stakes, for the family, society, and nation, of reforming women’s education, and to drive home this point, Hale also drew on the conventions of sentimentalized
death.

“these human flowers”: Sentimentalizing the Free Child
Along with sorrowful images of vulnerable children close to disease and death at
every hour—images that would seem to call for more vigilance and a tighter rein on children—were images of carefree children being indulged in full freedom of movement, images just as important for Hale’s agenda.
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All children “die” in the sense that they inevitably reach adulthood; childhood
does not last and children cease to be children. The transitory nature of childhood made it
a more valuable experience subject to nostalgic meditations; the growing tendency of
families to have fewer children and the zoning-off of childhood as a special, carefree period of one’s development meant that the individual child was a cherished object and particular interest was taken in creating peaceful, pleasant surroundings to preserve childhood purity. For Ariès, preoccupation with childhood as a unique transitional stage in
human development culminated in the nineteenth century’s veneration of the child
(11-12). While national awareness of children’s issues meant that they enjoyed increased
worth and benefits, Ariès criticized this more intense attention as restraining to a child’s
freedom. “Henceforth it was recognized that the child was not ready for life, and that he
had to be subjected to a special treatment, a sort of quarantine, before he was allowed to
join the adults” (412).
In the nineteenth century, child advocates did not see their advice as resulting in
the confinement of children, but wished for and exalted their full freedom of movement.
We are so familiar with the sentimentalization of children’s vulnerability that it is easy to
overlook that their lives, their carefree playfulness, are often represented just as wistfully.
In a July 1842 “Editors’ Table” essay, Sarah Hale constructed a fictional conversation between a schoolmaster, his pupil Ellen Marvin, and her mother Mrs. Marvin, that in its
four columns weaves in and out of seemingly disconnected thematic threads: it opens
with the truth of poetry and its link to nature, shifts to the advantages of leaving the city
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for the country in the summer months, next deplores enclosing grass areas in Philadelphia
that bar children from enjoying these natural spaces, then manages to squeeze in a soliloquy on women’s education and their moral mission to use their superior goodness only in
service to others, when finally the discussion makes its way back to what I think is ultimately its main point about facilitating children’s outdoor play in the city. The zigzagging
path over which this editorial traverses might seem random, meant simply to reflect the
twists and turns of everyday conversation, but I hesitate to label as arbitrary anything
from Hale’s deliberate and meticulous mind. For, at the heart of this editorial, lying uncomfortably between the cry for children’s physical liberty and the didactic reiteration of
women’s moral obligations, exists a tension in a mother’s duty to allow children freedom
while she must protect them. When does protection become confinement?
Under the guise of these three personae, Hale condemns policies that fenced off
grassy areas in urban Philadelphia. As the male schoolmaster, she shaped her criticism
with a metaphor that posited children as the more delicate wildlife in need of protection:
“Those who framed these regulations doubtless thought they were acting wisely in thus
guarding the beauty of these promenades. They did not take into account . . . the human
flowers which might pine and droop on the hot gravel walks; and that these human flowers are much more precious than the grass” (58). If grass needed protection from children,
children needed protection from overly-zealous City custodians who sought to restrict
their movement to “hot gravel walks” for the grass’s sake – an argument that implicitly
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suggests that, intentionally or not, the current arrangement was inflicting direct harm on
the children.
Hale’s conversationalists blames male Philadelphia policymakers for enforcing
measures deleterious to children’s health, but speaking through the schoolmaster, she slyly swings the gender pendulum to point out how women cruelly restrict children also:
But your sex are not always perfect in practice if they are infallible in judgment,
otherwise we should not see such preposterous dresses inflicted on children. Look
at little girls, especially, bedizened out in laces, flowers, feathers, and all extravagant finery of belles; and then their dresses often made so tight fitting as to preclude all benefit from the exercises or plays which are permitted them. (58)
It was not uncommon for Hale, in what was ostensibly a fashion magazine, to criticize
the frivolity and fetters of the fashion and parlor cultures that Godey’s promoted. An example of a typical steel fashion plate from 1859 (Fig. 2.3) seems ironic (as all the fashion
plates must) given Hale’s almost Puritanic suspicion of fashion as detrimental to women’s
(and now children’s) health and intellect.47 Here a mother holds up a frame around her
daughter to show her off to the female company in her drawing room, presenting the
child as a kind of art object to be gazed upon and admired. The child is configured as a
curiosity, doubly objectified in this picture within a picture. The mother appears to indicate almost offhandedly to her daughter as portrait, “Look, here is this neat thing, and, oh,
it is also my child.” This mother and Godey’s perform analogous moves: they each fash-
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Through Godey’s and its fashion plates, though, Hale did attempt to reform women’s clothing. She disapproved of tight-fitting corsets and too many frills in dress in favor of simpler styles and less layers, and
worked to promote this more republican trend in fashion plates as well as in her editorials. For discussions
of Godey’s fashions see Ralph Nading Hill’s “Mr. Godey’s Lady”; “Sentimental Culture and the Problem of
Fashion” in Karen Halttunen’s Confidence Men and Painted Women; “Fashion and the Magazine Novelist”
in Patricia Okker’s Social Stories.
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ion the family into parlor room material, exposing it to the public’s critical gaze. The
child, like the parlor, becomes a paradoxically public site, one where the American middle class defines itself through exclusivity. The tableau is consistent with emergent views
of white middle-class childhood as no longer marked by labor but by leisure. But the
child is circumscribed by the gilded frame and the mother by her curtained parlor, and
both are depicted as little more than decorative. The mother holds up the child as treasured object, but she is ultimately drawing the attention to herself—the gaze of the other
women is directed to her, not the child. Just as the conversation at the editors’ table about
the harm done to children ultimately leads to an assessment of women’s maternal competence, any rendering or framing of childhood must inevitably gesture back toward the
mother’s role.
While offering affection and protection, disciplinary intimacy could stifle women
and children, like the fenced-off grass areas that draw the ire of Hale’s “Editors’ Table”
group. In this discussion, the schoolmaster laments the lack of physical play and rural
sports for children: “How I pity the poor little creatures who are confined in close
dwellings during the pleasant weather. No matter if their parents are rich, I call such children poor; for they will never have the best feelings of the heart and mind cultivated and
strengthened” (59). In general, concern in Godey’s about the wellbeing of children centers
on their mobility. Swaddling infants, keeping children indoors, restricting their play, were
all seen as debilitating to their development, and Hale supported the importance of children’s free movement. In an 1859 essay on “Precocious Children,” for instance, the au!143

thor urged mothers to circulate children under “God’s free air, and in the open green
fields”: “Physicians tell us there are four hundred organs of motion in the human body;
each of these requires, for its adequate development, free space and motion, and nature
herself dictates it” (154). While much of the content of Godey’s emphasized the vulnerability and mortality of children, the magazine’s call for more freedom was meant to remedy their tender fragility. Mrs. Marvin in Hale’s editorial asserts that she has “little doubt
that . . . confinement is one cause of the great mortality among children born in cities,”
and the schoolmaster argues that “the health of the children of this city might be much
benefited, even the preservation of many lives among them gained by allowing them the
full freedom of the public squares” (59).
The physical mobility of children is one aspect of a larger theme of travel and
progress that threads its way through the July 1842 issue of Godey’s and many antebellum numbers of the magazine. Just in this number, there is a sketch of life in Ireland, a
story that recounts a day’s journey in a train across Massachusetts, a list of literary notices that features books on Italy, on India and Afghanistan, a tour through Turkey,
Greece, Egypt, and Arabia, and a history of the Lewis and Clark expedition. Just as development and progress improved the nation, so the health of the child was sustained by a
program of unrestricted movement, vigorous activity, and physical growth. To borrow a
phrase from Lora Romero, this “entanglement of child rearing and empire
building” (“Vanishing Americans” 117) meant that cultivating the child encouraged trespassing on the grass: breaking through enclosures and trampling over nature. Although
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Leslie Fiedler argues that nineteenth-century American literature was about fleeing the
feminine influence, escaping the “gentle tyranny of home and woman” (194), Godey’s
suggests that the child’s freedom was actually the duty and goal of the mother’s care.
One threat to mobility and progress was too much exertion concentrated in one
area that weakened growth of the organization as a whole. “Precocity” was often characterized by antebellum commentators as an impediment to the proper development of the
child. The Godey’s essay “Precocious Children,” for example, exploits the sentimental
child as flower metaphor to make its point about the hazards of over stimulating the
child’s mind:
There are many small hillocks in churchyards, under which sleep many precocious chil-

dren. The bud—as in a mild winter, the mistaken primrose—pushes out its colored point
too prematurely, and the first frost kills it. Two results invariably occur from the too early
development of the growing faculties. Either the child, which was the pride of our heart,
and the light of our home, droops and withers from us when most interesting; or the
overworked brain loses its power, and the ‘portent’ in infancy is the ‘stupid’ of matu-

rity. (153)
Nineteenth-century attitudes toward precocity ranged from admiration for child prodigies
to warnings like the one above prophesying that precocity would inevitably lead to either
idiocy or an early grave.48 In entertainment culture, “prodigy” referred to an adolescent
phenom who exhibited immense talent in artistic or intellectual capacities. Medically, a
precocious child lacked a proper balance between mental and physical activity; this fault
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In an 1820 blurb about a “little living dictionary” for the Euterpeiad, or Musical Intelligence, the writer
treats precocity as a trend, referring to a “rage for juvenile prodigies” (”Precocity” 119), while in the 1833
issue of Mechanics’ Magazine, and Journal of the Mechanics’ Institute, a writer alerts readers to the “danger of mental excitement”: “On this point, the opinions of the most celebrated physicians seem to be unanimous. . . . ‘Those highly gifted with precocious intellects possess miserable health and are generally shortlived; they are cut off by chronic inflammations, and disorganization of their viscera, or by acute inflammation of the brain’ ” (”Danger of Mental Excitement” 132).
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was typically ascribed to parents who overworked the child’s brain without allowing
much invigorating exercise. A mother should not persist in showcasing her children such
that “home, the child’s home, which should breathe only of happiness, becomes an infant
prison, and dyspepsia, deformed limbs, hysteria, and the thousand demons of disease, fatten upon young hearts, never to leave them” (153).49
This passage on precocity leads to a more sinister image of the home as a prison,
an image that awakened the antebellum American imagination. The home as a potential
prison centered dramatically in gothic fiction. (Godey’s contributor Edgar Allan Poe’s
“The Fall of the House of Usher” is an example par excellence.) And the Godey’s passage
above evokes terrifying visions of demons, deformity, and children in possessed hysterics. Prevailing literary modes—the sentimental, the gothic—offered useful sets of conventions for Godey’s non-fiction writers, including Hale, to engage readers and give them
a clear picture of the consequences of bad parenting (here, the disastrous outcome of indulging precocity). By presenting the ominous, if fantastical, prospect of a home transformed into a gloomy prison, Hale and Godey’s could then set about the work of raising
the diligent, well-educated mother to the great role of liberator.
In order to free the captives of the home, Godey’s not only recommended circulating children in the open air; the magazine also endowed children with democratic rights
that constituted them as “free” subjects of maternal governance. For example, “The
49 According

to Mary De Jong’s American National Biography entry on the Davidson sisters, for instance,
“Sarah J. Hale, an advocate of education for women, denied that rigorous schooling destroyed Lucretia, but
she faulted Margaret's mother for allowing the child’s ‘imagination’ to develop ‘at the expense of her constitution when, by patient and prudent training, it might have been suppressed.’ ”
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Rights of Children,” an essay by Emma C. Embury that Hale included in the February
1844 number, brings together discourses on motherhood and childhood with a political
discourse on governing. The title alone evokes Enlightenment doctrines on the rights of
man and classical treatises on the rights of citizens, philosophies that informed the principles and language in the political documents of the new American republic and with
which Godey’s readers would have been familiar. In its substitution of “child” for “man”
the title also suggests a challenge to traditional Lockean beliefs of the emptiness of the
child’s mind. “The Rights of Children” would seem to indicate a declaration of a child’s
independence and an assertion of their agency; it imagines children as entitled, not submissive, beings.
Like Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence, Embury’s article voices the grievances of a group whose power of speech has been discounted. She vilifies the parent who
over indulges, who ignores, who tyrannizes, who would “contaminate for ever the snowy
purity of the infant mind.” Indeed, she compares the physical abuse of children with the
mistreatment of convicts in language that drifts very close to descriptions of American
slavery: prisoners “dreaded the lash like base hounds; and amid the deep traces of sin and
suffering written on their blasted brows, could be read the debasing influence of that system which sears the mind through the scars of the quivering body” (81). And similar to
Jefferson’s invalidation of the king’s authority over the colonists, Embury’s declaration,
too, casts doubt on the prerogative of parents to assume absolute rule over their young
charges. She points out that the “guardians of infancy are usually selected with infinitely
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less care than we should bestow upon the qualifications of a cook, since a certain degree
of skill is requisite to the proper pampering of our appetites, while any one is supposed to
be capable of ‘tending baby’. . . . And surely the child whose dawning intellect is clouded
by the mists of ignorance and folly, through this gross neglect of a parent’s highest privileges, has been despoiled of one of its most solemn rights” (80).
Embury (like her model, Jefferson) is not rallying for the complete freedom of her
constituents but for the right of these dependent subjects to be governed fairly and
knowledgeably. Ultimately her essay relies on sentimental rhetoric to describe the innocent infant citizen and rests on the assumption that political agency for the child can only
be guaranteed by proper nurture, in this case affective mothering. Embury offers Godey’s
readers a maternal philosophy that values the child’s obedience through “judicious” (not
tyrannical) parenting. The mother exerts her authority through love, and loving authority
is what makes the child want to obey. But affective parenting in Embury’s paradigm does
not just promote strengthening emotional bonds between mother and child. It also involves cultivating the child’s faculty of reason: “Children must be taught the principles of
the laws by which they are directed, and they should be fully informed of the meaning of
every variation from fixed rules” (81). If the parent instructs the child about his own governance and fuels his “expanding reason,” the child “will not hesitate in his
obedience” (81). Through informed consent, the child becomes an agent of his own submission.
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Embury claims it as the child’s right to be “governed by fixed rules of
conduct” (80). It is thus through consistent affective mothering that the child becomes
interpellated into the governing practices of American democracy. The figure of the child
as an “emblem of freedom”50 and a self-determined being commands the respect of the
parent, who rules by a “code of laws” instead of despotic “whim” (81), therefore securing
the happiness of a liberated childhood. The “happiest child is that one who has been fully
disciplined in every duty,” concludes Embury. “Obedience, deference, a subjection of the
will to the gentle governance of affection, are all requisite to a sense of happiness in
childhood” (83). The child seeking approval desires to say “yes” to parental authority,
and the parent in turn craves the child’s consent. Similarly, the democratic state will provide a system of care that enfolds its citizens within its protective embrace in order to establish good public opinion. According to Gillian Brown, “the figure of the consenting
child validates the consensual state of adults that itself emanates from childhood” (23). It
is not surprising, then, that the model of affective parenting, reproduced and decreed by
Godey’s, placed considerable emphasis on the physical liberation of the child. A state of
freedom for the child becomes associated with a maternal support structure that ensures a
suitable, protected environment in which to enjoy that freedom.
Sarah J. Hale and Godey’s Lady’s Book use new perceptions of childhood to empower their women readers. Hale astutely recognized that moral authority in the nine50

This phrase is Brown’s. She argues that, “Because the conception of the consensual child was a cornerstone in the founding of the United States, this figure attains a natural status, appearing as an emblem of
freedom emanating from nature. Rather than standing as the conceptual figure that Locke imagines, the
consensual child quickly becomes a literal entity, a being endowed with the full capacities and rights of
self-determination” (23-24).
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teenth century—who could claim it and how to justify it—had shifted from the points of
the king’s crown to the warmth of the female heart; she helped to build the empire of the
mother that was bolstered by an array of intersecting rhetorics: the domestic, sentimental,
and political. For Hale, it meant melding multiple languages into a discourse on motherhood that relied on the vulnerability of children. If the sentimentalization of children’s
lives demonstrated how important early childhood development was in citizen-formation
and turned the figure of the child into a potent symbol of American freedom, then the
sentimentalization of their deaths revealed how tenuous that freedom really was. By juxtaposing images of the dangers to children with images of benign freedom, Hale advanced a vision of women as protectors of children, and of women as the arbiters of how
the republic could best grow and thrive. If women were not trained and called upon to
practice maternal benevolence, the very health and survival of the family and the nation
were threatened.

Epilogue
Nathaniel Hawthorne versus Little Bunny: Romantic Freedom and Sentimental Slumber
In Nathaniel Hawthorne’s American Notebooks, in a cluster of entries between the
dates of July 28 and August 16, 1851, titled Twenty Days with Julian & Little Bunny by
Papa, the author of some of America’s most distinguished fiction details the day-to-day
life with his son after his wife and two daughters left them in their Lenox, Massachusetts
“Red Shanty” to visit relatives. His descriptions of the first two days of their time alone
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together contain two notable characterizations: one of the five-year-old Julian and the
other of a pet rabbit, Bunny. Bunny is not the adorable, affectionate family pet that the
work’s title suggests and that the reader, trained in the charm connoted by the image of
the family pet, expects. Hawthorne rejects the pet’s cuteness and accuses him of being
“more trouble than he is worth” (4). He further disapproves of the harmless animal by
way of a mocking depiction: “With no playfulness, as silent as a fish, inactive, Bunny’s
life passes between a torpid half-slumber, and the nibbling of clover-tops, lettuce, plantain-leaves, pig-weed, and crumbs of bread” (5). Julian also turns out to be more trouble
than Hawthorne anticipated, “so constant are his appeals to me in one way or another,”
but his son is “such a genial and good-humored little man” that Hawthorne’s irritation is
easily placated (4). The next day, the differences between Hawthorne’s two charges are
further accentuated when Julian “frisked and capered along the road in a way that proved
him to be in good physical condition” (6), unlike Bunny, whose “friskiness . . . does not
appear to be sportive, but nervous” (5). Hawthorne admires his son’s lively play and finds
his “good physical condition” noteworthy. He indulges Julian’s physical freedom, even
when it is disruptive, as when “he betook himself to playing bat and ball with huge racket
and uproar about the room, felicitating himself continually on the license of making what
noise he pleased, in the absence of baby. He enjoys this freedom so greatly, that I do not
mean to restrain him, whatever noise he makes” (6-7). An unrestrained Julian takes full
advantage of his freedom, while the more tentative Bunny is marked by his aversion to
the “broad and open sunshine” that spells peril for him (7).
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The absolute freedom enjoyed by Julian is occasioned by the absence of the female members of the Hawthorne family: his mother Sophia, his older sister Una, and the
infant Rose. Julian and his father reconstruct the domestic space, which was generally
perceived as unequivocally feminine in the nineteenth century, into a masculine site
where Julian can “‘shout and squeal just as loud as I please!’” (3). This regendering of the
home presents a critique of the ideology of separate spheres that understood the domestic
world as a woman’s distinct domain, where her influence and authority ruled and where
her natural moral superiority constituted the foundation of American society. But
Nathaniel and Julian Hawthorne also implicate the mother, and the feminine presence in
general, in the silencing and repression of the male identity in the home. Her absence allows for freedom, defined by physical self-expression, and for a reimagining of the domestic. Rather than fleeing women and the home to nap in the quiet of the Adirondacks
with a favorite dog or to sail down the Mississippi River with a runaway slave, the two
Hawthorne men reclaim the home, where the reinstated patriarchal household is now
characterized by its lack of restraint.
Yet to read Hawthorne’s personal attitude toward his son’s “wild” behavior as evidence of a strictly Romantic sensibility, marked by an antagonism to broader cultural
ideologies that underpinned a repressive domestic system often symbolized by women—
to read this portion of his journal as support for our enduring image of Hawthorne as the
alienated artist able to observe American society from a privileged distance is to miss
how his admiration of his son’s freedom was bound up in current models of childcare cir!152

culating in the literature, manuals, and women’s periodicals of the antebellum period. So,
even when Sophia and her daughters leave the Hawthorne Red Shanty, feminized notions
of authority and consent still linger. The exquisite irony of Hawthorne’s appreciation of
his son’s uninhibited play is that Hawthorne, as the authority figure, allows Julian this
freedom. The temptation for Hawthorne to view the exclusivity of his twenty-day relationship with Julian as demonstrably masculine is understandable given the subtle, often
silent, influence of women’s work. However, Hawthorne’s desire to nurture his son’s love
of freedom quite banally reflects parenting methods that were becoming more widespread
in the domestic manuals and women’s periodicals of his era. Very likely to his dismay,
Hawthorne in his views here was not so different from Hale.
Where Hawthorne and Hale do differ is on extending sympathy to the weak and
dependent, to those who do not or cannot embrace freedom. Hawthorne’s attitude toward
Bunny is one of resistance. He refuses to see Bunny as cute or adorable. When Bunny
dies—after Hawthorne had tried unsuccessfully to foist the pet off on neighbors (his lack
of sympathy for Bunny signaling and resulting in his rejection of the pet)—Hawthorne
does not offer the reader a satisfying deathbed scene on par with Little Eva’s. “I peeped
into Bunny’s box,” he writes, “and sure enough, there lay the poor little beast, stark and
stiff. That shivering fit, yesterday, had a very fatal aspect in my eyes. I have no idea what
was his disorder; his digestive functions appeared to be all right, and his symptoms had
been merely a disinclination” (72). This is as much feeling as Hawthorne exerts over
Bunny’s death. His refusal to “feel right” suggests the gendered terms of sentimentalism.
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Sympathy was marked as a feminine virtue, and therefore a weak one. Hawthorne was
simply performing his masculine role by emotionally shunning Bunny, and passing along
this same attitude to his son, who upon learning of Bunny’s death was “interested and excited by the event, rather than afflicted” (72). I see Hawthorne’s reaction as pointing toward a more general anxiety about the dangers of sentiment. Hawthorne’s resistance to
Bunny—his unwillingness to sympathize with the creature terrified of freedom, his inability to be moved by Bunny’s death—amounts to a conservative impulse to associate
sympathy with consent and identification. For Hawthorne, to feel pity for Bunny is less a
sign of his power and privilege; Hawthorne’s sympathy would suggest that Bunny’s fears
are founded, that there is something scary about freedom.51 And does that mean that
Hawthorne, too, is afraid, hesitant, weak?
Sentiment and sympathy implicate. To offer them is to become involved, even if it
is from a distance. Sentiment and sympathy can also mean connecting with those fears
and weaknesses in ourselves, a difficult, painful task. Obviously, such a reading of sentiment could offer fresh interpretations of the political tensions of the nation and its position on slavery (offering sympathy to the black slave), removal of Native Americans, and
its actions globally. What does it mean for the nation to extend sympathy to other popula-
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In her essay “Of Babies, Beasts, and Bondage,” Lesley Ginsberg explores the relationship between humans and their pets as it plays out in antebellum literature and images. She connects this relationship to
slavery and domesticity, and observes that images of the runaway or endangered pet “highlighted the insecurities of freedom and the dangers inherent in the break away from domestic confinement” (101). Her goal
is to examine the “limits of citizenship” at the time (102), and her reading of the vulnerable pet suggests a
paradox: that these images and literary pieces were involved in debates about citizenship at the same time
that were directed to those excluded from citizenship (women and children). In that case, then, Hawthorne’s
refusal to sympathize with Bunny exacerbates the potentially unbridgeable difference and distance between
the citizen and non-citizen.
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tions or nations seen as “dependent” and afraid of liberty? Ultimately, what such a view
does is to uphold the exclusivity of the middle-class home and the nation, to encourage
isolation.
Such a view, I think, also explains why domestic literature that borrowed sentimental rhetoric and perspectives rendered the ideal home as elusive. The heroines of
popular novels—Ellen Montgomery in The Wide, Wide World, Gerty Flint in The Lamplighter, or Harriet Jacobs in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl—do get to experience the
ideal home that they lacked in the opening pages of their lives, but these novels do not
conclude with a home of their own. Women writers do not offer an easy, straightforward
picture of the American home even as they draw on sentimental images of it. Their use of
sentimental imagery seems to be to confound it. By casting doubt on the attainability of
the ideal home in novels and by demonstrating the education and labor necessary to
achieve such an ideal, antebellum women writers call that ideal into question. The positioning of women on the border between the home and the world shows how incredibly
vulnerable and important the home is, calling on women to protect it and to embrace the
power of sympathy as part of their maternal authority even while, as a dependent population, they would be vulnerable and deserving of sympathy. The sentimentalization of the
home seems to be at odds with the goal of sentimentalism as a social project because it
meant upholding the exclusivity of the middle-class home, and therefore cutting off sympathy between neighbors.
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!
Fig. 2.1 “The Happy Mother” (Sep. 1868). From the author’s personal collection.
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!
Fig. 2.2 Steel fashion plate (Oct. 1868). From the author’s personal collection.

!
Fig. 2.3. Steel fashion plate (Jan. 1859). Source: http://www.uvm.edu/~hag/godey/images/glb01-59c.jpg
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!
Fig. 2.4. “Walking-Dress” (Jul. 1858). Courtesy of American Periodicals Series Online.
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!
Fig. 2.5. “The Mother’s Blessing” (Mar. 1858). Courtesy of American Periodicals Series
Online.
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CHAPTER 4
A “HUT IN THE WILDERNESS”:
DOMESTICITY AND THE AMERICAN MYTH
IN CAROLINE KIRKLAND’S A NEW HOME
Woman’s little world is overclouded for lack of the old familiar means and appliances. The husband goes to his work
with the same axe or hoe which fitted his hand in his old
woods and fields, he tills the same soil, or perhaps a far
richer and more hopeful one—he gazes on the same book
of nature which he read from his infancy, and sees only a
fresher and more glowing page; and he returns to his home
with the sun, strong in heart and full of self-gratulation on
the favourable change in his lot. . . . She has been looking
in vain for the reflection of any of the cherished features of
her own dear fire-side.
—Caroline Kirkland, A New Home, Who’ll Follow?

When Caroline Kirkland published A New Home, Who’ll Follow? in 1839, her
preface referred to the book as an “Emigrant’s Guide,” offering readers a true description
of life “beyond the confines of civilization” (1). Although she goes on to disclaim this
categorization since she adds “glosses, and colourings, and lights” to her candid record of
life in frontier Michigan, aligning her work instead with the village sketches of English
writer Mary Russell Mitford, her initial assessment of A New Home as a guidebook
shows that she did not just think of it as meant to entertain. She first intended the book to
instruct her readers on how to conduct themselves in the Michigan wilderness and how to
construct a home there. Kirkland recognized that with the borders of the U.S. exponentially expanding since Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Act of 1830 was passed, Americans needed a useful conduct book to western living. They saw the West in newspapers
that published letters from western correspondents such as Edmund Flagg, George W.

Ogden, and James Hall, in travel narratives like Washington Irving’s Tour of the Prairies
(1835) and Charles Fenno Hoffman’s Winter in the West (1835), and in popular novels
like James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales (1823-41) and Robert Montgomery
Bird’s Nick of the Woods (1837). These versions of the West were helpful to the traveler
or simply enjoyable leisure reading, but prospective settlers to the West would require
more than romantic tales of adventure and a “misty vision” of western life and land (Osborne 38) if they were to smoothly transition from their comfortable eastern homes to
more Spartan accommodations in the West. Kirkland’s book addressed this need and, not
surprisingly, became a bestseller. Americans desired a book that could reveal to them the
West “as it is.” For Kirkland, documenting daily domestic activities was the primary
method for creating a more realistic picture of the American West. The home was the
heart of antebellum society, and the success of westward settlement depended on the
work of women to create what Kirkland calls “that home-feeling” (22).
As my previous chapters and many scholars before me have demonstrated, this
literary historical moment was the time when the home and that home-feeling were taking on wider significance for defining personal and national identities. As a result, domestic manuals flooded the marketplace. Religious authorities like John S.C. Abbott and
women writers and editors like Lydia Maria Child, Catharine Beecher, and Sarah J. Hale
all weighed in on what the ideal American home should look like, how to maintain a happy and healthful home-feeling, and what it meant for the welfare of the republic. A New
Home, Who’ll Follow? came on the literary scene right when, as Gwendolyn Wright ex!161

plains, “The task of defining the American home was a national mission” (qtd. in Fink
327). For Kirkland, the basic principles of domesticity matched those of her genteel, New
York upbringing; the home should be “private-like” (9), meaning separate rooms for various activities and family members, and it should be tastefully decorated to reflect the
good character of the inhabitants. A beautiful garden, “sundry nice towels,” and “delicate
japanned tables” (42) adorned the typical home, promoting happiness and encouraging
permanence. These markers and makers of the middle-class American home were precisely the things that Kirkland (using the pseudonym Mary Clavers in her narrative) had
to sacrifice upon her “removal to this hut in the wilderness” (42). Yet these sacrifices
prompted Kirkland to a revised definition of home. Incorporating the more salient tenets
of American nature writing, Kirkland constructs a new home in which independence,
simplicity, and purity are fundamental materials.
Since both were undergoing major transformations at the time, nature and the
home were two very common subjects in American writing from the first half of the nineteenth century. The home was reconfigured by the ideology of separate spheres and
changes in gender roles. The American landscape, even as it increased with Manifest
Destiny, was also shrinking with urban industrialization. In response, fiction and non-fiction writers tended to rely on romantic and sentimental literary modes in their treatment
of these topics. In her article “Kirkland’s Myth of the American Eve,” Kelli Larson argues that Kirkland assumes some of the romantic male wilderness experience of “unlimited space and freedom” for herself: “A New Home clearly illustrates that the American
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Eve can also appreciate, contribute to, and share in the solitude and sublimity of the
American West” (13). And Rachel Borup concludes that in A New Home, Kirkland “invents and promotes a new ideal of western domesticity, . . . which tolerates a more selfsufficient, even axe-wielding angel of the house” (245). In this chapter, I bring these two
views together. I examine how nature writings, particularly works that engaged the myth
of America as paradise regained, inform Kirkland’s vision for a new home, and I show
how the conventional feminine-domestic ideology she brought with her reshapes the
western landscape. Scholars have more often discussed Kirkland’s book within the context of travel writing and novels on the American West, but few have studied it within the
long tradition of literature evoking the American Myth.52 And while many acknowledge
that Kirkland’s ideas about the home derived from popular domestic manuals, few read
her book as a handbook on American housekeeping. Analyzing A New Home within these
two literary frameworks brings out rich paradoxes (a new world and a new home haunted
by firmly-established, homogenous ideals), but that only confirms Kirkland’s commitment to a realistic representation of the West and throws light on the complex negotiations individuals must make when their ideals are challenged. Larson and Borup’s read-
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Kelli Larson’s short article is an exception. Her introduction and the first half of her essay primarily puts
Kirkland into conversation with Hoffman and Cooper, but she is ultimately interested in R.W.B. Lewis’s
notion of the American Adam, and reads Kirkland’s Mary Clavers as an American Eve in “an Eden after the
fall, an Eden which cannot exist without the labors of Eve” (13). Annette Kolodny’s chapter on Kirkland in
the Land Before Her is another, major exception. She, too, starts off by putting Kirkland in the literary context of Hoffman and Hall’s travel narratives and insists on A New Home as the “direct progenitor” of Margaret Fuller’s Summer on the Lakes, but her analysis focuses on Clavers’ desire to recreate Eden and the
pastoral idyll in the Michigan wilderness. When men would destroy the land in the name of progress,
Clavers’ Eve preserves the natural beauty of the land by cultivating it (146-48). Kolodny also suggests the
idea of the “fortunate fall” of settlers who move from Eastern innocence to Western experience (141). I
consider my chapter a continuation of Kolodny and Larson’s scholarship.
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ings set Eve against Adam and feminine against masculine, whereby Kirkland sought to
critique the masculine vision of nature and settlement. That critique may be implicit, at
times verbalized, but A New Home is emphatically a celebration of feminine vision and
values and the possibilities these had for a new kind of woman, home, and nation.

Sublime and Simple: Literary Standpoints on the American Wilderness
Portraying the vast American wilderness in idealized terms was not isolated to
early nineteenth-century literature about the frontier and expressed so fully in the novels
of James Fenimore Cooper or the travel sketches of Washington Irving’s A Tour of the
Prairies. It was a tradition that began with Christopher Columbus’s first letters back to
the Spanish court and John Smith’s exaggerated historical accounts of exploration along
the eastern seaboard, and carried on by Thomas Jefferson’s robust documentation of
American topography in his Notes on the State of Virginia. What traits do these very different texts by these very different personalities share? Their descriptions of what they
saw, which so few others had actually seen at the time, exceeded ocular vision and created a version of the American landscape that was a grand epic and a gross exaggeration.
In a letter to an official at the Spanish court dated February 15, 1493, Columbus
attempted to put into words the splendor and magnificence of America (Juana, or modern-day Cuba): “This island and all the others are very fertile to a limitless degree, and
this island is extremely so. In it there are many harbors on the coast of the sea, beyond
comparison with others which I know in Christendom” (33). His description of this earth!164

ly paradise continues with amusing hyperbole that makes free use of the adverb “very”;
everything he sees is taller and bigger, more diverse and more abundant, beyond comparison and more wondrous than anything in Spain or Europe. In their overview of autobiography and the American Myth, William Spengemann and L.R. Lundquist broadly define
the myth as the belief in “human history as a pilgrimage from imperfection to perfection;
from a dimly remembered union with the Divine to a re-establishment of that
union” (503). It meant paradise regained, and literary representations of the myth naturally invoked metaphors of the Biblical Eden. Columbus’s letter back to Europe hints at the
fulfillment of this grand destiny for Western civilization, turning the land and phenomena
of the New World into ideals of which the soil, waters, trees, flowers, and creatures of the
Old World are but shadows. For Columbus, the journey from an imperfect to a perfect
state is foremost a physical movement from one place to another. The effect of Columbus’s letter was that this journey would become a defining feature of the American Myth,
and certainly of westward movement.
John Smith, more than a hundred years later, would take up a similar discourse of
awe in his Description of New England (1616). His fisherman can in a single day catch
“one, two, or three hundred cods. . . . as fast as you can haul and veer a line” (68). He
emphasizes the limitless resources and boundless land of the New World like Columbus
does, but differs from his dominating spirit in essence. Both men’s vision went far beyond the physical scope of reality, but while Columbus sought to contain and possess all
that he described as uncontainable, Smith sought freedom in a more personal if inflated
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ownership. The Jamestown alum writes of New England that, “Here nature and liberty
afford us that freely, which in England we want, or it costs us dearly. What pleasure can
be more, than in . . . planting vines, fruits, or herbs, in contriving their own grounds, to
the pleasure of their own minds, to recreate themselves before their own doors, in their
own boats upon the sea” (68). Smith repeats the words “pleasure” and “own” in his
statement of life in the New World, defining happiness as ownership over one’s self
(“their own minds”) and one’s property (“their own grounds”). He links the two to a
strong sense of individual freedom while also suggesting that in America, the land with
its abundant resources and this dream of ownership could be had “freely”; all of it was
simply waiting for the willing individual. In Columbus’s letter, America is an Eden
glimpsed at but not yet entirely entered and experienced; it is an America engorged with
dreams and possibility. In Smth’s history, the American Eden has become accessible; the
great garden has been carved into plots of land that the individual cultivates for private
subsistence, receiving ample pleasure from his labors.
Over one hundred and sixty years later, Jefferson picked up Columbus and
Smith’s sense of wonder for the American landscape and infused it with the rhetoric of
the sublime to construct his vision of America in Notes on the State of Virginia (1785). In
a nation that had perhaps become inured to literary treatments of the landscape as beyond
belief, Jefferson provided meticulous geo- and demographic detail and directed his attention to particular features, like the Natural Bridge, “the most sublime of Nature’s works”
and a phenomenon on his property near Lexington. Jefferson returns to his predecessors’
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views of a paradise found, of a kind of redemption in nature, imparting on this natural
feature even deeper spiritual significance and emotional fervor than the early explorers.
His short description begins with its measurements, as if to ascertain its precise physical
immensity, but presenting its dimensions fails to convey to the reader the true portrait of
this American wonder. Jefferson must attempt to describe the “rapture” that “is really indescribable.” What one must inevitably feel while traversing the bridge takes precedence:
You involuntarily fall on your hands and feet, creep to the parapet and
peep over it. Looking down from this height about a minute gave me a violent headache. This painful sensation is relieved by a short, but pleasing
view of the Blue ridge along the fissure downwards, and upwards by that
of the Short hills, which, with the Purgatory mountain is a divergence
from the North ridge; and, descending then to the valley below, the sensation becomes delightful in the extreme. It is impossible for the emotions,
arising from the sublime, to be felt beyond what they are here: so beautiful
an arch, so elevated, so light, and springing, as it were, up to heaven, the
rapture of the Spectator is really indescribable! (26)
Like Columbus, who imagines American phenomena as the biggest and tallest, and
Smith, who creates streams filled with infinite fish, Jefferson takes his description to the
furthest extent. On the Natural Bridge, the European Romantic concept of the sublime
reaches its limit; the emotions cannot “be felt beyond what they are here.” Can one imagine having such a feeling now as a visitor to the Natural Bridge? The proliferation of images and travelogues of the bridge or other natural American wonders like Niagara Falls
or the Grand Canyon tend to render one’s encounter muted by disappointed expectations.
And yet, reading the rich descriptions of Jefferson, and Columbus and Smith, can still
excite the reader to seek out such places where he/she can stand witness to a phenomenon
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so great it overwhelms the individual yet spurs a higher spiritual contemplation. Achieving that pleasing terror that Jefferson felt at the top of the bridge is part of what drives, for
instance, the construction of a glass bridge over the Grand Canyon; visitors need to intensify their experience in order to achieve the sublime, but the desire for that feeling persists.
All three writers overlay Edenic idealism on the American landscape, giving their
descriptions a spiritual glow. Jefferson, however, balances his description of the “indescribable” feelings the Natural Bridge produces with the physical evidence of its immense dimensions. In his act of measuring the dimensions of the Natural Bridge, Jefferson attempts to get at the facts of the fantasy. Martin Brückner argues that such topographic descriptions were a result of burgeoning studies in geography beginning in the
late seventeenth century. In particular, surveying, “which comprised both mathematical
measurement and descriptive writing, became a common practice and the subject of numerous publications. . . . Ultimately, the survey . . . became an important literary site that
opened new and creative ways for Anglo-Americans to represent their sense of community and identity” (17). Surveying was a way to see the land by squaring it off, in a sense; it
calculated its dimensions and thus its limits. With the land so directly connected to individual identity, it was also a way to determine the self. The geographic survey “revolves
around the center of the surveyor, who, rather than transforming himself from a visible
subject to an invisible object, boldly advertises and even celebrates his presence” (Brückner 49). This evolution of the American Myth to include geographical measurements still
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takes the vision of a lone male observer—prophet, landowner, surveyor in his literary incarnations—as the central, universal way of seeing and knowing the American landscape.
The “surveyed self” will be a major component of how Thoreau describes and makes
sense of his experience at Walden.
In his essay on the industrial sublime, “The Sublime and the Skyline: The New
York Skyscraper,” David E. Nye identifies two standpoints from which to view a phenomenon that can prompt the sublime, which I think are applicable here: the view from a
distance and the view from above. Regarding the former, Nye explains that the general
viewer sees skyscrapers as part of a skyline, their impressiveness derived from the
grandeur of the whole. He quotes the mayor of New York City from 1909 who urged,
“Take the city altogether, the general effect of the city as a whole, the contrast of its
blotches of vivid color, with the bright blue of the sky in the background, and of the waters of the harbor in the foreground, the huge masses of its office buildings, towering
peak on peak and pinnacle above pinnacle to the sky, making of lower Manhattan, to the
eye at least, a city that is set on a hill, and New York does have a beauty of her own, a
beauty that is indescribable, that seizes one’s sense of imagination, and holds one in its
grip” (259). There is in the mayor’s description the common reference to a city on a hill,
perpetuating the notion of American exceptionalism, and there is also, similar to Jefferson, the self-effacing attempt to describe what is indescribable, but more interesting is the
note he ends on: the viewer is captured and his imagination seized. The panoramic scene
is a powerful force that acts upon the individual, and instead of possessing everything
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before him, the viewer is possessed by the scene. The sublime terror evoked from this
standpoint is the overwhelming feeling of one’s insignificance, a loss of self when confronted with an immeasurable phenomenon.
The second standpoint that Nye considers in relation to the sublime skyscraper is
the view from above. This vantage point is achieved from the uppermost floor of a skyscraper that towers over the city, allowing for a “magisterial vision” that sees all and
nothing at the same time. The magisterial gaze takes in a panoramic of the city below him
and yet sees no human individuals. Nye argues that this standpoint “offered a fantasy of
domain” that validated corporate power (263, 264). Quoting French scholar Michel de
Certeau’s comments on the World Trade Center, Nye addresses the illusion of harmony
and unity that such views promote: “To be lifted to the summit . . . is to be lifted out of
the city’s grasp. One’s body is no longer clasped by the streets. . . . His elevation transfigures him into a voyeur. It puts him at a distance. It transforms the bewitching world by
which one is ‘possessed’ into a text that lies before one’s eyes. It allows one to read it, to
be a solar Eye, looking down like a god” (264). Certeau’s description suggests transcendence similar to Jefferson’s rapture, and both indicate this experience as a passive one:
Jefferson “involuntarily” falls to his knees and Certeau is lifted by some unknown force
(an elevator? the momentum of capitalist machinery?). But Certeau’s visitor is lifted out
of the city’s grip (the grip that trapped the mayor’s viewer), and he becomes a god while
Jefferson’s “you” is humbled by the height. Nye believes that this kind of sublimity, this
“gaze of power” simulated “domination of those below and apparent visions of transcen!170

dence for anyone on the observation platform” (267). Although physically occupying the
standpoint from above on the Natural Bridge, Jefferson has more in common with the
view from a distance. His gaze does not register as domineering; it is deferential as a result of the realization of his insignificance.
Although, of course, not invoking the sublime, Columbus details the “many
rivers, good and large,” the “very many sierras and very lofty mountains” (33) as from a
distance, but takes an authorial stance as if viewing the New World from above. His tone
of superiority and entitlement inform his attitude toward the native inhabitants of the islands who become by his hand a mass of “people innumerable” but “nothing of importance” (32, 33); the native inhabitants are melded into the scene, all of which is commanded by Columbus’s vision. This attitude aligns with Nye’s definition for a fantasy of
domain in which the “[p]eople below seemed tiny figures without personal characteristics, mere insects whose humanity disappeared” (264). He concludes that the lofty viewer
“adopts the perspective of the captain of industry” and “enters the panopticon of corporate power” (265). Columbus, pre-dating the Industrial Revolution, instead might be figured as a captain of conquest, crossing into the panopticon of colonial power as he gazed
out at the vast, pristine, and (to him) unclaimed terrain of the New World. This viewpoint
stands apart from and takes in a great scene stretched out before it; it exists on the border
between an Old World and a New World, between a mundane scene and a majestic one; it
looks forward and stares out from the American Adam, the figure who sees all possibility
and potential before him, the true American dreamer. John Smith embodies that view!171

point as well, but has inched forward and dared to stand within New England’s wild skyline, turning himself into a literal captain of the wilderness.53
These standpoints, which have influenced how many have come to see and comprehend America, represent a narrow perspective: a white, masculine vision. Readers of
these engaging narratives of a paradise at first sight, readers who might find themselves
influenced by their stunning descriptions to seek out such a paradise, these readers must
confront the racial and gendered bias of this vision, which creates of one group commanders of all that is laid before them and another captured and dehumanized under their
dominating gaze. It is a romance of which the reality must inevitably disappoint, a romance that is highly problematic, and yet it persists; for so many, our vision of America is
through the eyes of a Columbus, Smith, or Jefferson, even as they are transplanted from a
mountain peak to the Empire State Building.
In addition to a similarity of vision, Columbus, Smith, and Jefferson also shared
an audience for their writings: the European reader. These men were writing back to the
Old World, in part to boast of what they beheld, but also as a kind of advertisement.
Columbus’s catalogue of marvels and resources seduces the reader to sail forth and plunder the natural wealth; Smith punctuates his fisherman’s tale with a call for orphans and
young couples to live by their own labor and build a thriving community in the New
World; and Jefferson’s book was actually a response to a series of questions posed to him
by a French official (and also a rejoinder to the Comte de Buffon’s Histoire Naturelle,
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He quite literally does; he refers to himself as “Captain John Smith” throughout his historical narratives.
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which insisted upon the inferiority of the New World to the Old World in nature and society54). Their writings were intended to persuade readers to believe the unbelievable, to
venture across the ocean and populate America, and to accept their vision of America as
paradise regained. The collective question of their works could have been, a new world,
who’ll follow?
Their vision, literally translated, created a singular subject, a true individual, purified, freed from old ways of seeing by a supposed return to a more natural, perfect state.
Their writings made this vision a reality for them and their readers. Mythologizing America into a new Eden has been one of the most persistent literary and cultural legacies—for
authors, critics, readers, and Americans in general. For early American Studies scholars it
was the defining myth of American experience. The myth fed on the desire for America
to have a myth—a narrative of its origins, a way to distinguish the nation from all others,
a shared past—and it was nourished by the sense of America and its people as exceptional. Even as the myth would set America apart from all other nations, its purpose was also
to align it with a classical tradition so that it became the culminating story of Western civ-
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In the introduction to the Penguin edition of Jefferson’s Notes, Frank Shuffelton explains that Buffon
claimed, “New World animals were without exception smaller than their Old World counterparts” since
“nature in the New World was inherently hostile to life because it was colder and more humid” (xxii). Buffon extended this argument to suggest that humans, too, were also affected by this inhospitable climate and
were thus less intelligent than their Old World brothers. Shuffelton suggests that with his response to Marbois’s queries, “Jefferson sought to rebut this theory of natural decay both as a defense of his country’s
honor and . . . to create a confidence in the country’s future” (xxiii).
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ilization’s literary history.55 In his sweeping article “The Garden of America” (1952),
Charles L. Sanford sums up the importance of the American Myth based on the JudeoChristian Garden of Eden, in which Americans “conceived themselves in the role of
God’s chosen people with a special mission or destiny to fulfill,” as an attempt to explain
the uniqueness of the American experience and the “key to the American character” (23).
He adds that ever since Columbus uttered the conviction “that there is the terrestrial paradise,” “the direction of the future millennium became fixed in men’s minds as westward” (24). At first the East-West contrast lay solely between the Old World and the New
World, a corrupt Europe and an innocent America. Gradually, added to this dichotomy
was the discontent with an urbanized, Anglo-American eastern United States (New England, primarily) and the idealization of a pure, pristine western frontier life. The quest for
paradise56 pushed from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
Actually, Henry Nash Smith called it a “pull” by the West. In Virgin Land (1950),
the first official American Studies scholar declared that “one of the most persistent generalizations concerning American life and character is the notion that our society has been
shaped by the pull of a vacant continent drawing population westward” (3). The “West”
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R.W.B. Lewis began his study of the American Myth, The American Adam, with a rumination on classical mythology, referencing Virgil and Cicero. Although he concedes that American letters did not yet have
their Virgil (Whitman came the closest but was still lacking in Lewis’s estimation) and he differentiates the
cruxes of the Roman and American myths, the comparison suggests that Lewis sought to validate American
literature by situating it within a classical tradition (even as he scoffs at positioning American culture on a
timeline). “America, it was said insistently from the 1820’s onward, was not the end-product of a long historical process (like the Augustan Rome celebrated in the Aeneid); it was something entirely new” (5).
56 This

phrase is Sanford’s from his book of the same title (The Quest for Paradise: Europe and the American Moral Imagination, Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1961). Sanford claims that the “Edenic
myth . . . has been the most powerful and comprehensive organizing force in American culture” (vi).
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as a concept was attractive to writers who wished to imagine an antidote to the oppressiveness of civilization. Cooper and Thoreau, for example, created heroes who rejected
the constraints of society and found freedom in the wilderness. According to Smith, they
hoped to recover “some secret source of virtue and power in the universe” that resided in
the untouched, “vital wildness of the West” (77, 78). The movement westward metaphorically hinted at a movement backward to a romanticized pre-civilized man who was pure,
innocent, solitary, and above all completely free.
This symbol of the West was tempered by another image of it as a garden—less
wild and more domesticated, less transitory and more rooted. Smith referred to this symbolization as the “Garden of the World,” in which America’s future was envisioned in the
utopian terms of Jefferson’s American farmer. “The master symbol of the garden embraced a cluster of metaphors expressing fecundity, growth, increase, and blissful labor in
the earth” (123). The American Garden was a pastoral ideal, vividly painted by Hudson
River School artists, who treated it on a grand scale as in Thomas Cole’s Arcadia from
the Course of Empire series (1833-36) or Thomas Doughty’s In the Catskills (1835). Critically examining the American pastoral, Leo Marx defined it in the Machine in the Garden (1964) as a “retreat to an oasis of harmony and joy” in order to “begin a new life in a
fresh, green landscape” (3). American progress, Manifest Destiny, was coupled with
American regress, a retreat from the advancing soldiers of industrialization armed with
steam and iron to a seemingly simpler way of life, the railroad nipping their heels as they
strolled along the fragrant, bowered path. Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier hypothesis
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argued that westward expansion had the single greatest impact on American culture—not
the cultural inheritance of European immigration and not the institution of slavery—and
early American Studies scholars complicated, but confirmed, the incredible power that
the West held as a myth and a symbol for American writers. The West stood for the dream
of paradise regained, for spiritual renewal; it represented unspoiled nature and the antithesis of the grinding machinery of civilization; it epitomized complete and total freedom for the individual. From Columbus, Smith, and Jefferson through to Cooper, Kirkland, and Thoreau this romance of the West and the American Eden demonstrated how
much space—wide, open space—matters to the American identity and imagination.
***
To round out this picture of American literary interest in paradise and the pastoral,
and to begin teasing out their connection to domesticity, I would like to briefly explore
their representations by Nathaniel Hawthorne and Henry David Thoreau. After his marriage to Sophia Peabody on July 9, 1842, and their installment in Ralph Waldo Emerson’s
Concord house the “Manse,” Hawthorne, in his American Notebooks, reveals the couple
living out the American Myth of Edenic ecstasy. He often refers to the property as “Paradise” and “our Eden” and to himself and Sophia as Adam and Eve. His entry for August
5th sets the mood for their domestic bliss; their love has figuratively transported them to
paradise where their fantasy of Eden becomes more real than reality:
Our spirits must have flitted away unconsciously, and we can only perceive that we have cast off our mortal part by the more real and earnest life
of our souls. Externally, our Paradise has very much the aspect of a pleas!176

ant old domicile on earth. This antique house—for it looks antique, though
it was created by Providence expressly for our use, and at the precise time
when we wanted it—stands behind a noble avenue of balm-of-Gilead
trees; and when we chance to observe a passing traveller through the sunshine and the shadow of this long avenue, his figure appears too dim and
remote to disturb the sense of blissful seclusion. Few, indeed, are the mortals who venture within our sacred precincts.
The scope of Hawthorne’s paradisiacal panorama is more limited than that of Columbus
or Smith, but a spiritual awe similar to theirs casts a glow over his description and leads
him to florid language and hyperbole: “celestial dainties” abound in their new abode and
their dinners consist of food “[n]ever, surely, . . . heard of on earth.” Even as his rhetoric
embellishes and wanders beyond earthly existence, Hawthorne shrinks the American paradise to the home, to a “pleasant old domicile” that is set apart and secluded from other
human visitors.57 In much of his descriptions of the world at the Manse, Hawthorne does
not assume a standpoint at a distance from or above the natural panorama; he is inside
Eden, and from this position of privilege and security directs his gaze outward, where he
can “observe a passing traveller,” but they cannot observe him. This seeing without being
seen reverses the original Eden (where Adam and Eve are watched by God and the serpent who are not always seen), and articulates one of the fundamental rights of liberal
privacy: the home as a space upon which the government or other institutions and individuals cannot intrude; it is a “sacred precinct.” This nascent notion of privacy informs
the morphing of the America as Eden image as it shifts from an unbounded wilderness to
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visitors that are tolerated by the Hawthornes are Emerson to partake of their “nectar and ambrosia”,
Thoreau to enjoy the “music of their spheres,” and the milkman presumably to deliver their milk.
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a fenced-in garden. The field of vision is narrowed down, and the subject that emerges is
a protected one.
Hawthorne’s journal entries for this period effuse happiness and optimism, a
brightness not often associated with the American Renaissance writer who preferred observing his objects of study by the more mysterious and darker beams of moonlight.58
Richard D. Hathaway contends that for Hawthorne, “the great American myth, the dream
of Edenic bliss . . . had a strong attractive power over his mind” and “gave his vision of
life depth and warmth” (162). Hathaway takes this assessment of Hawthorne’s vision and
uses it to examine his children’s stories (the Wonder-Book and Tanglewood Tales collections from 1852 and 1853, respectively), but in his domestic paradise ten years earlier,
Hawthorne had contrived a way to live out a fantasy of returning to the innocence and
pleasures of childhood, one that surpassed his actual boyhood. Hawthorne and his wife as
Adam and Eve grow their own food, tend to their pigs and hens, admire their paradise’s
flowers, trees, and birds, and bask in an enviable responsibility-free lifestyle that allows
them “merely to live and to enjoy; and whatever is essential to life and enjoyment will
come as naturally as the dew from heaven.” There is a feeling of pride in tilling his land,
in conducting the “business of providing sustenance for my family,” but the labor is not
onerous; it is satisfying and effortless. He has only to “awake in the morning with a boy-
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In the 1843 distopian short story “The New Adam and Eve,” Hawthorne takes his two original humans
and puts them on Earth after the “Day of Doom” when the whole human race and every living thing is
wiped out and the products of civilization are laid to waste. Adam and Eve wander the ruins of shops,
churches, courts, prisons, and houses, contemplating the purposes of these places and generally winding up
horrified. The story is a critique of the excess and oppression of society: in the wake of Doomsday, the
man-made world has fallen to decay while the natural world grows.
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ish thoughtlessness as to how the outgoings of the day are to be provided for, and its incomings rendered certain. After breakfast, I go forth into my garden, and gather whatever
the bountiful Mother has made fit for our present sustenance.” Like John Smith,
Hawthorne derives pleasure from his labors in the garden; they return him to a more
primitive or purer kind of activity that he equates to boyishness. He readily adopts a
childlike dependence and obedience to a gentle, beneficent power that provides for all of
his needs; this garden has no distant, fickle father lording over the land. Instead, a “bountiful Mother” is the almighty authority in Hawthorne’s Garden of Eden, further lending to
this paradise a domestic appearance.
In this setting, Hawthorne comprehends Emerson’s philosophy of nature when he
admits, “It is as if the original relation between man and Nature were restored in my case,
and as if I were to look exclusively to her for the support of my Eve and myself,—to trust
to her for food and clothing, and all things needful, with the full assurance that she would
not fail me. The fight with the world,—the struggle of a man among men,—the agony of
the universal effort to wrench the means of living from a host of greedy competitors,—all
this seems like a dream to me.” The pastoral ideal has totally replaced reality so that the
actual world of men, the business of earning a living, the suffering and hardships of life,
are the stuff of dreams. This “celebration of innocence” (Hathaway 161), in giving to the
American Eden a more domestic shape, diverges from the sense of dominance that pervades Columbus and Smith’s versions. Hawthorne’s version is characterized by trust and
submission. It is not quite the falling to one’s knees in Jefferson’s experience of the sub!179

lime, which implies fear and a feeling of insignificance; Hawthorne’s Adam and Eve are
far from apprehensive; they are confident, not fearful, buoyant with a sense of their centrality and entitlement rather than insignificance in the garden.
A good deal of the journal entries place Hawthorne and his wife within paradise,
their awe and wonder derived from picking fruits from the trees and absorbing divine radiance. There is one moment when Hawthorne surveys his Eden from above and at a distance, adopting these standpoints to give the full impression of his earthly paradise. On a
walk one evening at sunset, he climbs one of the hills surrounding Concord and takes in
the valley below with a tranquil vision; the scene before him reflects the peaceful state
within him, and he shies away from the gaudy exaggeration that marked Columbus’s description. Hawthorne’s paradise is quiet and small: “The scenery of Concord, as I beheld
it from the summit of the hill, has no very marked characteristics, but has a great deal of
quiet beauty. . . . There are broad and peaceful meadows, which, I think, are among the
most satisfying objects in natural scenery. The heart reposes on them with a feeling that
few things else can give, because almost all other objects are abrupt and clearly defined;
but a meadow stretches out like a small infinity, yet with a secure homeliness which we
do not find either in an expanse of water or of air.” He concludes that this country paradise is evocative of a “world just created,” completing the picture of Eden regained. It is
not a vast and limitless wilderness that stretches out further than the horizon of human
perception; it is safely bounded, protected. Hawthorne’s vision is connected more deeply
with the American home than American nature. Without the hyper-masculine arrogance
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and domination informing Columbus and Smith’s standpoints, Hawthorne constructs his
Eden from a perspective that, to be sure, delights in its own privilege and happily accepts
the world as made for him, but Hawthorne’s Adam and Eve are drawn into harmony with
nature rather than generating a harmonized picture of the American landscape that sanctions their mastery of it.
The pastoral idyll of the newlyweds is capped off with Hawthorne’s apostrophe to
his beans. “The natural taste of man for the original Adam’s occupation is fast developing
itself in me. . . . [I]t was a very pleasant moment when I gathered the first string-beans,
which were the earliest esculent that the garden contributed to our table. And I love to
watch the successive development of each new vegetable, and mark its daily growth,
which always affects me with surprise. It is as if something were being created under my
own inspection, and partly by my own aid.” His communion with the beans, indulged
years before Thoreau’s famous foray into Walden’s bean-field, and which he calls a “classical food” grown and tended to by “ancient sages and heroes,” puts Hawthorne in touch
with what the first man must have felt when initially looking upon the magically growing
object that would nourish him. This reconnection singles out Hawthorne as the heir to
Western civilization’s great men. The progress of society is continuous and circles back; a
moment in 1842 is the same as a moment in ancient Rome or a moment in Earth’s very
first days. In Emersonian terms, even the most modest moment or the smallest seed can
bring the individual to an awareness of the connection of all things, of a comforting unity
in the universe. “After all,” muses Hawthorne, “the greatest interest of these vegetables
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does not seem to consist in their being articles of food. It is rather that we love to see
something born into the world; and when a great squash or melon is produced, it is a
large and tangible existence, which the imagination can seize hold of and rejoice in. I
love, also, to see my own works contributing to the life and well-being of animate
nature.”59 Hawthorne relishes the reciprocity of his relationship with nature; his garden
nourishes him (spiritually and creatively perhaps more than physically) and he returns the
favor. Agency replaces passivity as Hawthorne’s imagination seizes the scene before him
(rather than a phenomenon that seizes him and holds him in its grasp). Like being able to
look out without others looking in, Hawthorne presents us with a subjective gaze that, in
fact, does retain mastery over all that it sees even as it situates the viewer within the
scene. The invocation of the pastoral gives Hawthorne a language for expressing his happiness during the first months of his marriage and the sweetness with which he and
Sophia set up their new home. He joins the pastoral idyll—previously a complacent
homelessness—with the domestic hearth to create a model of home as paradise, paradise
as home. The humble bean provides an apt symbol for his paradisiacal existence: a life
that grows miraculously and organically from the soil, a part of nature, its pod offering
protection but not imprisonment—a life wholly new and yet in touch with a far distant
past.
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Similar to Thoreau’s contemplation in Walden, Hawthorne’s musings demonstrate that what is important
about this experience is the metaphor. Hawthorne casts himself as a creator: of new vegetables and of new
food for thought, of new ways to describe the human condition.
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Beans, as represented in Walden, also brought Henry David Thoreau to a more
harmonious relationship with nature, even though he originally intended them to sustain
him economically. They would only yield him an income of $8.71½—not enough to sustain him—, but the philosophical profit margin was much greater for him because it led
him to a metaphor for the experience of hoeing beans. The following year, instead of
planting beans, he will plant “such seeds, if the seed is not lost, as sincerity, truth, simplicity, faith, innocence, and the like” (113), which he hopes will be more nourishing, and
less work, than his bean-field. Thoreau does make clear that he derives pleasure from his
labor, from the sensual experience of sifting the earth. He “worked barefooted, dabbling
like a plastic artist in the dewy and crumbling sand” (108), and his labor gives him a
deeper intimacy with his beans and the soil, but he ultimately disapproves of people who
are too “busy about their beans” (113). Unlike Hawthorne, who allows himself the full
pastoral fantasy without confronting it as just that—a fantasy with a long literary tradition—Thoreau addresses the ideal as a beautiful story and a failed reality. Since most
farmers have become engrossed in counting their beans and creating bigger bean-fields,
the idea suggested by “[a]ncient poetry and philosophy . . . that husbandry was once a
sacred art” has been lost (114). Thoreau continues, “We have no festival, nor procession,
nor ceremony, . . . by which the farmer expresses a sense of the sacredness of his calling,
or is reminded of its sacred origin. It is the premium and the feast which tempt
him” (114). Consequently, for Thoreau, the nineteenth-century farmer has “deformed”
and “degraded” the landscape. Thoreau juxtaposes the pastoral idyll with the reality of
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American rural life, exposing it as a once-upon-a-time story, but one that could be potentially within reach for the individual willing to view his labor differently. Stripping labor
of its economic benefits, Thoreau values pure labor as sensually and spiritually enjoyed
for its own sake.60 It crystallized Emerson’s philosophy of self-reliance, that the individual “must take himself for better for worse as his portion; that though the wide universe is
full of good, no kernel of nourishing corn can come to him but through his toil bestowed
on that plot of ground which is given to him to till” (176). Emerson, Thoreau, and
Hawthorne narrow down the vision of American paradise from the boundless wilderness
of Columbus, Smith, and Jefferson, to a “plot of ground,” a bean-field, and a borrowed
house with a garden, respectively.
Thoreau, like Hawthorne, praises the pastoral lifestyle for this pure existence, for
eliminating the “struggle of a man among men,” to quote Hawthorne again. Isolation and
solitude are key to the Romantic version of paradise. “Isolation must precede true
society,” declares Emerson in “Self-Reliance.” A “true society” is the goal, but it begins
with purifying the individual, getting him to “escape from every existing mode of organizing and explaining experience, in order to confront life in entirely original
terms” (R.W.B. Lewis 14). It takes the form of a culture fascinated with the figure of the
Biblical Adam before the Fall (and, generally, before Eve). R.W.B. Lewis describes this
hero as “emancipated from history, happily bereft of ancestry, untouched and undefiled
60 Thoreau

elsewhere in Walden contrasts what is “pure” with what has economic worth. In the “Ponds”
chapter he writes that Walden and White Pond are “too pure to have a market value” (137). For Thoreau,
then, purity means to exist outside of or before a system that profanes objects or activities by mining them
for financial gain.
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by the usual inheritances of family and race; an individual standing alone, self-reliant and
self-propelling. . . . His moral position was prior to experience, and in his very newness
he was fundamentally innocent” (5). He appears over and over in American literature and
in America’s one-generation attitude, but cultural interest in the Adam archetype is multifaceted and often inconsistent. Earlier invocations of paradise from Columbus and Smith,
for example, invoke an initial thrill at what they see as paradise regained, but the vision
of a boundless wilderness does not quite square with the gated garden controlled by a
central authority that constitutes the Biblical Eden. Hawthorne’s description of his life at
the Manse most closely resembles the Biblical version, and he incorporates Eve into his
reimagining, a figure absent from many other accounts, but he, Emerson and Thoreau
construct Adams who are wise innocents; they are Adams after the Fall, “adopting some
conscious strategy of innocence,” argues Frederic Carpenter in his essay “‘The American
Myth’: Paradise (To Be) Regained” (602). Carpenter points out that the American Romantic version of Adam appears “acutely conscious of his fallen condition” and purposefully attempts to “regain a consciously imagined ‘purity’” (601). “Consciousness” is crucial to this version of Adam, and it turns their act of writing into part of the quest for paradise as they write their secluded homes into an Edenic world. Their journal writing organizes the experience of delving further into their consciousness, and so this figure must
always be ambiguous if he is imagined so personally.
R.W.B. Lewis sees Thoreau as “a witness to a truly new world which the speaker
alone has visited . . . not the visible world around Walden Pond, but an inner world which
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the Walden experience allowed him to explore” (21). Thoreau has turned the gaze inward,
and the inner world he traversed was far more significant and meaningful than the “new
world.” Columbus and Smith gazed outward, prompting visions of grandeur and ownership over all that they saw. They, and Jefferson, saw a land that was pristine, pure, and
full of potential. They represented Adam the creator and first man. Thoreau and, ultimately, Hawthorne used nature to direct their gaze to their souls, and believed that one had to
purify his heart in order to regain innocence.61 For all of these visionaries, isolation and
solitude were essential to their Adamic figures because a new vision required a new
world. Thoreau notes that Walden is “as far off as many a region viewed nightly by astronomers”; it is “remote . . . far from noise and disturbance . . . withdrawn, but forever
new and unprofaned” (63). Walden is an isolated place where Thoreau can abide in solitude, where he has a “little world all to myself” (91). While the “new world” of Columbus, Smith, and Jefferson is a big world, the new world of Hawthorne and Thoreau is a
“little world,” and that is the most important difference between these two sets of writers
on the myth of America as paradise. This shift might be attributed to more awareness in
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This notion differs from Hawthorne’s short stories like “Young Goodman Brown,” in which nature was
the setting for confronting evil and sin. In Sources of the Self, Charles Taylor documents how post-Englightenment thought saw hope in the natural world of a corrective to human depravity. Analyzing
Rousseau’s Emile, Taylor interprets him thus: “The original impulse of nature is right, but the effect of a
depraved culture is that we lose contact with it. We suffer this loss because we no longer depend on ourselves and this inner impulse, but rather on others and on what they think of us, expect from us, admire or
despise in us, reward or punish in us. We are separated from nature by the dense web of opinion which is
woven between us in society and can no longer recover contact with it” (357). The key tension in man’s
relationship with nature is, is nature a source for the self or an escape from the self? Hawthorne opens “The
New Adam and Eve” with precisely this tension: “We who are born into the world’s artificial system can
never adequately know how little in our present state and circumstances is natural and how much is merely
the interpolation of the perverted mind and heart of man” (195). Hawthorne’s honeymoon and the new
Adam and Even enact a fantasy of innocence regained through a return to nature.
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the nineteenth century of the actual geographical boundaries of the continent; America
was not limitless, and much of it had been explored, mapped, cleared, settled, and written
about by Thoreau and Hawthorne’s time. I think that the “little world” of the Romantic
writers also, and more significantly, reflects a pervasive cultural interest in domesticity
and the increasing importance of the home to American society and to the individual’s
sense of self. These writers bring together the big world of the American wilderness with
the small world of the home to imagine new possibilities for both. Caroline Kirkland’s
memoir of life on the Michigan frontier, A New Home, Who’ll Follow?, comes out of a
tradition of writing that speaks to the America as paradise metaphor and the newer market
for domestic manuals; she, too, combines vast and little worlds, narrowing the easterner’s
gaze on the landscape and opening up the ideal of the American home.

“I never have been able to discover its limits”: Kirkland’s “West”
Fifteen years before Thoreau declared that the only “cure” for a nation that had
become “cluttered with furniture and tripped up by its own traps, ruined by luxury and
heedless expense” was “rigid economy” and “Spartan simplicity” (66), Caroline Kirkland
had come to the conclusion that nature could offer a corrective to civilization’s enervating
effects and consumptive tendencies. In 1835, Kirkland with her husband and four children moved from their comfortable, middle-class life in central New York state to Detroit,
Michigan, to open a female seminary. Two years later, after her husband purchased totals
of thirteen hundred acres of land sixty miles west of Detroit, the family ventured into the
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Michigan wilderness to establish a bona fide settlement. A New Home, Who’ll Follow? is
a record of the first three years of the Kirklands’ residence (pseudonymously referred to
as the Clavers) in the village of Pinckney (called Montacute), as the author struggled to
shed her eastern prejudices and middle-class desires in order to adjust to a new western
life seemingly devoid of the material, cultural, and intellectual richness she enjoyed in
New York. Kirkland insists that the “mind’s health, as well as the body’s, is promoted by
occasional privation or abstinence. Many a sour-faced grumbler I wot of, would be marvellously transformed by a year’s residence in the woods” (183). And not just transformed, according to Kirkland; they would be “cured” of the pride, selfishness, and ingratitude that the “Epicurean” breeds in civilized life. She calls it the “compensating
power of the wilderness” (148) because it undoes the confining and weakening effects of
civilization. Her advice comes three years after Emerson’s recommendation in Nature to
shake off the stiffness of civilization with a revitalizing vacation in the wild: “To the body
and mind which have been cramped by noxious work or company, nature is medicinal
and restores their tone. The tradesman, the attorney comes out of the din and craft of the
street and sees the sky and the woods, and is a man again. In their eternal calm, he finds
himself” (43). More importantly for Kirkland, in the West’s “eternal calm,” she finds a
home. In reality, the West is far from calm and one cannot simply “find” a home or herself, but Kirkland takes as a foundation the core beliefs put forth in American nature writing about how nature can transform the individual, and considers more immediately how
they might remake the American home. Notions of purifying and simplifying, freedom
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and independence, and primitive labors and pleasures become the basis for Kirkland’s
vision of a new home.
Rather than reading Kirkland as adapting these ideals, early scholars of Kirkland—William S. Osborne, Annette Kolodny, Judith Fetterley—and most readers after
them, all interpret A New Home as a reaction to romanticized images of the West as portrayed by Cooper, Irving, Charles Fenno Hoffman, and Captain Hall.62 To argue that
claim, they point to her criticism of these authors’ accounts for ill-preparing her to meet
the harsh realities of the frontier, as when she admits that “these pictures, touched by the
glowing pencil of fancy, gave me but incorrect notions of a real journey through Michigan” (6). Kirkland’s book corrects these faulty impressions, offering readers a “detailed
memoir . . . for the benefit of future travellers” and “valuable only for its truth” (5, 3).
And so the book’s structure and its central tension rely on the discrepancy between the
West of the literary imagination and the West of actual experience, between the ideal with
which Kirkland’s Mary Clavers sets forth and the reality she encounters. Contemporaneous reviews, like that of Edgar Allan Poe, attribute the pleasure and success of the book
to its “truth. . . . With a fidelity and vigor that prove her pictures to be taken from the very
life, she has represented ‘scenes’ that could have occurred only as and where she has de62

Kirkland directly references Hoffman and Hall in the first chapter when she owns that “all I knew of the
wilds was from Hoffman’s tour or Captain Hall’s ‘graphic’ delineations” (6). Charles Fenno Hoffman wrote
Winter in the West (1835), from which Kirkland quotes. Osborne, Kolodny, and Fetterley site the racist,
misogynistic James Hall, author of Legends of the West (1833) as Kirkland’s Captain Hall. Nathaniel Lewis
revises the reference to Basil Hall, a British travel writer and author of the 1829 book Travels in North
America (65). According to Lewis, instead of reacting against the romanticized, offensive, and inaccurate
accounts of Judge Hall, Kirkland sets her book against the cultural criticism of Captain Hall, who uses his
travelogue to portray and assess American manners (65-66). Placing herself against Basil Hall is more in
line with discussions of Kirkland’s text as foregrounding frontier manners rather than western romanticism
or adventure.
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scribed them” (Poe 75). Literary scholars since then have picked up Poe’s praise and also
locate the value of Kirkland’s writing in her truth-telling, commending the book for its
realism. Osborne argues, “Good writing about the frontier had to come from men and
women who lived there and who knew it firsthand” (39), so Kirkland’s book was therefore “good writing.” He renews Poe’s opinion that the most truthful representation
equates to the most forceful writing when he asserts that Kirkland “cut through the romantic fabric of the frontier myth and in the process brought a vigor and strength to
American writing too long marred by sentimentalism and high adventure” (43). Kolodny
positions Kirkland as the “direct progenitor” of American literary realism, “that bold new
direction in American letters” (155), and further sees her literary legacy as making “the
west available for literary treatment by women” (157), without which we wouldn’t have
the likes of Margaret Fuller’s Summer on the Lakes (1844). Fetterley takes up Kolodny’s
reading and declares that the success of A New Home is “to counter that masculine ‘realism’ that believes the whole story has been told when the man’s story has been
told” (123).
The equation of truth and the real with “vigor,” “strength,” and “forceful writing”
that Poe and Osborne suggest in their readings of Kirkland also denigrates sentimentalism
(read antebellum women’s writing here) as not involved in the work of truth-telling, as
fantasy writing. Kolodny even has to establish the literary value of Kirkland by casting
her as a foremother of realism, that “bold new direction.” I see Kirkland’s pioneer realism
as having roots in a decidedly feminine form. Her realistic treatment of the West stems
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from her seeing her book as a kind of domestic manual for homemaking in the West.
Kolodny and Fetterley do acknowledge Kirkland’s intention to educate her readers, particularly her women readers, to disabuse them of an idyllic West and present them with
the real challenges of life on the frontier, in other words to “alert prospective female emigrants to. . . . dangerous delusions” (Kolodny 134). I do not mean to suggest that her realism is mere didacticism, though the book is tinged with moralizing messages (often conveyed through her more sentimental narratives of some of the Michigan settlers). Unlike
the writers to whom Kirkland initially compares herself (Hoffman, Hall) or with/against
whom scholars position her work (Cooper, Irving, Fuller), Caroline Kirkland was not
touring or traveling the Michigan wilderness. She was settling in it, and this standpoint
changes how she sees, experiences, and writes the West. Recall the colonizing gazes of
Columbus and Smith or the masculine introspective gazes of Emerson and Thoreau, the
sublime sight of Jefferson or the inside-peeping-out gaze of Hawthorne; ultimately, they
created a vision of the American landscape that was unified and harmonious. Everything
within it—trees, mountains, fish, people—converged into a single vision of America as
paradise, and the lone explorer, adventurer, or philosopher as in command of or united
with it all. Reading Kirkland within this tradition of the American Myth is fruitful because she does not give us a harmonious landscape bending to the will of the conquering
human or the enlightened individual reunited with nature; we are treated to a new American Myth. Elizabeth Barnes argues that A New Home represents an “alternative mode of
vision” (64), one that was objective rather than subjective, one “grounded in a sensually
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experienced, intimately learned, material environment” (75) rather than “divorced from
referentiality” (64). According to Barnes, subjective vision, a bi-product of new optical
devices invented between 1810 and 1840, “constructed a unified image out of the divergent images seen by each individual eye” (65). This unified vision became reality, but it
is, in a sense, false. I would say that Kirkland’s book demonstrates her attempt at a pure
vision, which means a kind of seeing that is rooted in real experience, allowing for contradictions, and not forcing a unity onto the American landscape. Her pure vision is in
line with Barnes’s idea of objective vision, but it is also more than that. David Nye mentions a third standpoint vis-à-vis the skyscraper that is very different from the views from
a distance and above; it was marginalized and overlooked, but it was a “unique perspective” (268). This is the view within the skyscraper, specifically the small but mobile compartment of the elevator. From this vantage point, Nye theorizes that the viewer would
have “cultivated the sympathetic gaze” that sees individual people during that “fleeting
intimacy with strangers” on the elevator ride (268). An “insider,” Kirkland cultivates the
sympathetic gaze, which she characterizes as unclouded and de-romanticized.
The first move that Kirkland makes toward a new vision is to scale down her
purview. Columbus, Smith, and Jefferson took grand views in their writings and dealt
with the biggest, the tallest, and the most wondrous. Kirkland pokes fun at what she calls
the “‘madness of the people’ in those days of golden dreams” (4). Her manifest destiny is
humbler and takes a “more homely way,” even self-described as “decidedly low” (4).
This qualification cannot be ascribed to nineteenth-century feminine modesty, since she
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refers to the undertaking in terms of “we” and “our.” Here, the contracted view and the
“homely” translate as more realistic. Kirkland does not cast this literary standpoint as
gendered, but it certainly reverses scholars’ treatment of nineteenth-century domestic literature as sentimental, making use of overwrought language and an emotionally-charged
worldview. For Kirkland, it is male authors who suffer from sentimentality in the tradition of nature writing: given the American West as a subject, Shelley could sing “quaintly” of its flowers, Charles Lamb could write “charming volumes” about its beauties, and
Bulwer could evoke extravagant comparisons between the Michigan lily and the “Past,
the Present, and the Future” (5). She does not condemn these writers—she even makes an
Emersonian call for a national poet before Emerson publicly does (“We must have a poet
of our own,” she concludes [5])—but insists that focusing on the domestic reveals more
truth. The homely vision is purer; to “see” the West truly, according to Kirkland at the
outset of her book’s journey, means to strip away poetic ambition, fancy, golden dreams,
and a “genteel appearance” (6).
To drive this point home, Kirkland marks Mary Clavers’ passage to the western
wilderness with a purification ritual that anticipates Thoreau’s infamous morning bathe in
Walden Pond. In his introduction to Walden, Thoreau turns the morning bathing process
into a spiritual experience, a “religious exercise” as he calls it (63). Walden’s waters
cleanse and renew him, purify his skin and soul, and awaken his senses and spirit. He explains the significance of this daily awakening to the achievement of a higher level of existence: “The millions are awake enough for physical labor; but only one in a million is
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awake enough for effective intellectual exertion, only one in a hundred millions to a poetic or divine life. To be awake is to be alive” (64). That is quite a bath. His experience
makes me wish I could achieve such enlightenment in the shower each morning. Emerson
believed that nature was the “vehicle of thought” (48), and Thoreau bears that out by actually immersing himself in nature. His physical immersion in Walden is what he deems
purifies him and allows him to have a deeper, spiritual experience.63
Instead of the pristine waters of Walden, though, Mary Clavers encounters the
Michigan mud-hole, which Kirkland also figures as a rite of passage. The Clavers are
forced to halt in “utter despair” (6), and must decide whether to move forward or retreat
backward. Symbolically situated on the border between East and West, a kind of gloomy
gateway to the West, the mud-hole has to be confronted before one can “penetrate the interior” of the West (6).64 Like Thoreau’s bather, Kirkland’s easterner awakens from the
plunge. She writes that “a mud-hole is considered as apt to occasion an unpleasant jolt—a
breaking of the thread of one’s reverie” (6). Thoreau’s romanticism is reversed. Instead of
63 Thoreau’s Walden

bathe thus produces the same effect as hoeing beans; it leads Thoreau to self-reflection. Physical presence in the woods and physical labor are not in and of themselves capable of purifying
the individual. Hawthorne and Kirkland, however, afford labor as such its own pleasure, bringing themselves closer to the Edenic ideal of innocence.
64

In “Thoreau’s Bottom,” Michael Warner looks at Thoreau’s journals and Walden, analyzing his desire to
get to the bottom—getting past the surface of things, sounding the depths—and how “penetration” is a
metaphor for knowledge. Warner points to a passage from “Where I Lived and What I Lived For” to show
this can be messy, murky work: “Let us settle ourselves, and work and wedge our feet downward through
the mud and slush of opinion, and prejudice, and tradition, and delusion, and appearance, that alluvion
which covers the globe, through Paris and London, through New York and Boston and Concord, through
church and state, through poetry and philosophy and religion, till we come to a hard bottom and rocks in
place, which we can call reality.” Below, I argue that Thoreau is almost trite for describing the purification
process as a life-altering morning bathe. My point there is to show that the concept of purity is much more
complex for Kirkland than I see it being for Thoreau. Warner is interested in reading Thoreau in the history
of liberal individualism and using Hegelian theory to hash that out. I do think that bringing Kirkland into
Warner’s discussion could make for some very rich readings, and I would like to explore that in future revisions of this chapter.
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prompting reverie, the mud-hole snaps it as the jolts and shocks awaken Clavers from a
dream state to reality. She describes what happens to a generalized “driver” who:
stops—alights—walks up to the dark gulf—and around it if he can get round it.
He then seeks a long pole and sounds it, measures it across to ascertain how its
width compares with the length of his wagon—tries whether its sides are perpendicular, as is usually the case if the road is much used. If he find it more than three
feet deep, he remounts cheerily, encourages his team, and in they go, with a
plunge and a shock rather apt to damp the courage of the inexperienced. If the
hole be narrow the hinder wheels will be quite lifted off the ground by the depression of their precedents, and so remain until by unwearied chirruping and some
judicious touches of ‘the string’ the horses are induced to struggle as for their
lives; and if the fates are propitious they generally emerge on the opposite side.
(6)
As a rite of passage, the mud-hole is a test of courage; it determines if settlers can continue on, and even forces them to confront their mortality. They are thrown into bewilderment by a “dark gulf,” and must enlighten themselves by acquiring new knowledge,
which the driver attempts to obtain by studying the mud-hole and taking its physical measurements. Thoreau’s experience would also include sounding the depths of Walden
Pond. “As I was desirous to recover the long lost bottom of Walden Pond,” he writes, “I
surveyed it carefully . . . with compass and chain and sounding line. There have been
many stories told about the bottom, or rather no bottom, of this pond, which certainly had
no foundation for themselves. It is remarkable how long men will believe in the bottomlessness of a pond without taking the trouble to sound it” (191-92). Like Kirkland before
him, Thoreau responds to the “stories” of the wilderness by seeking to find out and reveal
the “truth.” Walden Pond and the Michigan mud-hole are physical facts, like Jefferson’s
Natural Bridge, which can be “sounded”—measured, surveyed, and gotten to the bottom
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of, so to speak—and the survey typically represents a starting point for a masculine vision of the wilderness. Mary Clavers’ husband, for example, introduces her to his settlement scheme when he “drew with a piece of chalk on the bar-room table at Danforth’s the
plan of a village” (4). Women were rarely drivers or surveyors; they were most often passengers, like Mary Clavers, who came to the West and the mud-hole with a unique perspective. With a “woman’s obstinacy” (6), Clavers seeks a way around the mud-hole
when her husband wants to drive through it, but in the end, when the driver goes down in
the mud-hole, she “could not do less than follow” (8). For Kirkland, reluctance and submission are part of a woman’s experience of the mud-hole in addition to the jolts and
shocks that she attributes to the passenger’s rite of passage as much as to the driver’s.
Kirkland’s rite of passage, her purification process, is the sloughing off of romantic ideas
and masculine plotting of the West, and additionally for Kirkland, the shedding of eastern
habits (read middle-class gentility). That Kirkland’s “cleansing” is effected by mud is at
once incredibly humorous and poignant. The mud bath plays on the reader’s expectations
for beautiful descriptions of a Michigan pastoral, and it suggests a much different approach to the notion of purity. For Kirkland, purification (whether it is one’s vision, life,
or soul) is a process of getting muddied, which when compared to Thoreau’s Walden bath
makes the Concord naturalist seem almost naïve.
Kirkland not only plays with the romantic idea that nature can purify and renew
the individual; she also attempts to set the record straight about another popular association linked to going back to nature. Can the American wilderness offer the individual true
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freedom? Though he claims otherwise, it is no coincidence that Thoreau would embark
on his experiment into the woods on July 4th (61). He thus renders his experiment as a
personal declaration of independence, perhaps even an act of rebellion (since part of his
two-year residence at Walden Pond included not paying taxes as a protest against the
Mexican-American War and a night spent in jail as a result). Thoreau’s sense of nature
affording absolute freedom stems most immediately from Emerson’s view that nature can
liberate man by distancing him from others (64). Nature provides solitude, which is necessary to Emerson’s philosophy of freedom. Walden was ideal because it was withdrawn
and remote, giving Thoreau a “little world all unto himself.” The notion that there is such
a space or place where we can get outside of society, escape its influences and stresses, is
central to the mythologizing of America as paradise regained.
Political philosopher Isaiah Berlin refers to this space as a “zone” in his discussion of negative freedom. Freedom is imagined spatially, and it is “simply the area within
which a man can act unobstructed by others” (194). But how much space does an individual need? How much can a person contract his borders and still be free? What made
the American continent so attractive was that there was so much space, a seemingly
boundless and endless amount of unclaimed land, in fact, where the individual did not
even consider that his freedom could have limits. Negative freedom is freedom from; it is
freedom from another’s intrusion, from any kind of obstacles, or from tyranny, such as
the tyranny of the past, political and religious oppression, or petticoat government, if you
are Rip Van Winkle. Can America be imagined as both a zone of absolute freedom and
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Eden, if Eden is a space where one is completely pure and innocent, living in total harmony with nature? In Escape from Freedom, Erich Fromm explains that in Eden while
there is peace, harmony, and protection, there is also “no choice, no freedom, no thinking
either”; such a life is a “sweet bondage” (33, 34). According to Fromm, negative freedom, freedom from God’s command in the Biblical story, results in man’s separation
from nature and his “growing isolation, insecurity, and thereby growing doubt concerning
one’s own role in the universe, the meaning of one’s life, and with all that a growing feeling of one’s own powerlessness and insignificance as an individual” (35). The American
Myth, which promises absolute freedom and paradise, essentially imagines a return to
Eden without the patriarchal authority figure. In that case, what best embodies the hope
of the American Myth is the American home. Hawthorne equates his haven with Eden in
his journal, particularly when he gives his paradise a “bountiful Mother.” Thoreau’s
record of his escape to the woods is as much about building his dream home as it is about
reuniting with nature. Steven Fink insists that for Thoreau, “the cardinal principle of
housing . . .was that a living space must create or preserve the freedom and independence
of the individual” (327-28), a principle he realizes with his one-room, open space plan.
Thoreau’s cabin is not quite the realization of liberal privacy that Hawthorne’s Manse is
because Thoreau “establishes a new sense of the fluid relation between interior and exterior space” (Fink 350), breaking down the boundaries between private and public. For
Kirkland, the slow process of constructing and occupying her new home in the West rep-
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resents her gradual attainment of the mythic ideal and her gradual relinquishing of protected privacy.
Kirkland calls the search for “unbounded freedom” in the American wilderness a
“high-wrought notion” and a delusion that leads to “angry surprise” and “bitterness”
when settlers face the reality of frontier life. What they learn is that “this very universal
freedom abridges their own liberty to do as they please in their individual capacity; that
the absolute democracy which prevails in country places, imposes as heavy restraints
upon one’s free-will in some particulars, as do the over-bearing pride and haughty distinctions of the old world in others” (139-40). She makes this point with particular reference to some English settlers, who tend to be alienated and aloof from the rest of the settlement. Their “desire for privacy” puts them in bad standing with everyone else and ultimately increases the hardships with which they have to deal. Mary Clavers relishes a
“dreamy hour” of “delicious solitude” on her walks that stay close to Montacute, but isolation and solitude do not distinguish her experience of the West. The settler and the settlement’s growth depend on village members working together.
In her introduction to the 1990 edition of A New Home put out by the Rutgers
American Women Writers Series, Sandra Zagarell centers her reading on the clashes and
tensions in the book that define the attempt to create a new American community. The
Clavers’ home is a “cultural battlefield” between Eastern and Western ways, middle-class
and lower-class values, educated and uneducated views (xxxiv). For Zagarell, these tensions are resolved with Mary Clavers’ gradual acceptance of her diverse neighbors and
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the possibility of a “new and genuinely hybrid culture of the West” (xxxii). When Mary
Clavers and her husband are halted by their first mud-hole, for example, they meet with a
man in an “immense bear-skin cap and a suit of deer’s hide” who “sprang from behind a
stump,” a man who Clavers admits “prodigiously frightened” her (6), but who helps them
cross the mud-hole. In the description of the Clavers’ first encounter with this “native,”
he is turned into a white “other,” more animal than human at first glimpse: he is depicted
as savage-like and even alien (he has a French accent), but his “true and genuine and
generous politeness” defy his appearance, a point Kirkland wants to clarify for “ladies
from the eastward world” (6) who might in the future come into contact with these fearsome natives. Kirkland hopes to prepare her readers by encouraging them to shed their
preconceived notions regarding all “bearskin caps, leathern jerkins and cowhide
boots” (6), as she metonymically refers to the rough-and-tumble frontiersmen, emphasizing their animal coverings more than their human qualities. Most of the dealings that
Clavers has with the “natives” are cast in a similar light: they are sketched with a tonguein-cheek humor that expresses revulsion at the other’s crude manners and coarse speech
and a laughing awareness of her own snobbery. For Clavers’ biggest realization is that
without the help of her “decidedly low” neighbors, she would not be able to survive in
the wilderness. Her first piece of advice to the newly-arrived, genteel but aloof Mrs.
Rivers is that “true happiness lay in making friends of her neighbors. . . . If I treat Mrs.
Timson with neglect to-day can I with any face borrow her broom to-morrow?” (65). In
this oft-quoted passage, Kirkland suggests that basic survival needs on the frontier pro!200

vide a check on eastern pretensions, forcing the new emigrant to adjust her behavior. Resigning herself to the new model of Jacksonian democracy, Kirkland concludes that
“however we may justify certain exclusive habits in populous places, they are strikingly
and confessedly ridiculous in the wilderness” (65).
In Kirkland’s West, the threat of savagery is the savageness and vulgarity of the
lower classes. Zagarell claims that the “West” in A New Home is the site where “heterogeneous and often conflicting groups” come into contact with each other (xxix). But it is
surprisingly free from contact with Native Americans. Kirkland’s erasure of a Native
American presence in Michigan is the result and reinforcement of Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Act of 1830, which pushed Native American tribes west of the Mississippi
River and effectively sped up territorial expansion by white settlers. In his State of the
Union address on December 6, 1830, Jackson glorified the advantages of the new policy
for the nation and prospective western settlers. The Indian Removal Act would open up
vast amounts of territory for white settlement and “separate the Indians from immediate
contact with [these] settlements of whites” (Jackson 3). The phrase “a new home” gets
repeated so often in Jackson’s address that one wonders if it might be a source for Kirkland’s title, which would certainly give her text more overt racist and imperialist imperatives, if they are not already suggested, since Jackson justifies tribes “annihilated” or
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“melted away” in the name of “progressive change” by which the “waves of population
and civilization are rolling to the Westward” (3).65
Interestingly, Jackson draws comparisons between the Indians finding a new
home and white settlers heading west to establish new homes; he equates Indian removal
and westward expansion as the progress of civilization, leaving old homes and old ways
of life for new and better ones. The Act gives the tribes a “liberal sum in consideration of
their removal, and comfortable subsistence on their arrival at their new homes. If it be
their real interest to maintain a separate existence, they will there be at liberty to do so
without the inconvenience and vexations to which they would unavoidably have been
subject” if they remained. He rationalizes,
Doubtless it will be painful to leave the graves of their fathers; but what do they
more than our ancestors did, and our children are now doing? To better their condition in an unknown land, our forefathers left all that was dear in earthly objects.
Our children, by thousands, yearly leave the land of their birth, to seek new
homes in distant regions. Does humanity weep at these painful separations from
every thing, animate and inanimate, with which the young heart has become entwined? Far from it. It is rather a source of joy that our country affords scope
where our young population may range unconstrained in body or in mind, developing the powers and faculties of man in their highest perfection. These remove
hundreds and almost thousands of miles, at their own expense, purchase the lands
they occupy, and support themselves at their new home. (3)
Instead of forcing Indians to submit to U.S. law or violent annihilation, Jackson “kindly”
offers them a new home, all expenses paid, an opportunity that many eastern whites, no
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Lori Merish has noted Kirkland’s ambivalent attitude toward the removal of Native American tribes,
calling for “humane ‘treatment’ of Native Americans while simultaneously characterizing them as a
doomed race for whom ‘annihilation’ is ‘inevitable’” (495). Kirkland seemed to believe, like many Americans, that Native Americans were not capable of being assimilated into white, Christianized society and
thus viewed them as savages.
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less attached to their old homes, would receive with “gratitude and joy.” Westward expansion gave the U.S. more land to recreate its eastern society: a republic “studded with
cities, towns, and prosperous farms embellished with all the improvements which art can
devise, or industry execute; occupied by more than twelve millions of happy people, and
filled with all the blessings of liberty, civilization, and religion!” Because who, asks Jackson, “would wish to see this continent restored to the condition in which it was found by
our forefathers[?] What good man would prefer a country covered with forests, and
ranged by a few thousand savages” (3)? Yet many individuals sought just that: America
restored to its original condition, a chance to escape the stresses of civilization and return
to the blessings of more primitive ways, but this time without the threat of “savages.”
In Kirkland’s Michigan of the 1830s and 40s, the Indian Removal Act pushed out
tribes like the Potawatomi people from the southern regions of the state, either by compelling them to sell or driving them off the land using military force. Kirkland’s incipient
Eden faces no threat of Indian invasion, and one of the few references to Native Americans at all in the book turns out to be a case of mistaken identity. After visiting a sick
neighbor, Mary Clavers and her genteel friend Mrs. Rivers were returning home when
“strange sounds met our ears. Strange sounds for our peaceful village! Shouts and howling—eldrich screams—Indian yells—the braying of tin horns, and the violent clashing of
various noisy articles” (118). Instead of encountering murderous Indians, however, the
two women find a mob of Montacute men surrounding a con-man, a ventriloquist, who
had tried to swindle the villagers. This is one of the only episodes in the book that actual!203

ly mentions Native Americans, so it is clear that fear on the part of white settlers of encountering them is deemed illusory, unfounded; it appears to no longer exist. Kirkland’s
readers would assume that contact with the Native American “other” no longer constitutes an integral part of the settling experience.66 In this sense, Kirkland has more in
common with her Romantic compatriots; despite the very real presence of Native Americans in the American wilderness, that presence is ignored in their writings and a pure,
safe natural world established.
The purifying process attached to westward movement did not just begin with getting muddied; it also required getting bloodied. Political policy and military force purify
American lands, creating the blank page upon which Kirkland can construct her new
home. In Kirkland’s version of the American West as the fulfillment of the American
Myth, one does not simply find paradise; one has to construct and cultivate it. When
Kirkland traces the events of her first spring in Michigan, she calls her home an “incipient Eden” (79), and describes the difficult work of clearing the “grubs” (knotted tree
roots) from the soil to create her garden. “Besides the eradication of stumps, which is a
work of time and labour any where, the ‘grubs’ present a most formidable hindrance to all
gardening efforts” (78). Once the grubs are broken up and ploughed, they are heaped in a
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Keetley provides historical research that suggests that many Native Americans (including the Ottawa and
Chippewa tribes) maintained a strong presence in Michigan in the 1830s; they are mentioned in travel literature and political debates. The sense in A New Home is that Native Americans still maintain a presence
close to the white settlement (definitely not within it), but that it is non-threatening and totally insignificant
to the Clavers’ experience. During another outing with the more newly-arrived Mrs. Rivers, Mary Clavers
is shocked by her friend’s reaction to meeting with a Native American. “It was only an Indian,” Clavers offhandedly observes (85), conveying volumes about white attitudes toward Native Americans at that time and
place.
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pile and burned. It is an odd sort of “busk,” which is the ritual burning of old household
items that Thoreau will revere as a “purifying destruction” (49-50). Kirkland’s busk rids
nature of its wildness—grubs and people—and replaces it with a man-made Eden. Correction: woman-made.
The work of clearing out the grubs offers Kirkland much satisfaction, and she declares, “I sincerely pity those who lack a taste for this primitive source of pleasure” (79).
Kirkland’s labor in the garden to sustain and beautify her new home gives her that return
to a “primitive” way of life so valued by the Romantics, here codifed as a simpler lifestyle, but recast in a genteel paradigm of “taste.” Purifying by simplifying—by chucking
luxuries and reducing desires—is not the endpoint for Kirkland. The space that she clears
by simplifying will allow her to “refine” and refill it.
In telling the story of the American Eve, Kirkland continues to insist on the particularly difficult work of purification for women. From mud baths to grub-clearing, she
contends that women felt less a sense of liberation in their initial move from east to west,
and more a sense of loss. Women were the “grumblers” according to Kirkland, but with
good reason. “Many of them have made sacrifices for which they were not at all prepared” (146), she astutely remarks, having heard and transcribed many of their stories.
The first chapter of A New Home that describes Clavers’ rite of passage into the West via
a Michigan mud-hole also presents her rite of passage into western domesticity with a
disturbing picture of a Michigan household, a sort of mud-hole of homes. The Clavers’
journey from Detroit to the future Montacute involved an overnight stay at a “wretched
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inn, deep in the ‘timbered land,’” which was “not without its terrors,” admits Mary
Clavers. She recalls in one particular instance the “horrible drunkenness of the master of
the house, whose wife and children were in constant fear of their lives. . . . I can never
forget the countenance of that desolate woman, sitting trembling and with white, compressed lips in the midst of her children. . . . The poor wife could not forbear telling me
her story—her change of lot—from a well-stored and comfortable home in Connecticut
to this wretched den in the wilderness—herself and children worn almost to shadows
with the ague” (7). This American horror story represents the worst-case scenario of
home-life in Michigan, and like the mud-hole gives her a jolt and shock that awakens her
from romantic dreaming. Clavers’ life is never described as reaching this extreme, but it
takes months waiting in the wilderness before she gets her own home, during which the
entire family is sick with the ague and she must grow accustomed to her less comfortable
and not always well-stored life.
Kirkland attributes the family’s illness to, surprisingly, overexposure to the
Michigan air. Yet another romantic notion is toppled, that the country air is purer and
more conducive to human rejuvenation. Despite the idea of an inspiring outdoor walk
long imagined to be the great thrill of an individual’s communion with nature, it was not
without its attendant dangers, which Kirkland discloses. Every evening, “it was our practice to walk to and from before the door, till the house had been thoroughly cooled by the
night-air; and these promenades . . . were frequently prolonged to a late hour. And to this
most imprudent indulgence we could not but trace the agues which soon prostrated most
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of us” (50). Practicality trumps romanticism, and Kirkland recalls this episode in order to
warn her readers that they can “avoid this terrible disease” with a “rational diet” and a
“hat or shawl” (50).
Kirkland, though, has a much larger interest in air quality. The first third of the
book shows Clavers adjusting to her new atmosphere, trying to find the perfect balance
between letting in fresh air and keeping out potential disease that might steal in on its
breezes. The cramped and “close quarters” of the Danforth’s, the home of one of the first
private residences where the Clavers stay on their journey deeper into Michigan, is contrasted with the Ketchums, where the “night air pouring in at the aperture seemed to me
likely to bring death on its dewy wings” (37). Even when she makes her way into the first
home of her own, though a borrowed, temporary one, she struggles with properly ventilating the house. During the daytime, the open doors and windows helped comfortably
circulate cooler air while the fire, necessary for cooking and chores, was going, but the
heat became suffocating when the house was shut up at night. Mary Clavers was forced
to open the doors to ventilate the house, which meant she and her children were unprotected from other kinds of dangers lurking outside of the home, Mr. Clavers having gone
to Detroit to store many of the superfluous domestic items they had brought with them.
She confesses that “in this exposed situation passed the first night in my western home,
alone with my children and far from any neighbour” (43). Kirkland’s concern for air circulation in the home is in line with discussions of ventilation in other domestic manuals
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of the era.67 In her new western home, however, ventilating the home produced other
kinds of anxieties about exposure and security. Maintaining a pure atmosphere in the
home could allow diseases or predators to penetrate the interior. This paradox (the more
she tries to purify the air, the more she exposes herself to danger) marks the first night of
her installment in a new home:
If I could live a century, I think, that night will never fade from my memory. Excessive fatigue made it impossible to avoid falling asleep, yet the fear of being
devoured by wild beasts, or poisoned by rattlesnakes, caused me to start up after
every nap with sensations of horror and alarm, which could hardly have been increased by the actual occurrence of all I dreaded. Many wretched hours passed in
this manner. At length sleep fairly overcame fear, and we were awakened only by
a wild storm of wind and rain which drove in upon us and completely wetted
every thing within reach. (43)
The Clavers’ home is not only a cultural battleground, as Zagarell puts it; it is also an environmental battleground. Although Clavers is left unharmed by wild beasts, the Michigan wild in the form of its winds and rains do cross the threshold of her home, collapsing
the borders between interior and exterior, between home and wilderness. Dawn Keetley’s
reading of this scene nicely articulates the merging of inside and outside as the “unmaking of the walls of ‘home’ and of the ideology of separate spheres” (23). When the storm
enters her home, outside becomes inside, and the next morning when Mary Clavers
“turn[s] out of doors” some of her furniture (45), the inside becomes the outside. In this
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See my first chapter and my discussion of Catharine Beecher’s Treatise on Domestic Economy (1841). In
her updated and expanded version, co-authored with her sister Harriet, Beecher presses the high stakes of
creating a pure atmosphere in the home. She believes that “this subject of ventilation commends itself with
an interest surpassing every other” (49). Other domestic writers of the era would also pick up this issue.
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reversal, according to Keetley, the “home is constituted as a threshold, as neither wholly
inside or outside” (23).
Within this new domestic framework, according to Keetley, Kirkland constructs
Clavers as a liminal subject, or a “subject in transition, realized in the very act of movement” (18) and characterized by her mobility, a much different identity from the rigid
ideal of True Womanhood. I agree that women’s “place” as figured in antebellum literature occupies more of a border zone than a strict interior space. The primary work of the
middle-class American woman as a household manager puts her on the threshold as a
protector. And as borders are disrupted and expanded—in nineteenth-century America,
especially, they are never permanent—then women, too, move with them.68
Creating a new kind of American home thus contributes to constructing a new
identity for women. In domestic manuals, concern about the paradox inherent in ventilation (purity and exposure) is generally cast as part of the mother’s duty in managing the
atmosphere for the health of her children, particularly. Domestic ideology in the nineteenth century typically offered advice for a woman’s responsibilities as a wife and mother. In the passage above, where the house’s inhabitants are exposed to danger, Mary
Clavers’ fears do not appear to extend beyond her own personal safety, or are at most
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I have noted in Chapter Two, reading women as situated on the borders between the home and the
rest of the world, between the domestic and the foreign/wilderness, differs slightly from Amy Kaplan’s
view in “Manifest Domesticity” that women were “positioned at the center of the home” (582). Located in
a middle space, women, especially as mothers, were protectors and mediators. Kirkland does show how
“domesticity plays a key role in imagining the nation as home” (Kaplan 582) when she turns the West into a
home where the “earlier settler has a feeling of hostess-ship toward the new comer” (Kirkland 64). Whether
women are positioned at the center or on the borders of the home, they “played a major role in defining the
contours of the nation” (Kaplan 582), but in the case of Kirkland’s home, these borders are forever enlarging and so, too, women’s roles.
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vague about who would be devoured or poisoned by Michigan’s wild monsters. In all,
Kirkland’s representation of Mary Clavers’ domesticity barely touches on her roles of
wife and mother in the conventional sense. After a first reading, I am sure I could not
enumerate how many children the Clavers had or what their names were. I knew more
about the family dog—D’Orsay, a greyhound with “erratic propensities” (23)69—than the
children. And even after second and third readings of A New Home, I barely picked up the
names of the children.70 They are an indistinct collective identity who occasionally need
to be cooked and cared for by Clavers,71 but who are not integral and do not define Mary
Clavers’ sense of self in the narrative. A New Home, then, is a radically different kind of
domestic manual, where Kirkland constructs woman’s work independently of her relationships with her husband and children.
This version of the home as both interior and exterior space might seem the embodiment of harmony between humans and nature, and this would be the apotheosis of
Thoreau’s domesticity, where the home is “left largely exposed” (Fink 349) and he does
not “need to go out of doors to take the air” (qtd. in Fink 351). For Kirkland, though, this
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D’Orsay is actually described as her “beautiful” greyhound, whose behavior causes “much annoyance”
for which he must be tied in the back of the wagon during their journey. This domesticated animal beloved
for his beauty might be the first aesthetically pleasing, but unnecessary and cumbersome, object that the
Clavers bring with them. The reader does not hear more about the dog after this incident, and he does not
reappear to offer Clavers additional security from the wild dangers of the Michigan wilderness.
70 They

are Alice, Arthur, Bel, and Charlie in the book, though this information was far easier to obtain
from an endnote in Osborne’s biography of Kirkland than A New Home itself.
71

For example, the morning after the storm, her children are cast as an annoyance almost similar to D’Orsay in the wagon. With much of the house wet, many of her things still packed in now partially ruined boxes, and no way to make a fire, Clavers rues the “doleful morning” and “three hungry children to get breakfast for” (43). Even more tellingly, Clavers refers to them as “baggage” that she is tempted to mark “this
side up” along with her other things (32).
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version of the home is merely temporary. It is not the ideal.72 She is willing to have her
“ideas of comfort narrowed down to a well-swept room with a bed in one corner, and a
cooking-apparatus in another” (44), but only while the “neat framed house which had
been pictured on my mind’s eye so minutely” was being built (48). I do not think that
Kirkland or other antebellum domestic writers imagined the home as a threshold, as Keetley would have us understand. Even if it assumed some of the qualities of a liminal space,
the hope was never for a mobile home. In fact, Kirkland criticizes the masculine approach
to the West that accumulates as much land as possible and sells it off just as quickly,
moving on to the next enterprise with no thought to creating “that home-feeling, which is
so large an ingredient in happiness” (22). Geographic mobility may differentiate the
western home from the eastern one—the reader might block off Kirkland’s narrative in
domestic “removes” like Mary Rowlandson’s account of her captivity—but it was never
intended as the goal. Kirkland refrains from romanticizing or sentimentalizing her experience, offering her readers a more truthful record of life in the West, but the “magic of that
IDEAL” (147), of pastoral and domestic bliss, is still present.
Does that mean, in the final analysis, that the conventional ideal of the genteel
home goes unchallenged by Kirkland? She presents the true picture of domestic life on
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In her article “Reconfiguring Frontier Architecture in Caroline Kirkland’s Western Sketches,” Laura
Smith offers an interesting interpretation of Kirkland’s project in A New Home as in part a critique against
log cabin culture. Because they are so exposed, “[l]og cabins endanger physical safety by introducing filthy
elements into domestic space” and they “affect their inhabitants’ moral development and sense of propriety” (192). Log cabins were for the lower classes, and a vulgarity of manners would persist as long as settlers dwelt in them. I think that Smith misses a great opportunity to compare Kirkland and Thoreau in her
study, but the connections that Smith makes between the purity of the domestic space and moral purity is a
link that I attempt to show in my dissertation.
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the frontier, one that is startling different from what her readers see of a warm and peaceful New England hearth illustrating popular ladies’ magazines like Godey’s, but is that
ideal always present and desirable to Kirkland’s Mary Clavers? The majority of Kirkland
scholars value her writing because, in Fetterley’s words, it “articulates the unique experience of women on the frontier” (121), an experience previously overlooked in scholarship of the American Myth and West that glorifies the adventures of solitary male pioneers. Rachel Borup in her essay “Bankers in Buckskins” takes up the gendered divide in
literary representations and experiences of the West: “female values” of “domesticity,
community, and morality” that inform Kirkland’s more realistic depiction of Manifest
Destiny are set in opposition to the “romanticization of individualistic male
adventure” (230) and to their capitalist ventures. A New Home demonstrated, according to
Kolodny, that the “responsibility for creating a western Eden” was “in women’s
hands” (147). They beautified and civilized the West, purified and refined it; “domestic
realism and consumer refinement were twinned material expressions of a woman’s touch
and feminine presence,” concludes Lori Merish (514). Keetley extends this claim when
she states that women “also defended [this Eden], shored up its walls against the incursion of ‘savagery’” (19). In all of these analyses, there is much to be said about bringing
women’s voices, visions, and values to light, very important considerations, but there is
little that illuminates whether Kirkland did indeed present an entirely new home, which
her title promises. Borup argues that by “querying the definition of ‘home,’ Kirkland
comes to question eastern bourgeois values concerning proper housekeeping practices,
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proper relations with neighbors, and ideal traits of a community one can call
‘home’” (244). Kirkland does indeed question many of her eastern prejudices and desires,
laughs at them and throws some of them out, but it is only temporary and only to later
reintroduce them. What begins with purifying by simplifying ends with purifying by refining.
If women are the most vocal with their complaints, the “grumblers,” the ones to
“feel sensibly the deficiencies of the ‘salvage’ state,” then they are also the ones “first to
attempt the refining process, the introduction of those important nothings on which so
much depends” (147). The oxymoronic “important nothings” are flowers, carpets, butter
dishes, accent tables, “piano-fortes and silver tea-sets” (187)—objects of beauty but not
immediate utility. In her article the “‘The Hand of Refined Taste’ in the Frontier Landscape,” Lori Merish reads the refining process in A New Home as creating “social harmony” (506), since one’s possessions signify one’s character in nineteenth-century domestic
rhetoric, and objects that have aesthetic value rather than merely functional value suggest
their owner’s finer sensibility and morality. Merish calls it “pious consumption”: tasteful,
domestic articles “would civilize and socialize persons and awaken higher sentiments;
such objects would seduce wayward individuals into the regenerative sociability of the
domestic sphere and, by inspiring purified sentiments, could draw individuals to
God” (487). The “refining” process is by definition a purifying one. According to the
OED, it means to “free from impurities; to purify, cleanse; to separate from something
base or inferior; to make purer or of a finer quality.” Once the “child of refined civiliza!213

tion,” as she calls middle-class female emigrants, has agreed to a “simplification of life,
this bringing down the transactions of daily intercourse to the original principles of society” (184), she struggles to educate her more “rustic friends” in “leveling upwards” (186,
185). Native Michiganders who prefer “taters” to tulips or who could not “be plagued
with . . . a pantry full of ‘dishes’” (the all-inclusive, crude term for “every variety of china, glass, and earthenware”) will gradually bend to the will of the growing ranks of Montacute’s Female Beneficent Society (82, 184, 188). Kirkland insists that despite the exhaustive work of grub-clearing, “it is well worth while to make a garden in
Michigan” (82).
This was “woman’s little world.” Keetley argues that “when critics read only a
repetition of domesticity in [Kirkland’s] textualization of herself and of her environment,
they contain potentially unsettling texts within a confining domestic space” (17). She
calls nineteenth-century domesticity a “static ideal,” and reading A New Home within that
literary framework locks Kirkland within the tight space of the home and “works to repress aspects of her texts that are dynamic and contingent on movement through
place” (17). It is Keetley’s view, however, that is limited when she sees domesticity as
static, confining, and still. We cannot overlook that the book’s title centers on “home,”
asking us to read the text within antebellum domestic ideology. A review in Godey’s of
another housekeeping book confirms contemporaneous reception of the book as a domestic manual, placing it among other “text-books upon the practical art of housekeeping” by
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Lydia Maria Child, Catharine Maria Sedgwick, Eliza Leslie, and Sarah Hale.73 Kirkland’s
Mary Clavers conveys a deeply felt desire for that “home-feeling” in Michigan, and
works tirelessly to achieve it. Her “little world” was quite the opposite of static, confining, and still. When Clavers is finally installed in her “permanent” Michigan home, she
notes that it was “merely the beginning of a house,” which would transform as the “owner should be able to enlarge his borders” (64). This description is fascinating because it
suggests that Kirkland does not believe in the idea of home as a fixed idea. I do not mean
to say, like Keetley does, that she envisioned it as something mobile either. On the contrary, Kirkland’s model of the American home, like America itself, rests on the idea that it
is always already capable of increasing its estate, of becoming more. This is what Kirkland means when she confounds the term, “the West”: “How much does that expression
mean to include?” she asks, “I never have been able to discover its limits” (5).
Kirkland’s question is at once troubling and energizing to her purpose. A West
without limits, like a home without borders, can be difficult to maintain and protect. All
manner of storms and savagery can penetrate the interior. With no limits it is also difficult
to truly know the West, and it becomes a disputed term—the “West”—as well as a disputed territory. It is telling that Kirkland starts her book with this question, because it de-

73 The

reviewer calls A New Home a “delightful little work . . . illustrating the nature of a western settler’s
life,” in which the “immeasurable importance of a knowledge of the daily routine of domestic life, in comparison with any other knowledge whatever, to a race of women, many of whom may be doomed by no
very uncommon mischances to an emigrant’s life, is admirably set forth” (282). The reviewer characterizes
western settlement as a “doomed” existence for genteel women, relieved only by good domestic management. Kirkland, while upfront about the hardships and sacrifices required for frontier living, would probably disagree with this dismal outlook, but would not disapprove of her book’s categorization with other
domestic manuals.
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fines her journey of settling Michigan. If everything is included, then nothing is excluded,
and while Kirkland admits that habits of exclusivity are “ridiculous in the wilderness”
that does not mean for her that they should be. To discover the limits of the West, Kirkland strips it down completely. She strips the word of its romantic literary baggage. She
implicitly condones divesting the land of its native inhabitants. She clears away the grubs
from its soil. In this emptied space, Kirkland constructs her home. The home brings solidity and reality to the vague, formless West. At one point, she compares the building of her
house to that of the Egyptian pyramids and the great wall of China (47), suggesting the
monumental, even epic, importance of the home to the West and America. The home represented a superhuman feat of engineering and physical labor; it was the country’s most
visible landmark and a source of national pride. And it was woman’s little world. If her
house was merely a beginning, capable of ever expanding its borders, then so, too, was
her world. And this idea is what makes Kirkland’s imagining of home something wholly
new. How much did the “home” mean to include? She would not give it limits.74

Despite having to initially limit her vision, her desires, and her things, Clavers
discovers that she increases the amount of space she can claim. Reduction creates expansion. Important nothings proved great happiness. Kirkland’s settling of the American
West is fraught with paradoxes and contradictions, ones with which she leads off in her
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return to the passage of Clavers playing “hostess” to new emigrants (64), the home in that rendering
includes the entire western frontier, which again revises Kaplan’s claim that makes home and nation comparable. In Kirkland’s metaphor, the home contains the West, maybe even the nation.
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book’s epigrams where she quotes the “accompaniable solitariness” and “civil wildness”
of Sir Philip Sidney’s Arcadia. Add to that her limitless little world. These contradictions
are necessary to Kirkland’s purpose, if it involves countering prevalent, but misleading,
images of western life. She challenges a masculinized subjective vision that creates a unified American “West” with a femininized objective gaze that penetrates the interior and
truly sees the West, with its mottled landscape and culture. Instead of seeing it from the
eyes of a surveyor, who makes of it “geographic cohesion” (Brückner 8), Kirkland sees
the West from the point of view of the follower who has relinquished her domestic comforts and must either look at the West through tears or mud. Her move westward and her
“purification” (letting go of eastern customs and old ways of seeing symbolically represented by her descent into the mud-hole) lead to the creation of a new home and thus a
new identity for women that is based on freedom and independence. “That this love of
unbounded . . . liberty is a natural and universal feeling, needs no argument to show,” she
writes, “I am only applying it on a small scale to the novel condition in which I find myself in the woods of Michigan” (148). Kirkland suggests that a sense of limitlessness at
the personal, domestic, and national levels relies on a scaled down, purer vision.
Kirkland does maintain the “magic of the ideal” and believes that asserting a
“silent influence of example” (53) in her frontier village would transform the wild forest
into the pleasant home and the primitive West into the civilized East. She is by no means
revolutionary in her vision for a new home. She challenges romantic ideals of nature and
sentimental ideals of the home by portraying the reality of life in the American West. If
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we want to glean what is “new” in her depiction, then situating her book within writing
on the American Myth—reading and teaching her alongside Columbus, Smith, Jefferson,
Emerson, Hawthorne, and Thoreau instead of travel writers and writers of the American
West like Irving, Cooper, and Fuller—offers a more intriguing glimpse of domestic life.
Kirkland ultimately confirms the eastern middle-class ideal of domestic life as the best,
but she inserts feminine individualism into the domestic space. Mary Clavers carves out
an identity in the West separate from her husband and children, an identity built on a
stronger self-awareness rather than self-denial; like an Emerson or Thoreau, she contemplates the complexities of personal liberty and recognizes the potential for nature to renew the spirit; and like Hawthorne, she connects Edenic bliss with a happy home. These
characteristics present a much different-looking domesticity from the popular antebellum
ideal that repressed women’s self-actualization. Kirkland’s new home offered the willing
woman a purer identity, stripped of the constraints of True Womanhood. Significantly
narrowing down her vision, Kirkland set limits to the West with her feminine gaze, but
that contraction offered her more freedom, much as it did Hawthorne and Thoreau. But
rather than live in isolation and solitude to attain a more primitive and thus purer existence, Kirkland associates that with savagery, like Andrew Jackson’s Indians who would
rather “maintain a separate existence.” The foundational building blocks (or logs, in this
case) of Kirkland’s new home are neighborly bonds and feminine independence, quite
radical qualities that would not be taken up by the nation at large, which honored privacy
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and women’s self-suppression. In the end, her experience represented just a possibility, an
experiment, an “adventure for a sober village matron!” (151).
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CHAPTER 5
“BEYOND THE PALE OF FEMALE JURISDICTION”:
DOMESTICITY AND SISTERHOOD IN THE WRITINGS OF FANNY FERN
Let . . . a woman realize that there are duties which lie beyond her little domestic circle, that she has something to do
in the great work of enlightening and reforming the world,
she will then find time to attend ‘the society,’ and to consult
with other good women upon the ‘ways and means’ by
which the work may be advanced. With a heart expanded
by benevolence, an intellect clearer as to her own true dignity, and her place in the scale of moral existence, she returns to her family and her conjugal and maternal duties,
better prepared to preside in the one and to perform the
other.
—A.L.H.P., “Female Associations”
[O]ver the needle a woman may think herself into an Insane
Asylum, while the active, out-door turmoil of business life
is at least a sometime reprieve to him.
—Fanny Fern, “A Discourse Upon Husbands”

As I concluded in the last chapter, Caroline Kirkland’s vision for a new home emphasized feminine independence. Her pioneering protagonist was a wife and mother, but
those domestic relationships did not constitute her core identity. She was Mary Clavers
and less Mrs. Clavers. The American West offered her a site to carve out that strong, distinct identity, realizing rather than romanticizing independence. At the same time, Kirkland’s A New Home, Who’ll Follow? depicted the importance of communal bonds in
building a domestic space that nourishes and reinforces feminine independence. Independence and community were not at odds in Kirkland’s West; they were interdependent and
their interdependence had the potential to offer women a wholly new home. Showing her
readers a “pure” vision that was rooted in real experience and a purified home that was

stripped and refined—reduced to a hut in the wilderness—Kirkland detached domesticity
from sentimentalism and the confining ideology of True Womanhood.
Fifteen years later, in her autobiographical novel Ruth Hall, Fanny Fern would do
the same, but with some very sharp differences. Fern was also interested in desentimentalizing domesticity—as a rhetorical and literary style and as a model for the home and
family life—and she promoted women’s independence—socially and financially, if not
quite politically—but like her male Romantic counterparts, she reinforced the tension between the individual and the community. In her newspaper writings and her “Domestic
Tale” (the subtitle to Ruth Hall), Fern showed communal bonds as binding and detrimental to creating a secure and happy domestic space for her heroines. In response to such
encroachments on personal privacy, her female protagonists either retreat further into the
home (often to more remote attic spaces) or wind up in search of a new home, often “beyond the pale of female jurisdiction” (away from middle-class circles to the country or an
urban ghetto).75 Implicit in both Kirkland’s and Fern’s representations of revised domestic spaces are critiques of the ideology of separate spheres; their texts question whether
women truly ruled the empire of the home, with Fern ultimately insisting that marriage
precluded women’s attainment of the independence and power promised by this ideology.
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The tension between the passages quoted in the epigraphs—between the hope of Almira Phelps for
women to move outside of the domestic sphere and the cynicism of Fern’s woman trapped inside of it—is a
central tension in Fern’s writing. Phelps’ optimism in 1836 becomes a lost hope by Fern’s 1868 writing, one
targeted by Fern’s irony. As I will show, Fern’s idea of independence is associated with a woman’s ability to
be financially independent, which is connected to her work. Financial independence does not require working outside of the home in Fern’s purview, raising the question of where independence is located.
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Domesticity imagined spatially tended toward “imagery of enclosure,” to borrow
a phrase from Gilbert and Gubar. The home as a prison was a popular representation in
nineteenth-century American literature, and from Poe’s domestic terrors of being buried
alive and trapped inside one’s home to Catharine Beecher’s use of the word “inmates” to
refer to domestic inhabitants, this image created and conveyed middle-class anxieties
about the home’s potential for protection to become confinement. My first two chapters
uncovered this tension and proposed that women writers played with the home-as-prison
image in conduct manuals and popular ladies’ magazines as a way to argue for a woman’s
dual role as both protector and liberator of the nation’s children. In so doing, women
writers and editors often placed their mothers on the threshold between the interior and
exterior of the home. In my third chapter, I dissect Caroline Kirkland’s vision for a “new”
home, which frequently dissolved the boundaries between inside and outside, home and
wilderness, private and public, so that the outside world came inside the home—the
American home as its own wilderness—prompting Kirkland to reduce her domestic space
from house to hut, a process she codified in her imagery of enclosure as purifying, refining, and simplifying. The reduction of America’s wide open spaces, the shrinking of the
American Myth to a cabin, generated its own kind of romantic ideals about stripping
away the arbitrary forms of polite society and unloading the non-functional, merely decorative furniture that cluttered lives and houses. Kirkland’s romanticism grew out of a determination to offer a realistic view of westward movement; hers was a rejection of romantic imagery that defined much of the literary landscape of representations of the West
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and a clear embrace of a feminine perspective as the most “real” and true. Writing about
the West as a domestic narrative offered Kirkland an opportunity to rally the independent
spirit of women, to glorify the incredible strength and persistence of women to make
homes within wild spaces.
In this chapter I want to read Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall as a domestic tale, true to its
subtitle, and situate it within nineteenth-century literature about the home, which scholars
have been reluctant to do. Fanny Fern’s autobiographical novel traces Ruth’s journey
from the paternal home, to the middle-class dream of becoming mistress of her own
home, to being homeless, to making a home for her daughters in the urban wilderness. In
her representation of Ruth’s “fall,” Fern offers her readers a variety of linguistic representations of the nineteenth-century home—romantic, sentimental, journalistic, and realistic—challenging conventional imagery of the home at the time while resisting the urge to
present a single, coherent alternative. Her idea of a new home also collapses boundaries
between inside and outside, private and public, and claims it as a space for female independence. Fern takes up and deals head on with the tension between protection and confinement in the domestic space. As a response, her heroines tend to find a private, homier
space within what she characterizes as the more public space of the larger home, reimagining the madwoman in the attic as a conscious choice, as liberating and empowering for
women seeking to be their own mistress.
A study of Fern’s new home as represented in Ruth Hall and her newspaper writings also reveals her interest in isolation as essential to women’s self-realization and in!223

dependence, an interest that aligns her with Romantic writers like Emerson and Thoreau.
However, rather than idealizing isolation completely, as Emerson does in “Self-Reliance”
with the bold statement that “isolation must precede true society,” Fern is willing to
present the potential for isolation to be lonely and difficult, even self-nullifying. For example, the epigraph above shows Fern using the “Insane Asylum” to convey fears of
women’s domestic isolation and monotony as causing mental anguish as well as playing
on a popular anxiety that middle-class women were being involuntarily shut up in asylums by bored husbands who wanted them out of the way.76 As she does with her redefinition of domesticity, Fern refuses to imply that there is just one model for isolation. They
are complex, shifting concepts, and Fern acknowledges and embraces the idea that something and someone can contain oppositions, can be a “bundle of contradictions” without
having to resolve it, a point that is driven home in the actual ending of Ruth Hall, which
scholars have consistently ignored in favor of focusing on the bold conclusion of Ruth’s
literary success, punctuated by her ten thousand dollar banknote. What most distinctly
separates Fern from the other women writers I have examined in this study, and connected to her appreciation for isolation, is her rejection of sisterhood and collective action as
empowering and beneficial to women. Like many women writers, Fern deplored that the
home could be a prison for women, especially when they were confined to the roles of
76

The asylum, like the prison or penitentiary, was a readymade symbol for the dark side of isolation. The
insane asylum and penitentiary were innovative concepts for curing mental disorders and criminality in the
1820’s and 1830’s, the designers and directors of both promoting the many benefits of physical isolation for
the afflicted individual, primarily focusing on being “outside” of society and controlling the environmental
conditions through containment. These structures—large, remote, medieval-looking—played on the popular imagination. What went on behind the walls? I discuss the symbolism of the asylum and penitentiary in
Chapter One, and below in my discussion of Mary Leon in Ruth Hall.
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wife and mother, but was suspicious of women banding together in order to combat this
confinement. Putting Fern’s writing into conversation with the literature of maternal associations provides a new context for reading Fanny Fern and throws into relief how different she was from other women writers also interested in the woman question. Maternal
associations are a little studied aspect of nineteenth-century reform movements, but
spawned mother’s magazines and, according to at least one scholar, first-wave feminism.
Thus this chapter also functions as a recovery project with the hope that other scholars
will continue this research with the analysis and teaching of maternal associations and
mother’s magazines.

“more important concerns”: Maternal Associations and Women’s Work Beyond the Home
There have been very few studies of maternal associations, and none by literary
scholars. Mother’s magazines, which started as the official organs for maternal associations, have also received little attention from scholars. Female associations as a whole,
most often attached to an exclusively male organization, grew in popularity with the reform spirit of the first half of the nineteenth century, but maternal associations seemed to
develop less from a view of offering charity or aid in society, and more to alleviate the
isolation of middle-class women, who spent most of their time in the home, housekeeping
and taking charge of childrearing. Maternal associations were generally sponsored by a
congregation, and ostensibly took as their main objective successfully raising children
with Christian values, often with the goal of doing missionary work. A perusal of the mis!225

sion statements of maternal associations (geographically confined to the New England
region) and mother’s magazines, however, shows these groups served other purposes:
they got women out of the house, offered them a space to voice frustrations, ask questions, and share creative work (essays and poems appeared in every issue of mother’s
magazines), and it helped strengthen the bonds between middle-class white women. Maternal associations and mother’s magazines helped to reinforce women’s primary duty as
mothers, but they also promoted women’s activity outside of the home. Recognizing that
the selfless work of mothering was taking its toll on women, especially as an unattainable
ideal, women encouraged each other through maternal associations to find self-fulfillment outside of the home, laying the groundwork to expand women’s work beyond
mothering.
More and more advocates for women subsequently supported women taking occupations outside of the home. If Sarah Hale used the pages of Godey’s Lady’s Book to
uphold the ideology of separate spheres that tended to circumscribe women’s movement
and work within the home, she did not shy away from writing and including statements
that encouraged women’s active engagement in interests and careers outside of the domestic sphere. In one editorial, Hale could write, “The true arena for woman’s awakened
intellect is, as we hold, at home” (GLB, May 1843, 249). And yet in another editorial proclaim, “Some of the graduates of [The Female Medical College of Pennsylvania] have
engaged in giving public lectures, to classes of ladies, on physiology, hygiene, &c., with
much success, realizing from fifty to a hundred dollars per week. A large field is opening
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to female talent in this department” (GLB, Jul. 1854, 80). While Hale’s advocacy for female associations and professional opportunities for women relied on work that was an
extension of women’s domestic duties (caring for others and teaching, as examples), she
did recognize the importance of women’s participation in more public pursuits. Not only
women but the society at large paid a high cost if women were strictly confined to their
responsibilities in the home. Her publication of Almira L.H. Phelps’s essay “Female Associations” (quoted above) in the September 1836 issue of the American Ladies’ Magazine demonstrates Hale’s commitment to validating how powerful and beneficial feminine influence could be for the moral improvement of American society. What is most
significant about Phelps’s essay, though, is the way that she begins it by presenting the
positive effects of female associations on reforming society, but then deemphasizes these
in favor of expressing how female societies could offer women more self-fulfillment than
they might expect from their work in the home. “If she should chance to feel that she is
not appreciated at home, and the domestic circle enclose an atmosphere cold and dim,”
Phelps writes, “she may yet enjoy the pleasure of seeing her own ‘light shine’ in a more
genial and unobscured atmosphere” (488).77 Ultimately, Phelps sees the true benefits of
female associations as self-developing for women rather than self-sacrificing; more than
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In Ruth Hall, Fanny Fern excerpts a letter from Ruth’s unsupportive editor brother, Hyacinth, which refuses Ruth help in getting her writing career started and encourages her to seek some “unobtrusive” employment (146-47). The connection between the domestic work of the home and keeping women in an obscured atmosphere, not allowing them to obtrude in the public sphere, is central to what Phelps and Fern
are responding to in their writings. I read them as seeking to implode this connection—to present the dangers of an obscured atmosphere and of existing unobtrusively in the world—and to thereby redefine domesticity and the home, particularly for Fern. Phelps extends women’s domestic work beyond the walls of the
home, while Fern suggests that the home, though it should be a protected, even isolated space, can be a
space where women can see their light shine forth to the world beyond traditional women’s work.
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improving the moral foundations of American society, Phelps emphasizes the personal
benefits for women. “In the first place,” she begins, “women are usually very ignorant of
the mode of transacting public business; and it is useful for them to be placed in situations where they feel compelled to learn something of this” (485-86). In an assertion that
anticipates a hallmark of Fanny Fern’s writing, namely her insistence that women be allowed to play a part in the marketplace, Phelps specifies how female associations can improve women’s status. Phelps saw female associations (maternal associations, missionary
societies, and charitable organizations like the “Seaman’s Aid Society”) as instructional
stepping stones to a more critical public role she imagined women someday assuming.
“As it is by practice only that we learn any thing, it follows, that female associations, although in some cases they may not be immediately attended with important results, are
training the individual members for action in perhaps more important concerns” (487).
Despite that Phelps does not explicitly identify what “more important concerns” might
be, her essay articulates a desire on behalf of white middle-class women to expand their
arena of activity beyond the home, and through female associations, women could help
each other realize that goal.
The majority of female associations were auxiliaries to male societies (female
American anti-slavery societies are the more well-known of those; it was deemed improper to speak in public to a mixed audience, so women caught up in the volunteer and
reformist spirit of the era set up these offshoots to the main branch), but maternal associations were organized independently of any male society. The first documented maternal
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association was formed in 1815 in Portland, Maine, by the wife of a Congregationalist
minister, who “realized that the social prayer meetings in which she was actively involved largely neglected children and failed to deal with the problems faced by Christian
mothers responsible for running busy households” (Meckel 407). After 1830, with the
explosion of religious revivals in New England, maternal associations rapidly expanded,
and 85% of the 192 eastern associations on record were established after 1830 (408). Ostensibly, maternal associations reinforced women’s role as the moral guardians of the nation’s children, and the nation at large, since maternal associations were attached to
churches and overlapped with missionary work. Abigail Goodrich Whittelsey, who was
selected to edit the first periodical devoted exclusively to mothers in 1833, The Mother’s
Magazine, included a piece by “B” that outlined the objectives for conducting maternal
associations: maternal associations should take as their aim “to awaken the minds of
mothers to their obligations, and to aid them in the performance of their duties, by reading the best books, by mutual conversation and discussion, and, also, by unitedly seeking
the wisdom which cometh from above” (2). There is nothing truly radical in this mission
statement; it extends Calvinistic teachings that prompted the individual to look deeply
within themselves for evidence of their goodness, to maintain constant self-examination
that would reveal opportunities for self-improvement and the attainment of perfection.
The two major studies on maternal associations make mention of the inward gaze that
these organizations promoted. In “Educating a Ministry of Mothers: Evangelical Maternal
Associations,” Richard A. Meckel acknowledges the broad social influence of maternal
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associations, but explains that the “focus of their concern was directed inward rather than
outward as they turned their attention to promoting piety in their children and to fostering
Christian motherhood” (412). And Marilyn S. Blackwell in “Surrogate Ministers:
Women, Revivalism, and Maternal Associations in Vermont,” repeats Meckel’s point that
“these women focused inward on self-improvement and the development of Christian
values at home, rather than elsewhere” (74). Again, there is nothing in these readings that
suggests that women would be stepping beyond the boundaries of True Womanhood by
their involvement in maternal associations. In her study of British mothering magazines,
Margaret Beethem acknowledges as much and declares that these magazines (born out of
and often the official organ of maternal associations) performed a didactic function and
were “concerned with how to be a Christian mother in the context of the day-to-day task
of bringing up children” (para. 8). However, Beethem also points out that the mother’s
magazines constructed motherhood as a “collective, a shared, activity” (para. 16), allowed women to define what motherhood should be, and presented a “model of knowledge based on domestic experience” (para. 19). Beethem calls these magazines “protofeminist publications, foremothers of later advances for women” (para. 19), echoing
Phelps’s sentiment that “by united efforts, [women] can accomplish much” (487).
Yet implicit in these scholarly readings of maternal association and magazines is a
tension between the empowerment women gained through self-definition and the anxiety
produced by self-policing. Simultaneously, women were turning motherhood into a
shared experience, an activity that gave them a leadership role in American society, and a
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way to bond with other women, as well as a potentially isolating ideology that prompted
them to determine how they measured up against the standards they supposedly created
and against other women. Ideally, though, it was not just that these groups and their publications mobilized women, generating awareness of their power as a collective body and
becoming the forerunners to more politically conscious women’s rights groups. Female
associations brought together and unified women who craved contact and commiseration
with others apart from their families; they offered women a break from the isolation of
their home life. In his historical account of maternal associations, Meckel explains: “In
discussing the growth of the New Ipswich Maternal Association, its founder recalled that
she and many other early members, burdened and isolated by the cares of running large
households, found that meeting together once a month allowed them to share those cares
and benefit from the experiences of others in similar circumstances” (412-13). The
women who banded together in these associations formed a common sense of the oppressiveness of their situation as well as a common purpose to morally and spiritually influence American society. Yet as Phelps’s essay, and numerous women’s magazines like
Godey’s make clear, their growing self-awareness was meant to help each woman, not to
challenge, but to submit more happily to her narrowly defined role so that she “returns to
her family and her conjugal and maternal duties” (488). This conservative approach to
justifying women’s individual and collective activity outside of the home makes it easy to
miss Phelps’s more radical suggestion that such activities can provide women a deeper,
more meaningful sense of self that they might not otherwise get from tending to their
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husbands and children, who might let her “feel that she is not appreciated at home.”
Phelps, then, presents her readers with an early and implicit critique of the separate
spheres ideology and the notion that a “true woman” was exclusively identified with and
fulfilled by the domestic sphere. Ultimately, Hale and Phelps present their readers with a
mixed message: the home was a woman’s empire and a potential prison.
It is a critique that would get picked up and more aggressively articulated by the
popular mid-century journalist Fanny Fern. In an 1863 column for the New York Ledger,
for example, Fern lamented the limited scope for women’s action: “If I have to gnaw this
file much longer, some Lunatic Asylum will have the pleasure of inscribing my name on
its books; for there is not a day that I don’t feel it in my feet to jump over some fivebarred gate, that custom and ‘propriety’ have set up, to limit female range within the
scented clover-fields of lethargic inanity” (qtd. in Warren FF, 252).78 Throughout her
twenty-year career as a regular newspaper columnist Fern advocated for the improvement
of women’s lives; she spoke out for more career opportunities for women and for equal
pay, she urged women’s financial independence, and she criticized “fashionable invalidism” that kept women inside and in corsets. In her later writings, Fern grew bolder and
supported women’s right to vote and speak in public. And yet similar to debates about
78

The column in which this passage appears refers to the Civil War and Fern’s frustrations, as a woman and
a proponent of the War on the side of the side of the union, at not being able to take a more active role.
“Wouldn’t I like to be drafted?” she asks in extreme disappointment, further suggesting that war could be a
way to channel the pent up energy women have, stuck indoors in elaborate, restrictive dresses: “I would
agree to subscribe to almost anything, so that I need not lace, pin, and button on so many things every
morning. . . . I would agree to anything a self-respecting woman might, could I only have an escape-valve
for the superfluous electricity, that refuses the usual conductors of needles and thread, and new bonnets,
and flies from my head to my heels, till I long to be a locomotive or a comet” (qtd. in Warren FF, 252).
Like Godey’s Lady’s Book, the New York Ledger, which Fern was writing for at the time of the War, did not
want to be “political” and so did not include direct references to the War.
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Sarah Hale’s political views, there seems to be little consensus among scholars regarding
Fern’s position vis-à-vis the status of women. Did her writings champion women’s participation in a free market system without questioning the inequity of such a system? Did
her progressiveness only extend to the situations of white middle-class women?79 Fanny
Fern, the creation of Sara Willis Parton, may very well be the “bundle of contradictions”
that characterizes her most famous heroine Ruth Hall, and the question of her politics will
endlessly haunt readers of her works. Rather than engage directly with this debate, I
would like to examine Fern and her writings within the context of antebellum concerns
about isolation. If Hale and the generation of women moralists just preceding Fern were
in general raising the flag for the home as a woman’s empire, then we can benefit from
79

The majority of scholarship on Fern skews toward reading her as progressive and a more outspoken, radical writer than her female predecessors and peers. Most of these readings, I think, can be attributed to the
irony that Fern so skillfully employs in her writing, which seems to situate her outside of conventional,
conservative modes, most notably sentimentalism and domestic literature. Ann D. Wood jumpstarts this
approach when she separates Fern from the “scribbling women” of the nineteenth century: “Authoresses
like Sarah Hale and Fanny Forrester,” she writes, “presumably unconsciously believed that they could succeed better, be more assertive economically, by hiding behind a conventional ‘feminine’ façade. . . . One
woman, however, refused to accept it” (12, 13). Joyce Warren, in her introduction to Ruth Hall, reads the
novel as revolutionary and Fern as a strong advocate for women’s financial independence, if not political
rights (xxi). She follows this point up in her article on widowhood and Ruth Hall, where she argues that the
“cornerstone of Fern’s radicalism. . . was her revolutionary opinion that all women should be able to support themselves independent of marriage” (75). For other writers who present Fern and Ruth Hall as a “new
woman,” an influential example of the economic independence for women, and/or an alternative to the sentimental version of women (as selfless wives and mothers), see Susan K. Harris, “Insribing and Defining”;
Carolyn L. Kitch, “‘The Courage to Call Things by Their Right Names’”; Maria C. Sánchez, “Re-Possessing Individualism in Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall”; Karen A. Weyler, “Literary Labors and Intellectual Prostitution.” Cori Brewster questions the scholarly consensus of Fern as a radical voice and points out the limitations of her message for women of color and the working class in “Trading on the Exploited.” For scholarship on Fern as giving women a powerful, progressive, and public voice for women’s rights, see Linda
Grasso, “Anger in the House”; Laura Laffredo, “‘I Thought From the Way You Writ, That You Were a Great
Six-Footer of a Woman’”; Martha Cutter, Chapter Two in Unruly Tongue; Jaime Harker, “‘Pious Cant’ and
Blasphemy”; Elizabethada Wright, “‘Joking Isn’t Safe’”; Melissa Homestead, Chapter Four in American
Women Authors and Literary Property, 1822-1869. For scholars who discuss Fern as both a critic and
champion of capitalism and women’s advancement under it, see Kristie Hamilton, “The Politics of Survival: Sara Parton’s Ruth Hall and the Literature of Labor”; Stephen Hartnett, “Fanny Fern’s 1855 Ruth
Hall, the Cheerful Brutality of Capitalism, and the Irony of Sentimental Rhetoric”; Gale Temple, “A Purchase on Goodness”; Jennifer Harris, “Marketplace Transactions and Sentimental Currencies in Fanny
Fern’s Ruth Hall; David Dowling, “Capital Sentiment.”
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reading Fern’s writings as responses to the beliefs and directives of that generation.
Fern’s diverse commentaries on isolation’s social meanings extend and critique previous
attitudes; at times Fern idealizes isolation as essential to a woman’s self-realization, and
at times she reproaches American society for neglecting certain cohorts of women, warning her readers about the harmful effects of isolation on a woman’s emotional and spiritual wellbeing.

“clear the track of all petticoats!”: Fanny Fern’s Fraught Sisterhood
Fanny Fern was born (Sara) Greta Payson Willis (1811-72), the fifth of nine children, to Nathaniel Willis, a newspaper editor, and Hannah Parker Willis. In the memoir of
his wife published after her death, James Parton identifies Fern’s father as descended
from “ancient Puritan stock of New England” (15) and as deeply religious after hearing
the powerful, orthodox sermons of Edward Payson in 1807 in Portland, Maine. Willis’s
spiritual conversion and subsequent strict moral views apparently casted “a pall on the
household” (Warren, FF 6), and meant that a large part of Fern’s childhood was marked
by her father’s “constant and systematic effort to draw the children into the church” (Parton 26). But the young Sara Willis found little appeal in fire and brimstone preaching and
in “‘the distasteful and barbarous routine of being routed out of bed to attend long recitation and prayers before breakfast’” (qtd. in Walker 7), which resistance alarmed her father
who sent her away to several girls’ boarding schools before enrolling her in Catharine
Beecher’s Hartford Female Seminary in 1828.
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Fern’s upbringing, then, seems less typical of what popular magazines and manuals were proclaiming during this time of transition in the middle-class household’s regulation. These documents constructed the mother as the spiritual guardian of the young; and
yet Fern’s mother seems to have had little direct influence in making decisions about her
children’s secular and religious educations. Indeed, not much is known about Fern’s
mother beyond the little that she intimates in her newspaper columns and in her characterization of Mrs. Ellet in the semi-autographical novel Ruth Hall. James Parton’s brief
description of his wife’s mother claims, “She was beautiful in person, gifted in mind, of
an extremely cordial, sympathetic, hospitable disposition, and possessed, in ample measure, that facility of brilliant utterance which she communicated to her children. . . . It
was unquestionably from their mother that N.P. Willis, Fanny Fern, and their brothers and
sisters derived the talent which all of them, in some measure, inherited” (15-16). Fern on
other occasions linked her writing abilities with her mother and not her father and her paternal line. This oversight is surprising because her grandfather published Boston’s Independent Chronicle, for which her father worked as a printer before beginning his own
newspaper career, editing the Republican paper the Eastern Argus in Portland, Maine,
followed by the Boston Recorder in 1816, the country’s first religious newspaper, and the
first American children’s periodical, the Youth’s Companion in 1827 (Warren, FF 8-9).
Fern proofread for her father’s papers and also wrote copy for them when he needed to
fill up space. Despite this training for her future career in publishing that she received by
assisting her father, Fern publicly credited her mother for her literary success and de!235

clared, “If there is any poetry in my nature, from my mother I inherited it” (NSB 10). She
acknowledged this debt to her mother in generating her pen name “Fanny Fern”:
I think the reason I selected the name ‘Fern,’ was because, when a child, and
walking with my mother in the country, she always used to pluck a leaf of it, to
place in her bosom, for its sweet odor; and that gloomy morning, when I almost
despaired of earning bread for my children, I had been thinking of her, and wishing she were living, that I might lay my head upon her bosom and tell her all my
sorrows; and then memory carried me back, I scarce knew how, to those childish
days, when I ran before her in the woods, to pluck the sweet fern she loved; and
then I said to myself, my name shall be ‘Fanny Fern’—little dreaming anybody
would ever know or care anything about it. (7-8)
This personal anecdote of a fairly typical decision to take on a flowery, alliterative pseudonym (a popular move on the part of women writers like Grace Greenwood and Fanny
Forrester), overstates Fern’s penchant for sentimentality. At the start of her career, Fern
gained broad appeal by adopting themes common to sentimental literature: family, death,
suffering, and “self-conquest.” But by the time this piece was published in 1864, over ten
years into a hugely successful journalism career, her columns had gradually abandoned
sentimental language in favor of a witty and perfunctory style that dealt directly with
weightier issues like domestic abuse, sexual disease, working class women, prostitution,
and prison reform. The description of selecting her pen name returns and situates Fern
within the sentimental aesthetic as she emphasizes maternal love, women’s strong connection with nature, and overcoming despair. If Fern initially chose her pseudonym to
maintain her anonymity80 and as a crafty marketing maneuver that benefited from the

80 Anonymity

was especially important to Fern who at the outset of her literary career was involved in a
scandalous divorce from her second husband, Samuel Farrington, and who had received little professional,
financial, or emotional support from her father and brother, already established in the publishing world.
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popularity of women writers, why did she years later with this sketch reinstate herself in a
genre from which she had worked to distance herself? Joyce Warren, in her comprehensive biography of Fanny Fern, explains, “Symbolically, then, in adopting the name Fern,
which she associates with her mother, she had exchanged the male patronym—her father’s or her husband’s name—for the matrilineal Fern” (FF 103). Her renaming represents a rejection of the patriarchal values that had first suppressed her mother’s talents
and that had later failed Fern after the death of her first husband.81 By taking on a name
so strongly associated with her mother, Fern relocates literary authority in one’s foremothers and implicitly makes the case for a women’s literary tradition, born out in the
story she continued to pass along of her pseudonym.
Part of Fern’s alignment with her mother involves the act of memory. She is not
only carried back to a time when her mother was alive to soothe her troubles; by assuming the name “Fern,” she is making visible a woman whose genius and anguish would
otherwise have been unknown. In “A Story About Myself” included in A New Story Book
for Children, Fern begins with a story less about herself than about her mother. She
writes, “Had my mother’s time not been so constantly engrossed by a fast-increasing
family, had she found time for literary pursuits, I am confident she would have distinguished herself. Her hurried letters, written with one foot upon the cradle, give ample ev-
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This decision also reflects Fern’s deeper interest in the relationships between mothers and daughters
rather than between women in the bonds of sisterhood. As I will point out below, Fern was cynical about
female friendships, often depicting women as having malicious designs disguised under the veil of friendship and presenting women as in competition with each other. Ultimately, for Fern, women’s power was
derived from their financial independence and their maternal role, passing down a better life and good fortune to their daughters.
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idence of this. She talked poetry unconsciously!” (12-13).82 Fern maps her own frustrations with women’s limited self-expression onto her mother’s experience, which Fern
presumes to comprehend and speak for.83 Literary scholar Gale Temple calls Fern a
“spokesperson” and Karen Weyler refers to her as a “ventriloquist” for the “nineteenthcentury woman’s frustration and feelings of disempowerment at the hands of a patriarchal
mainstream” that suppressed a woman’s “ability truly to flower” (Temple 133; Weyler
103). Fern’s writings from Ruth Hall to her New York Ledger columns were praised (and
maligned) by her contemporaries for the “courage to call things by their right
names” (Fern, RH 170), and they have been picked up by scholars since then because
they boldly articulate the plight of working women. These celebratory readings of Fern’s
role as a spokeswoman have tended to overstate Fern’s sympathy. Fern did not shy away
from exposing the cruel injustices many women endured; she admirably gave voice to a
class of women who could not speak for themselves in order to elicit the sympathy of her
genteel readers who had been sheltered from such hardships. However, fixating on and
extolling Fern’s virtuous sympathy for working women runs the risk of overlooking the
lack of sisterhood represented in her writings.
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The passages from this NSB selection included here were also quoted in Warren FF, 6, 102-03.
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In Private Woman, Public Stage, Mary Kelley calls this a “rescue” on the part of women writers who, in
the “absence of ‘distinguished’ women” in their ancestral lineage, felt a “sense of illegitimacy as public
writers” (37). She reads this passage as Fern’s attempt to “prove [her mother’s] being,” establish a “female
intellectual mentor,” and to validate her claim as an author (37, 41). I see Fern’s visibilizing of her mother’s
literary genius as not only a confirmation of her own; it is the recording and authorizing of female heirs,
passing talent and genius from mother to daughter. Also in the context of my argument, Fern’s revelation
about her pseudonym clarifies that the choice aligned her with her mother rather than her fellow women
writers, her “sisters.”
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In her essay “Trading on the Exploited: Fanny Fern and the Marketplace Rhetoric
of Social Justice,” Cori Brewster critiques the limits of Fern’s “vision of social injustice,”
which does not extend beyond white women to the “far greater abuse of African Americans” or the “persecution and dispossession of Native peoples” (239, 238), or I would add
to any racialized immigrant group, like the working-class Irish, for example. Often these
women are reduced to stereotypes and botched dialect in Fern’s writing; they are peripheral characters who comment on and express pity for the situation of a fallen white
woman, but they are generally not the object of the author’s sympathy.84 I think that Fern
fails to include these groups in her social criticism because of her general cynicism of
collective identity and communal kinship. When she constructs narratives of oppression,
Fern follows the misfortunes of a solitary woman or girl, usually one who has started in
better circumstances and has been cast out of genteel society. These exiles stand apart
from other groups of laboring poor; they are the “worthy poor” and are “to be pitied because they deserve to be removed from such squalor” (Brewster 243). Ruth Hall is just
such an example of one of Fern’s worthy poor, who Fern had been sketching in her newspaper columns for years before the publication of her novel. My analysis of Fanny Fern’s
suspicion of sisterhood covers her early newspaper writings (1851-54), published in the
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See, for instance, her depictions of Biddy and Dinah in Ruth Hall. After Ruth’s husband dies, Biddy, her
Irish nursemaid, is willing to work for Ruth without wages—“If that is all my leddy,” she says, “then I’ll
not be afther laving, sure” (64)—because she is so moved by Ruth’s pitiable situation and the scorn of her
relatives: “I say it ’s a shame . . . and you can’t do it, my leddy; you are as white as a sheet of paper” (65).
And Ruth’s black house servant, described with “woolly locks” and an “ebony face shining with irresistible
good humor” (32), cheerfully declares, “Dinah don’t care how hard she works, if she don’t work to the tune
of a lash; and Missis Hall goes singing about the house so that it makes time fly” (33). Both women are
depicted as loving to work, particularly because they work for the angelic Ruth, whose whiteness leads
them to see her as unfit for work and makes them want to serve her.
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first (1853) and second (1854) series of Fern Leaves from Fanny’s Portfolio, and ends
with a reading of Ruth Hall (1854). By examining what is left out of Fern’s writing, I offer a revaluation of her acclaimed political vision as well as her (re)definition of domesticity.
Fanny Fern’s early newspaper writing might be characterized as melodramas of
beset womanhood. Death—of children, beloved husbands, or pitiable young women—
was a frequent topic in these columns; thirty-six out of seventy-eight pieces included in
Part I of the first series of Fern Leaves are about death. Just glancing over the titles alone
would suggest to the reader that individual suffering branded her columns: “The Still
Small Voice”; “The Widow’s Trials”; “Self-Conquest”; “Summer Days, or, the Young
Wife’s Affliction”; “Comfort for the Widow”; “Thorns for the Rose”; “The Wail of a
Broken Heart”; “A Night-Watch with a Dead Infant”; “Mabel’s Soliloquy”; “A Mother’s
Soliloquy”; “The Invalid Wife”; “The Transplanted Lily,” to name a few. Many of the
female protagonists in these pieces bear a striking resemblance to Ruth Hall; they are
generally young, pretty, shy, well-educated, and full of unrealized potential. These diamonds in the rough, like Ruth, are trusting and idealistic, and are thus victims of a corrupt
society whose members do not recognize or show sympathy to the loveliness and purity
of this figure. Fern repeats the same narrative of redemption: cast out, unpitied and
unloved, these women find the strength and determination to persevere and make something of themselves completely on their own, and as a result get their revenge on the first
cold hearts who had cast stones at them.
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In “The Widow’s Trials,” for example, Janie Grey turns to her uncle for help after
the death of her husband, and is told, “You must take care of yourself” (FL 24). Uncle
John is well-respected in the community and has the appearance of a deeply pious man:
he quotes the Bible, is a leader in church activities, and “enjoyed an immense reputation
for sanctity” (23). Instead of giving Janie assistance for her and her infant son or a job
writing for his newspaper, he offers advice under the veil of religion. “You ought to be
resigned,” he tells her, “Afflictions are mercies in disguise” (23). He also explains that
because her husband was “extravagant,” she cannot “expect [him] to make up for other
people’s deficiencies”; if her husband had been “economical” then “there would have
been something left” (24). Uncle John, as a representative for antebellum patriarchal values, conveys a mixed message. The genteel woman was expected to be dependent on first
her father, then her husband to take care of her—gentility did not include female independence—but if she was orphaned or widowed, she was magically supposed to be selfsufficient, a condition that went against all of her training, education, and womanhood.
The incongruity of Uncle John’s logic is that he believes Janie should be taken care of by
men, but able to take care of herself if she loses that male sponsorship. Because she is no
longer taken care of, she is no longer genteel, and thus no longer worthy of his attention
or support. Fern is particularly adept at pointing out this hypocritical thinking in middleclass American society, and making her Janie or Ruth an object of the readers’ sympathy
and her Uncle John or Mr. Ellet the object of their scorn. And yet Fern’s narratives suggest that she does in fact agree with Uncle John’s outlook and advice. The destitute wid!241

ow’s predicament almost always turns out to be a mercy in disguise and women must be
able to take care of themselves.
After being dismissed by her uncle, Janie, motivated in her labors by the helpless
innocence of her infant son, “little Rudolph,”85 becomes a literary sensation. In the end, a
“brighter day dawned for Janie; she had triumphed over disappointments and discouragements before which stouter hearts than hers had quailed; comfort and independence
were again hers—earned by her own untiring hand. . . . She needed no assistance” (26).
Although Fern criticizes the “world’s selfishness” and its failure to protect pure-hearted,
deserving women like Janie, she makes clear that this “bitter lesson” for her heroines is
precisely what precipitates their self-reliance and economic triumph (25). In his discussion of Ruth Hall, which has an identical plotline, Stephen Hartnett labels this contradiction as Fern’s depiction of the “cheerful brutality of capitalism,” which on the one hand
“enables Fern to attack the patriarchal, religious, and capitalist practices of a hopelessly
corrupt world and to indict the hypocrisy, banality, and venality that mark” it, and on the
other hand has Fern “celebrat[ing] the themes of late-Jacksonian America: social mobility, financial ascendancy, and the conflation of capitalism and democracy” (1). Fern’s early newspaper columns show her constructing a conflicted view of capitalism and
women’s position vis-à-vis a competitive market system from the very start of her writing
career. Her heroines are female Benjamin Franklins. They are revolutionary in the sense
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For Ruth Hall, which mimics the same plotline, Fern will make a notable change: the widow is left with
two daughters instead of a son. This change is in keeping with Fern’s life and again with her interest in maternal lineage and influence, mentioned above.
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of achieving the kind of market success that was closed off to them (to Franklin because
he was from a lower social class, to Fern’s characters because they were women), and
conservative in their unwillingness to ultimately and fundamentally call for the transformation of such an exclusionary system. Theirs are rags-to-riches stories that honor the
hard work of the individual to overcome all obstacles, masking their exceptional success
behind abstract, democratic qualities of perseverance and industry.
Fanny Fern adds suffering to her Franklinian narratives. A woman’s endurance of
brutal, impoverished circumstances and abject misery are the conditions necessary to
bring out her finer character. Janie works long hours, well into the night, weeps over her
son, and resigns herself to a “small plainly furnished room, so unattractive to the eye of
taste and refinement” (25). Her suffering is particularly poignant because she has experienced the fulfillment of taste and refinement; Janie has known a better life, which is what
makes her worthy of a better life now. The young, innocent orphan girl in “Lilla, The Orphan,” has also known brighter days, before her mother died, leaving her with poor, dirty,
rural relatives who treat her like Cinderella. In their care, she endures “scanty meals, the
harsh blow, coarse clothing, taunting words, and bitter servitude” (FL 171). The unrecognized child genius in “Our Hatty” is called stupid, queer, ugly, and disagreeable by her
family, and Hatty watches as her greedy brothers and sisters machinate to get money
from their father so that “their coffers were always filled, while poor Hatty’s were empty;
—and she laid all these things up in her little grieved heart” (FL 35). There’s Emma, the
young bride in “Self-Conquest” who is tormented by her mother-in-law, but does not dare
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tell her husband, instead “struggling with trial day by day, suffering, enduring, gaining
the victory over her own spirit, silently and uncomplainingly” (FL 33). And Mary in
“Whom Does It Concern?” laments the drudgery of sewing work that barely keeps her
fed: “Stitch—stitch—stitch! from dawn till dark, and yet I scarce keep soul and body together” (FL Second Series 300).86
Generally and to the great satisfaction of her readers, suffering is rewarded in
Fern’s narratives. Janie becomes a literary sensation. Hatty’s genius is finally recognized
and she, too, becomes a famous authoress. Lilla, the orphan girl, after a near-miss with a
village rake, flees to the city, where she responds to an ad for a housekeeper and ends up
a “happy, honoured wife” (FL 173). The “eccentric old bachelor” whom she applied to
serve promptly rescues her after hearing her story during the job interview. “I advertised
for a housekeeper,” he tells her, “but I’m more in need of a wife. Will you marry
me?” (173). Emma, the distressed young wife in “Self-Conquest,” endures the endless,
condescending exhortations of her mother-in-law, meanwhile concealing her anguish
from her husband, who had, of course, noticed the troubles of his wife all along, but waits
to ask, “Do you think I’ve been blind and deaf, because I’ve been dumb? Do you think
I’ve not seen my high-spirited little wife struggling with trial day by day, suffering, en86

Fanny Fern will again present her readers with the labor of women’s work in Ruth Hall. As her daughter
sleeps, Ruth writes late into the night, enduring a headache, failing light, sore eyes, and stiff hands.
“Scratch—scratch—scratch!” Fern writes, referencing the sound of Ruth’s pen against the paper (160).
Stitch, stitch, stitch, and scratch, scratch, scratch, the sounds of the needle and the pen, the sounds of hard
work, repetitive and monotonous, also echo Benjamin Franklin’s wheelbarrow anecdote in the Autobiography. Franklin recounts pushing his paper through the streets of Philadelphia, the squeaky wheelbarrow
making enough noise over the uneven cobblestones so that people were bound to notice the industrious
Franklin not afraid to do the hard manual labor of his profession. Fern’s attention to the labor of writing
also reinforces her point in Ruth Hall that her writing was primarily driven by necessity rather than divine
inspiration; women were writers and men were authors.
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during, gaining the victory over her own spirit, silently and uncomplainingly? Do you
think I could see all this, and not think she was the dearest little wife in the world?” (FL
33-34). Emma’s husband Harry rewards her suffering with a home five miles from the
city and from his mother, capping it off with, “And now you will have nobody to please
here but me, Emma” (34). Although Emma’s suffering is satisfactorily rewarded by nineteenth-century standards, Harry’s speech suggests that her torments were necessary to her
development as a wife because he seems to imply that he had been silently overseeing her
ordeal, waiting for the appropriate time to swoop in and rescue her. While he alleviates
her suffering he also sanctions it. He is cast as a kind of god-like figure who condemns
her to suffer and then offers her paradise, quite literally. “Oh, what a little paradise, Harry!” Emma exclaims when she sees her new home, “Look at that cluster of prairie roses!
What splendid old trees! See how the wind sweeps the drooping branches across the tall
grass! And that little low window latticed over with sweet-brier; and that pretty terraced
flower-garden!” (33). Emma’s delight at the prospect of inhabiting her new Edenic home
recalls Hawthorne’s descriptions of his newlywed bliss in the house of his friend Emerson, which I analyzed in the previous chapter. The association that these authors (and I
would include Caroline Kirkland as well here) make between paradise regained and the
American home suggest that a new vision of the American Myth was narrowing the scope
from large tracts of untainted land to the middle-class home. Women authors like Kirkland and Fern, however, connect this vision even more closely to the Myth by creating a
narrative of suffering that traces a journey of obstacles and hardship overcome, physical
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and moral struggles won, and a pure-of-heart pilgrim who deserves her reward of paradise. A Protestant version of Franklin with a twinge of melodrama marks Fern’s narratives in her early newspaper columns.
In her metacritical essay “Melodramas of Beset Manhood,” Nina Baym points out
how the first scholars of the American Myth tended to read nineteenth-century male writers as narrating an opposition between the individual and society as this individual tries to
achieve the promise of total freedom and self-definition; “society exerts an unmitigatedly
destructive pressure on individuality” and this “encroaching, constricting, destroying society is represented with particular urgency in the figure of one or more women” (224,
225). Women are threats to men’s happiness and freedom; they are “entrappers and domesticators” (225). As the antagonist in this paradigm, women are always already excluded from the protagonist role in the American Myth. In books evoking the myth that
are by or about women, scholars have not read them as a “woman’s version of the myth. .
. . Stories of female frustration are not perceived as commenting on, or containing, the
essence of our culture” (227). Fanny Fern’s newspaper stories and full-length works, particularly Ruth Hall, surely represent a woman’s version of the myth; they are archetypal
narratives of the female protagonist put upon and frustrated by an oppressive society of
which previously women were the primary enforcers. Like the Franklin narrative, Fern’s
stories construct and reaffirm some of the core values of American culture—its
“essence”; Franklin and Fern present their readers with exceptional rags-to-riches tales
even as they couch them in the uplifting and equalizing rhetoric of American democracy
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and capitalism. This seemingly universal, “American” quality to Fern’s writing is what
has made her popular with early literary critics and separated her from her female peers.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, who famously descried the “damn’d mob of scribbling women” to
his publisher, bestowed his admiration on Fern in a subsequent letter and declared that
she “writes as if the devil were in her.” He continues, “Generally women write like emasculated men, and are only distinguished from male authors by greater feebleness and folly; but when they throw off the restraints of decency, and come before the public stark
naked, as it were—then their books are sure to possess character and value” (Qtd. in Warren, FF 121). Hawthorne gives to Fern’s writing career a melodramatic twist that could
be interpreted as condemnation for a society that imposes “restraints of decency” on
women, keeping them from writing (more freely) like men. Against this oppressive force,
Fanny Fern rebels and refuses to be constrained.
In her reading of Hawthorne’s remarks, Warren believes they are “quite clear”:
“Hawthorne was saying women writers were hampered by conventions imposed by society and that these restrictions prevented them from writing as powerfully as they otherwise would have. The strength of Ruth Hall, he believed, was possible exactly because
Fanny Fern had thrown off the straitjacket of convention” (121-22). By “convention,” we
are meant to understand normativity. It seems that when a woman could shed her dress,
her femininity, her socially constructed womanhood, then she could become more masculine and more powerful. Hawthorne’s comments and Warren’s reading of them echoes
Edgar Allan Poe’s praise for Caroline Kirkland’s “vigor” that made her writing more
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forceful and thus more truthful. Such rhetoric upholds Mary Kelley’s observations about
the tensions and ambivalences between writing and femininity that many nineteenth-century women authors may have experienced.87
Ann Wood (Douglas) comes to an entirely different conclusion in her analysis of
Hawthorne’s appraisal of Fern. Hawthorne, she argues, “was insisting that Fanny Fern,
unlike her feminine competitors, was daringly true to her fundamental experience as a
woman, while her critics accused her of betraying and lowering her feminine nature, and
hence of being unfeminine, unwomanly” (4). Whereas Warren reads Hawthorne’s
metaphor of Fern coming before the public “stark naked” as casting off the constraints of
conventional womanhood, Wood interprets Hawthorne as commending Fern’s ability to
reveal and represent the “fundamental experience” of a woman. In part, the oppositional
interpretations of Hawthorne here are tackling different aspects of Fern’s writing: Wood
is referring to what Fern is writing (the fundamental experience of women) and Warren to
how Fern writes (powerfully). Yet neither critic deals with the uncomfortable, not to mention sexist, image that Hawthorne has drawn of Fern. At the most basic level, this is a letter between two men, with Hawthorne imagining Fern naked. On the one hand, there is
the romantic Whitman-esque quality to the image of a human appearing before the world
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In her study of what she terms “literary domesticity” in the nineteenth century, Mary Kelley analyzes the
experiences of twelve literary domestics, (white) women who wrote and published, concluding that “although these women achieved fame, as private women they were uncomfortable in the world beyond the
home” (29). Domesticity is linked to the private for Kelley, and as “private domestic females,” Fern and her
peers had “unexpectedly been placed in the male role of public figure” (135). As evidence of Fern’s ambivalence about being a writer and a public figure, Kelley points to the passage in Ruth Hall when Ruth
exclaims “No happy woman every writes” to her youngest daughter’s inquiry if she, too, would grow up to
write books (138) and to a letter by Fern’s daughter Ellen, which states that Fern had a “life long dread of
publicity” (135-36).
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stark naked, implying complete and total freedom. And, interestingly, Fern was good
friends with Whitman and one of the few, and certainly only woman, to favorably review
Leaves of Grass after its initial publication; she might have appreciated and embraced
that vision of herself coming before the public stark naked. While many of the contemporaneous critics of Fern’s Ruth Hall desexualized the author by unwomanizing her,
Hawthorne hyper-sexualizes Fern in this communication to his publisher. It bears an uneasy resemblance to a scene in Ruth Hall in which two men in the boarding house where
Ruth and her daughters are staying discuss her “[d]euced nice form” and her “pretty
foot,” maneuvering to steal a “peep at it” (87-88). This scene and Hawthorne’s private
letter to his gentleman publisher both show the ways that women were objectified and
exposed to the male gaze, particularly when they found themselves outside of the protection of the middle-class home and “beyond the pale of female jurisdiction” (89). There is
also a subtle, underlying terror of a stark naked woman possessed by the devil in
Hawthorne’s description (a variation of Zenobia in the Blithedale Romance) that ultimately is not all that different from the vituperative reviewers of Fern who express shock
and outrage by her unwomanliness and seek to contain it.
Each of these pronouncements on Fanny Fern’s writing—by Hawthorne, Warren,
and Wood—share a common goal of separating Fern from her female contemporaries,
with Wood going so far as to call other antebellum women writers her “competitors.”
What has made Fern noteworthy to critics and scholars is not so much what she has in
common with her fellow nineteenth-century women writers; rather, her value and impor!249

tance have been weighed by how much she differs from the mob of “domestic” and “sentimental” women scribblers. This approach to Fern is not simply an effort to “redeem”
her or raise her out of the ghetto of women’s writing. It seems to me that this view of
Fern is also a product of the themes that thread her columns and books, themes of isolation and individualism that often reject sisterly affection, support, and obligation between
women. The bonds of womanhood are not to be found in Fern’s writing; they are generally flimsy, false, and of little use to her protagonists.
For example, Fern penned a New York Ledger piece in 1859 ironically titled
“Amiable Creatures” that mocked women’s sympathy and kindness for each other. “Amiable creatures,” she writes sarcastically, “are the majority of women—to each other; charitable—above all things charitable. Always ready to acknowledge each other’s beauty, or
grace, or talent. Never sneer down a sister woman, or pay her a patronizing compliment
with the finale of the inevitable—‘but’. . . . Never say of an authoress, oh yes—she has
talent, but I prefer the domestic virtues; as if a combination of the two were necessarily
impossible, or as if the speaker had the personal knowledge which qualified her to pronounce on that individual case” (311). In Fern’s view, there is no strong community of
literary women supporting and encouraging each other, and, in fact, women readers and
writers are the hardest on authoresses, driving a wedge between women’s domestic duties
and other forms of self-fulfillment. Fern imagines the woman writer as an anomaly, as
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alienated from other women rather than bound to them.88 In the female world of Fern, a
compliment from one woman to another is highly suspicious. “Praise from a woman!”
she exclaims in an 1853 Olive Branch piece that responds to positive criticism from a
woman. “What did I ever do to injure, I’d like to know? There’s something behind
that!. . . . When a woman pats you with one hand you may be morally certain she’s going
to scratch you with the other” (“Praise From A Woman” 245). Because no goodwill underpins female relationships from Fern’s perspective, praise and compliments are loaded
guns. If women are oppressed by a patriarchal society, it is women who maintain and
perpetuate that oppression by their treatment of each other, according to Fern.
Through humorous irony and wit, Fern enjoys exposing hypocrisy in various aspects of American society, taking as one of her targets female friendships, which are
marked by snobbery, insincerity, ignorance, and judgment. In Fern’s writings, women are
often the most spiteful and unsympathetic characters, their spite and lack of sympathy
even more shocking because compassion and affection were understood to be innate to
women. In her seminal work the Bonds of Womanhood, Nancy Cott explains that women
were identified with “the heart,” and thus “conducted themselves through life by engaging the affections of others. The cultural metonymy by which the nurturant maternal role
stood for the whole of woman’s experience further confirmed that ‘heartfelt’ caring was
woman’s characteristic virtue” (167-68). Since women were subordinate to men in their
88

The target in these scathing portrayals by Fern is definitely a certain type of woman: white, middle to
upper class, and either from an older, more puritanical generation or from a more frivolous, consumer-oriented generation of genteel women. These were women with whom Fern shared a socio-economic background in her upbringing; this type of woman is meant to stand in for the model of nineteenth-century
woman that Fern wishes to expose as a sham.
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relationships, Cott saw female friendships as supportive and completely equal: “A woman
discovered among her own sex a world of true peers, in valuing whom she confirmed her
own value” (190). Fern is writing twenty to thirty years after the limit of Cott’s study, but
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s well-known article “The Female World of Love and Ritual,”
which covers friendships between women through the 1880’s, makes a similar point.
“These female friendships served a number of emotional functions,” she observes. “Within this secure and empathetic world women could share sorrows, anxieties, and joys, confident that other women had experienced similar emotions. . . . This was, as well, a female world in which hostility and criticism of other women were discouraged, and thus a
milieu in which women could develop a sense of inner security and self-esteem” (14).
This female world, so closely linked to domesticity for Smith-Rosenberg, Cott, and many
other scholars of nineteenth-century women, is conspicuously absent from Fern’s writings.
One possible analysis of Fern’s portrayal of female enmity might be to understand
it as the culmination of the ideology of separate spheres advanced in the first half of the
century by clergymen, popular literature, and writers/editors like Sarah Hale. Woman’s
sphere—the sphere of the home and domestic life—had by the time Fern started publishing taken on some of the values of men’s sphere of business and politics. Business and
politics were worlds driven by greed, jealousy, competition, and self-interest, and those
traits seemed to have spilled over into woman’s sphere in literary renderings. In “Amiable
Creatures,” Fern recounts the ways that women try to get any kind of advantage over oth!252

er women in the domestic realm: “Now just let a dear woman visit you. Don’t you know
that her eyes are peering into every corner and crevice of your house all the while she is
‘dear’-ing and ‘sweet’-ing you? Don’t you know that her lynx eyes are on the carpet for
possible spots, or mismatched roses? Don’t she touch her fingers to the furniture for stray
particles of dust? Don’t she hold her tumblers up to the light, and examine microscopically the quality of your table-cloths and napkins?” (311). The ideal of the home as a haven
and an escape, exempt from the competitiveness and hypocrisy that defined the world of
business and men’s affairs, is countered by Fern in her description of a home laid open
for the critical and cruel eyes (described as lynx-like, and thus preying) of a woman’s
friends. Fern’s rendering of the middle-class home is not all that different from Caroline
Kirkland’s scenes in the Michigan wilderness of an open log cabin door through which
her neighbors freely walked, berating her eastern habits and luxuries. Both women seem
to question the supposed privacy and protection the middle-class home was expected to
afford the individual, and suggest its vulnerability to intrusion. They hint that the more
dangerous and threatening intruders are not a snake or a storm or lawless humans—these
intrusions may occur, but they are exceptional; Kirkland and Fern depict one’s neighbors
as far bigger threats to the peace and stability of the home. Neighbors are far more likely
than snakes or thieves to intrude, and to do so more often and under the pretense of
friendship.
In Fern’s biting columns and in many instances in Ruth Hall, the middle-class
home is often a source of anxiety for women, and not because of the demands placed on
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women by their husbands and children. It was because of the demands women placed on
each other to uphold certain standards. If Sarah Hale in the pages of Godey’s Lady’s Book
set standards for propriety and purity in the decoration and maintenance of the home,
then by the time Fern is crafting her columns, it was Godey’s women readers who were
enforcing those standards in the guise of neighborliness. “Don’t she follow you like a
spectre all over the house, till [sic] you are as nervous as a cat in a cupboard?” Fern asks
in “Amiable Creatures” (311), suggesting that another woman’s physical presence in the
home had reached its full potential by being internalized, by being felt as a constant,
menacing specter. With characteristic irony and wit, Fern attributes women’s criticism
less to periodical culture than to a lack of education, and to boredom. In a Ledger piece,
“Gossips, And How They Are Made,” Fern states that gossips are not innately “malicious”: “Their minds being uninformed and uncultivated, and their own lives meager and
barren of interest, they naturally fall to watching those about them, to see if they cannot
extract little pleasurable excitement from the contemplation of their neighbors” (321).
Gossips are made. They are made by a society that offers women few intellectual or vocational pursuits. Fern can only ask mothers to encourage their daughters to read. “A
young girl has then a resource against the corroding rust of unemployed hours” (322).
Unlike A.L.H. Phelps, who advocated women’s participation in activities outside of the
home in order to alleviate boredom and stimulate the mind, Fern rejects the collective
support of women and suggests solitary activity. Women should safely satisfy their
voyeuristic tendencies with fictional lives, Fern implies, rather than actual ones.
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It is no surprise, then, that many of Fern’s heroines find relief, justice, and selffulfillment through books—reading them and eventually writing them. The individualism
and self-reliance that are hallmarks of Fern’s female protagonists diverge from Franklin’s
brand of individualism in Fern’s insistence on solitude and isolation as necessary to selfdevelopment. In his Autobiography, Franklin presented a self set apart from others in
some ways, as, for instance, when he refuses to pay the beer tax at his London publishing
house or in his frequent practices of self-denial that keep him from indulging in social
entertainment, but he did not imagine the successful individual as solitary or isolated
from society. He recognized the importance of forming important business and political
connections and the advantages to be had by seeking out a domestic partner. Alternatively, Fern’s update of the Franklin narrative presents a loss of faith in the humanity of the
American people, particularly in their generosity toward women.89 Franklin saw himself
outside the door of society, knocking to be let in, whereas Fern’s heroines are cast out of
society. They learn to see society as creating cold, cruel, and calculating individuals, and,
if anything, women’s participation in the social universe is what perpetuates their oppres89

Fern frames Ruth’s desolation as a crisis of faith after her father refuses to help her: “ ‘Can it be
possible,’ thought Ruth, looking after him, ‘that he could connive at such duplicity? Was the old lady’s
[Ruth’s mother-in-law’s] sympathy a mere stratagem to work upon my feelings? How unnecessarily I reproached myself with my supposed injustice to her? Can good people do such things? Is religion only a
fable?’ ” (151-52). Fern’s disillusionment resembles Hester Prynne’s in The Scarlet Letter, where the letter
has “endowed her with a new sense. She shuddered to believe, yet could not help believing, that it gave her
a sympathetic knowledge of the hidden sin in other hearts. She was terror-stricken by the revelations that
were thus made. . . . that the outward guise of purity was but a lie, and that, if truth were everywhere to be
shown, a scarlet letter would blaze forth on many a bosom besides Hester Prynne’s” (60). This sense is described as “awful” and “loathsome.” Though Hawthorne does not ultimately depict Hester’s innocence and
faith as shaken, he does invite the reader to doubt. Fern, however, very quickly restores Ruth’s faith and the
reader’s as well: “Ruth weeps! weeps that her faith was for an instant o’erclouded” (156). Fern does not
discount hypocrisy, but she shifts it from a crisis of faith to a crisis of capitalism. Can the greed spawned by
capitalism create a disconnect between one’s inner selfhood and outward appearance? The problem of inner
worlds and outer realities is at the heart of Ruth Hall.
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sion; in the Romantic tradition, Fern’s protagonists achieve success and self-realization
only by putting the self outside the bounds of society, either by choice or default. In that
process, Fern created a home that was not just private; it was anti-social.

“beyond the pale of female jurisdiction”: Ruth Hall’s Propitious Expulsion
The titular character in “Our Hatty” receives no support or even acknowledgement from family or others, and takes “no part in the conversation of the domestic circle”
(FL 35). As a result, she is forced to carve out her own sanctuary within the home where
she can be safe and at liberty. Hatty’s true self grows and is only visible in a space away
from others. Fern narrates that “there was one spot where none disputed Hatty’s right to
reign,—a little lonely room at the top of the house, which she had fitted up in her own
wild way, and where she was free from reproof or intrusion. . . . There the fetters fell off,
the soul was free” (36). Over fifty years prior to Virginia Woolf’s proclamation for a
woman’s right to solitude, Fanny Fern was making the same point in her writings. Many
scholars have discussed Fern’s individualism—generally either as affirming women’s independence or capitulating to capitalism’s extreme individualism—but few have meaningfully connected her representation of individualism to solitude and isolation, and even
less have looked at how she imagines this isolation in a positive way. Yet upon closer
analysis, themes of solitude and isolation saturate her writings and are significant to the
message that Fern sought to convey about women’s independence.
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Similar to Hatty, Ruth is disparaged by her family, particularly her brother Hyacinth, who calls her “very plain” and “awkward,” “odd” and “queer,” and retreats from
their notice. “Ruth was fonder of being alone by herself” (4). Also like Hatty, Ruth cultivates a private appreciation of the arts that distinguishes her as more sensitive to beauty
and more morally principled than most people: “sometimes she asked herself why a
sweet strain of music, or a fine passage in a poem, made her heart thrill, and her whole
frame quiver with emotion?” (4). As an early description of Ruth, this passage conveys to
the reader Ruth’s goodness, which is marked by how different she is from everyone else
and how she separates herself from others. The distance that Ruth seeks to maintain between herself and others forms a defining feature of her character throughout the novel,
in her marriage, her boarding house life, and culminating in her choice of profession, because writing allows her to connect with other people without having to be in their physical presence. This distance demarcates Ruth’s independence, preserves her goodness, and
facilitates her self-development. In this characterization of feminine independence, Fern
also offers her readers a new version of domesticity distinct from marriage.
In “Inscribing and Defining: The Many Voices of Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall,” Susan
K. Harris argues that for the heroines of mid-nineteenth-century women’s novels, “freedom and consequent self-definition comes only in isolation, in the lack of protection by
others” (621). I agree that isolation is an essential component of Fern’s story of self-development, which is a definite departure from the Franklinian narrative of success. If
Franklin recounts his entry into the world and his formulation of a solid network of busi!257

ness associates, Fern’s story traces Ruth’s retreat from society. Ruth Hall follows a series
of removes: first, when Ruth and her husband move away from the city to the country in
an effort to distance themselves from his officious parents (isolation in this case was
meant to be protective); and, subsequently, after Harry dies and Ruth withdraws further
and further into isolation both physically and socially. Isolation, independence, and individualism are therefore intimately connected in Fern’s narrative in ways that anticipate
contemporary American attitudes of the individual rather than look back to Franklinian
notions of the active and altruistic participant in society. Harris does not elaborate on her
idea of isolation; she seems only to have mentioned it in the sense of a heroine “freed”
from middle-class “gender definitions and restrictions” (621), who then must learn how
to avoid being taken advantage of or subjected to insult: “Ruth’s unprovoked fall from
grace has thrust her into a world where she must labor not only to create a self but to be
responsible for it, to protect herself” (621). Harris’s association of isolation with a lack of
protection is intriguing and worth picking up on; it runs counter to nineteenth-century
Romantic and political ideas about the purifying effects of isolation, but reveals its gendered implications. Political isolationism gave the U.S. more control over its own territory and policies and helped to secure its protection from invasion by promising non-interference with others. Philosophical or Romantic isolation guaranteed the purity of the individual through a spatial or psychic detachment that safeguarded him from the influences of society. In domestic models, isolation—physically separating the family unit
from outside forces and from others—offered more control for middle-class women over
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their environment, which became important for the development of the individual and for
the expansion of women’s power. In this sense, women (wives and mothers) were cast as
the protectors of the home. The kind of isolation that Harris implies in her reading of
Ruth—exile outside of the boundaries of genteel American society, “beyond the pale of
female jurisdiction”—lends itself to a more provocative reading, one that attaches Ruth
Hall to the literature of American Romanticism and complicates notions of isolation.
María C. Sánchez argues a more direct correlation between the individualism and
isolation Fern represents in Ruth Hall and nineteenth-century American Romanticism. In
“Re-Possessing Individualism in Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall,” Sánchez points out that Ruth’s
individualism and her desire for privacy—demonstrated in the novel by her independence
and pride, by her “verbal reticence” (35)—isolates her, and this kind of individualism
“connects Fern’s heroine to such contemporaries as Emerson, Thoreau, and Fuller” (36).
Sánchez links a “different kind of domesticity with a different kind of individualism” that
is “neither celebratory nor emancipatory” (37, 36); this individualism grows out of a “less
popular aspect of Emersonian philosophy: its potential for social and psychic isolation.
Many of Ruth’s shining moments are also her most lonely and silent ones” (37). The similarities Sánchez sets up between Fanny Fern and American Romanticism suggests a fresh
context for considering Emersonian individualism and a new model of domesticity. Ultimately, Sánchez’s claim to read a “different kind of domesticity” in Ruth Hall does not
clarify or open up our understanding of nineteenth-century definitions of domesticity, and
she often winds up in unhelpful parallelisms such as the “possessive individualism of
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domesticity, and the domestic nature of possessive individualism” (29). My sense is that
she uses the term domesticity in broad association with middle-class privacy and the family, whereby domesticity and the market are set in opposition and then overlap with terrible consequences in Ruth Hall: with Ruth’s mother-in-law’s intrusion into her home and
subsequent revelation of its interior with service workers, the private home is exposed to
the criticism of others and to a market sensibility that trades on valuable gossip about
one’s neighbors (35); and in Ruth’s desire to ascribe sentimental relations to business associates, like her brotherly editor John Walter, the marketplace is problematically converted into a family (47). She concludes that isolation is one of the costs of Ruth’s individualism (51). I agree that Ruth Hall is not completely optimistic in the way that Emerson’s writings are; however, in drawing from American Romantic philosophies, Fern
presents her readers with the beneficial aspects of a domesticity based on isolation.
The first chapter of Ruth Hall establishes Ruth as a loner, and not only in the domestic circle; at boarding school, she is set apart from the other girls as bookish and an
“old maid.” Fern describes Ruth as having “shared a room with four strange girls” and
wondering if “all girls were as mischievous” as her schoolmates (5). Ruth “took no interest” in the courting rituals that absorbed the attention of other girls, but when she got
enough acknowledgement from the other sex to see that she was attractive, she awakened
to the idea that she could “inspire love. . . . some day” (6). Fern describes this moment as
Ruth’s realization of her “power” and self-possession (6). The reader, too, is drawn into
more sympathy with Ruth, because not only is she different from other girls in her inno!260

cence and awkwardness, and extraordinary because of that difference; Ruth is also pretty.
The result being that at the end of her three years at the boarding school, Ruth’s schoolmates did not understand “why she took so much pains to bother her head with those stupid books, when she was every day growing prettier, and all the world knew that it was
quite unnecessary for a pretty woman to be clever” (7). That Ruth is pretty and she
chooses to educate herself is what makes her exceptional and worthy of the reader’s sympathy; it is also evidence of Fern’s irony and sense of humor, since her intelligence will
be necessary to her survival when she is cast out on her own.
Ruth’s reserve and aloofness from others are also evident in her wedding, described in the second chapter. “It was so odd in Ruth to have no one but the family at the
wedding. It was just one of her queer freaks! Where was the use of her white satin dress
and orange wreath? what the use of her looking handsomer than she ever did before,
when there was nobody there to see her?” (9). Fern provides this short mention of Ruth’s
wedding as proof of Ruth’s lack of vanity, set in contrast to her self-absorbed brother Hyacinth. Gale Temple observes that “Ruth’s consumption is so naturalized and so much a
part of the very core of her being that she doesn’t seem to care whether anyone sees
it” (139). Despite Ruth’s display of taste (in her wedding and in the eventual decoration
of her home) not being seen by others, it is “seen” by Fern’s readers and serves to further
solicit their sympathy for Ruth and becomes a mark of her good taste and character.
“Ruth is able to forge a direct relationship between her own essential being, which is
pure, pristine, and genteel, and her surroundings,” remarks Temple. “Ruth’s ethical inner
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self directly corresponds with her ability to decorate, and thus her practices of consumption are portrayed as a reliable indicator of her foundational goodness” (140). Fern does
not give Ruth a strong voice in the novel—she rarely speaks—but descriptions of Ruth’s
interior life (the makeup of her thoughts as well as her home) establish her character and
worth. Drawing from Walter Benjamin, Temple contends that the “creation and cultivation of the interior (room, self) is always done with the public gaze in mind, and the
record of one’s life is in some sense registered through various ‘traces’ left behind by the
consumer” (141); traces of a person’s innermost being are arranged for others to see. In
Ruth Hall, however, this careful purchase and arrangement of things seems to be done
only for the benefit of the reader. Fern continually insists that Ruth desires to keep her
tasteful traces of consumerism private; the uninformed, critical eyes of others degrade
these objects to their market value, exposing them as purchased goods rather than natural
extensions of Ruth’s self. That Ruth wears a beautiful dress for her wedding, but only
cares that her husband Harry sees it, signifies a purer and truer love (9).
Ruth’s preparation, the work and money that goes into her wedding or decorating
her home, are also, and perhaps more significantly, kept hidden (from the reader as well).
This labor and any indication of a market transaction are rendered effortless by their invisibility; objects just naturally appear. Whereas, for Harry’s funeral, his mother debases
her grief and love by fashioning her mourning dress according to current trends for gathering the gown, adding cross-way folds to her sleeves, and “mak[ing] the hem of Mrs.
Hall’s veil half-yard deep” to show her deep affliction (70-72). But what truly vulgarizes
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Mrs. Hall’s grief and love is that the reader “sees” her having the gown made and Mr.
Hall discussing payment, activities we never see performed by Ruth. “Ruth naturally and
authentically accumulates fashionable things around her, and the reader becomes aware
of this as though by accident, vicariously peeping over the shoulder of the busybody Mrs.
Hall as she snoops around Ruth’s new home” (Temple 139). Fern suggests that an essential aspect of a woman’s domestic role in the nineteenth-century was not only the consumption and display of goods; the proper woman was also responsible for concealing
the mechanisms and processes of consumerism. To keep the home pure, women had to
keep market transactions out, or at least keep its traces invisible. Women were thus designated as the protectors of the home and of the separation between the public marketplace and private domestic sphere.
In the early parts of the novel, following her marriage to Harry, Ruth wishfully
seeks a “new freedom” and the pleasures of “being one’s own mistress” (11, 24) after experiencing the oppressive and disheartening atmosphere of her boarding school and
childhood home. Her first expressions of that freedom come through possessions: “How
odd to see that shaving-brush and those razors lying on her toilet table! then that saucy
looking smoking-cap, those slippers and that dressing-gown, those fancy neckties, too,
and vests and coats, in unrebuked proximity to her muslins, laces, silks and de laines!
Ruth liked it” (11). These objects are meant to stand in for Ruth and Harry, suggesting a
kind of sexual pleasure in their physical closeness, an aspect of conjugal life often ignored in nineteenth-century discussions of domesticity. Again, this fluid connection be!263

tween person and purchase is seamless and unproblematic in Ruth’s display of it, but in
the very next chapter, Mrs. Hall again disrupts this veil by bringing up money. “Young
people, now-a-days, seem to think that money comes in showers, whenever it is wanted;
that’s a mistake; a penny at a time—that’s the way we got ours; that’s the way Harry and
you will have to get yours. Harry has been brought up sensibly. He has been taught economy; he is, like me, naturally of a very generous turn; he will occasionally offer you pinmoney. In those cases, it will be best for you to pass it over to me to keep; of course you
can always have it again, by telling me how you wish to spend it” (12-13). Those very
same objects that had seemed natural extensions of Ruth’s being, indeed had become
Ruth and her husband, are now vulgarized by being situated in the economy. Fern suggests that the officiousness of others turns these objects back into material objects, stripping them of their sacred quality.
This process culminates in the exposure of Ruth’s parlor to Mrs. Hall’s critical
and cash-sensitive eye. “This is the parlor, hey?” she asks, surveying Ruth’s interior, uninvited and trespassing while Ruth is not at home. “A few dollars laid out here, I
guess” (32). Mrs. Hall continues to inspect not just the parlor, but the whole house, and is
offended when she comes upon a statue of Venus. “Saints and angels! why, she has never
been to the dress-makers! There’s a text now!” (34). Yet another object alludes to or
stands in for Ruth and Harry’s sexual relationship, and suggests the significance and intimacy of domestic objects. Without Ruth even in the home, Mrs. Hall and the reader can
get a sense of the type of person that she is based on the objects in her home and her
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arrangement of them. For it is not just Mrs. Hall who is intruding on this private space;
the reader is as well, by solicitation of Fern. “Examine closely,” Fern commands the
reader. The difference between Mrs. Hall and Fern’s reader, however, is the assumed
sympathy the reader has for Ruth; Fern supposes that, unlike Mrs. Hall, her reader has the
good taste and character to appreciate the artistry of Ruth’s decoration. According to
Temple, “what the doltish Mrs. Hall doesn’t realize is that the items Ruth possesses, regardless of their practicality, are valuable because they are indicative of taste, refinement,
and femininity” (137). The discerning reader would thus estimate their sentimental or cultural value, and most certainly not their economic value. Temple also points out that Mrs.
Hall represents an older order and value system that the contemporary reader would pick
up on (evidenced by her adherence to Calvinist principles); “Ruth represents a generational shift. . . . Ruth’s patterns of consumption and self-creation are directed outward”
and Mrs. Hall “views Ruth’s more display-oriented identity as frivolous and vain” (138).
I would qualify this further, though, because Fern does seem conscious and also suspicious of the connection between goodness and goods. Ruth’s character does in part seem
to be presented through the staging of her purchases, especially in the early part of the
novel when Ruth is living out the domestic ideal, but there is a sense that Fern wishes to
convey through Ruth’s reserve and modesty that these objects are not meant for general
consumption. They are meant to be kept private, perhaps because of how much they can
signify about a person’s self. If a shaving brush and slippers or if a statue can reveal the
status of a couple’s sexual life, then objects have potentially great power to reveal what
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people believe is completely private. By desiring to keep these things private, Ruth desires to keep her innermost self private, and this desire informs her remove with her husband and child to the country—“five miles from the city” (24)90—and away from the
nosy intrusions of her in-laws. Through her heroines, like Hatty, in her newspaper writings and the experiences of Ruth early in the novel, Fern hints at how crowded the home
can feel to an individual and how vulnerable the home, as the ideal space for individual
privacy, is to invasion by family, friends, and neighbors, whose motives are often
prompted by a prying desire to pass judgment on others.
The ideal domestic space, in Fern’s rendering, is constituted by its impenetrability
to one’s nosy neighbors and to the judgment of others; Ruth’s inability to achieve this
ideal, even after her marriage and subsequent removal from the city to the country, make

90

The contrast between city versus country life is a recurring theme in Fern’s newspaper writings and worthy of its own chapter. She has several pieces that directly compare the two (“Country Sunday vs. City
Sunday”; “Sickness in the City and the Country”), and often takes the frustrations of urban life as a topic
(“The Boston Woman”; “The Boston Male”; “Glances at Philadelphia”; “Sunday in Gotham”; “BoardingHouse Experiences”; “Our Street”; four installments of “City Scenes and City Life”; “Incident at the Five
Points House of Industry”). In these columns, Fern frequently depicts the city as crowded, dirty, and intrusive to an individual’s personal space. She complains about the noise in the city—the “clamorous cries” and
“shrill whoopings” of its working inhabitants (FL, Second Series 189) and “never-ceasing belljingling” (322) of a busy hotel—, the poor air quality of its “smoky and stench-laden atmosphere (189), the
threat of “[c]holera and pestilence” from a city street that is a “quagmire of jelly-mud, four inches deep, on
which are strewn, ad-infinitum, decayed potatoes and cabbage stumps, old bones and bonnets, mouldy
bread, salt fish and dead kittens” (318), and the incessant bumping against others that results in “toes
crushed, or our bonnets knocked off, or our skirts torn from our belts, or ourselves and our gaiter boots jostled into a mud-puddle” (224-25). The mud-puddle for Fern signifies the wild savagery of urban life as
much as it does the uncivilized Michigan backwoods for Kirkland. City dwellers are also described as too
rushed to be considerate of the physical presence of other people, and their bad habits of spitting, accordion-playing, toting annoying children, and stinking of patchouli and onions encroach on Fern’s comfort.
She refers to the homes in Philadelphia as prisons with shutters that “barricade” and “garrison-like walls”
that hide gardens; their inhabitants become prisoners as the “balmy air of evening seemed only the signal
for barring up each family securely within those jail-like shutters” (Fresh Leaves 242). Like Hale, she
laments that children in Philadelphia are kept from “darting about like butterflies among the flowers” of
open lawns and gardens (242). By contrast, country life is portrayed as “serene,” quiet, and gentle; the atmosphere is clear; the people are kind and generous; and the sun sparkles rather than glares (FL, Second
Series 190-91). For one analysis of Fern’s contrast of the city versus the country in Ruth Hall, see Kristie
Hamilton, 97.
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up the central drama of the first part of the novel. I agree with Jennifer Harris, who points
out that the “ability of this setting [in the country] to effectively shelter and sustain Ruth
from a hostile exterior world is almost immediately called into question” when “we see
her home rudely intruded upon by her uninvited mother-in-law who, in Ruth’s absence,
inspects the home and passes judgment upon it and, by extension, Ruth” (346). Many
scholars have read the first part of the novel as Fanny Fern allowing Ruth to fully live out
the fantasy of a domestic idyll, which is then shattered when her husband dies and the
sentimental ideal is thus revealed as “culturally bankrupt” (Temple 131), but I would argue that Fern does not give Ruth the full experience of domestic bliss.91 In a reading of
the home as the sacrosanct space of privacy, Ruth from the very outset is unable to
achieve this ideal—the truly private home is not available and the sentimental picture of
the home untenable—and the reader “realizes the inability of Ruth to sustain an independent home” (Harris 346). Such a depiction bears much in common with the frustration
Caroline Kirkland expressed about the constant, unannounced entry of her well-inten91

Scholars generally split the novel into two parts and two Ruths: Ruth living the white middle-class
apotheosis of womanhood as a wife and mother and the fallen Ruth exiled from this Edenic paradise after
her husband’s death. It begins with Ann Wood, who quotes a review by Grace Greenwood, who calls the
new, widowed, “shrewd, bitter, business-oriented and aggressive” Ruth who emerges in the novel “Ruthless
Hall” (qtd. in Wood 21). Warren points out that Fern marks the shift in character and circumstances with a
mutation in prose style, from a sentimental novel to realism with the use of the “sharp staccato prose” that
is a hallmark of her newspaper writing (“Intro” xxvii). Susan K. Harris reads sentimentalism and realism
(as literary styles and worldviews) comprising the primary tension in the novel. She boils down the opposing modes to sentimental or iconizing and cynical or iconoclastic (614). The dual narrative voices in use in
the first part of the novel to describe Ruth’s wedded bliss undercut each other; the sentimental “approving”
voice draws from conventional sentimental language while the cynical voice disrupts the illusion with ironic phrases (616-17). Harris argues that the “dominance of the sentimental mode in this section works as a
disguise, a deliberate strategy. . . . suggest[ing] that Fanny Fern understood how to manipulate her society’s
conventions at the same time that she was determined to change them” (625). Harris, too, claims that Fern
does not offer Ruth or the reader a full, completely uncomplicated version of the sentimental ideal, even in
the first part of the novel. While reading Ruth Hall as torn in half between literary styles can offer convenient shorthand, to see Fern as unproblematically idealizing Ruth’s circumstances in the first half of the
novel, is to miss some of her more central critiques of marriage and the home in genteel American society.
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tioned neighbors in Montacute, who are quick to frown upon the unnecessary items she
brought from the east.92 Fern consistently mourns the loss of personal privacy in her
modern American society, and this issue, more than an indictment of capitalistic greed
and selfishness, is at the heart of her writings.
Throughout the novel, Ruth sets herself apart from others physically and socially,
especially other women, who are depicted as the harshest critics of others even as they
possess the least knowledge and depth of character. Temple notes that “Ruth essentially
has no support group, no immediate community to surround her and assist her when she
falls on hard times, and she really has only one genuine female friend, the haughtily exclusive Mrs. Leon” (151). When Ruth and her husband remove to Beach Cliff after the
death of their first-born Daisy, Ruth spurns the “usual number of vapid, fashionable
mothers; dressy, brainless daughters” in favor of the “queenly” Mary Leon (55). Mary is
like Ruth, and held an “unqualified disgust” for common feminine activities such as
“bead-netting, crochet-stitching, long discussions with milliners, dress-makers, and
modistes, long forenoons spent in shopping, or leaving bits of paste-board, party-giving,
party-going, prinking, and coquetting” (56). In other words, Ruth was “drawn to Mrs.
Leon by an unaccountable magnetism” (55) because Mary, like Ruth, was different from
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There is also a resemblance to Nathaniel Hawthorne’s notebook entries on his honeymoon Eden shared
with his wife Sophia, discussed in Chapter Three. The Hawthornes enjoy being shielded from the view of
others, yet indulge watching their neighbors pass by their house, insisting on the domestic space as where
one can see without being seen. Fern makes a similar point in her newspaper column, “Peeps From Under
A Parasol,” in which she laments that others “describe me, without saying ‘by your leave;’” but she goes
on, “a little thought has just occurred to me that two can play at that game! I don’t go about with my eyes
shut—no tailor can ‘take a measure quicker than I, as I pass along” (Fresh Leaves 252). Hawthorne and
Fern suggest that the privilege of privacy is to be free from the critical intrusion of others even as one can
gaze at others without their knowledge.
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other women. Ruth and Mary share other traits besides a distaste for the company of other women; their constraints in marriage life are similar. Mary’s husband gives her everything that she wants in the way of jewels, clothes, and a lovely house, but “they, equally
with myself, are necessary appendages to Mr. Leon’s establishment” (57). Ruth, meanwhile, is frequently called a “doll-baby” by her in-laws and dressed up by her husband
and installed in a home in the country. Harry often refers to Ruth as his “pet”; he “bought
all her clothes himself, even to her gloves and boots, and was as tender and careful of her
as if she were an infant” (96). The notion that Harry genuinely loves Ruth would seem to
alter the tone with which Fern depicts their marriage, yet the narrator attributes “silken
reins” to love (17) and Ruth’s domestic confinement physically weakens her as her married life progresses. She is described as “feeble,” develops headaches, and cannot make it
through the day without drugging herself with camphor (22-23). In the end, Ruth’s situation does not appear all that different from Mary’s, who tells Ruth that marriage’s “chain
is none the less galling, because its links are golden,” and “was often subject to severe
and prostrating attacks of nervous headache” (57, 56). I point out these similarities between the characters because scholars have overlooked them in favor of focusing on the
function of Mary’s death to present the reader with a potential future for Ruth once she is
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left on her own as a result of her husband’s death.93 The institution against which Fern
presents her harshest critique is not capitalism but marriage, even when it is one based on
love like Ruth and Harry’s. Fern thus drastically revises the terms of ideal American domesticity to challenge marriage as its foundation.
In such a critique, Fanny Fern also renegotiates the terms of separate spheres. If,
as Sarah Hale and so many middle-class women maintained, the home and all things domestic represented the territorial reign of woman, then Fern’s writings insist that separate
spheres and marriage are incompatible with each other. So long as women are subject to
the power and condition of their husband, they are not the true mistress of the home and
independence remains elusive within the domestic space. The three main marriages depicted in Ruth Hall, aside from Ruth’s incompatible parents described in the opening
chapter and her miserable in-laws—Ruth’s, Mary Leon’s, and Mrs. Skiddy’s—bear that
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In their discussions of Mary Leon, scholars have tended to follow Joyce W. Warren’s reading in the introduction to the American Women Writers edition of Ruth Hall, which couples the stories of Mary Leon
and Mrs. Skiddy as counterpoints for Ruth’s situation. They frame the point in the novel when Ruth is at
her lowest, having been rejected by all of her family and turned down for teaching and sewing work. Warren suggests here and in her article “Text and Context in Fanny Fern’s Ruth Hall: From Widowhood to Independence” that Fern uses Mrs. Skiddy and Mary Leon to show two possible fates for Ruth: independence
or death (“Intro” xxvi; “Text and Context” 73). “The pairing of two sub-plots in Ruth Hall provides an indication of Fern’s solution to the widow’s—or any woman’s—dependence. Whereas Mrs. Skiddy earns her
own independent living, Mrs. Leon, who, as she bitterly admits, is herself only one of the pretty ‘appendages’ to her husband’s establishment, ends up dying alone in an insane asylum. . . . Mrs. Skiddy’s comfortable independence. . . and Mrs. Leon’s tragic dependency emphasizes Fern’s message that economic
independence is necessary to maintain autonomy as a human being” (“Text and Context” 73). Nancy Walker is even more explicit about Fern’s intentions for bringing in the two characters: “The stories of Mrs.
Skiddy and Mary Leon may seem at first glance extraneous to Fanny Fern’s narrative of Ruth Hall, but in
fact they illustrate two choices Ruth has at this point” (50). Jennifer Harris links the example of Mary Leon
to economic independence as well as to copyright issues and ownership. “The fate of Ruth’s friend, Mary
Leon, who is forcibly and needlessly institutionalized by a cruel husband, exemplifies this lack of individual ownership even in relation to the self” (352). Instead, Ruth learns to assert herself and her “individual
worth” in the marketplace in order to “secure material needs” and protection (352). My point here is that
scholars, in favor of restricting their analyses of Mary Leon’s character to a prefiguring of Ruth’s potential
fate, have overlooked the similarities that Fern depicted between the two characters within the conditions of
marriage.
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out. Fern does not present Mary Leon’s and Mrs. Skiddy’s marriages in order to suggest
possible outcomes for Ruth’s situation, since Fern has already demonstrated the failure
and illusion of Ruth’s marriage. Sketching each of these marriages allows Fern to drive
home her point of the limiting, even life-threatening, affects of marriage for women.
While the first third of the novel shows Ruth removing herself from society and seeking
out seclusion, in the character of Mary, Fern suggests the danger for the aloof and isolated woman to be neglected, particularly because nineteenth-century American society
imagined the married woman to be protected by her husband rather than imperiled by
him.
Ruth and her daughter Katy find Mary Leon dead in an insane asylum, where she
was confined by her husband who had “wearied” of her (141). This section of Ruth Hall
makes clear that the vulnerability of women to their husband’s whims and brutality are
institutionally, legally, and socially acceptable.94 When Ruth meets with the male superintendent of the hospital, we learn that Mary Leon’s husband was a “very fine man” and an
“intimate friend” of the doctor’s, who takes Mary “under [his] care” (139). Mary is
passed from one male oppressor to another, without consent or sympathy, not even from
other women. The asylum’s matron, Mrs. Bunce, who leads Ruth to see Mary’s corpse,
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There was widespread anxiety that women were locked away against their will by their husbands, no less
due to the suggestiveness of their imposing gothic exteriors as to popular fiction. Elizabeth Packard’s narrative The Prisoners Hidden Life, Or Insane Asylums Unveiled (1868) was a true account of being committed
to an asylum by her husband because of her lack of religious belief and was one of a number of true and
fictional narratives of women imprisoned by their husbands. Thomas Story Kirkbride, superintendent to the
Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane tried to mitigate those fears; he stated that he had “yet to learn of any
deliberate attempt to confine a sane man or woman in any of our hospitals, as insane, or to place an insane
one there from bad motives” (228).
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very coldly refers to Mary’s last hours and to the plight of other women in the hospital,
such as one “crazy woman” who is kept chained in her cell and whose child was lawfully
taken from her by her husband, since the law, “you see, as it generally is, was on the
man’s side” (140). Such cruel acts against women are masked by the institution’s beautiful, edenic exterior, that is not all that dissimilar to the setting of Ruth’s country home
and which draws the attention of young Katy, who peeks “wistfully through the iron
fence at the terraced banks, smoothly-rolled gravel walks, plats of flowers, and grapetrellised arbors” (138). This scene, which sets up the chapter, shows that Fern did not
mean for Mary’s tragic fate to serve as a warning to Ruth, but to her daughter, who naively says, “I should like to live there, mamma” (138). It follows an incident in which Katy
comes home with money that a gentleman gave her, while Ruth looks out of her window
at a brothel across the street from her boarding house, lamenting “the stain that the bitterest tear may fail to wash away” with a new understanding “how, when the heart, craving
sympathy, craving companionship, doubting both earth and heaven, may wreck it all in
one despairing moment on that dark sea” (112-13). It is at that precise moment that Katy
comes home, and Ruth is shocked and suspicious, demanding, “How came you to take
money from a gentleman? Who was he?” The gentleman turns out to be a friend of Harry’s, but the connection to Ruth’s previous musings are not without ominous weight and
not lost on Ruth, who immediately starts praying (113). Ruth felt sympathy (from a distance) for the women in the brothel, but at the suggestion of such a fate for her daughter,
she is moved to action, to prayer. The bonds to which Fern attaches importance are those
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between mothers and daughters rather than sisterly bonds between women. She suggests
that the future resides with America’s mothers and the example they set for their daughters, not with the collective action of women coming together to change current conditions. Her message seems like conventional republican motherhood ideology, until, as the
story unfolds, the reader sees that Ruth’s purpose and drive for financial independence
are inspired by her daughters. Ruth is able to show them how a woman can and must
achieve self-possession, that marriage is of no value to an independent woman (233).
In the figure of Mary Leon, Fern complicates the idea of isolation. Instead of the
more positive, romantic associations that underscore her conceptualization of individualism, independence, and the ideal domestic space, where isolation from an unfeeling, unsympathetic society spurs self-realization, Fern gives us a bleak picture of isolation at its
most dangerous for women. An individual does not draw strength from an isolated state,
but is weakened by it. Mary’s last letter to Ruth articulates that deterioration: “I am not
crazy, Ruth, no, no—but I shall be; the air of this place stifles me; I grow weaker—weaker. I cannot die here; for the love of heaven, dear Ruth, come and take me away” (141).
Air quality is not purified in isolation, but stifling; the stagnant, suffocating atmosphere
oppresses the mind. Rather than isolation as a kind of action, a deliberate choice to remove oneself from potentially damaging influence, isolation, in the case of Mary Leon,
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means social and literal death. Isolation becomes neglect, pushing women into obscurity,
into an “unobtrusive” place in society.95
The kinds of women to whom Fanny Fern brings her reader’s attention—asylum
patients, female prisoners, prostitutes, seamstresses, and the middle-class orphan or castaway—are women who have been exploited by men and neglected by society. In their
situations as Fern describes it, the hospital, prison, brothel, factory, or home environment
is oppressive, poorly ventilated, and illness-inducing. Exacerbating these circumstances
for Fern is the failure of society to notice or acknowledge the harsh conditions in which
these women subsist. In her short column, “Woman,” Fern hints that neglect is the condition of the nineteenth-century woman.
Ay! pass her by on the other side; speak no word of encouragement to her; measure not her fall by her temperament, or her temptations, but by the frigidity of
your own unsolicited, pharisaical heart. Leave no door of escape open; close your
homes and your hearts; crush every human feeling in her soul; teach her that the
Bible and religion are a fable; check the repentant prayer on her Magdalen lip;
thrust her back upon the cruel tender mercies of those who rejoice at her fall; send
her forth with her branded beauty, like a blight and a mildew. (FL 115)
Although she seems to be referring specifically to the plight of prostitutes, her sentiment
could easily apply to the many downtrodden, ignored women for whom Fern speaks. In
“Literary Labors and Intellectual Prostitution,” Karen A. Weyler argues that Fern’s sympathy crossed class lines and straddled the various exploitative situations in which desperate women found themselves. She writes, “Fern’s own economic struggles gave her an
95

In direct juxtaposition to Mary Leon’s fate, Ruth is shown the opposite in the Skiddy marriage. Instead of
imprisonment by her husband, Mrs. Skiddy refuses to succumb to her husband’s whims and escapes the
confinement of her marriage. “When a woman is married, Mrs. Hall,” declares Mrs. Skiddy, “she must
make up her mind either to manage, or to be managed; I prefer to manage” (135).
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empathetic awareness of the problems of working women, and she recognized that middle class women were just a widowhood away from losing their privileged class
status” (116). This same “empathetic awareness” is a part of Ruth’s growth in the novel.
When she is forced to live in a boarding house within the squalor of a working-class
neighborhood and must find work to support herself and her daughters, Ruth, for the first
time in her life, takes notice of the hardships some women must endure. As she looks at
the tenement building across the street from her own, she observes “a pale-faced woman,
with a handkerchief bound round her aching face, bent over a steaming wash-tub, while a
little girl of ten, staggering under the weight of a basket of damp clothes was stringing
them on lines across the room to dry” (111). Ruth has more than empathetic awareness;
she has actually now experienced the same conditions. Fern uses the same language to
describe Ruth’s situation and that of working-class women. Just before Ruth observes the
tenets across the street, Fern has Ruth watched by other servants, who empathize: “Poor
Ruth. . . she shoulders that great big basket of damp clothes and climbs up one, two,
three, four flights of stairs to hang them to dry in the garret” (101). Ruth is laid in bed
with a bandage around her “aching forehead” just as she notices the pale woman with a
“handkerchief bound round her aching face” (111). And Ruth also sees a “decrepit old
woman” with a sick child and a “young girl, from dawn till dark, scarcely lifting that pallid face and weary eyes—stitching and thinking, thinking and stitching” (111), just as she
will be bent over her writing with weary eyes and a “throbbing brow” while her pen
makes the sound of, “Scratch—scratch—scratch” (160). By representing Ruth’s living
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and working conditions in precisely the same language as those of working-class women,
Fern draws these neglected women from social isolation and bridges the distance between
the middle-class and working woman. With references to the situations of so many working class and “fallen” women in Ruth Hall, especially in connection to Ruth and/or her
daughters’ possible futures, Fern implies that these circumstances could be the fate of any
comfortably situated, middle-class woman. The force of these descriptions, in the final
analysis, is less about drawing political awareness and visibility to marginalized members
of society, igniting group consciousness and collective action, than it is about showing
her genteel readers their precarious position within an institution of marriage that only
promises conditional protection.96
Over and over again in her writings, Fern reproaches Americans for the lack of
sympathy they show for the fallen woman, and yet nowhere does she suggest that sympathy is what will help these women. Nor does she imply that the collective action of
women—a sisterhood—will improve their lives. Indeed, Fern does not just emphasize
that it is precisely the lack of sympathy from others that precipitates Ruth self-consciousness and determination; she also frequently voices suspicion of collective action. Kristie
Hamilton, in “The Politics of Survival: Sara Parton’s Ruth Hall and the Literature of La-
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While Cori Brewster finds Fern’s politics inadequate and asks us to think about what it means that Fern
“never advocates collective action against unjust practices” (248), Kristie Hamilton concludes that it is “not
surprising. . . to find that a middle-class woman in such a culture could not imagine collective action as a
practical option” (104). Hamilton reads the novel within the framework of antebellum labor literature, insisting that Fern “exhibits class consciousness” (88), “seeks to establish in Ruth Hall the collective exploitation experienced by workers” (102), and “relocates women in the public sphere” (96). For Fern, before women can assert themselves as a group and a voice in American society, they must first learn to be
financially self-sufficient; declare independence, then develop a political plan of action.
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bor,” explains that antebellum middle-class women were “isolated and competitive with
each other” despite “ideologies of gender that projected the reverse as the ideal and as the
actual” because the “continued identification of womanhood with certain narrowly defined activities and with a particular socioeconomic status” led to “in-group surveillance
and policing” (103). Ruth repeatedly learns this lesson throughout the course of the novel. Leading up to her much-discussed series of self-affirmations—“I can do it, I feel it, I
will do it” (147)—Fern crafts a number of scenes that cast doubt on the possibility that
women could bond in a strong sisterhood. The first involves Ruth’s friends from her former life, who attempt to visit her in her new living quarters and quickly reveal the limits
of their friendship: “I declare, Mary,” says one friend, “if Ruth Hall has got down hill so
far as this, I can’t keep up her acquaintance. . . . I wouldn’t be seen in that vulgar house
for a kingdom” (99). Mary has a brief twinge of guilt as they turn away to gorge themselves on ice cream and sweets instead, admitting, “It seems heartless.” She qualifies this
statement, however, by adding that if she had been in Ruth’s situation, “I should cut my
throat” (99). In other words, by not dying or disappearing, Ruth places her friends and
family in an awkward position. Social standards of respectability repeatedly preclude
sympathy in Fern’s descriptions of female friendships.
In a subsequent scene, Ruth applies for a teaching position, and is made uncomfortable in the waiting room before the interview by the crowd of applicants, all women,
“who regarded, with jealous eye, each addition to their number as so much diminution of
their own individual chances for success” (126). Women are put into competition with
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one another, and it is difficult to imagine a sisterhood emerging from such conditions,
especially when Fern describes Ruth’s discouragement within this circle of women:
“Ruth’s cheeks grew hot, as their scrutinizing and unfriendly glances were bent on her,
and that feeling of utter desolation came over her, which was always so overwhelming
whenever she presented herself as a suppliant for public favor” (126). Just as in the scene
previous with Ruth’s former female friends, Fern again challenges notions of gender solidarity. No love, support, or identification exists between these women, nothing to promote a sense of sisterhood, only suspicion, competition, and contempt, which isolates
women from each other and seems to run counter to views of strong bonds between
women during this period, to restate the point that Kristie Hamilton makes. The unmarried or widowed middle-class white woman, Fern also suggests, has the added humiliation of being a “suppliant for public favor” instead of having the protection of a husband.
As a result of her fallen status, of being forced to support herself, Ruth cannot be “unobtrusive” as her brother Hyacinth would wish; she must obtrude in the public marketplace.
Hamilton insists that the “middle-class author, with her working-class sisters, reappropriates the public sphere into which she inserts Ruth as a place where women’s subjectivity
(not subjection), insight, and self-protection may be secured” (98). Hamilton’s claim,
which rests on reading Ruth Hall within the context of antebellum labor literature and on
viewing Fern as pulling her genteel women readers into sympathy and solidarity with her
struggling heroines, misses the complexity of how Fern imagines private and public spaces and women’s position vis-à-vis them.
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If Ruth’s fallen state places her “beyond the pale of female jurisdiction” (89),
where exactly is Ruth? In the nineteenth-century ideology of separate spheres, where
men’s jurisdiction encompassed the public sphere and marketplace and women’s the private sphere, does that mean that Ruth, as beyond the pale, has been ejected from women’s
sphere, from the private, domestic world, into the public sphere or traded on in the marketplace? Are women in the public sphere by default exiles and fallen women? Ruth’s
exposure to other women’s critical gaze in the school waiting room underscores her vulnerability and that of women in general in public spaces. The chapter just preceding
Fern’s description of Ruth as beyond the pale also calls attention to her unprotected state,
and she is especially vulnerable to sexual predators, who corrupt the parlor space—that
locus of gentility and powerful symbol for middle-class taste and status—in the boarding
house with their discussion of pursuing Ruth (87-88). Yet I have already pointed out how,
in her previous homes, Ruth was vulnerable to the critical gaze of others, aligning the
boarding house parlor and the country home parlor with a waiting room, factory floor,
newspaper office, or other public space where an individual is looked over and judged by
others. In other words, the American home, regardless of class status, was already too
public according to Fern. Ruth has not been exiled from a private, domestic world, since
that privacy does not exist in her representations of the home. The very lack of privacy in
the home as a source of frustration for Ruth suggests the other side of the coin: that the
ideal vision of home was as a safe haven and space of total individual freedom. Similar to
how Kirkland uses her memoir to show the pastoral idyll as a rhetorical fantasy and yet
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still holds it up as an ideal and a desire against the realism of the daily experiences she
records, Fern also casts over her descriptions of home-like spaces (Ruth’s childhood
home, her country cottage, the asylum, the boarding house) a melancholic wistfulness
that turns the ideal of a truly private home into a specter that hovers around these images.
The subtitle of the novel, “A Domestic Tale of the Present Time,” emphasizes Fern’s interest in the home, in the private space, in the space primarily occupied and managed by
women (the realm of female jurisdiction). Although the various settings of the novel take
Ruth to the urban wilderness, just as Kirkland’s memoir takes Mary Clavers to the
Michigan wilderness, both writers sought to narrow down their scope to the world within
the walls of the home. For these authors, the surest way to detach their writing from sentimentalism and romanticism was to focus on the domestic. An apt title for Fern’s autobiographical novel might also be A New Home, Who’ll Follow?, as she asks her readers to
follow her into the scary and hostile depths of the American city. It is in this surprising
setting that Fern’s Ruth Hall offers her readers a vision of a new American home.
The reader’s very first introduction to Ruth’s new home in widowhood is the
scene with the male oglers and the revelation that the landlady uses the parlor for her
dressing room. Fern describes the first boarding house she inhabits as on a “dark, narrow
street” (87), looking out “upon a row of brick walls, dingy sheds, and discolored chimneys” (92). When she is forced to leave here and find a new room in the “lower part of
the city” (142), Fern refers to this home as Ruth’s garret, a small, gloomy room she
shares with Nettie (the older daughter Katy now living with Ruth’s in-laws). Nettie’s
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health deteriorates under the new conditions and the home also becomes Ruth’s workspace for her writing. Ruth’s new home represents another significant departure from the
Franklin narrative. Franklin’s description of the lady in the garret, the ascetic who gives
to charity all of her money and belongings, “living herself on Water-gruel only, & using
no Fire but to boil it” (47), is one of admiration and perplexity. Franklin admires her frugality, but his narrative makes clear that, while the lady in the garret has removed herself
from society and the world, not progressing personally or spiritually, Franklin, by taking
risks has achieved financial and social success. Ruth, on the other hand, finds motivation
in her domestic surroundings (mostly in glances to her daughter Nettie) and inspiration in
the thoughts that solitude allows. By obtruding herself (Ruth Ellet Hall) and taking on a
new identity (“Floy”), Ruth finds reward in her labor without compromising her purity by
having to physically enter the marketplace. Her ultimate reward is that she finds a male
sponsor with whom she can conduct business through correspondence rather than having
to endure the humiliation of going into the actual publishing office, as she did with her
previous two newspaper editors, Mr. Tibbetts and Mr. Lescom.
In that sense, Ruth has done as everyone has asked: she has disappeared. Her
voice drops out of the narrative, too, and Fern does not write a single line of dialogue or
thought for her main character. When she is presented with the $10,000 bank note and
asked by her sponsor John Walter to “confess” herself proud, Ruth does not say a word
and her daughter Nettie speaks for her. Benjamin Franklin, puzzled by the lady in the garret’s daily confession to a priest, asks “how she, as she liv’d, could possibly find so much
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Employment for a Confessor?” (47-48). The reader of Ruth Hall, too, is left to puzzle,
What does Ruth have to confess? The seemingly triumphant ending of the novel is tempered by Ruth’s silence as well as the coda at the end. The final chapter has Ruth visiting
her husband’s grave with her daughters and Mr. Walter. “There was a vacant place left by
the side of Harry. Ruth’s eye rested on it—then on her children—then on Mr. Walter. ‘So
help me God,’ reverently murmured the latter, interpreting her mute appeal” (272). Mr.
Walter interprets the silence of Ruth, but how is the reader supposed to? The ambiguity of
the ending of the novel is troubling. It foreshadows the deaths of Edna Pontellier and Lily
Bart, women who tried to live independently, but could not do so in a society that did not
recognize a woman’s independence. Fern, too, struggles to depict a woman who can live
truly independent from men and marriage. What could that possibly look like? Was the
grave the only future for an independent woman?
With so much scholarly attention on Ruth’s entry into the literary marketplace and
her subsequent triumph, illustrated so boldly with the ten thousand dollar banknote at the
end of the novel, very few readings of Ruth Hall take domesticity or the home as a central
point of analysis. Many scholars have thus read the novel as about work, setting it in opposition to the home and domestic labor. Many have also examined Fern’s adoption of
the sentimental mode to tell Ruth’s story of marital bliss in the first part of the novel, and
consequent rejection of sentimentalism as an oppressive ideal that masks the fragility of
middle-class women’s domestic security. Reading Ruth Hall as first and foremost a domestic novel rather than as a labor novel, capitalist fantasy, or Franklinian autobiography
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(though it, of course, draws from these narrative forms), opens up new interpretations of
the book’s turning point, a fresh look at how it parallels Fern’s life, and a reexamination
of the famous ending. In her “domestic tale,” Fern does not end with Ruth coming into a
home of her own. While the novel depicts the chronology of Ruth’s riches-to-rags-toriches story through a series of different homes, Ruth’s financial independence is not rewarded with home ownership. There is a limit to Fern’s vision and it seems she has no
words or language to describe what that might look like. “Life has much of harmony yet
in store for you,” are the final words of the novel, spoken by Mr. Walter. But what is the
nature of that harmony? Does it mean marriage? (In Fern’s life, it meant remarriage.)
Could it be the harmony of Ruth and her daughters as women living independently?
These questions are ones that Fern resists answering.
What little we do have in the novel to construct Fern’s ideal home winds up being
somewhat similar in character to Ruth’s ideal home in the first part of the narrative. If the
homes that Fern depicts are oppressive and confining to women, if they are not as private
as what her readers idealize, she clings to the idea that a home and its possessions can
truly reflect a person’s character. Ruth trades a cozy home in the country for a cramped
one in the city, and the display of her fine taste in the purchase and arrangement of objects in her home are traded for objects that display her literary talent and hard work. This
melding of inner life with domestic objects is again highlighted when a fan of Floy’s columns asks to have a bust made of her. Ruth “glanced around her dark little room and
smiled. ‘I would rather, instead, that an artist would take a sketch of my room now . . .
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that little black stove, where I have so often tried in vain to thaw my frozen fingers—that
rickety old bed—the old deal table, with its yellow bowl of milk—that home-made carpet—those time-worn chairs” (234). Fern connects selfhood with one’s home and things;
a likeness of Ruth would be a sketch of her home’s interior. The purity that Fern insists
on in the creation of the home resembles Emerson’s “transparent eyeball”: the collapse of
the boundary between the public and private self. The exterior (appearance, objects)
should be a perfect reflection of one’s interior self; Ruth’s naiveté and her goodness are
characterized by her belief in that transparency. Fern, too, collapses the boundary between the marketplace and the affective domestic worlds by championing her business
relationship with Mr. Walter as one of “true friendship” (271). Rather than casting Ruth
as an exile or a madwoman in the attic, Fern suggests that the home could be the starting
point for wholly new relations between people. “Isolation must precede true society.”
Maternal Associations encouraged women to find self-fulfillment outside the
home. More and more advocates for women’s education and advancement encouraged
women taking occupations beyond the domestic circle. Fern brings work inside the home
—collapses boundaries between spheres—and by bringing her work within the home, she
suggests how work inside of the home could also place the individual outside of the
home. And, by outside of the home, I mean outside of traditional notions of the home.
Fern’s ideal home is female-centered, but it is also “beyond the pale of female jurisdiction.” Ruth’s new home, though comfortless, represents her liberation from female jurisdiction, which tends to be obtrusive and critical. Ultimately, Fern calls into question the
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ability of evangelical sympathy to transform the world, and adopts Emersonian ideals of
solitude and withdrawal to purify the individual and liberate women. Even after Emerson
began to drop “isolation” out of his writings, Fern picked up the idea and saw it as the
best hope for her daughters and a new home.
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CHAPTER 6
EPILOGUE
“Burt, are we fuck-ups? We’re thirty-four and we don’t even have basic stuff figured
out.”
“We’re not fuck-ups.”
“I think we might be fuck-ups.”

One of my favorite films is 2009’s Away We Go, directed by Sam Mendes and
written by novelists and husband and wife Dave Eggers and Vendela Vida. This independent film follows a thirtysomething couple as they travel from Colorado to Arizona to
Wisconsin to Montreal to Miami, Florida, searching for the right home in which to raise
their on-the-way baby. Their journey does not just take them through American cities; it
also takes them through the gamut of grown-up American responsibilities: interviewing
for a job, maintaining a marriage, good parenting, bad parenting, and putting up with
family. Tellingly, and perhaps troublingly, the film highlights how the new coming-of-age
drama in American culture is set in our thirties. When the film opens, the protagonists are
essentially orphaned (a narrative tradition in American literature, one that emphasizes the
hero or heroine’s struggle for independence and individual identity): Verona because her
parents are dead, and Burt because his parents are about to move to another country, leaving the two completely on their own and precipitating their search for a new home. What
Burt and Verona encounter on their journey reflects so many of the things that we associate with home and putting down roots: marriage, family, work, and personal identity—who we think we are and who we want to be. By finding the right place, the one that
provides an environment for the best functioning marriage and family and where they

each can succeed professionally, then Burt and Verona will have found their “home” and
discovered who they really are. The dominant characteristic of this environment is not
simply affective love; the love that surrounds the family and emanates from both parents
is accepting, protective without being smothering, empowering, and “genuine.” It is a
beautiful fantasy that appears over and over in our popular culture, showing how much
Americans optimistically attach to the idea of home and how much we are to be disappointed by the reality when all of these aspects of our lives do not converge seamlessly
once we have found home.
Sam Mendes is no stranger to films about American domestic life. Among his
more high-profile directorial efforts, American Beauty (1999) and Revolutionary Road
(2008) stand out for atomizing the suburban ideal, taking as their plot the imprisoning
and unhinging effects of the so-called American Dream on the individual. What makes
these films even more unsettling is the violence with which both conclude, suggesting
that this idyllic setting does not protect one from the violent threats of the world; it
spawns it. If Hollywood decides to revive the adaptation of Jonathan Franzen’s The Corrections or take on his more recent novel Freedom, I think Mendes would be an obvious
choice. And I suppose that is what is surprising about the ending of Away We Go: it’s a
happily-ever-after one with Burt and Verona finding their dream home. Not surprisingly,
though, their home is an anti-home of sorts. The house turns out to be the one in which
Verona grew up, and in Burt’s words, Verona had a “Huck Finn-y” childhood, which is
what he wants for his daughter: “I want her to run along streams, and know how to work
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a canoe, be able to entertain herself outside.” To search for a home based on the ideal of
Huck Finn is flat out contradictory and impossible; Mark Twain’s seminal American
character was running away from home. Home for Huck was either where he was violently abused by his father or where the Widow Douglas attempted to “sivilize” him, and
both were assaults on his freedom. Hence, the ideal life for Huck Finn was homelessness:
drifting along the river, solitary or with a companion, either would do, and never assuming a single identity.
What is a “Huck Finn-y” home and does Burt’s wish for his daughter reflect a
general American desire for a home that is at once a home and not a home? The final
scene of the film shows Burt and Verona driving down a shaded dirt road to her childhood home, a white, worn-down but sweet house embraced by green swathes of a weeping willow. When they unlock the door and step inside, the viewer is given a compulsory,
cursory glimpse of just one empty room that shows the quaint oldness of the house. For
the real draw of the house and Burt and Verona’s destination is to the double doors at the
end of the hall that lead out onto a veranda with an incredible view of a huge, pristine
lake, made more divine by late-afternoon sunlight that throws a warm romantic glow over
the breathtaking panorama. As they sit on the porch steps, admiring this extensive backyard along with the audience, we are left with hope, quite literally. Burt declares this is
home, and Verona says, “I hope so.” While each stage of their journey is subtitled with
the name of the city they visit, this final vignette is simply titled “Home,” and the audience is not given the name of the city or state, so that it takes on a generic kind of Ameri!288

can-ness. Where exactly is it, we wonder? It could be anywhere, and that seems to be the
point. The effect of its namelessness is myriad: it means that Burt, Verona, and their future daughter cannot be found, their beautiful isolated home and family protected by remoteness and lack of a geographical pinpoint; it suggests that they are detached from a
city and from civilization, that they are place-less; it also designates this home as a symbol for the American home, one that is accessible to us all if we are willing to go on our
own journey of self-discovery for that Huck Finn-y home.
Are the definition and experience of home, then, subjective? And does that mean
it is resistant to study and analysis? Even if the film’s conclusion suggests that individuals
(as a single person, couple, or family) decide what home is, that it could be anywhere and
anything, that there is no one version of “home” (I can be at home in the outdoors or in a
library or on a stage), it does present us with a powerful ideal. This film follows on the
heels of the housing bubble burst and the subsequent financial crisis in the U.S. when
many Americans lost their homes, leaving some concerned that the American Dream was
finally and irrevocably dead. Reduce and simplify became buzz words for Americans
(versus the “go shopping” advice that followed the 9/11 attacks). Tiny houses and microlofts became trendy ways to reduce expenses and “stuff,” and to live out a philosophical
ideal of simplicity. Burt and Verona’s decision not to buy a new house but to move into
her old one reflects how the ambition to own a home came crashing down along with the
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U.S. economy.97 It also represents a return to a simpler nineteenth-century ideal of living
in harmony with nature (an ideal that was itself recycled from classical pastoralism), reinforced by the fact that it is Verona’s childhood home, connecting simplicity with the innocence and purity of childhood. And after all, this film is about finding the perfect place
to raise a child; in their search, Burt and Verona also share the hope of becoming legitimate adults and reversing their feelings of having “fucked up.” In other words, the home
creates and defines adulthood as much as childhood.
The pastoral ideal that ends Burt and Verona’s search for a home with its promise
of harmony—not just harmony between humans and nature, but a harmony that settles
over the family and self (the sensation of feeling “at home”)—is what makes the film so
appealing, especially during a time of economic instability. The harmony and stability
that this ideal of home offers are a powerful panacea to the perceived cruelty and chaos of
the marketplace, and reinforces the notion that the world of home and the world of everything else are separate and opposing entities. Burt and Verona’s final destination could be
configured as an escape of sorts. The only outside that is allowed in the home is nature,
and the final shot of the couple on the threshold shows how “at home” they feel in the
natural world.
Away We Go’s ideal home—one that brings together the solitude, independence,
and youthful play of the Huck Finn-y or Thoreauvian natural world with the protection
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John Krasinski, the actor who plays Burt, also plays Jim on the U.S. television show The Office, who,
coincidentally, purchases his childhood home for his fianceé after she has failed out of art school in a 2009
episode.
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and safety of home—is a beautiful contradiction that has the American condition at its
heart: how to live completely free and feel totally secure at the same time. More often,
this ideal tends to be associated with childhood, and the home as allowing and providing
for a blend of liberty, play, innocence, and security for the child makes it a desirable retreat for adults. Today, thirty-six percent of the young adult population (ages 18-31) live
with their parents, and many of these are “boomerang kids”—young adults who move
back home with their parents after college or living on their own (Hochwald). They feature prominently in articles about the tough economy and bleak housing market. If trends
in film and popular culture are any indication, I suspect that the demographic for
boomerang “kids” is stretching beyond the 18-31 age group. Films like director David O.
Russell’s Silver Linings Playbook (2012) and comedic actress Kristen Wiig’s Bridesmaids
(2011) and Girl Most Likely (2012) feature characters in their mid-thirties who unravel
personally and professionally after relationship break-ups and losing their jobs, and are
forced to return home in order to reset, regroup, and rediscover who they really are.
Wiig’s films are female versions of the male arrested development narrative made popular in Adam Sandler and Will Ferrell movies (although, in the male version, the protagonists never attempted taking on grown-up responsibility); they are also the new comingof-age in your thirties story that used to be the coming-of-age in your twenties story that
defined films like Zach Braff’s Garden State (2004). Unlike Away We Go’s Verona, these
characters (in Silver Linings Playbook, Bridesmaids, Girl Most Likely, and Garden State)
did not have idyllic childhood homes, which is partly what they blame for their failures as
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adults, but they nevertheless return to the “source” in order to find the key to unlock their
true identity. It’s the modern day do-over.
The story of the boomerang kid differs in one significant way from the typical
coming-of-age narrative, which generally depicts a person having to leave home and
strike out on her/his own in order to discover who s/he is. The boomerang kid, however,
has lived independently in some form, but when that life turns out to be a lie or unsustainable, the individual comes back home to begin the process of true self-discovery. The
retreat back to the childhood domicile is gradually no longer viewed as regression; in the
story of the boomerang kid it is the only way forward.
Representations of the boomerang kid and the home ideal interest me, in part, because I am one of the thirty-something still-trying-to-figure-it-all-out “fuck-ups” who
moved back home for six months after breaking up with my boyfriend and leaving a
teaching job. By returning to where it all started, I had hoped to come to a better understanding of myself—and I, too, did not have an idyllic childhood, but still I believed I
could find a sense of rootedness and stability, and a clue that would solve the puzzle of
me—and when that failed, I headed west to reinvent myself and lay down new roots, enacting yet another popular American narrative. These narratives also interest me because I
imagine that I am not alone in my crisis of identity and homelessness. When being able to
move out of one’s childhood home into a home of her own does not exist for a person—
exacerbated by a hostile housing market—this disruption in the “normal” development of
American identity results in feeling lost. What is one to do in this strange middle place
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between homes—the one that created me and the one I must create—and why is it accompanied with powerlessness and insecurity? Why does home, owning one or having a
concrete definition for it, give a person such a strong sense of self and place? Why do we
run from it and why do we crave it?
These were some of the questions that personally prompted my inquiry into home
in the nineteenth century. I cannot say if they were answered in a concrete way with my
research, but I can conclude that our sense of belonging—whether to a family, a community, or the nation—is intimately bound up with the feeling of being “at home.” We attach
so much meaning to the word “home” and so much of our worth and value on owning a
home. My hope, then, is that, in Nicole Schröder’s words, we can come to a more “progressive” and inclusive sense of home: “a place that is characterized by creativity,
change, and diversity, i.e. by exchanges with what is outside. Such a place would be protective but not necessarily exclusive, as the ‘threshold between [its] interior and exterior,
between self and other’ remains open and further exchange and dialogue rather than separation and division” (35).
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